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PREFACE  

I wish all of you now that the wars are coming to an end, to live happily in peace.  

All mortals from now on shall live like the one people, united and peacefully working 

forwards a common prosperity. You shall regard the whole world as your  

country – a country where the best govern, with common laws and no racial 

distinctions. I do not separate people as many narrow-minded others do, into Greeks 

and Barbarians. I’m not interested in the origin or race of citizens. I only distinguish 

them on the basis of virtue. For me each good foreigner is a Greek and each bad  

Greek is a barbarian. If ever there appear differences among you, you must not resolve 

them by taking to arms; you should resolve them in peace. If need be, I shall act as  

your negotiator. You must not think of God as an authoritarian ruler, but you should 

consider him as common father, so that your conduct resembles the uniform  

behaviour of brothers who belong to the same family. For my part I consider all – 

whether they be white or black, equal, and I would like you to be not only the subjects  

of my common-wealth, but also participants and partners. Within all my powers  

I shall endeavor to fulfil all my promises. You should regard the oath we have taken 

tonight as a symbol of love. 

 

The ‘Oath’ of Alexander the Great  

at Opis (Assyria) in 3241 

Arrian, Anabasis of Alexander, 6th Book 

Plutarch, Moralia 

  

                                                
1 Cited in Bakaoukas, M. 2005, ‘Tribalism and racism among the Ancient Greeks: A Weberian Perspective’, Anistoriton Journal, 
vol. 9, no. March, p. E0501. 
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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the complex and contested issue of Macedonian/Greek identity 

through the story of my immediate and extended family. It is an ethnographical and 

photographic memoir, post-memory family history and creative non-fiction investigation. 

As a child, I was sheltered from the traumatic stories of my parents’ past life in Greece 

during the Civil War (1946–49). Their intention was to forget and begin a new life in 

Australia, without burdening me with issues that are still part of living memory and 

politics. Their silence and that of others who suffered at the hands of powerful state forces 

privileges the state-sanctioned narratives while consigning their personal stories to 

oblivion. With this thesis, I research and present a counter-narrative. Many of those who 

have lived with traumatic memories have entrusted me with their stories and, in some 

cases, disclosed disturbing information they have never spoken about, even to their 

children. While much of the Macedonian Question has centred on the Greek versus 

Macedonian identity and claims, there is added complexity where ‘mixed’ marriages have 

made identity a difficult marker of ‘otherness’ in one family. My family was caught in 

the middle of this contested issue as a mixed family. This memory work constructs the 

story of my family from Ottoman times – when religion was the only signifier of 

separateness – to the empire’s demise and the subsequent attempts to build nation states 

based on ethnicity. Ethnicity was conflated with ideology during the Greek Civil War and 

the state punished the leftist Slavic minority, leading to their exodus. 

The exegesis sets out to answer the question of how history and memory create contested 

narratives. I explore how history and theoretical concepts such as nationalism and identity 

are appropriated and politicised by the state to further its control. From the origins of the 

Macedonian Question in the late 18th century to the Greek Civil War, minorities caught 

in contested border areas have felt the full brunt of forced assimilation and discrimination. 
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I examine the theories that are co-opted by those in power to justify their hold on land 

and people. As someone who is part of this story, I also reflect on the difficulty of 

immersing myself in my community, seeking out oral testimonies from people who are 

still fearful of authority. Post-memory explorations regarding the Greek Civil War are 

under-represented in Australian scholarship; this is my original contribution to the canon. 
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Exegesis 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
After such knowledge: History or myth? 

On September 8, 1991 the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia declared its 

independence. Other republics of the Socialist Federated Republic of Yugoslavia, of 

which they had all been a part since 1945, did the same. Serbia, Croatia, Montenegro, 

Bosnia-Herzegovina and Slovenia all pulled away from the USSR-modelled 

Yugoslavia, which had been soldered together by Socialist leader Marshall Josip Broz 

Tito’s iron fist. Its neighbour, Bulgaria, immediately recognised the new state but 

would not recognise its nationality or language, as it believed that Macedonians were 

really regional Bulgarians who spoke a Bulgarian dialect. 

Its other neighbour, Greece, could not accept an independent state at all under this 

name. 

To this day, Greece still calls this state ‘the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia’ 

or by its acronym, FYROM, or by its capital, The Republic of Skopje, or just Skopje. 

To the Greeks, this was just the latest iteration of the hundred-year-old ‘Macedonian 

Question’. 

A few months after the independence split, on February 17, 1992, the Greek Foreign 

Minister Antonis Samaras explained to his European Political Cooperation 

counterparts why Greece would not accept recognition on the grounds of its irredentist 

expansionist plans and the theft of Greece’s cultural inheritance: ‘Skopje found 

necessary to usurp Greek historical and cultural heritage in Macedonia from antiquity 
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to the present. Thus, Alexander the Great and Aristotle have been added to the Skopjan 

pantheon!’2 

Prior to the World War II communist victory, from 1929 to 1941, during the time of 

the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, it was a province known as Vardar Banovina.3 Samaras 

explained that Tito always had plans for expansion and projected his Macedonia as the 

only legitimate state: ‘It was a political move fitting the Yugoslav leader’s 

hegemonistic plans at the time. The Skopje federative republic was seen as the nucleus 

– or Piedmont – for the annexation of the adjoining Macedonian provinces of Greece 

and Bulgaria.’4 

In other words, what is essentially a geographical entity divided between three nations 

is now one third a new state with plans to expand and claim the rest. Yet in the 

Republic of Macedonia – 35 per cent are Aravanite Muslims – it was clearly not an 

homogenous ethnic entity. 

In 1992, the first democratically elected President of this state, Kiro Gligorov, clarified 

Macedonia’s ancestry in a front-page story in the Toronto Star: 

We are Macedonians but we are Slav Macedonians. That’s who we are! We 

have no connection to Alexander the Great and his Macedonia. The ancient 

Macedonians no longer exist, they had disappeared from history long time ago. 

Our ancestors came here in the 5th and 6th century (AD) (Dodor 1992).5 

                                                
2 See: http://www.macedonian-heritage.gr/OfficialDocuments/Samaras2.html 
3 See the Constitution of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, which outlines the provinces: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20091021145008/http://geocities.com/dagtho/yugconst19310903.html 
4 See: http://www.macedonian-heritage.gr/OfficialDocuments/Samaras2.html    
5 March 15, 1992, Toronto Star ‘History Never Dies in Balkans’  
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A video of his comments has been uploaded 783 times, at time of writing, onto 

YouTube.6 

The first cut of history 

At this time, I was working as a foreign correspondent for the Special Broadcasting 

Service (SBS) on its international current affairs program, Dateline. In 1991, I was in 

fact reporting on the fall of Yugoslavia but concentrating on arch enemies Serbia and 

Croatia, and their threats of war. And they did go to war in Bosnia-Herzegovina over 

their respective ethnic enclaves. An in-depth, five-part program on the reasons for the 

collapse of Yugoslavia won the UN Association of Australia Media Peace Award.7 

Macedonia was not a key factor in the story of the breakup, but it would become the 

key issue in the microcosm of my personal family story. 

As a journalist, I see my role as an eyewitness to history with a calling to tell the 

difficult stories. In her book, Bearing Witness: The lives of Foreign Correspondents 

and Photojournalists, Denise Leith describes our craft as ‘the first cut of history’ and 

the workers as ‘part of the process of recording history’ (Leith 2004, p. xv). She 

explains: ‘While journalists live with the horrors they witness and a commonly 

expressed sense of impotence they all claim their job is a privilege and their work has 

given their life meaning’ (Leith 2004, p. xx). 

Frosh extrapolates on the definition of bearing witness to clarify that it is the 

witnessing text, not the act itself, that bears witness; the text actually creates presence 

at the event: 

                                                
6 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9opi-M9E37A 
7 See: https://trove.nla.gov.au/work/30653887?q=Helen+Vatsikopoulos&c=music&versionId=37201020 
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A witnessing text is one whose structure interacts with the audience to create 

not just an imaginative experience regarding the subject of its discourse but 

also the conjecture that this text is a witnessing text, that the event described 

really happened and that the text was designed to report it (Frosh 2011, p. 60). 

Because Macedonia was not a major issue in the disintegration of the federation, I 

ignored it. But very soon the Greeks and Macedonians held angry protests in cities all 

over the world, including in Australia. I began to take notice. I watched Greeks and 

Macedonians debating history and identity in television studios and I realised that they 

were debating the very essence of who I was. 

I knew myself as a Greek Macedonian. Now, this former communist state was 

asserting that it was the only legitimate Macedonian state, and a Slavic entity. But I 

was not a Slav – or at least, I did not think I was. 

As I looked closer at the issue, I began to get flashbacks as my memory engaged with 

the present. The first thing I remembered was that my paternal grandmother, Dimitra 

Vakitisidis, did not speak Greek well; she spoke the endopyia, which is the term 

Greeks use for the indigenous language, without calling it Macedonian. She would 

have been labelled a Slavophone. Was that really Slavic? Was it Macedonian? And 

did that mean that I was also a Slav? Or part Slav? I also remembered that, as a child 

at Greek school and local dances, we used to sing and dance to a folk song about 

Alexander the Great. The lyrics are seared into my brain: 

Macedonia famous as Alexander’s homeland. 

Macedonia famous as Alexander’s homeland. 

He kicked out the Bulgarians … 
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But there were no Bulgarians in Alexander’s time. Was that a propaganda song? In 

reality, the lyrics say: ‘He kicked out the Barbarians …’ But, through time, it was 

adapted to the new enemy, the Bulgarians. 

Childhood memories 

Suddenly, there was a question mark over whether I was what I thought I was. I began 

remembering: visiting adult friends of my parents when we first migrated to Australia, 

and they all spoke a language that was not Greek; travelling to this socialist state at the 

age of 17, on our first return to the homeland since migration, and many people arguing 

in this language; an empty department store with a mural of Tito. 

Then I remembered photographs my father had of himself as a young man in a place 

with Slavic signage in the background. Marianne Hirsch calls these images ‘ghostly 

revenants from an irretrievably lost past world’ (Hirsch 2012, p. 115). 

I began to experience something of an identity crisis. When you have grown up a Greek 

and, at the age of 32, you are suddenly part of an international political and territorial 

dispute that questions your very being – it was disconcerting. In 1992 I married the 

Australian journalist Mark Corcoran. During our wedding reception, an unidentified 

man told Mark that he had not married into a Greek family, but a Macedonian one. I 

began to ask questions of my family about our past and was met with silence. My 

family was hostile to this notion that we are somehow Macedonian and therefore 

Slavic. They are realists and the reality is we were born in a country called Greece and, 

ipso facto, by birth are Greeks. Irredentism was a recipe for chaos. Slowly, and through 

the insistence of my husband, I vowed to investigate further. After a lengthy process 
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of insisting that my parents open up about their past, I realised that for a journalist, I 

had been ignorant about my ancestry. 

Silence was how my parents coped with their past. Joy Damousi explains that ‘for 

some individuals the need to forge to the future and to forget was imperative’ 

(Damousi 2015, p. 2) and that a ‘wall of silence developed where parents do not tell 

and children do not ask’ (Damousi 2015, p. 199). 

I eventually discovered that my parents and grandparents had experienced the sort of 

dramas and traumas that I, as a journalist, had chosen to report on from the four corners 

of the globe. My assignments: Stolen Generations in Aboriginal Australia, genocide 

in Rwanda, civil war in Sri Lanka, torture in Turkey, executions in Mexico, child 

soldiers in Africa. It was all there in my family’s history. My family: my father was 

taken by the communists as a child and trained as a child soldier; my grandfather 

survived the Greek genocide in Asia Minor; my relatives were tortured in Greek 

prisons; my granduncle executed by communists. The revelations after so much 

silence were confronting. 

The question became: what do I do, now that I know? 

Eva Hoffman, whose family experienced the holocaust, was confronted by the same 

question. Her book is entitled After Such Knowledge, taken from a line in the T.S. Eliot 

poem ‘Gerontion’, which asks: 

 After such knowledge, what forgiveness? Think now 

History has many cunning passages, contrived corridors (Eliot 2015, p. 32). 
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For me, Hoffman has the answer: ‘The second generation is the hinge generation in 

which received, transferred knowledge of events is transmuted into history or into 

myth’ (Hoffman 2004, p. xv). And so I turn to the academy. 

 

The Doctorate 

It became clear to me that since the creation of the Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

in 1945 by Marshall Tito, there had been much mythmaking. Regardless of what 

Gligorov said back in 1992, the myth making continued to the point where it subsumed 

history. Today, 26 years later, Greece and FYROM are still arguing over the name, 

and international rallies and protests continue. Nationalistic mythmaking has resulted 

in the memorialisation of Alexander the Great throughout the country and Macedonian 

history books make direct links to ancient Macedonia. 

Suddenly I knew what I had to do. I knew what I had to write. In his essay, Why I 

write, George Orwell outlines four major motives and I was compelled to fulfil the 

third: ‘Historical impulse. Desire to see things as they are, to find out true facts and 

store them up for the use of posterity’ (Orwell 2004, p. 5). As a journalist, I could have 

just written the book. But this is a highly contested, controversial and emotional issue, 

so I decided that I needed to make it a scholarly work, beyond reproach. 

This Doctorate of Creative Arts is in two parts: an exegesis interrogating my research 

question, drawn from and accompanied by a creative work of nonfiction. 
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The exegesis 

The exegesis sets the scaffolding for the creative work. This introduction sets out the 

task and discusses the methods used to collect data. I also discuss my research 

question:  

Given the struggle between history and memory, how does a narrative like mine 

navigate the personal and public silences, the contested facts and theories, and bring 

to the fore the stories of the ‘othered’ to give a voice to the powerless? 

The second chapter sets out the history. It begins with ancient Macedonia and asks if 

this was a Hellenic civilisation. It will also interrogate the importance of myths, heroes 

and the cultural capital of antiquity and ruins as a way of legitimising continuity of 

nationhood. It will investigate what Macedonian state entities existed from that time 

to the Macedonian struggle of the 19th century, when empires crumbled and nations 

were created. It attempts to explain the difference between Macedonia as a 

geographical entity and as a nation. It also examines the various iterations of the 

Macedonian struggle from its first to the Greek Civil War, to the present negotiations 

over its name. I examine the writing of history as a state-directed policy of nation-

building and deliberate omission. This will carve out the space for those meta-histories 

and counter narratives that are not given space in the modern national consciousness. 

Chapter three interrogates the reasons why Greeks and Macedonians do not see eye to 

eye. I examine the origins of nationalism and opposing theories of identity formation. 

Loring Danforth (2000) first asked this question in his essay: ‘How can one woman 

give birth to one Greek and one Macedonian?’ Danforth deems this a possibility 

because, in his opinion, nationalism and identity are self-prescribed and each offspring 
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therefore has a choice. This is the kernel of the problem. Other theorists believe 

nationalism and identity are not changeable. Danforth explains the challenge facing 

me and my question in this contested narrative: 

These people are caught between mutually exclusive national identities. They 

are marginal participants in several national cultures and full participants in 

none, people who are struggling to construct a coherent sense of themselves 

from a complex, multi-layered set of identities – class, religious, regional, 

ethnic, and national. While these identities may coexist easily on some 

occasions, they conflict sharply on others, and this conflict often brings with it 

a great deal of uncertainty, alienation, and pain (Danforth 2000, p. 100). 

Chapter four continues the theme of nation-building and the importance of ruins but 

looks at the ruins that the state would rather forget. In western Macedonia, entire 

villages remain abandoned and, in border villages, stately homes are falling to ruin. 

These ghost villages and homes were abandoned at the end of the Greek Civil War 

(August 1949) by villagers who were mostly of Slavo-Macedonian ethnicity or were 

innocent people caught between the communist and nationalist fighters during the 

conflict. Many fighters and sympathisers fled to avoid the wrath of the Greek Army; 

others were taken at gunpoint – like my father, grandmother and uncles. I have sought 

out memory sources written by those who were forced to leave their homes in Greece 

at the end of the war and settle behind the Iron Curtain, never to return home. On the 

losing side of the war, their properties were confiscated by the government and, while 

the ruins of many of them remain as sites of memory, the memory sources allow the 

absent to give voice to the places that are now ghost homes. I have been able to find 

memory sources written in Macedonian that I have had translated which, once 
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triangulated, offer valuable testimonies and information about the places of silence. 

Together with the oral histories that I use in my creative work, these voices are 

important ways of balancing and, at times, correcting the official state-sanctioned 

narratives. 

The penultimate chapter is a reflection on my writing journey. This has been a long, 

difficult, confronting and emotional process. At times, I have been traumatised by my 

discoveries pertaining to my family; at times, I have been energised. At all times, the 

unfolding narrative has tasked me to keep going, to keep looking, to step aside from 

the exasperation of government obstruction and family silences. 

Finally, the concluding chapter draws all my research together and attempts to answer 

my research question. 

 

The creative component 

The creative work is a hybrid autoethnography, visual ethnography, memoir and 

creative non-fiction investigation into the issue, told through the example of my 

family. By using my personal journey and accessing family archives of oral histories, 

photographs and field work, I tell a complex story of hardship, survival and identity. 

While the issue of identity and nationhood is often seen in terms of homogenous 

groups, my hybrid-mixed-identity attempts to tell a story not present in the canon. 

Anthropologist Penelope Papailias, in her examination of Greek history and genres of 

recollection, praises the use of family stories: ‘A family archive might act not as an 

instrument for the reproduction of dominant historical narratives but as a potential 

storehouse for counter histories’ (2005, p. 5). Additionally, Robert Nash champions 
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scholarly personal narrative as an opportunity to take the stories of ordinary people 

and provide new knowledge that also challenges our understanding of history: ‘While 

it is personal, it is also social. While it is practical, it is also theoretical. While it is 

reflective, it is also public. While it is local, it is also political’ (2004, p. 29). 

In this endeavour, I am guided by Marianne Hirsch and her theory of post-memory. 

‘Post-memory’ describes the relationship that the ‘generation after’ bears to the 

personal, collective, and cultural trauma of those who came before – to experiences 

they ‘remember’ only by means of the stories, images and behaviours among which 

they grew up’ (Hirsch 2012, p. 5). Hirsch quotes critics of her theory who deny that 

post-memory can constitute second-generation memories in their own right. I agree 

with them that these are not my memories per se. For me, like Orwell, there is an 

urgency to fill in the gaps and give agency to the memories of the first generation. 

Here, Hirsch also agrees with Orwell: 

[Memory] offered a means to uncover and to restore experiences and life 

stories that might otherwise remain absent from the historical archive. As a 

form of counter-history, ‘memory’ offered a means to account for the power 

structures animating forgetting, oblivion and erasure and thus to engage in acts 

of repair and redress (Hirsch 2012, p. 15). 

While there has been much written about the Holocaust generally, both about and by 

the children of survivors, I could find very little about and by the second generation of 

the Greek Wars. Greek-Australian academic Joy Damousi writes that there is an 

absence in the Australian literature on the Greek second generation, whose sense of 

what it means to be Greek is influenced by the traumatic and war experiences of their 

parents (Damousi 2015, pp. 188–9). 
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The silence I experienced at home, growing up in Adelaide, I found also exists in 

Greece. Field work has enabled me to observe Greek institutions and archives with 

gaping omissions. So did Mark Mazower, author of many history books on Greece and 

the Balkans. He writes: ‘The state of Greece’s archives is a national disgrace’ 

(Mazower 1993, p. 423). 

Clearly, there is a disconnect between history and memory. In the history chapter, I 

will examine state-sanctioned histories further. But first, I want to outline the 

theoretical background to the opposing forces of official histories and private 

memories. 

Pierre Nora writes that there has been an ‘eradication of memory by history’ and that 

‘history is perpetually suspicious of memory, and its true mission is to suppress and 

destroy it’ (Nora 1989, pp. 8–9). In the case of Greece, the Civil War (1946–49) was 

so traumatic and divisive that those who attained power also controlled what was 

remembered by the collective. In the creative work, I visit the sites that the state has 

sanctioned and the ones relegated to oblivion – such as the abandoned and ruined 

homes and villages of Prespa, our ancestral home. Nora calls these the sites of memory 

‘lieux de memoire’. He writes: 

Lieux de memoire, where memory crystallizes and secretes itself has occurred 

at a particular historical moment, a turning point where consciousness of a 

break with the past is bound up with the sense that memory has been torn – but 

torn with the past in such a way as to pose the problem of the embodiment of 

memory in certain sites where a sense of historical continuity persists. There 

are lieux de memoire, sites of memory, because there are no longer milieux de 

memoire, real environments of memory (Nora 1989, p. 7). 
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Apart from using narrative inquiry in my creative work, I research within the structures 

of autoethnography. Anthropologist Heewon Chang confirms what others before her 

state: ‘auto-ethnography shares the storytelling feature with other genres of self-

narrative but transcends mere narration of self to engage in cultural analysis and 

interpretation’ (Chang 2008, p. 43). But Ellis, Adams and Bochner write of a reflexive 

autoethnography, which aligns more closely with my research. They write: 

Reflexive/narrative ethnographies exist on a continuum ranging from starting 

research from the ethnographer’s biography, to the ethnographer studying her 

or his life alongside cultural members’ lives, to ethnographic memories or 

‘confessional tales’ where the ethnographer’s backstage research endeavour 

becomes the focus of investigation (Ellis et al. 2011, p. 6). 

In the creative work, I reflect on the journey of researching, looking for sources as the 

process as well as the results. Given what I have already written about history and the 

archives above, my main sources of information are oral histories collected for the 

family archive as well as during the process of researching this doctorate. Thompson 

and Bornat credit oral history for its correction of officially sanctioned historical 

works. They write: ‘Oral history gives back to the people in their own words. And in 

giving a past, it also helps them forward towards a future of their own making’ 

(Thompson & Bornat 2000, p. 391). While I understand the debates about the 

unreliability of memory and oral history as memory fades, and that they are selective 

and influenced by the collective memory of the group, I believe that triangulation with 

many sources enables me to sort out the credible information from the myth making. 

Nora writes: ‘the task of remembering makes everyone his own historian … The less 

memory experienced collectively, the more it will require individuals to undertake to 
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become themselves memory-individuals’ (Nora 1989, pp. 15–16). I identify with this 

as I search for information silenced until now because it did not fit into a state 

narrative. 

As Hampl and Tyler write, history and memoir are like opposing teams on the same 

field, often charging against each other (2008, pp. 3–4), and ask ‘where does history 

stop and memoir begin?’ (2008, p. 6). 

In effect, they’re goalposts marking the extremes of non-fiction. The turf that 

separates them – and of course connects them – is the vast playing field of 

memory. Though both forms are narrative and require the storytelling arts, they 

reverse each other – memoir being personal history, while history offers a kind 

of public memoir (Hampl & Tyler 2008, p. 3). 

Extending the theme of bearing witness, photographs are invaluable in stirring up 

memories of childhood and of those who came before me, and died. My parents’ 

extensive collection of photographs enables me to tell their stories with greater 

certainty. Susan Sontag has examined the power of photographs to explore and record 

the pain of others. She writes: ‘they were a record of the real – incontrovertible, as no 

verbal account, how impartial, could be – since a machine was doing the recording. 

And they bore witness to the real – since a person had been there to take them’ (Sontag 

2003, p. 26). For a work of creative non-fiction, they enable me to visualise events and 

people from the past. Pendakis calls these ‘evocative sites of ethnographic exposure’ 

(2015, p. 31). 

One of the tropes in my creative work is the palimpsest, which the Oxford Dictionary 

defines as ‘something reused or altered but still bearing visible traces of its earlier 
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form’ (Oxford Dictionary 2018). The palimpsest is also a strong metaphor for history 

and place. Each conqueror rewrites history, subsuming what came before. 

In such cases, it is the photographs that provide the evidence. In Greece, there was 

much effort put into erasing the Ottoman past and removing the sites of history in 

Macedonia, where the communist buildings and the socialist and Slavic past has been 

given a makeover. But the photographs remain. As Roland Barthes writes: ‘The 

photograph is a witness but a witness of something that is no more’ (2010, p. iv). 

Barthes theorises about the two parts of the photograph: the ‘Studium’ or the intention 

of the photographer to present their photograph for an audience; and the ‘Punctum’, 

which he says is the element that breaks or punctuates the photograph. He writes: 

‘punctum is also: sting, speck, cut, little hole – and also a cast of the dice. A 

photograph’s punctum is that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is 

poignant to me)’ (Barthes 2010, p. 27). Like Barthes, the photographs of an Ottoman 

past, multicultural and diverse, are revelatory in this thesis by providing evidence. 

They prick and bruise me to take notice. Likewise, the photographs taken during the 

Civil War or the aftermath. Bodies of communists lying one on top of the other in a 

field as far as the eye can see; around 800 of them have, at their core, a punctum that 

poses questions to me as a writer and directs me to find answers. How did this happen? 

Who did it? And who can remember and tell me about it? The photographs of mothers 

leaving Greece, escaping the American-supported bombing by the Greek Military, 

their children by their side, shakes me to consider the children as my father, my uncle, 

my mother and, at the same time, invites me to empathise and look deeper. 

Many of the people I have interviewed for the oral testimonies have died since I began 

this thesis, including my own grandfather. One of the mnemonic techniques I use to 
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connect myself with them, as I remember and write about them, is known as ‘Looking 

into the Past’ (Powell 2009). This technique was started by photographer Jason Powell, 

where an old or archival photograph is held in front of the same location that it was 

first captured, and recorded with the original, complete with hand holding the 

photograph plus the connected background, on a digital camera. This is a digital 

technique, differing from that of ‘re-memory’ or remembering memory (Kalin 2012, 

p. 149) where old photographs are superimposed, or partially superimposed, with the 

same location and in the same photograph to show the passage of time and what once 

was. 

‘Dear Photograph’ (Jones, 2011), like ‘Looking into the Past’, has become an internet 

phenomenon for its proponent, Taylor Jones. I use this device to show the passing of 

time, the secret palimpsest of reinvented cities and villages, as well as a way of 

remembering my forebears. It has enabled me to take myself back to the village where 

I spent the first four years of my life and to revisit my home, my school and the natural 

surroundings. This is a powerful tool by which to remember and evoke. I also have 

been able to resurrect my grandparents from the dead and see them as if they were still 

alive and going about their day. I can see my tiny grandmother crossing the road, 

standing in the yard feeding her chickens. I can see my grandfather playing with the 

family dog and skinning a lamb for dinner. Ryan Lizardi writes of this technique: ‘The 

“Looking into the Past” images do not forget, in fact they bring evidence of the past in 

direct confrontation with the present, and ensure a view of the past that encourages 

learning through comparisons’ (2016, p. 135). Jason Kalin takes this further with his 

invention of the term ‘hauntography’: 
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Rephotography, or hauntography, foregrounds patterns of memory rather than 

the direct presence or absence. Because past and present are both there and not 

there, what becomes important is what persists, what patterns can be identified 

to make the place recognizable so that we can say, ‘Here, there used to be’ 

(2012, p. 158). 

My thesis is populated by ghosts – their voices in oral histories and their faces in 

photographs. I have attempted to rescue them from oblivion. 
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2. HISTORY 
History in the Balkan Peninsula repeats itself with surprising regularity 

Edith Durham8 

 

Cry for Macedonia 

It was in the Ashmolean, Oxford University’s 17th-century Museum of Art and 

Archaeology on April 6, 2011 that Emeritus Professor Robin Lane Fox was reduced 

to tears (Kennedy 2011).9 The classics historian and author of Alexander the Great 

(1974) and the Search for Alexander (1981) was attending the opening of a rare 

exhibition of Macedonian antiquities: Heracles to Alexander the Great – Treasures 

from the Royal Capital of Macedon, a Hellenic Kingdom in the Age of Democracy. 

The sight of gold crowns that had graced the heads and elaborate silver cups that had 

touched the lips of Alexander the Great and Philip of Macedon elicited an emotional 

moment for the Don. 

This was at a time when the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), 

under the leadership of nationalist Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski, embarked on a 

major reinvention of the capital under the project ‘Skopje 2014’ – complete with giant 

statues of Alexander the Great and Philip of Macedon – and commissioned new public 

buildings in the ancient style. Kubiena writes this was ‘to refashion the city to look as 

if it sprang directly from antiquity’ (2012, p. 87). This was a complete reversal of what 

FYROM’s first prime minister, Kiro Gligorov (quoted in the previous chapter), 

publicly stated in 1992 – that Macedonians today are descendant from the Slavs who 

                                                
8 Durham, Edith, M. 1905, The Burden of the Balkans, Dodo press, London, p. 5. 
9 See: https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2011/apr/06/historian-weeps-alexander-great-exhibition   
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migrated to the area in the fifth and sixth centuries, and therefore have no connection 

to Philip and Alexander of ancient Macedon. At the exhibition, Lane Fox was asked 

about this turnaround by the latest leadership of FYROM; he was unequivocal: 

I think there is a message that is historical but still politically has to be said. 

Macedon is a Greek speaking kingdom in northern Greece populated by people 

using Greek names, Greek months of the year, worshipping Greek gods. Those 

who live in Skopje and say that that is Macedon and Alexander’s homeland, 

are as ignorant and outrageous as if someone were to say that Oxford 

University was really in Belarus and Oxford was Minsk.10 

This did not deter prominent nationalists like Dr Valentina Bozinovska, who heads a 

government commission in FYROM, from maintaining a different interpretation of 

history: ‘the Skopje 2014 project is a statement of all that we have had from the ancient 

period until today. For the first time we have a chance to create a tangible manifestation 

of Macedonian identity … civilization practically started here’ (Dimishkovsa 2010). 

But in an interview with a Greek journalist, posted on YouTube, Lane Fox reiterates 

the historic record: 

Let’s be generous for one moment, they may want to be part of Alexander’s 

world and we should respect that and encourage it but they are nothing to do 

with his homeland. They must remember they were on the margins; some of 

the cavalry perhaps came from Peonia on the edges of Skopje. But Alexander 

himself? It is nationalist nonsense. To annoy Greece.11 

                                                
10 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OYx-29Z3xE 
11 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCYg1TvDM5Y 
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Because the Macedonia of ancient times is the one that most people would name if 

asked what is Macedonia, it is important to rectify the definition and its many 

abstractions. 

 

What is Macedonia? 

This is a question still without a definitive answer. Greek nationalist scholar Evangelos 

Kofos is hesitant: ‘one hardly feels confident when trying to untangle the strings of 

confusion. In the endless game of politics, propaganda has been elevated to the rank 

of scholarship’ (1993, p. 1). Edith Durham, British traveller, writer and aid worker in 

the Balkans, sets the parameters: ‘Macedonia, be it observed, is a conveniently elastic 

term, which is made to include all the territory anyone wishes to annex. It is a loose, 

and therefore misleading term’ (1905, p. 47). And Hammond writes: ‘If we try to 

define Macedonia along political lines we shall be chasing a chameleon through the 

centuries’ (1972, p. 1). 

I posit that there are three Macedonias needing definition: the geographical region of 

Macedonia, the ancient Macedonia and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

– today’s modern Macedonian nation. Though Kofos begs to differ: ‘Macedonia is 

neither a geographical nor a national entity. For the past fifty years it has remained 

above all, a political problem which from time to time, emerges with varied degrees 

of acuteness’ (1993, p. 2). 

I will let that ‘chameleon’ get a head start before I begin hot pursuit. In the meantime, 

let me begin with a geography lesson before I move onto the politics of the 

Macedonian Question. 
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Geographical Macedonia 

The geographical region of Macedonia shifted with new leaders and new conquered 

territory. Wilkinson writes that there is no purpose to be served by insisting on the 

stability of historical boundaries: ‘to the confines of Salonika at certain periods of its 

classical history, Macedonia has at other times reached the Adriatic, the Haemus and 

the Danube’ (1951, p. 3). But if it is possible to define an area accepted by most 

scholars when we refer to Macedonia, it is Barker’s definition: 

the usually accepted geographical area of Macedonia is the territory bounded, 

in the north, by the hills north of Skopje and by the Shar Mountains; in the east 

by the Rila and Rhodope Mountains; in the south, by the Aegean coast around 

Salonika, by Mount Olympus and by the Pindus mountains; in the west by 

Lakes Prespa and Ohrid. Its total area is about 67,000 square kilometres 

(Barker 1950, p. 9). 

Macedonia has been an historical transit from East to West, and Wilkinson posits that 

‘this has made Macedonia a name synonymous with strategy’ (1951, pp. 3–4). Its 

location enabled Alexander the Great to carve a route and conquer his neighbours and 

beyond; it was also the location of the Roman Via Egnatia, the famous road built to 

connect Rome with Constantinople. Wilkinson writes that this is why its ethnic 

structure is so complex. He quotes ancient scholars such as Pliny, who wrote 

Macedonia was made up with ‘no less than one hundred and fifty nations’; and 

Pomponius Mela who said there were nations ‘as many as there were cities’ 

(Wilkinson 1951, p. v). 
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Ancient Macedonia 

Maps of the ancient world show Paeonia in the area now surrounding Skopje and 

Ancient Macedonia or Macedon, the kingdom of Philip the Second and Alexander the 

Great, to its south. In the map below (Figure 1), Macedon is in blue and the same 

colour as all the areas designated as Ancient Greek. This is what Lane Fox is referring 

to. He also explains that the culture of the Macedonians was Greek: 

Through his court and his cities, Alexander had brought Greek speech and 

customs to some 100,000 Orientals from the upper satrapies alone; they would 

widen from one generation to the next … as Greek was the culture of the 

government and so it was bound to dominate. Within its limits, Hellenization 

had to be complete. These limits were not demanding; an Oriental became a 

recognized Greek simply by speaking the language and sharing the games and 

customs of a Greek court or community (Fox 1973, pp. 488–89). 

 

Figure 1. Map of the ancient world showing Macedon and Paeonia12  

                                                
12 Source: https://commons.m.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anachronistic_Map_of_the_Balkans_(English).svg#mw-jump-to-license 
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Nationalists from the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and particularly the 

Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation (IMRO) political party, dispute that 

the ancient Macedonians were an Hellenic civilisation. Ancient texts from Greeks of 

the time refer to them as barbarians, the name Greeks gave to ‘others’. Aristotle was 

Alexander’s tutor but Macedonian extremists deny that this means that the ancient 

Macedonians only spoke Greek and did not have their own language. So, if they were 

barbarians, they could not be Greek and therefore Greece cannot claim them. Thus 

Macedonians can lay claim to the name Macedonia, the Macedonian language and 

their own Macedonian culture. Their national flag is the star of Vergina, the Royal 

Insignia found in the tomb of Philip of Macedon, discovered by Greek archaeologist 

Manolis Andronikos in 1977. 

It was well known that only Greeks could compete in the ancient Olympic Games and 

the fact that the Macedonians took part is evidence, according to most ancient history 

scholars, of their Greek identity. The dynasty of Alexander and Philip was of Greek 

origins. Hammond published three volumes of A History of Macedonia. He writes: 

‘The dynasty was a foreign one (which) claimed descent from the Temenidae of 

Peloponnesian Argos’ (Hammond 1972, p. 443). He continues: 

The Macedonians had no reason and presumably no wish to align themselves 

with the Greek states either as promoters of Greek culture or as speakers of a 

common language … Hostility between the two was expected. A slender 

bridge between them was represented by the Greek language, spoken as 

contemporary Doric by the royal house and in the form of an ancient patois by 

the Macedonians (Hammond 1972, p. 441). 
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Borza is the eminent classicist who denies this view of the Greek origins of the 

Macedonian dynasty as myth. He writes: 

To deny such fables and attribute them to contemporary Macedonian 

propaganda may appear minimalistic. But given the historical milieu in which 

such stories are spawned and then adorned, the denial of myth seems prudent. 

The Temenidae in Macedon are an invention of the Macedonians themselves, 

intended in part to give credence to Alexander I’s claims of Hellenic ancestry, 

attached to and modifying some half-buried progenitor stories that had for a 

long time existed among the Macedonians concerning their own origins (Borza 

1990, p. 82). 

Borza then continues to blame Herodotus for perpetuating this myth by delighting in 

‘oracles’ and influencing Thucydides. 

In an attempt to answer the question of whether the ancient Macedonians were Greek 

or not, Anson sums up dominant scholarly research: 

What appears clear from the currently available evidence is that (1) Macedonia 

was clearly part of a broader Greek cultural world at least by the fifth century, 

(2) whatever may be meant by the stray allusions to spoken ‘Macedonian’ all 

surviving epigraphical evidence from grave markers to public inscriptions is in 

Greek, and (3) while the literary evidence into the fourth century suggests that 

the Greeks did not accept the Macedonians as brothers and there is virtually no 

evidence to garner the views of non-royal Macedonians, the Argead royal 

family, including both Philip II and Alexander III, believed themselves to be 
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Greek and were accepted as such by most of the Greek world (Anson 2010, 

pp. 19–20). 

Before I get to the third Macedonia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, I 

want to examine the importance of claiming ancient Macedonia by both Greeks and 

modern Macedonians. 

 

Antiquity’s symbolic capital 

It is important to include a discourse on antiquity and who can claim ownership of the 

past because, as Bourdieu theorises, inter-relationships or positions in fields or spaces 

of power are determined by capital. This is not just economic capital but also ‘“cultural 

capital” (i.e. knowledge, skills and other cultural acquisitions), “symbolic capital” (i.e. 

accumulated prestige or honour), and so on’ (Thompson in Bourdieu 1991, p. 14). As 

such, antiquities are symbolic capital, used for national profit. Hamilakis sees the 

nation’s ancient past and its archaeological finds as the primary symbolic capital of 

the country. He regards antiquities ‘as a symbolic resource of the nation’ (Hamilakis 

2001, p. 44); therefore, the state is keen to safeguard them and guarantee their 

‘profitable investment’ (Hamilakis 2001, p. 41). This is one of the main reasons that 

Greece and FYROM are battling to secure not only their pasts but the capital benefits 

for the present and future of their respective countries. Nationalism and archaeology 

are almost in a symbiotic relationship; the nation as a political and social form of 

organisation emerged almost at the same time as archaeology developed as an 

organised discipline (as discussed in following chapter). 
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Hamilakis writes that the nation is in need of archaeology ‘as it produces the object of 

its desire, its raison d’être, the archeological record’ as physical proof of an emerging 

nation’s perceived antiquity (2001, p. 14). In the Macedonian context and the 

obsession with ownership of Alexander the Great, it is also a case of the need for 

national heroes. Renan, writing in the late 1800s, delineates the nation’s need for 

heroes: ‘Of all cults that of the ancestors is the most legitimate, for the ancestors have 

made us what we are. A heroic past, great men, glory, this is the social capital upon 

which one bases a national idea’ (Renan in Olick et al 2011, p. 82). And as Gerwarth 

writes: ‘The creation of hero cults as a dominant feature of myth-making became 

particularly important with the emergence of the modern nation-state and the quest for 

suitable historical traditions on which a national community’s identity could be 

founded’ (2009, p. 382). 

 

The end of empires 

Time to chase that chameleon. From the ancient Macedonia of Alexander the Great, 

Macedonia became a Roman province in the third-century BC. In the fourth century 

AD, it was successively attacked and plundered by the Goths, Avars, Bulgars and 

Serbs. At times, it was part of the Byzantine Empire and, in the fifth, sixth and seventh 

centuries, the Slavs invaded in large numbers and stayed (Perry 1988, p. 9). In the fifth 

and sixth centuries, two major Slavic tribes appeared north of the Danube, the Slaveni 

and the Antes (Fine 1991, p. 26). Fine writes the ‘Slaveni to the west were the 

ancestors of the linguistic group that became the Serbo-Croatians, while the Antes 

were the ancestors of those who were to become the Bulgaro-Macedonians (1991, 

p. 26). The next time we hear of a Bulgarian/Macedonian kingdom is in 997, when 
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Tsar Samuel created an empire around the Prespa and Ohrid Lakes. The FYROM 

claims this was the first Macedonian kingdom and a large statue of Samuel stands in 

the main square of Skopje, next to that of Alexander the Great. However, there is also 

a large statue of Samuel in the Bulgarian capital of Sofia. Most scholars do not regard 

this as a Macedonian empire. But Fine writes: ‘what is important is that Samuel called 

his state Bulgarian, a fact which shows he considered it Bulgarian’ (1991, p. 191). 

Stavrianos recounts the infamous defeat of Samuel and his army at the hands of 

Byzantine Emperor Basil, well known for this conquest: ‘a redoubtable Byzantine 

Emperor, known to history as Basil the Bulgar-slayer, annihilated a Bulgarian army 

and blinded fourteen thousand captives’ (Stavrianos 2002, p. 26). But Pribichevich 

asks, was Samuel’s a Bulgarian or a Macedonian state? He calls Samuel’s empire: ‘the 

one flash of lightning in the long Macedonian night’ (Pribichevich 1982, p. 88). While 

Ostrogorsky agrees that even though Samuel and the Byzantines regarded it a 

Bulgarian Empire, it did have local roots: 

in reality his Macedonian kingdom was essentially different from the former 

kingdom of the Bulgars. In composition and character, it represented a new 

and instinctive phenomenon. The balance had shifted towards the west and 

south, and Macedonia, a peripheral region in the old Bulgarian kingdom, was 

its real centre (Ostrogorsky 2001, p. 302). 

A journalist, who represented the American Press in Tito’s headquarters in World War 

II, Pribichevich claims that, while the Macedonians want to claim Samuel, responsible 

scholars will not go as far and they ‘acknowledge that Macedonian national 

consciousness did not exist at the time and that there was only an association of non-

Bulgarian Slav tribes living in the territory of Macedonia’ (Pribichevich 1982, p. 87). 
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A Serbian Empire followed the Bulgarian one. And these two empires – Bulgarian and 

Serbian – fired up the irredentist dreams of Bulgars and Serbs to Macedonia. But 

another empire was on its way now. It was around the 12th and 13th centuries that 

Macedonia became part of the Ottoman Empire. Barker writes: ‘There has been no 

Macedonian state since the Kings of Macedon’ (1950, p. 9) and that the claims of 

Serbia and Bulgaria to its territory arise from their past empires that came and went. 

Wilkinson notes: ‘the Osmanli Turks, who inherited so much from their Byzantine 

precursors, never recognized any Macedonian administrative unit’ (1951, p. 3). During 

Ottoman times, the Sultans divided their subjects on the basis of ‘Millets’ or 

administrative classifications based only on religion. The Muslims were part of their 

millet and ‘all Orthodox Christians belonged to the Orthodox Rum millet, and were 

subject to the direct and indirect control, supervision and administration of the 

Ecumenical Orthodox Patriarchate in Istanbul, which enjoyed a privileged and 

powerful position in the Ottoman Empire’ (Karakasidou 1997, p. 79). The Orthodox 

Patriarchate was Greek and it was responsible for administering spiritual and pastoral 

care to all Orthodox subjects following the abolition of both the Old Serbian 

Patriarchate of Pec in 1767 and the former Bulgarian Patriarchate of Ohrid, near the 

Prespa Lakes, in 1765 in the 18th century (Wilkinson 1951, p. 59). 

But the power balance was about to change. In 1774 the Treaty of Küçük Kainarji, 

between Russia and Turkey, granted Saint Petersburg greater diplomatic 

representation in Ottoman provinces and thus the ear of the Sultan. It also gave the 

Russians unprecedented reach over Orthodox subjects as spiritual protector (Glenny 

2000, p. 5). In 1804 the Serbs, a Slavic people just like the Russians, began the first of 

their uprisings. Serbia had achieved autonomy and had almost broken free. Ten years 
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later, on September 14 in 1814, in the Russian	Black Sea port of Odessa, a group of 

Greek	merchants founded the Filiki Etairia, or Friendly Society; friendship with their 

Ottoman overlords was the last thing on their minds. This was a vehicle for revolution. 

In the salons of London, Philhellenes were yearning for the re-establishment of the 

Greece of ancient times. The celebrity of Lord Byron13 gave the cause of Greek 

Independence much needed publicity and funds. In Western Europe, royals such as 

King Ludwig I of Bavaria14 made Munich a powerful centre of classicism (Yalouri 

1996, p. 122); Ludwig I groomed his 17-year-old son Otto, offering him to the newly 

created modern Greek state as its first ever monarch.15 Ancient symbolic capital was 

now paying for a newly created modern nation. 

Tsar Nicholas I of Russia16 wrote metaphorically of the Ottoman Empire to the British 

Envoy Sir George Hamilton Seymour in 1853, saying: ‘[We] have on our hands, a sick 

man, a very sick man: it will be, I tell you frankly, a great misfortune if, one of these 

days, he should slip away from us before all necessary arrangements were made’ 

(Livanios 2006, p. 300). These ‘necessary arrangements’ were about the Great Powers 

– France, Britain, Russia, Austro-Hungarian Empire and Prussia – carving up the body 

of a once-powerful empire and dismembering it, creating docile new nations and 

negotiating mutually beneficial alliances. 

The Russian Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, Count Nicholas Ignatieff, reportedly 

told the Prussian Otto von Bismarck: ‘the Ottoman Empire was an artichoke, whose 

leaves he would peel off at his leisure, one at a time’ (Ignatieff 2001, p. 49).	

                                                
13 He fought in the Greek War of Independence, 1821–30. 
14 The Bavarians of the time were so enamoured of Ancient Greece that they emulated the architecture and other culture. 
15 Otto became the first Modern Greek king (Othon) in 1832. 
16 Emperor of Russia, 1825–55. 
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Figure 2. ‘The Sick Man of Europe’ – The shrinking body of the Ottoman Empire  

with Serbia and Greece as Independent states, 1830–62.17 

 

The body of the Ottoman Empire was terminal. The Russian desire for influence in 

Europe and access to the Aegean meant it had a problem with the multi-ethnic nature 

of Ottoman Macedonia. Catherine the Great18 of Russia, harboured dreams of 

resurrecting the Greek empire of old, with her deliberately named son Constantine as 

its monarch. But Nicholas I’s Russia found a different vehicle for its expansion – Pan-

Slavism. Greece, not being Slav, was ruled out as an ally – Serbia was too far away 

                                                
17 Hupchick, D & H. Cox 2001, The Palgrave Concise Atlas of the Balkans, Palgrave MacMillan, USA 
18 Empress of Russia, 1762–96. 
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and, having already declared her independence from the Ottomans, was thought to be 

‘less docile’. Bulgaria was perfect. A client state that relied on Russian aid was ‘more 

biddable’ (Barker 1950, p. 7) and thus potentially its closest ally, both geographically 

and ideologically. 

 

Macedonian Question 

On March 10, 1870, a ‘firman’, or directive, of the Sultan Abdülaziz19 was granted to 

allow the creation of an independent Bulgarian Orthodox Church. The Russian 

ambassador to the Ottomans, Count Nicholas Ignatieff, convinced Sultan Abdülaziz 

to allow the firman, because the Turks saw it as a divide-and-rule directive – thus 

weakening the Greek Patriarchate and drawing to an end its uncontested ecclesiastical 

supremacy. The new Bulgarian Exarchate Orthodox Church was declared schismatic 

by the Greek clergy. 

This single event changed the course of Europe’s balance of power and the fate of the 

people living in Macedonia, and scholars regard it as the reason why the Macedonian 

Question began. Barker writes that this moment was the primary catalyst for war: ‘So 

began the three-sided contest for Macedonia, waged first by priests and teachers, later 

by armed bands, and later still by armies, which has lasted with occasional lulls until 

today’ (1950, p. 7). Barker was writing in 1950, but she might as well be referring to 

today. 

                                                
19 32nd Sultan of the Ottoman Empire, 1861–76. 
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In my creative work, I examine how the contest for Macedonia impacted on my great-

grandparents and my family in the area of Prespa Lakes, Macedonia, on the border of 

what is now Greece and FYROM. My great-grandparents identified as Christians 

because they knew nothing else, like their ancestors before them. Now Greek and 

Serbian and Bulgarian priests, teachers and then militias were asking them to choose 

a nation. 

On March 3, 1878, at the seaside town of San Stefano on the outskirts of 

Constantinople, the body of the Ottoman Empire was laid out and its dismemberment 

began. In Figure 3, a sketch published in The Illustrated London News (1878) shows 

Count Ignatieff at the centre of proceedings surrounded by Ottoman envoys and 

Russian diplomats. 

	
Figure 3. The signing of the Treaty of San Stefano 187820 

                                                
20 Source: The Illustrated London News: Vol. 72, p. 264–5 (March 23, 1878). 
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The Treaty of San Stefano, had it not been opposed by the European powers, would 

have created a Greater Bulgaria swallowing up the whole geographical area of 

Macedonia. But no sooner was the ink dry than a panic erupted in the parliamentary 

and royal chambers of London, Berlin and Vienna. Within a year, the Congress of 

Berlin, in June and July of 1948 had put a stop to Russian and Bulgarian plans. 

Macedonia stayed with the Ottomans. Figure 4 shows two French maps, illustrating 

the irredentist Bulgaria of the Treaty of San Stefano then the much-reduced Bulgaria 

of the Congress of Berlin.	

 
Figure 4. Left: Bulgaria in pink under the San Stefano Treaty (Prespa in Bulgaria). Right: Bulgaria under Treaty 

of Berlin (Prespa in Ottoman Macedonia).21 

	

British historian A.J.P. Taylor believes that, if San Stefano had proceeded, then the 

Ottoman Empire might well have survived (1954, p. 253). If it had proceeded, my 

ancestors would have become Bulgarians. But it did not. The Age of Empires was 

over; the Era of Nations was born. The Macedonian Question was asked all over 

Europe: What is Macedonia? Who are these people? In 1891 the British former 

                                                
21 Source: State Archives of Macedonia 
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diplomat and journalist, Ardern Hulme Beaman, explained what he believed the 

Macedonian Question was really all about: 

The point at issue, though it is not often so nakedly stated, is simply which of 

the three adversaries, Greeks, Serbs and Bulgars, is to be so favoured by 

Turkey as to enable it, when the Power is in extremity, to seize Macedonia for 

itself’ (Beaman in Elsie & Destani 2015, p. 15).  

First, however, there was the question of numbers. In order to establish Bulgarian 

churches and schools in Macedonia, the Ottomans demanded that two-thirds of all 

villagers had to agree. The question was how to convince peasants, who only 

recognised religion as a signifier of identity, to agree to which nation, language and 

culture they belonged. In my ancestral villages in Prespa, the language was not Greek 

– it was a Slavo-Macedonian, the same language that is spoken in the Former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia – but some people had a Greek consciousness and wanted to 

stay with the Greek Patriarchist Orthodox Church. They neither wanted to join the 

Bulgarian Exarchist Church, nor Bulgaria. 

Wilkinson, in his investigation Maps and Politics: A Review of the Ethnographic 

Cartography of Macedonia (1951), reproduces more than 150 ethnographical maps – 

made by Greek, Serb, Bulgarian and European ethnographers and cartographers. No 

two are the same. The political bias of the interviewer determined the outcome. Getting 

the two-thirds to agree was the objective. He writes: 

The priest and the bishop, the school-teacher, the scholar and the brigand, all 

played their part in the struggle which now ensued. The battle was joined with 

all the fervour of a religious crusade and with all the ferocity of a blood feud. 
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For the next thirty years in Macedonia the bandolier and the rifle were more 

often in a man’s hand than the tools of his trade or the handles of his plough. 

Henceforth the ethnographic map assumed a much more complex character 

(Wilkinson 1951, p. 110). 

Gounaris writes that the early contest was for souls and not territory and that meant 

that priests were the primary targets (2005, p. 42). The mix of peoples was just as 

complex as it was back when the ancients wrote about it. George Fredrick Abbott, a 

Cambridge scholar was even more puzzled about what he saw. He writes: 

Verily no country ever was in such need of a herald’s office or of a lunatic 

asylum, as Macedonia. It may be described as a region peopled with new-born 

souls wandering in quest of a body, and losing themselves in the search (Abbott 

1903, p. 81). 

 

Macedonia for the Macedonians 

The sick man of Europe found himself challenged by a new generation of subjects who 

were influenced by the French Revolution and the ideas of the Enlightenment, and he 

fought back violently. Reports of massacres against peasants who wanted a better life 

raised concerns in Western Europe. Former British Prime Minister William Gladstone 

took up the cause of Macedonia and urged the Greeks, Serbs and Bulgarians to ‘come 
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to an agreement on the Macedonian Question’.22 In a letter to The Times on February 

6, 1897, he defends ‘Macedonia for the Macedonians’, writing: 

The hopelessness of the Turkish Government should make me witness with 

delight its being swept out of the courtiers which it tortures. Next to the 

Ottoman government nothing can be more deplorable and blameworthy than 

jealousies between Greek and Slav and plans by the states already existing for 

appropriating other territory. Why no Macedonia for the Macedonians as well 

as Bulgaria for the Bulgarians and Servia for the Servians? (Gladstone 1897).23 

British journalist and aid worker Henry Brailsford, writing in 1903 for the Fortnightly 

Review, gives a rare insight into the lives of Ottoman Macedonia’s peasants and the 

role of the schools that the Greeks, Serbs, and Bulgarians were competing to establish 

in villages. He is interviewing the Vali (Governor) of Salonika, who blames the 

violence on schools: 

It was once my good fortune to obtain from the Vali of Salonica an explanation 

of the Macedonian problem, as concise as it was true. ‘It is all the fault of the 

Bulgarian schools,’ he declared. ‘In these nests of vice the sons of the peasants 

are maintained for a number of years in idleness and luxury. Indeed, they 

actually sleep in beds. And then they go back to their villages. There are no 

beds in their fathers’ cottages, and these gentlemen are much too fine to sleep 

in the floor. They try the life for a little and then they go off and join the 

                                                
22 Letter to the editor, The Times February 6, 1897, p. 12, in Andonov-Poljanski, H. 1985, Documents on the Struggle of the 
Macedonian People for  Independence and a Nation State, vol. 1, Kultura, Makedonska Knija, Medunarodna Politika, Misla, 
Skopje. (pp. 406–7) 
23 ibid 
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revolutionary bands. What they want is a nice fat Government appointment’ 

(Brailsford 1903, p. 172)24. 

In1893 some graduates of the Bulgarian schools, including teacher Gotse Delchev,25 

formed a revolutionary organisation to fight for an independent Macedonia – mostly 

known as the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation, or IMRO. It was 

committed to an autonomous Macedonia, though there were members who preferred 

a Bulgarian annexation. Wilkinson writes that students were targeted keenly for 

indoctrination: ‘Schoolmasters were more often than not political agents, carefully 

trained for their task’ (Wilkinson 1951, p. 120). This paramilitary organisation was 

credited with staging the first-ever terrorist kidnapping of an American, the missionary 

Ellen Stone in 1901, in a bid to raise awareness for their cause. She and her Bulgarian 

female companion were ransomed for 25,000 Turkish lire which, when paid, went 

toward the purchase of arms (Perry 1988, p. 103). 

On St Elijah’s day on August 2, 1903, IMRO led an organised revolt known as the 

Ilinden Uprising, against the Ottomans in the town of Krushevo, south-west of what is 

now FYROM. It proclaimed the founding of the Krushevo Republic as the date of 

ethnogenesis of the local Macedonian state. Rossos writes that IMRO and the uprising 

‘occupy a sacred place in Macedonian history and the imagination of patriotic 

Macedonians everywhere’ (2008, p. 99). Delchev is a national hero in Macedonia and 

Bulgaria; both states claim him as their own. The Ilinden–Preobrazhenie Uprising of 

1903 lasted 10 days before a force of 18,000 Ottoman soldiers brutally suppressed it 

                                                
24 In Elsie, R. & Destani, B. (eds.) 2015, The Macedonian Question in the Eyes of British Journalists (1899–1919), collection of 
articles by British journalists Centre for Albanian Studies, London . 
25 1872–1903 
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and followed with fierce retribution. Yasamee believes scholars have been misled to 

believe that IMRO actually believed in a separate ethnic Macedonian identity: 

In reality, IMRO never questioned the Bulgarian national identity of the 

Macedonian Slavs; its apparent preference for autonomy over annexation was 

essentially a matter of political tactics, and at most, implied a recognition that 

the presence of numerous non-Bulgarians in Macedonia might render outright 

annexation to Bulgaria impractical (Yasamee 1995). 

Brailsford writes of the Macedonian peasants: 

[It is] a population as poor as it is untaught, which has no native aristocracy to 

keep a tradition alive. The average peasant has no exact notions about his own 

ethnological affinities. He must be won over by money or by force (Brailsford 

1903, pp. 185–6). 

And his thoughts about their genealogy: 

There is no Macedonian race, and Macedonia is itself only a geographical term 

… its peasantry are the wrack left behind by wave after wave of Slavonic 

migration; and before they became slaves of the Turks they had been slaves of 

the Greeks. During three unbroken centuries of Turkish rule the very 

knowledge of their Slav origin was crushed out of them (Brailsford 1903, 

p. 181). 

In those days, the Macedonians were called Bulgarians. Perry writes that the literature 

of the times showed that ethnic differentiation was not a matter of concern: 
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even the correspondence of no less a figure than the legendary Macedonian 

revolutionary leader, Gotse Delchev, refer to the Slavs of Macedonia as 

‘Bulgarians’ in an offhand manner without seeming to indicate that such a 

designation was a point of contention (1988, p. 23). 

Most of the ethnographic surveys of the time did not ask about Macedonian identity 

but differentiated with other ethnicities: Vlachs, Arvanites, Serbians, Aravanites, 

Greeks, Bulgarians, Turks and Roma. Krste Misirkov believed that a Macedonian 

identity was evolving, whereas in the past, these same people identified themselves as 

Bulgarians. In 1904 he writes: ‘the emergence of the Macedonians as a separate Slav 

people [was a] perfectly normal historical process which is quite in keeping with the 

process by which the Bulgarian, Croatian, and Serbian peoples emerged from the 

South Slav group’ (Misirkov 1904, p. 153). 

But it was not to be for Macedonia. On October 8, 1912, Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia 

declared war on the Ottoman Empire. This was the beginning of the First Balkan War 

and it ended with the signing of the Treaty of London on May 30, 1913. But then 

Bulgaria attacked its former allies, Greece and Serbia, on June 16 later that year, and 

the Second Balkan War began, with Serbia and Greece fighting Bulgaria. On August 

10, 1913, the Treaty of Bucharest ended the war. The geographical region of 

Macedonia was divided up and distributed between the three nations. Two Balkan 

Wars, the first with Greece, Serbia and Bulgaria against the Ottomans, and the second 

with Greece and Serbia against the Bulgarians, resulted in the geographical area of 

Macedonia being divided up and absorbed into three countries. Greece took around 50 

per cent of Aegean Macedonia; 40 per cent of Vardar Macedonia went to Serbia; and 

Bulgaria took Pirin Macedonia, only 10 per cent and the smallest share. Danforth 
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writes that, because Macedonia was only a geographical region and not an independent 

state, due to the successful nationalist campaigns of the other Balkan states, it: 

…suffered the same fate as places like Palestine and Kurdistan … The Balkans 

was just too crowded; their history too full. It was difficult to find room for 

another state, or another nation. All the glorious ancestors, all the famous 

heroes, and all the powerful symbols had already been claimed (Danforth 1995, 

p. 5). 

What followed was an exchange of populations between Bulgaria and Greece by the 

Treaty of Neuilly, signed November 27, 1919 – in what was one of the first state-

sanctioned policies of ethnic cleansing. Barker (1950, p. 31) puts the figure at 25,000 

Bulgarians leaving Greece, but Michailidis (2007, p. 357) claims 40,000 Slav speakers 

left Greece between 1912 and 1919. The next big ethnic-cleansing program, with far 

wider consequences for the Macedonians, was the result of the Greco-Turkish war, 

which the Greeks lost. The convention of Lausanne was signed on January 30, 1923. 

This saw the eventual relocation of around half a million Turks from Greece to Turkey, 

and of 1,221,849 ethnic Greeks from Turkey to Greece, with 638, 253 settled in 

Macedonia, thereby altering the demographics and reducing the Slav-Macedonians to 

a minority (Michailidis 2007, p. 378). On September 29, 1924, the Bulgarians and the 

Greeks also decided to initiate an agreement known as the Kalfov-Politis Protocol. 

This meant that Greece was willing to admit that it had a Slavic minority that was 

Bulgarian and, therefore, would be protected as such under the League of Nations and 

its minority treaties. Kofos writes that this was a mistake, which would have rendered 

Bulgarian many loyal Greek Slavophones. It also incurred the wrath of Yugoslavia, 
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which saw this as a hostile move because it classified its Slav-Macedonians as southern 

Serbs. Kofos quotes the Yugoslav missive to the Greeks: 

We cannot possibly accept that north of the frontier the Slavs are Serbs while 

beyond that frontier these same people are Bulgarians … should Greece be 

unwilling to back us up on this question then we shall regretfully be compelled 

to change this basis and seek an agreement with Bulgaria by dividing up Greek 

Macedonia into spheres of influence (Kofos 1993, p. 49). 

Greece dropped the idea. 

 

No minorities wanted 

Human Rights Watch Helsinki published a damning report in 1994 of the harassment 

of Macedonians in Greece; in 1991 it published a similar report on the selective 

persecution of Macedonians in Bulgaria. Officially, the Greek government denies 

there are any ethnic minorities in the country apart from the Muslim Turks in Thrace, 

who were confirmed by the Treaty of Lausanne. This all has its origins in the era after 

the Balkan Wars, when the new nations were busy creating a homogenous entity out 

of heterogeneous populations. 

 Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece were trying to assimilate their Macedonians. To this day, 

the Greeks deny that they have any ethnic minorities, just Slavophone, or Slavic-

speaking Greeks. In 1925 the promise to the League of Nations to allow linguistic 

freedom to the Macedonian minority was broken when a school text book of the 

Macedonian language for school children was published, not in the Cyrillic script, but 
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in Latin. Soon it was abandoned. Karakasidou outlines the Greek policy of forced 

assimilation targeting Slav speakers of Macedonia by redefining ethnicity as 

nationality (1993, p. 5). 

An anthropologist, she writes: 

[the] Greek state wrested control of enculturation from the domain of the 

family and placed it under the control of the localized institutions of the Greek 

state (i.e., schools, churches, marketplaces, the military, etc.); the public realm 

was domesticated as the ‘private’ realm became nationalized (Karakasidou 

1993, p. 7). 

The Greek Decree number 332 of 1926 ordered all villages, towns and natural features, 

such as mountains and rivers, with Slavic or foreign-sounding names to be changed. 

My ancestral village was called Rambi and it was changed to Lemos. Law number 87 

of 1936 was even more personal as family names had to be changed. Our family name 

was Bakousi and it was changed to Vakitsidis. Later, my father’s name was changed 

again to Vatsikopoulos. On July 15, 1927, Slavic inscriptions on churches were erased 

and the speaking of Slavo-Macedonian was forbidden.26 

Meanwhile in Yugoslavia, the Macedonians were renamed South-Serbs in a province 

called Vardara Banoniva; in Bulgaria, where there has always been a denial of a 

separate Macedonian identity and a belief that Macedonians are Bulgarians, the 

Macedonians had to change their surnames to the Bulgarian endings of ‘ov’ – they too 

were Bulgarised. 

                                                
26 Helsinki, H.R.W. 1994, Denying Ethnic Identity: The Macedonians of Greece, Human Rights Watch, New York, p. 7. 
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Marx and the Macedonian Question 

The second major event that had a far-reaching impact on the Balkans in general, and 

the Greek and Macedonian people in particular – was the Marxist policy of self-

determination. The Comintern, also known as the Communist International, was the 

prime body that advocated world communism. In 1920 the Bulgarian, Yugoslav and 

Greek communist parties formed the Balkan Communist Federation and, in 1924, the 

directive was announced that the Greek Communist Party, the KKE, had to adopt a 

policy of self-determination for its minorities (Barker 1950, p. 50). Barker states that 

the KKE was reluctant to adopt this, given the large numbers of refugees living in 

Macedonia, and the fear that they would be seen as unpatriotic. 

The sixth congress of the Balkan Communist Federation presented as fait accompli a 

detailed program for a Republic of Macedonia in the Balkans; this would encompass 

the geographical region of Macedonia, which was divided among Yugoslavia, 

Bulgaria and Greece. Barker cites a document drawn up at the Congress: ‘A united 

and autonomous Macedonia is now the slogan of the Macedonians in all corners of the 

Fatherland, which is covered with ruins. It is under this slogan that they are organising 

and conducting the struggle’ (in Barker 1950, p. 52). The slogan ‘a united and 

independent Macedonia’ was, however, softened to ‘equality of rights for the Slavo 

Macedonians’ (Kofos 1993, pp. 164–5). 

For the Slavo-Macedonians in northern Greece, this was a godsend. In the villages of 

Prespa, where much of my creative work is based, many people joined the communist 

party in the hope of escaping the harsh assimilationist policies and discrimination of 
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the dictatorship of Greek Prime Minister, Ioannis Metaxas. The internal communist 

policies and aspirations may not have amounted to much had it not been for yet another 

seminal event that brought the Macedonian Question back to the forefront of Balkan 

politics – the Second World War. 

The Italians invaded Greece in 1940 and the Greeks fought back with much success, 

but the occupation was sealed when Germany invaded on April 6, 1941. The kingdom 

of Yugoslavia was also invaded by the Axis powers on the same day; the Bulgarians 

soon moved in and began to import Bulgarian priests and set up Bulgarian schools, as 

they had done back in the 19th century. 

The Macedonian Question was back on the agenda. 

A communist resistance movement emerged under the leadership of Marshal Josip 

Broz Tito, as did a communist resistance movement in Greece. The Greek National 

Liberation Front, or EAM, led by Markos Vafiadis, also formed a military wing, the 

National People’s Liberation Army or ELAS. Remembering the policy of self-

determination imposed by the Comintern, many Slavo-Macedonians not only joined 

the resistance, they also formed their own Slavic battalions. Many were not only 

fighting to expel the Axis forces but also to establish an autonomist state of Macedonia. 

The Slavo-Macedonian Popular Liberation Front, SNOF, and its military wing, SNOV 

– founded in October 1943 in the lakeside town of Kastoria, and a month later in the 

northern town of Florina – had close ties to the partisans of Tito. Nicholas Hammond, 

who was a British commando with the Special Operations Executive, or SOE, was 

suspicious of the ties between Tito’s partisans and the SNOF fighters; one brigade 

went under the name of ‘Gotse’, after the Macedonian hero Gotse Delchef. Hammond 

writes: 
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The ambitions of Tito and the movements of his partisan bands into Greek 

Macedonia were an embarrassment to EAM-ELAS. I mentioned the arrival of 

such bands in May 1943; on that occasion the partisans were wearing the 

IMRO flag on their sleeves – the emblem of an independent Macedonia 

(Hammond 1993, p. 142). 

The SNOF members were unequivocal. Sfetas quotes Lazaros Ossenskis, a SNOF 

member from Kastoria, who writes in a letter to the communist party of Greece, dated 

January 24, 1944: 

we are not Greeks, we are a Slavo-Macedonian race with different ideals, but 

they want us to remain within the Greek framework, giving us only equality. 

How does this square with the declared principles of the self-determination of 

peoples? (in Sfetas 1995, p. 299). 

The Greek communists were put in a difficult position as they were seen as unpatriotic. 

Their anguish is evident in a letter to the Soviet delegation. Communist Andreas 

Dzimas, after visiting Tito in 1944, pleads with General Timofei Korneev: 

I appeal to you to intervene and set this unpleasant situation right. For the sake 

of 120,000 Macedonians, the Yugoslavs want us to lose the Greek people, who 

have naturally become extremely sensitive to the national question of late … I 

beg you to mediate (Dzimas 1995, p. 302). 

Clearly, the Macedonian Question was again playing out in the arena of war. One of 

the SOEs, Captain Patrick Evans, investigated the Macedonian issue in north-western 

Greek Macedonia. Report on the Free Macedonia Movement in Area Florina 1944 

was a secret report for the British to ascertain the veracity of the claims of the Slavic 
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minority. Captain Evans visited many villages, among them my ancestral home of 

Lemos. His report confirms the presence of a people who do not think of themselves 

as Greek. 

It is predominantly a Slav region not a Greek one. The language of the home, 

and usually also of the fields, the village street, the market, is Macedonian, a 

Slav language … If Greece can give the Macedonians what they want – 

freedom of language and a somewhat better life – they will be content to remain 

Greek citizens … The attitude even of educated Greeks towards the Slav 

minority, not only in Slav areas but everywhere, is usually stupid, uninformed 

and brutal to a degree that makes one despair of any understanding ever being 

created between the two people (Evans 1944). 

When the Axis occupation of Greece ended – the Greek Civil War began (1946–49) 

with monarchist/nationalists against leftist/communists. This ideological war also had 

an ethnic dimension as many of the Slavic population not only fought for a communist 

victory but also for the promise of self-determination; in other words, for the creation 

of a Macedonian federation that encompasses geographical Macedonia of the 19th 

century. 

 

A Macedonian Republic 

When the Yugoslav partisans came to power in Yugoslavia, one of the first things that 

Tito did was to create the People’s Republic of Macedonia on August 2, 1944. The 

Slavo-Macedonians were acknowledged finally as a separate ethnicity, with their own 

decreed Macedonian language and, later, their own Macedonian Orthodox Church. For 
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the Slavo-Macedonians, this was the first time that a Macedonian state was 

acknowledged since the times of Philip and Alexander of Macedon. The Central 

Committee of the Communist Party of Macedonia made its aims clear, as Kofos notes: 

Macedonian people: In your three-year popular liberation struggle you 

achieved your unity and you established your own army and set the foundations 

of the federative Macedonian state. With the participation of the entire 

Macedonian people … you will achieve the union of all parts of Macedonia 

which the Balkan imperialists seized in 1913 and 1918 (in Kofos 1993, p. 136). 

However, Greek nationalists point to this event not as a long overdue 

acknowledgement of an emerging Slavo-Macedonian identity, but as a confected, 

created, fake nation. Nikolaos Martis, a former minister of Northern Greece, published 

a book in 1984 calling out the lie of Macedonia as a separate nation. In The 

Falsification of Macedonian History, Martis accuses what he calls the ‘Socialist 

Republic of Skopje’ of usurping an historical name and claiming to be the inheritor of 

the whole of Macedonia: 

To this purpose the Slav inhabitants of the ‘Socialist Republic of Macedonia’ 

together with peoples of other nationalities residing there, such as Aravanites, 

Greeks, Vlachs, Gypsies etc. were collectively rechristened Macedonians, and 

thus constituted the Macedonian nationality … This action had a political 

motive which aimed to undercut the philo-Bulgarian tendencies of a significant 

section of the population (Martis 1984, p. 86). 
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This now constitutes ‘The New Macedonian Question’ and – since the breakup of the 

Yugoslav Federation and the independence of the Former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia – it has placed FYROM and Greece at loggerheads. 

I have attempted here to chase the chameleon of political Macedonia. This historical 

background is the reference to my creative work, which examines the minutiae of the 

Macedonian Question in how it impacts the lives of people who were not political, had 

a low level of education and found themselves caught in the crosshairs of a conflict of 

which they had no choice. 

 

Clio in the Balkans 

Clio was one of the nine muses of ancient mythology, the daughters of Zeus, feminine 

guides who inspired the arts. She was the proclaimer, the herald and the muse of 

history. As I write this chapter, I wonder what Clio would have made of the various 

interpretations of historical events. Was Alexander a Greek or not? Was Samuel a 

Macedonian or a Bulgarian? Clio, too, would have wondered at some of the historians 

who have taken events and interpreted them through an obviously patriotic lens. Martis 

was awarded the Prize of the Academy of Athens for his book, which is unequivocally 

Greek and does not countenance that there is any room for evolving identities 

throughout the centuries. Kofos is another scholar seemingly in service of the state. As 

someone whose grandmother, father and uncles were taken by force from Greek 

Macedonia by the retreating communists in 1949, I find some of Kofos’ 

pronouncements offensive: 
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A great national calamity had its beneficial side-effects. Along with the 

thousands of guerrillas, abducted children and adults, the ‘Slav-Macedonians’ 

who for well over eight years had collaborated either with the Bulgarian and 

German occupation or with the KKE, left the country in large numbers. Thus, 

Greece was delivered of an alien-conscious minority which had actively 

threatened her security and internal peace (Kofos 1993, p. 186). 

My abducted father, uncles and Slavophone grandmother were not ‘alien-conscious’ 

and it took my grandfather nearly nine years to convince the Greek government that 

they were not active guerrillas, nor collaborators, but innocents who needed to return 

to their homes. 

Andrew Rossos is perhaps another similar scholar, though not as blatant as Kofos and 

Martis. His book Macedonia and the Macedonians: A History (2008) is part of a series 

on studies of nationalities. It begins the study of the Macedonian nationality at 600 

BC. Berger acknowledges that historians have an important role as their work 

contributes to the establishment of collective memory. He writes: 

Historians cannot set themselves up as purveyors of the truth and truthful 

‘science’ against peddlers in and purveyors of myths. They need to recognise 

that they themselves are part and parcel of a wider public discourse over which 

meaning to give to the past (Berger 2008, p. 5). 

Historian Iakovos Michailidis, part of a younger generation of Greek academics, 

claims we are in a ‘third Ilinden’ – the first being the uprising in 1903, the second 

being the Greek Civil War from 1946 to 1949 and, currently, in an age where ‘the 

politics of arms has been supplanted by the power of the pen and money.’ He claims 
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that historians bear a disproportionate responsibility for this: ‘What historiography 

needs is a radical change of approach, to unhitch itself from the wagon of nationalism’ 

(Michailidis 2000, p. 79). 

In writing this chapter, I endeavour to be as objective as possible, given my Greek-

Macedonian identity. The use of the term FYROM to describe the Republic of 

Macedonia is not about taking a position, but to use the terminology that Australia uses 

as official policy in describing the modern Macedonian state. Also the use of Slavo-

Macedonians is taken in the context of self-ascription by the Slavo-Macedonians 

themselves in the past. I acknowledge that the ‘Slavo’ prefix has been dropped in 

recent times, seen by extremists as a pejorative appellation. It is not my intention to 

offend, just as it would offend Greeks if I were to use the term Macedonian to describe 

the inhabitants of the former Republic of Macedonia. In the next chapter, I will 

examine the changing theories on identity and identity formation that have evolved 

beyond the primordial and essentialist notions of the nation and state as a static 

phenomenon. 
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3. IDENTITY AND THE NATION 
The peoples of the Balkans produce more history than they can consume,  

and the weight of their past lies oppressively on their present. 

Winston Churchill27 

 

From the same womb – two different identities? 

In the early 1990s, following the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia’s 

declaration of independence, a new wave of scholars who were neither Greek nor 

Slavic joined the discourse around this new Macedonian Question. Whereas in the 

past, it was mainly politicians, social scientists and historians engaging, some in this 

new group came at it from an anthropological perspective and began to question long-

held theories of nationalism and identity formation. 

Loring Danforth is an anthropologist academic, whose essay How Can a Woman Give 

Birth to One Greek and One Macedonian? was one of the first to research this 

emerging field. Danforth, of course, may have been one of the first to examine the 

‘New Macedonian Question’ but it was a continuation of the same question; that 

unanswerable Macedonian Question. Like Danforth, others before him were baffled 

by the conundrum. In 1905 Greek Captain, Patroklos Kontoyannis, was tasked with 

conducting an ethnographic study of the population for the Greek cause. Quoted by 

Kostopoulos, he says: ‘it is impossible for two brothers to belong to different races; 

the distinction of the villagers into patriarchists or exarchists cannot therefore justify 

                                                
27 Tertrais, B. 2016, ‘The Revenge of History’, The Washington Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 4, p. 8. 
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a real differentiation based on nationality’ (in Kostopoulos 2009, p. 104). And he 

wasn’t the only one. Writing in 1903, Abbott also was puzzled: 

In one and the same household one will occasionally find representatives of all 

the branches of the human family; the father claiming for himself a Servian 

descent, the son swearing that nothing but Bulgarian blood flows in his veins, 

while the daughters if they’re allowed a voice in the matter will be equally 

positive that Helen of Troy or Catherine of Russia or the Aphrodite of Melos 

was their ancestress (Abbott 1903, p. 81). 

Durham puts this down to a certain ‘Balkan peculiarity’, an example of which is ‘a 

man who told me he was a Greek, but he was born in Bulgaria, his father was a Serbian, 

and his children Montenegrin’28 (Durham 1905, p. 48). Clearly, identity was a concept 

that failed to resonate. 

 

What is a nation? 

Schama warns that ‘Unstable identities are history’s prey’ (1995, p. 25). Was this the 

problem for the Slavs of Macedonia? The question that needs to be asked about 

identity formation is what constitutes a nation in the first place? What set of factors or 

criteria determine one person claiming to be Greek and another a Bulgarian, both in 

the same family? Is it predetermined or a matter of choice? In Uses and Abuses of 

History (2009), Macmillan, like Schama, claims that the fuel for nationalism is 

provided by history: ‘It creates the collective memories that help to bring the nation 

                                                
28 Durham, Edith, M. 1905, ‘The Burden of the Balkans.’ Dodo Press, UK. 
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into being. The shared celebration of the nation’s great achievements – and the shared 

sorrow at its defeats – sustain and foster it’ (Macmillan 2010, p. 81). 

There are two main theories of identity formation and nationalism: the primordialist 

or perennialist; and the modern or constructivist. The first holds that a nation is 

immutable and that you cannot choose to which nation you belong. It is borne of DNA 

and bloodlines of belonging that can extend as far back as ancient times. This is what 

the Greeks believe and this is also why they claim exclusivity of Hellenic ancestry, 

dating back to the times of the dynasty of Philip and Alexander (thus excluding the 

modern Macedonians); a language and culture that continued through to Byzantium, 

sustained by the Patriarchal Greek Orthodox Church during the Ottoman occupation, 

and restored in the 19th century to its rightful nationhood. The pre-eminent scholar 

here is Anthony D. Smith. He writes that certain nations exhibit these characteristics 

of what he calls ‘ethnies’. ‘Ethnie, once formed, tend to be exceptionally durable under 

‘normal’ vicissitudes and to persist over many generations, even centuries’ (Smith 

1986, p. 16). On Greece, he writes: 

Although it was divided, both into poleis and into sub-ethnic communities, 

ancient Greece could also be described as an ethnie in this sense. We find there, 

too a common name, Hellas; a set of common-origin myths about the Greeks 

and their main divisions; common historical memories centred around the 

Homeric canon; common Greek dialects and a common Greek pantheon of 

Olympic deities; an attachment to the Greek ‘homeland’ around the Aegean; 

and, above all, a shared sense of being ‘Greek’ and not ‘barbarian’ (Smith 

1989, p. 345). 
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Berger writes that myths of origin were powerful markers, of which populations could 

claim nationhood. So in this context, the Greeks were more successful than the Slav-

Macedonians, who could not. He writes: ‘the longer the continuity that could be 

constructed in the name of the nation the more ancient and the more valuable – that is 

the higher standing the nation has’ (Berger 2009, p. 492). Again, the Greeks can here 

claim a connecting line from antiquity to the present, unlike the modern Macedonians. 

Jordanovski agrees and, in defence of Slavo-Macedonians, he posits: ‘it’s wrong to 

apply primordial or perennial theories to Macedonians … These approaches often lead 

to imposing a retrospective nationalism onto communities and cultures whose 

identities and loyalties were local, regional and religious but barely national’ 

(Jordanovski 2002, p. 268). But Hroch believes, as was outlined in the previous 

chapter, that once these groups began to educate their youth, questions were asked 

about their past and their destiny. He writes that the ‘Modern nation-building process 

started with the collection of information about the history, language and customs of 

the non-dominant ethnic group, which became the critical ingredient in the first phase 

of patriotic organisation’ (Hroch 1993, p. 9). 

 

The nation as an invention 

So what then of Smith’s ‘ethnie’? In 1969 Fredrik Barth, in his seminal work Ethnic 

Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organisation of Culture Difference, introduced a 

different anthropological interpretation that changed the thinking of the times. 

Eschewing primordialism, he emphasised the interaction of groups and their 

negotiations of boundaries. He writes: ‘ethnic groups are categories of ascription and 

identification by the actors themselves, and thus have the characteristic of organising 
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interaction between people’ (Barth 1969, p. 10). So the crucial feature of identity is 

not preordained, but is fluid and adaptable and ‘has a membership which identifies 

itself and is identified by others, as constituting a category distinguishable from other 

categories of the same order’ (Barth 1969, p. 11). 

So we are what we believe. This is what the modern Macedonians would ascribe to. 

The modern or constructivist theory was first espoused by scholars such as Ernest 

Renan, who was writing in the 19th century at the very time that geographical 

Macedonia was scoured for prospective subjects of the emerging nations. In his 1882 

discourse What is a Nation? Renan posits: ‘the essence of a nation is that all 

individuals have many things in common; and also that they have forgotten many 

things.’29 For Renan, the role of narrative is important in the invention and reinvention 

of national identities. 

Another seminal work on nationalism was espoused by anthropologist Ernest Gellner. 

He writes that nationalism invents the nation that did not previously exist and is not, 

as the primordialists believe, the awakening of nations to their self-consciousness: 

It is nationalism which engenders nations, and not the other way round. 

Admittedly nationalism uses the pre-existing historically inherited 

proliferation of cultures or cultural wealth, though it uses them very selectively, 

and it most often transforms them radically (Gellner 1983, p. 54). 

                                                
29 Lecture given at the Sorbonne on March 11, 1882. 
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Hobsbawm takes this further by describing the ‘invention’ of traditions to buttress the 

emerging nation (1992). Agnew adds that a genealogy must be provided for the group 

to identify with: 

Territory or topos has been crucial in this regard. Territory provides the 

grounds in which to stake the claim for nation. It does so by using the authority 

of a common cultural heritage to establish a unified past for that block of space, 

assembling folklore, tradition, associating critical historic incidents with 

specific sites and using evidence from archaeological and historical studies to 

justify current or expansive borders, create a capital city and sanctify national 

monuments (Agnew 2008, p. 416). 

The canon of the modernists and constructivists claims that we invent nations to feel 

part of a group. The reasons range from needing protection by the group, or for some 

other gain, and that our involvement is fluid. We can always change if we want to; we 

can join another group if the need arises. So the Greeks would subscribe to the 

primordialist theory of nation, a perennial construct that reproduces itself; the modern 

Macedonians to a modern and constructivist theory of self-ascription. Krste Misirkov, 

the Macedonian intellectual who lived in Bulgaria, writes: ‘Our national self-

awareness had been only half aroused; nobody had bothered particularly with the 

question of our nationality. We did indeed call ourselves ‘Bulgarians’ and ‘Christians’ 

in the national sense’ (Misirkov 1905, p. 115). But that does not mean that a new 

identity could not emerge. Misirkov finds it natural for those who once called 

themselves Bulgarians to then begin to identify as Macedonians. His major work On 

Macedonian Matters (1974) was subsequently banned and he was expelled from 
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Bulgaria. For him, identity is a fluid process and can change. As Jordanovski explains, 

Macedonia did not fulfil the requirements of a perennial nation. 

Macedonia faced the ‘Age of Nationalisms’ fully unprepared, sort of to say, 

lacking her myth of a medieval state under that name (the call of past glory) 

consequently not possessing any potentially usable national idea or figure of a 

hero in the existing pre-culture. Additional disadvantage was the divergence of 

vernaculars in parallel circulation – Albanian, Greek, Vlach, Ladino and South 

Slav dialects (Jordanovski 2002, p. 267). 

 

Imagined nations 

By far the most influential theory of nationalism of late has come from Benedict 

Anderson’s Imagined Communities. Anderson offers his definition in an 

anthropological spirit: 

It is an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently limited 

and sovereign. It is imagined because the members of even the smallest nation 

will never know most of their fellow members, meet them or even hear of them, 

yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion (Anderson 1983, 

pp. 6–7). 

Thus this imagined community of Macedonians evolved and grew and, according to 

Jordanovski, found their legitimacy under Tito. He writes: ‘the differences that would 

otherwise be insufficient to create a separate nationality, in the given circumstances 

got crystallized and (after 1944 in Federal Yugoslavia) institutionalized’ (Jordanovski 
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2002, p. 274). In the previous chapter, I outlined the factors that led to the 

establishment of the People’s Republic of Macedonia in 1944, then renamed the 

Socialist Republic of Macedonia, but what about the establishment of Greece? 

Macedonian extremists who claim a non-Hellenic Alexander the Great as their 

ancestral hero also point to the Greek state as a fabrication. 

 

The creation of modern Greece 

So who are the modern Greeks? Greek-American journalist Nicholas Gage answers 

this question through the trope of the palimpsest: 

The Greeks of today are not the children of the Greeks who first saw the 

tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides. Modern Greeks carry on their faces the 

tale of invasions by the Turks, Slavs, Franks and Italians. Greek character, 

however, has survived centuries of foreign rule intact (Gage 2003, p. 103–4). 

Greece won its independence from the Ottoman Empire after a war that lasted for nine 

years, between 1821 and 1830, greatly aided by the Greeks of the diaspora and the 

Great Powers. As Agnew writes: ‘the first Modern Greek state was largely a foreign 

enterprise financed by Britain and France and in the hands of a Bavarian prince and 

administrators’ (Agnew 2008, p. 404). After its first prime minister was assassinated, 

the protecting powers created the position of Monarch of Greece – Otto of Bavaria, 

royal stock from the House of Wittelsbach, became ‘King Othon’ (Clogg 1992, p. 45). 

His father, Ludwig I, was a Philhellene and financial contributor to the Greek War of 

Independence, and Bavarian Munich was a powerful centre of neo-classicism 

(Hamilakis & Yalouri 1996, p. 122). Europe, at the time, was full of romantic 
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aristocrats who wanted to be a part of the reimagined classical Greece, the cradle of 

Western Civilization. Thus, the antiquities of ancient Greece were valuable symbolic 

capital in the drawing of the primordial reinvention of the Greek nation. Ludwig the 

I’s favourite Bavarian architect, Friedrich von Gartner, who had conjured up many an 

ancient Greek temple for him in Munich, took on the task of creating neo-classical 

administrative buildings and residences as if they had been there since ancient times, 

inspired by the democracy of the Golden Age of Pericles. Yet, back then, Athens was 

a sleepy settlement populated by Turks and Albanians. The irony is not lost on Jakob 

Philipp Fallmerayer, who is still regarded in Greece as ‘public enemy number one’ 

and a ‘diabolical Slavophile’ (Bien 2005, p. 228). 

 

			 	
Figure 5. King Otto, the former Bavarian prince, and Queen Amalia,  

the couple selected to be Greece’s first royals, modelling their new national costumes. 30	

                                                
30 Source: Creative Commons 
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In 1832, the historian gave an address to the Bavarian Academy of Sciences from his 

History of the Peninsula of Morea, which rejected Greece’s claim to a primordial 

ancestry. He says: ‘Not even a drop of pure unmixed blood flows in the veins of the 

Christian population of Modern Greece’ (Fallermayer in Thumb 1914, p. 23). Thumb 

cites that ‘a new race of inhabitants which is related to the great Slavonic race’ had 

wiped out all the Greeks and that, later, a smaller Albanian invasion had completed 

the takeover (Gougouris 1996, p. 141). In other words, all traces of the ancient Greeks 

had become extinct. This was, according to Livanios, a ‘stupendous shock … The 

entire ideological credo of both the Greeks and the European Philhellenism seemed to 

be suddenly turning into a castle of mud, swept over by the Slavic tidal wave of the 

Middle Ages’ (2007, p. 62). The Fallmerayer bombshell was met with some different 

qualifications for what it meant to be a Greek, and one of those was language. But as 

Carras writes, this would have consequences, as ‘a linguistically based nation state 

would have excluded from any irredentist program substantial areas of what is today 

northern Greece’ (2004, p. 319). Modern Macedonians say that, because their 

language is not Greek, then Greece has no claim over the Slav-speaking territories. 

The ghost of Fallermayer would reappear in	2011, when Greece’s SKAI television 

aired ‘1821’31 in which esteemed Greek academics revised the state-sanctioned 

narrative of an uninterrupted timeline to antiquity, and outlined the role that Western 

Powers played in re-creating modern Greece in the image of the ancients.32 

Primordialism and mythology was debunked in favour of a constructivist theory of 

ethnogenesis. It was another bombshell which outraged Greek nationalists. As Beaton 

                                                
31 See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M99ze151HvA 
32 For more analysis on the ‘1821’ documentary and the nationalist outrage, see: http://www.open.ac.uk/arts/research/finance-
crisis-protest/comment-and-debate/academia-media-problem-greeces-modernity-and-european-identity  
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theorises, this modern Greece was borrowing from the past: ‘The Hellenic nation, as 

constituted in the early nineteenth century, is a recent construct; its name and the 

traditions to which it lays claim are ancient’ (Beaton 2007, p. 76). 

 

The history of silencing 

In the quest for nation-building, the issue of minorities had to be addressed in Greece. 

As Mylonas writes, the state chose accommodation for some minorities like the 

Vlachs, a nomadic people who spoke a version of Romanian but mostly identified as 

Greeks, but not for the Slavs. He writes: ‘Assimilationist policies refer to educational, 

cultural, occupational, matrimonial, demographic, political and other state policies 

aimed at the adoption of the core group culture and way of life by the targeted non-

core group’ (Mylonas 2012, p. 21). These, he explains, were strategic policies ‘based 

not on objective measures of cultural distance or deep-rooted ethnic hatred, but on 

security and geostrategic concerns’ (Mylonas 2012, p. 113). It is important to mention 

here that both Serbia and Bulgaria, which shared the geographical region of Macedonia 

with Greece, undertook similar policies of assimilation. 

In 1909 the Greek state set up a Committee of Toponyms to consider and change all 

foreign-sounding place names to Greek ones. In the previous chapter, I explained the 

decrees that formalised the assimilation under Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas – what 

is referred to as the forced Hellenisation of the Macedonian Slavs. Tasos Kostopoulos 

published The Forbidden Language: State Suppression of Slavic Dialects in Greek 

Macedonia in 2000. The Greek book details the ferocity of the implementation of the 

language policies. He details restrictions such as penal punishments for those who 
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spoke the dialect and inducements for those who sought to learn Greek; all languages 

but Greek being forbidden in schools, stores and social gatherings; students who did 

not speak Greek would not be eligible for scholarships; priests had to keep records of 

those who did not speak Greek, and they would be punished; the police had to ‘force’ 

people to stop speaking Slavo-Macedonian in markets; and people being banned from 

greeting each other in the language or singing their traditional songs (Kostopoulos 

2000, pp. 133–137). My creative work will elaborate on these restrictions as people I 

interview recount the punishments they suffered for speaking their mother tongue. The 

crackdown on language continued well after the Greek Civil War ended. Many villages 

in western Greek Macedonia were made to take ‘language oaths’, where the leaders of 

the village stood up in public and promised that they would renounce their ‘Slavic 

dialect’ and, from then on, only speak Greek (Pribichevich 1982, p. 246). 

 

The new cult of antiquity 

Across the border, the status of the Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia evolved during 

the 40-year programme of Tito’s government into a separate national identity (Connor 

1990, p. 96). However, in the timeline of the previous centre-right VRMO-DPMNE 

(Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation – Democratic Party for Macedonian 

National Unity), the government of Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski embarked on a 

revamp of the capital Skopje, which included new government buildings, museums, 

monuments and statues, all inspired by the architecture of classical antiquity. 

While this is exactly what the Bavarian architects did in the 1830s in Athens, this 

makeover, dubbed Skopje 2014, further inflamed the deteriorated relations with 
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Greece, which saw it as a continuation of the theft of its ancient history and its heroes. 

This included a 23-metre-high statue of Alexander the Great as well as one of his 

father, Philip of Macedon, which is 13 metres high on a 16-metre pedestal, as well as 

other historical figures who are also claimed by Bulgaria, including the medieval Tsar 

Samuel. Brutalist and communist era buildings have also been given new baroque or 

classical facades. 

 

 
Figure 6. Skopje Alexander the Great statue in Skopje33 

                                                
33 All Skopje photographs taken by Helen Vatsikopoulos in 2016. 
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Figure 7. Philip of Macedon statue in Skopje 

 

   
Figure 8. Left: Skopje New Archaeological Museum and bridge lined with statues, built for Skopje 2014.  

Right: Macedonian identities – ancient, 19th century revolutionaries and World War II partisans 
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Valentina Karanfilova Stevanovska is the artist who designed the Alexander and Philip 

statues, among many others, as well as a triumphal arch. Her family is originally from 

the Prespa village of Miliona in Greek Macedonia; the former Prime Minister Nikola 

Gruevski’s family also hails from Greece. The revamp has been described by critics 

as kitsch, turning the capital into a theme park. Nedelkovska writes: ‘Many foreign 

experts mock the revamp or compare the effect to those of Disneyland. Many question 

the architectural and aesthetic values and find its politically imposed obsessions with 

the artistic styles of Classical Antiquity anachronistic’ (Nedelkovska 2012). Tzonis 

and Lefaivre tell us that the name historians have given for this type of urban renewal 

is ‘antiquization’. They write: ‘Antiquization is a term coined by architectural 

historians to refer to the Renaissance practice of giving a city the appearance of ancient 

Rome or Athens through the introduction of structures organized in the classical mode’ 

(Tzonis & Lefaivre 1986, p. 263). Writing in Musealizing the City, Re-inventing 

History? Kubiena posits: ‘Skopje 2014 tries to construct a specific narrative of 

Macedonian identity by weaving a continuity – from antiquity over the middle ages to 

the times of Macedonia’s struggle for nationhood – into the fabric of Skopje’s built 

environment’ (2012, p. 78). It is about Macedonia creating for itself ‘symbolic capital’ 

of the Macedonian nation and trying to distance itself from its former Yugoslav 

socialist roots. The capital was redesigned and rebuilt after an earthquake in 1969 with 

a ‘futuristic urbanist’ look, which Jovanovic claims ‘is now in danger of falling victim 

to political attempts to fabricate an ideal past’ (2010). 

When I was wandering around the city of Skopje, examining the many statues, it 

seemed that any historical figure of note who had lived in the geographical area of 
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Macedonia from the present to antiquity had been co-opted into the Skopje 2014 

project. On one of the bridges, however, I found an embarrassing historical error. 

There is a statue of St Achilles, identifying him as the Bishop of Prespa. St Achilles 

was not the Bishop of Prespa; he was the Bishop of Larissa, which is in Thessaly, 

Greece. In 976 AD Tsar Samuel raided and sacked Larissa, capturing slaves and skilled 

artisans to build his first capital in Prespa – the holy man’s relics were also taken and 

buried on a small island on the smaller Prespa Lake to sanctify his new kingdom. The 

medieval historian John Skylitzes confirmed this and it is republished in Yugoslavia, 

in a two-volume publication entitled Documents on the Struggle of the Macedonian 

People for Independence and a Nation State, where St Achilles is referred to as ‘the 

bishop of Larissa during Constantine the Great’s reign’ (Andonov-Poljanski 1985, 

p. 97). 

    
Figure 9. St Achilles identified as the Bishop of Prespa, 4th century. 

 

Skopje 2014 is using the constructivist approach of identity theory to develop a 

primordial nationalism. While it is the nation-building project of the former Gruevski 
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government, it does not please everyone. Graan claims that this ‘nation branding’ 

opens up new sites of popular contestation on identity: ‘Critics claim that Skopje 2014, 

as a counterfeit, a second-rate copy of European originals, can only embarrass and 

marginalise the country’ (2013, p. 165). A 2013 study, conducted by the Institute of 

Social Sciences and Humanities in Skopje, found major differences between the state’s 

perceptions of what is Macedonian identity and those of the ordinary citizen. It found 

that, when anonymity was granted, leading academics ‘express fundamental disbelief 

in any historical primordialism and fail to find means to justify the project when faced 

with the facts about the citizens’ perception of the identity truth’ (Kolozova et al. 2013, 

online). When citizens were asked who the hero of their nation was, an overwhelming 

majority of 73 per cent claimed it was the 19th-century revolutionary Gotche Delchev 

and only 9 per cent claimed Alexander the Great. When they were asked which 

historical period best defined their Macedonian national identity, 31 per cent cited the 

19th-century revolutionary period, 30 per cent the Socialist Federation of the Republic 

of Macedonia, and 26 per cent the Enlightenment period of the 19th century. Kolozova 

writes: ‘The respondents expressed either a sense of opposition or indifference to the 

period of Antiquity’ (Kolozova et al. 2013, online). 

The ideological connection of Slavo-Macedonians with antiquity was absent from the 

revolutionary movements of IMRO in the 19th century, the inter-war years and the 

Titoist nation-building effort (Vangeli, 2011, p. 15). Ironically, it was the Greeks 

themselves who, during the 19th-century struggle for Macedonia, told the Slavic 

speakers that they were descended from the ancient Macedonians as a way of 

differentiating them from Bulgarians, who wanted the Slavs to accept Bulgarian 

identity and join their nation. Kostopoulos gives an example: ‘the Greek-Macedonian 
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Association of Athens circulated a pamphlet written in Slavic and addressed to “Our 

Macedonian brothers” (Za nasite brate Makedonci). Here, too, the figure of Alexander 

the Great dominated the cover of the edition’ (Kostopoulos 2009, p. 105). This was 

further developed, according to Vangeli, in the 1980s by the Macedonian diaspora, 

especially in Australia (2011, p. 16). This corresponds with Anderson’s theory of 

imagined communities, where members do not know each other but belong to the same 

imagined nation. With globalisation, transnational identities are redefined with 

changes in the spaces of memory; whereas once the nation’s collective memory was 

confined to the national space, it has now moved to the often more hardline 

nationalistic spaces of the diaspora. Assmann and Conrad take this idea further when 

they write: ‘Memories are carried across national borders and they enter a global arena 

through all available channels, starting with human carriers’ (Assmann & Conrad 

2010, p. 2). In my reflection chapter, I examine some of the dangers that this 

globalisation of nationalist sentiment poses. 

 

Local identities 

This is a very personal doctorate. Not only am I researching the Greek/Macedonian 

impasse, and attempting to explain the very complex history of the land and the 

geopolitical machinations of identity formation, I also have to contend with the impact 

that these things have had on my ancestors and my family – because history never ends 

in the Balkans. The inscrutable Macedonian Question, in its present form, is an 

everyday discussion because of the dual identities found in my own family. My 

maternal grandfather was an Albanian, my paternal grandfather was born in Asia 

Minor to a Slavic-Macedonian father and a Greek mother. My grandmothers, who 
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were born in the geographical region of Macedonia, in villages near the Prespa Lakes 

in the years 1901 and 1903, were in fact subjects of the Ottoman Sultan. At the time 

of their birth, they were identified as Christians. They spoke the local language, which 

we know as Slavo-Macedonian. In 1913 when the area became Greece, they, being 

girls, were probably not sent to school as it was seen to be of no use on the farm. Their 

mothers were their teachers and they spoke the local dialect. When I was growing up, 

I never heard my family referring to my two grandmothers as Bulgarians, or Slavs. I 

did hear the word Macedonians, but only in the local context. The word that my parents 

often used to describe their identity was the term Endopyi. The etymology of the word 

stems from the core of en or ‘in’ and topos or ‘land’. So the appellation is someone 

who is ‘of the land’. My grandmothers were Endopyies or shortened to Dopyes. As 

Myrivili explains, Dopyi is used as a name rather than an adjective: 

My understanding of what constitutes the Dopyi as a distinct community of the 

Prespa border region is not so much their ‘ethnic’ or ‘cultural’ difference, as 

these terms are traditionally understood, but rather their particular relationship 

to the land that surrounds them and to the power of the Greek nation-state 

(Myrivili 2004, p. 1). 

Kostopoulos, a former journalist and now academic, has published many articles on 

the language issue and, in his references, claims he has photocopies of 

communications between the KYP, or the Greek Security Services personnel who 

regularly reported on citizens who spoke the Slavic language, and to what degree they 

identified with a Greek or fluid consciousness. He writes: 

In Greek Macedonia, however, the mere use of the term ‘Slavophones’ was 

considered dangerous or even offensive for the bilingual indigenous 
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inhabitants. In their daily conversations, the latter preferred therefore to call 

themselves ‘locals’ (endopyi) and their language ‘the local one’ (Endopyia) or 

simply ‘the idiom’ (Kostopoulos 2009, pp. 110–11). 

It is clear from this that fear was a factor in the choice of self-ascription of identity. So 

it is no wonder that, when my parents and I migrated to Australia in 1965, silence 

became both a respite and a strategy for survival. 

In Australia, they could be Greeks or Greek-Macedonians. Others of Slavic-

Macedonian identity could be simply Macedonians. In the multicultural nations of the 

west, they can be anything they want to be. The Slavo-Macedonian appellation tends 

to be so stigmatised by the Hellenisation of the past that most people view it as a 

pejorative identification. In the transnational world, they are free to debate their 

identity on safe neutral ground. 
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4. RUINS AND MEMORIES OF PRESPA 
 

The Prespa landscape 

In previous chapters, I discussed the worth of antiquities and ruins in terms of cultural 

capital and as a symbolic resource for nations. As Hamilakis writes: ‘The nation can 

rarely (if at all) be conceived without ruins’ (2001, p. 301). Greece is full of ruins. But 

there are also ruins that the state prefers to forget, does not want to safeguard and hopes 

will disappear. These ruins are the evidence of an ignored history. 

In Greek Prespa, there are many examples: houses abandoned and ruined by the Greek 

Civil War still exist in the villages of Prespa, while five entire villages are completely 

abandoned. Greek Prespa lies within the Prefecture of Florina, at the very north-west 

of the country and in the region of Western Macedonia. It shares a border with Albania 

and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. It also shares the Greater Prespa 

Lake, which has a surface area of 253.6 square kilometres, with Albania and the 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The Minor Prespa Lake, at 47.4 square 

kilometres, lies totally within Greece. It is surrounded by mountains. 

This is one of the locations of my creative work. The area of Prespa is a valley rich in 

geodiversity. It has fertile plains near the smaller Prespa Lake and the mountains are 

made of granite and limestone. In 1974 the area was designated a National Park; a 

Ramsar Wetland site of International Importance was declared for the smaller Prespa 

Lake and, along with other environmental protections, it is preserved from destruction. 

But not so the ruins. 
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In their journey to oblivion, the memory of what those ruins once were, whom they 

sheltered, and why their inhabitants left and never returned will also be lost to history. 

In 1992, when he stepped up to receive his Nobel Prize for Literature, Caribbean writer 

Derek Walcott used his acceptance speech to evoke his homeland. In Antilles: 

Fragments of Epic Memory, he laments ‘that long groan which underlines the past’, 

then explains: ‘The sigh of history, rises over ruins, not over landscapes … Memory 

that yearns to join the centre, a limb remembering the body from which it has been 

severed.’34 

Ruins and ruination need further qualification. Stoler posits: ‘the focus is less on the 

noun ruin than on ruination as an active ongoing process … ruin as a violent verb that 

unites disparate moments, places and objects’ (2016, p. 7). 

Beyond the beauty of the landscape published in tourist guides and several 

photographic books, Prespa is out of sight and out of mind. According to Greek 

historian Professor John Koliopoulos, it is a ‘little-known and little-studied corner of 

Greece’ (1999, p. xiii). His seminal book, Plundered Loyalties: Axis Occupation and 

Civil Strife in Greek West Macedonia, 1941–49 (1999), is a detailed account of the 

impact of the Axis occupation (1941–44) and the subsequent Greek Civil War (1945–

49) on the local population. 

Koliopoulos writes that the elderly living in these half-ruined houses avoid talking to 

visitors, who may not understand that they are ‘an unwelcome intruder in a world 

brought to a standstill by so much grief’ (1999, p. xv). By his own admission, his many 

visits to Greek West Macedonia elicited little voluntary reminiscences about their 

                                                
34 Walcott’s Nobel lecture, December 7, 1992; https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1992/walcott/lecture/ 
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history until he was able to find a guide and intermediary in a former high school 

classmate, who helped him persuade the locals to open the doors to their past. Unlike 

Koliopoulos, I am from Prespa; I spent the first four years of my life there and still 

have relatives there. The people spoke to me and their stories are in my creative work. 

 

Prespa ruins 

So, as Walcott posits, the landscape itself does not tell us about the traumatic memories 

of the past. That telling falls to the history of human occupation and, in this part of the 

world, wounded by the violence of the Macedonian struggle against Ottoman 

occupation, two Balkan Wars (1878–1913) and the Greek Civil War (1946–49); this 

telling falls to the ruins. As Huyssen explains, history is a palimpsest with eras 

overlapping and it is the ruins that reveal what has scarred the existence of its people: 

‘our imaginary of ruins can be read as a palimpsest of multiple historical events and 

representation, and the intense concern with ruins is part of the current privileging of 

memory and trauma’ (2010, p. 17). 

The area has never completely recovered from the violence of war – any of them. 

The municipality of Prespa has an area of 515.497 square kilometres. According to the 

2011 Greek Census, Prespa has an average of 3.05 residents per square kilometre, 

making it the least densely populated municipality in the entire country.35 Before the 

Greek Civil War, the area boasted a population of around 12,000 residents; at the end 

                                                
35 See: http://www.statistics.gr/en/home 
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of the war, it was 3,000; and today, after decades of migration and moves to the cities, 

it is close to 1,000. 

I examine three villages here: Lemos, Ayios Germanos and Pixos. The first two 

contain many ruins; the latter is completely abandoned. In Lemos, according to the 

2011 Census, there were 182 people living in the village. Figures from 1940 show that 

there used to be 738. Further back, in 1910, there were 193; in 1920, 555; and in 1928, 

547. So the population now is less than what it was 118 years ago. 

There are 182 people living in Ayios Germanos. In 1940, there were 2,177. One day 

in mid-August 1949, when the losing communist Democratic Army of Greece was 

retreating behind the Iron Curtain and forced the evacuation of area, there were none. 

More specifically, in 1910, there were 500; in 1920, 1,549; in 1940, 2,177; and in 

1951, 0. 

When the Greek Civil War broke out in 1946, many Slavo-Macedonians fought on the 

communist side; in 1947 the communists moved into north-western Macedonia, 

declaring it ‘Free Greece’. Many of the Macedonian fighters formed Slavic battalions. 

In the final days of the conflict, with American assistance, the Greek National Army 

began bombing the villages in Prespa where communists were based. The communists 

fled to neighbouring Albania and took with them entire populations of villagers, with 

or without their consent. It is their homes that are falling to ruin. 

Catsadorakis, a biologist who has lived in and studied the biodiversity of the area, 

writes: ‘The census of 1951 found Prespa in ruins, in mourning, ravaged by tears, 

separation, bereavement, and anguish after the calamity with just 1,500 wretched 

people left’ (1996, p. 20). The village of Pixos, once a thriving centre for the 
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communists, was destroyed and never repopulated. He writes: ‘The Greek state settled 

1,700 nomadic Vlach pastoralists from Epirus, Yiannitsa, and Thessaly here. The first 

two groups settled in the villages of Ayios Germanos and Kallithea; the third in 

Vrondero and Pyli’ (Catsadorakis 1996, p. 20). 

In 1985 Thymio Papayannis, a consultant hired by the Commission of the European 

Community, found the area wild and ‘astonishingly beautiful’ with a few elderly 

people who ‘were proud but aggrieved at being neglected’. He writes: ‘The place had 

literally been abandoned. The state was conspicuous by its absence. Economic activity 

was petering out and the young were leaving in search of better fortunes elsewhere’ 

(in Catsadorakis 1999, p. vii). 

According to Nixon, ‘slow violence’ and ‘long dyings’ mark zones of abandonment 

(2011, p. 2). The place is empty of life. For example, in Daseri, where an entire village 

once stood on the plain, facing the lake and the mountains, all that remains is a few 

crumbling ruins and the school, which is nothing more than three walls. Unlike the 

landscape, there is nothing in place here to save the ruins from oblivion. Papadopoulos 

writes: ‘The ruination of the villages was in this sense intentional since there was no 

provision of central or regional planning to prevent its reverse or minimize the 

desertion of the 1940s’ (2016, p. 636). 

There are political reasons why this is the case. Civil wars cause fractures in society, 

neighbours divided by opposing ideologies, families destroyed by fratricide. The pain 

is often so great and the wounds so deep that reconciliation does not occur; the victors 

will not give anything away to the vanquished. 
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In the post-civil-war period, reconstruction might have taken place elsewhere, but not 

here in the ‘communist’ villages. The other issue in Greece is its ethnic mix. As van 

Boeschoten explains, in a post-civil-war society, reconciliation takes place by 

inclusion or exclusion: ‘The problem becomes more complex when one allegedly 

homogenous nation comprises one or more ethnic minorities, who come to play a 

major role in the conflict’ (2015, p. 94). Greece chose reconciliation by exclusion of 

the ethnic Slavo-Macedonians who fought on the side of the communist cause. 

Once the people left their homes – either of their own freewill fearing retribution from 

the Greek Army for having harboured the communists, or taken against their will and 

often at gunpoint – they faced a lifetime of exile in socialist countries. In 1953 their 

homes were confiscated by the Greek Government under dictate of Law 2536/53 (Van 

Boetschoten 2000, p. 37). They were denied the right of return until 1982, but then 

only if they were of ‘Greek birth’; in other words, if they defined themselves as being 

of Greek identity (Danforth 1995, p. 122). Koliopoulos sees ruins as monuments to the 

tragedy that befell the area: 

One has to travel higher up the mountain slopes and visit the half-deserted 

villages … to see the marks of war on the walls of abandoned houses, their 

windows like empty eye sockets and their roofs fallen in. They are ghost 

houses, their bare red mud-brick walls still standing to remind visitors of the 

ravages of bitter civil strife (Koliopoulos 1999, p. xiv). 

Papadopoulos claims: ‘they [ruins] inhabit the nation as both museum site and ground 

of oblivion’ (2016, p. 638). A museum site that is not sanctioned by the state as part 

of its memorialisation of an accepted history, the ruins co-exist with the locals, who 

still remember their former neighbours but, as they age and die, their memories of 
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those ruins, like the bricks and mortar, will slide into oblivion. Gonzalez-Ruibal sees 

the empty homes as evidence of political violence inflicted upon those who were on 

the ‘other’ side of politics. He writes: ‘ruins testify to changing regimes of power and 

economy and offer an opportunity to disrupt the signifying chains of legitimacy built 

upon notions of heritage by engaging with matter, fragment and spectral traces’ 

(Gonzalez-Ruibal 2008, p. 262). Likewise, Papadopoulos writes of the forensics of 

loss: 

Village ruins generate a silent tension that remains unresolved. They claim 

places that need to be named and recalled, half-collapsed houses that need to 

be matched to their other halves, objects left behind by their users, rooms that 

echo the stories of those who first dwelt in them. They shape a universe of 

absences, silences and halves that radiates both a sadness of oblivion and a 

desire for narration (Papadopoulos 2016, p. 636). 

The empty houses and villages stare at us from their lush green backdrop, which 

juxtaposes life and death – their losses and ruination, their journey to oblivion, with 

the fecundity and timelessness of nature. We know they have a story to tell. DeSilvey 

and Edensor remind us that, ‘as sites characterized by multiple temporalities, ruins 

offer opportunities for constructing alternative versions of the past and for recouping 

untold and marginalised stories’ (DeSilvey & Edensor 2012, p. 466). Memory is the 

key to countering oblivion. With my research, I am taking up the challenge to name 

and recall, to connect and fill in the silent spaces. 
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Voices: The memory books 

Between 25,000 and 30,000 Slavo-Macedonians fled Greece to Iron Curtain countries 

during the Greek Civil War, and it is estimated that around 20,000 of those settled in 

Yugoslavia’s newly created Republic of Macedonia (Michailidis 2009, pp. 73–4). 

Michailidis explains that many of these were victims simply caught up in the 

maelstrom and forced to work for whichever side occupied its villages – the left or the 

right. Once in Yugoslavia, many of these people formed refugee associations and were 

encouraged to write their own histories. They particularly looked for heroes of the 

conflict and officials. Michailidis writes: ‘their leadership, through the Refugees 

associations, had managed to instil in them a Slav-Macedonian ideology and thus to 

encourage the writing of their own history, “forgotten” until then by historians of the 

Balkan states’ (2009, p. 79). While he writes that much of this building-up of histories 

was for political point-scoring against Greece during the Cold War, my examination 

of the memory books of the three villages – Lemos, Agios Germanos and Pixos – 

shows that this is much too simplistic. Beyond politics, much of what is written is 

simply for the sake of remembering their friends, their ancestors, their fields, their 

homes – their lives. 

Parallels can be drawn with the tradition of ‘yisker biher’ or ‘tombstones of paper’, the 

ancient tradition of memorial books of the Jewish communities around the world. 

Nathan Wachtel writes that memory books were an ancient Jewish tradition, which 

was given a new meaning with the advent of the Holocaust: ‘the authors of the 

autobiographies in their role as spokespeople for others who are no longer alive to bear 

witness contribute not only to transmit individual memories, but also to reconstitute a 

collective memory’ (1990, p. 101). This gathering of testimonies is important because 
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the state sanctioned its own historiography to constitute a collective memory that 

excludes those it saw as the internal enemy – in this case the leftist elements of Slavic 

origin – which it saw as trying to dismember the country. 

Of the three memory books that I am examining, two were published in the Republic 

of Macedonia when it was still part of Yugoslavia, and the other was published in the 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia once it had achieved independence. 

Monograph with Memories – Album about the Village German still uses the pre-1926 

Slavic name of Ayios Germanos. It was published in 1979 on the 30th anniversary of 

the refugees’ departure from Greece. It is researched and written by a committee of 

people who hailed from the village. It was given to me by a refugee who settled in 

Toronto, Canada, where there is an active Macedonian population. 

Prespa in Smoke and Flames was published in 1988 by a communist leader who came 

from the village of Lemos. It is written in Macedonian and was given to me twice: 

once handed to my father by a resident of Perth, who heard I was researching the 

history of Prespa; the second time, it was given to me personally by an elder in Skopje. 

Both of these were written in Macedonian and I have had them translated. 

The third, OROVO and Its Folks in the Past, was written by an association of refugees 

who moved to Yugoslavia as children. The name Orovo is the pre-1926 Slavic name 

for the village of Pixo, which is totally abandoned and destroyed, except for the church, 

which is maintained by locals. This volume was translated into English with donations 

from the Macedonian diaspora, most of whom live in Perth. It was published in 2006. 

This was also given to me via my father and the elder in Skopje. While I do not wish 

to discuss the pros and cons of these books in relation to the reliability of memory in 

this paper, I think that, once triangulated, the facts, dates and events do stand up to 
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scrutiny. This is not to say that the books are without fault. The rhetoric is pure left 

wing and borne of the Cold War. The Greek government of the Civil War is described 

as ‘monarcho-fascist’ and its supporters who settled in Macedonia after the 

catastrophic Greco-Turkish war are referred to as ‘colonisers’ and ‘spies’. I have 

collected several memory books during my research, but here I will examine three. 

 

Ayios Germanos: Monograph with Memories 

Monograph with Memories – Album about the Village German, was published in 1979 

on the 30th anniversary of the villagers’ departure from Greece. It is in Macedonian 

and was published in the Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia in the town of Trnovo. An 

organising committee of four people, representing the residents of the village, 

assembled the book with the help of oral histories and diaries kept by former residents. 

The monograph also includes poems and details of daily life. The book clearly states 

that the Slavs settled the Balkan Peninsula and Macedonia in the seventh century. This 

is an interesting admission as many Macedonian nationalists, in the past few years 

since independence from Yugoslavia, have been trying to de-Slavicise Macedonia and 

establish a direct link between the Macedonia of Alexander the Great and the Former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 

It lists the family names of those who were attracted ‘to settle this beautiful 

Macedonian land and took up agriculture, raising livestock, hunting and fishing in  

the abundant rivers and many lakes’ (Kachevski et al. 1979, p. 3). From there, the 

history continues through medieval times to the Greek Civil War. The authors discuss 

the rivalry that took place in the final years of the Ottoman occupation between the 
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Figure 10. Monographs with Memories: The cover contains a painting of the village surrounded by mountains,  

first page and photographs of a village wedding 

 

pro-Bulgarian and pro-Greek militias, but they also discuss the nascent independent 

Macedonian movement that aspired to self-determination, under a Bulgarian mantle. 

Later, under the assimilationist polices of Greek Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas: 

‘many residents of German were interred and fined because of the language or because 

they were caught reading progressive literature or for being sympathisers of the Greek 
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communist party’ (Kachevski et al. 1979, p. 10). They confirm that 288 fighters from 

the village took part in the Greek Civil War and that 92 died in battle. They list their 

names and include photographs, and also commemorate 13 young men who were 

arrested and then executed in the right-wing white terror sweep of the communists. Its 

dedication links their sacrifices: 

For us, the descendants let the many fallen fighters in past wars and revolution 

from the village of German serve as a sacred example and a matter for which 

we can be proud. They fought for national and social freedom and gave their 

all, their lives. By including their photos with short biographies in this album 

we modestly pay them tribute and express our deep respect and gratitude. May 

they rest in peace (Kachevski et al. 1979, p. 21). 

 

Lemos: Prespa in Flames and Smoke 

Kosta Mundushev was born in 1914 in the village of R’bi, also known as Rabi, Rambi 

or Robi. These were its Slavic names and, in 1926, it was renamed Lemos. Mundusev 

came from a farming family and fought in the Greek army against the Italian invasion 

with the resistance during the Italian and German occupation. Later, he joined the 

communist side in the Greek Civil War. Prespa in Flames and Smoke attempts to 

provide a history of the village from medieval times and the Ottoman occupation 

period, interspersed with legends, myths and details on Greek assimilationist policies, 

right up to the final days of the Greek Civil War. Mundushev writes that the repression 

against Slavic speakers began with the Greeks in the 1920s: ‘Our teachers would not 

allow us to speak Macedonian, not even at home.’ He describes walking home from 
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school one day, speaking in Macedonian with his friends as they passed a military 

barracks. ‘Then I heard one of the officers ordering us to stop. When we did he scolded 

us and reported us to our teacher. All of us were beaten’ (Mundushev 1988, p. 22). 

    
Figure 11. Left: Prespa in Smoke and Flames. Right: Author Kosta Mudushev 

 

When the communists took over the village during the Greek Civil War, Kosta 

Mundushev was elected its village president. He writes with delight about the opening 

of a Macedonian language school, the creation of hidden underground warehouses and 

other preparations for the re-establishment of Macedonian culture. All fields and 

fishing areas were turned into co-operatives and young people were mobilised to fight 

on the communist side. 

On August 13, 1949, under the roar of Greek bombers in the sky, a decision was made 

to evacuate across the narrow stretch of land called Koula, between the two lakes, 

towards Psarades/Nivitsi. Mundushev here articulates the opposition of the people of 
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Lemos to leave their homes. He writes: ‘the other men and women who arrived at the 

village square told the partisan that they were not going anywhere. “You are not taking 

us from here, our homes. We belong here and not in Nivitsi”’ (Mundushev 1988, 

p. 89). Very soon: ‘The people’s militia partisans were going house to house in the 

village streets collecting the last remaining people’ (Mundushev 1988, p. 91). Oxen-

drawn wagons were loaded with people, some meagre belongings and food and, at one 

in the morning when they were ordered to all leave in a long column, it was pouring 

with rain. Also included, Mundushev writes, were: ‘partisans carrying heavy weapons 

and ammunition, horses and women and livestock. The column looked like muddy 

rainwater travelling down a river after a strong rainstorm during dry weather.’ Three 

and a half hours later, seven aircraft appeared in the skies. ‘The planes swooped down 

low and machine gunned the people, the wagons, the livestock and the horses carrying 

the heavy loads. Many people were killed during the first pass’ (Mundushev 1988, 

p. 92). On August 28, 1949, the partisans and civilians were loaded onto a ship at the 

Albanian port of Durres, and told they were going to Poland. ‘“Where is Poland?” 

someone asked. “They killed our children, they destroyed our families, houses, 

livestock and now they will be sending us to Poland?” said another. “Will they give 

our properties and houses to Greeks?” asked another’ (Mundushev 1988, p. 101). 

Prophetic words indeed. Not all the residents were ideologically connected with the 

communists; not all wanted to leave their homes. 

 

Pixos: OROVO and Its Folks in the Past 

Orovo was a village close to the Albanian border. Its name was changed post-1928 to 

the Greek Pixos. It was destroyed by Greece air force bombing during the last days of 
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the Greek Civil War and is now totally abandoned. Evidence of former houses is found 

in low-lying walls and foundations. The village church of Saint Nicholas remains and 

is cared for by locals from the area; places of worship are considered sacred by the 

Greek Orthodox faith and not allowed to fall into ruin. 

    
Figure 12. Left: The church is the only building left in Pixos/Orovo. Right: Part of a wall. 

 
The introduction clearly states the purpose of the publication: 

May this monograph eternize [sic] Orovo in our people’s historic awareness 

and constantly remind us that Orovo and its folks have remained loyal to the 

national historical ideals. May it be an everlasting reminder to the young 

generation of their parents’ primeval love for their native land (Miovski 

2006, p. 3). 

    
Figure 13. Left: OROVO and Its Folks in the past Past. Right: Top photograph shows the author,  

Tome Miovski, and the editorial board in 1988. 
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Figure 14. Left: Sketch of the church and surrounding buildings, circa 1948. Right: Drawing of the village with 

households and residents’ family names. Both from OROVO and Its Folks in the Past. 

 

The book is, in parts, an inventory of the village. It lists the number of families, their 

names, the types of houses and even the sort of furnishings that were common. There 

are photographs of agricultural activities such as threshing and ploughing, and details 

of activities such as beekeeping, fishing, gardening and coal mining. There are 

photographs of national costumes and individual headshots of prominent citizens. 

There are poems and local songs, blessings and curses, a veritable anthropological 

account of a local culture that is Slavic in origin. But the most telling accounts are 

about the harshness of the Greek assimilationist policies that impacted the people. 

Miovski writes: 

Gele Yonovski remembers: ‘Upon their first arrival in the village, the Greeks 

called for the village mayor Nelo Popovski and ordered him to wipe out the 

Slavic inscription Sveti Nikola at the church entrance. The village mayor 

selected a few men who whitewashed it. But seeing it had only been 

whitewashed, the Greeks called for the village mayor once again and after 

beating him with rifle butts, forced him and the other members of the church 
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administration to scrape off the inscription, so that no trace of Slavic alphabet 

would be left behind’ (Miovski 2006, p. 51). 

Later in 1938, when the Greek government of Metaxas banned speaking the Slavic 

language, many residents began to migrate, including those who moved to Perth and 

formed immigrants’ clubs where they gathered to reminisce. Those who stayed behind 

joined the Greek Communist Party, which had policies that promoted self-

determination, though this was often a controversial stance. In June 1943 a communist 

organisation was formed in the village and partisans from Yugoslavia often crossed 

over to assist them. Miovski writes: ‘They were received with great joy and delight, 

because the Macedonian population finally saw a real Macedonian Army, Partisans 

who wore caps with a red five-pointed star and spoke their mother Macedonian tongue. 

The villagers were crying with joy’ (Miovski 2006, p. 59). 

At the start of the Civil War, Orovo became the seat of the self-declared temporary 

government of the Greek communists. Miovski writes: 

Prespa represented a mine of new DAG [Democratic Army of Greece – the 

communist army] fighters and the main base for storing weapons, food, 

clothes, etc. Newspapers, magazines and other kinds of propaganda material 

were published here. But most importantly, the Partisan hospital of the Vicho 

region was installed here, too (Miovski 2006, p. 68). 

The book then lists names of those who died in the war and what happened in the 

village once it was lost: 

The village herald, Vangel Noachev Yonevski, hastily ran from one house to 

the other, crying out: ‘Run away towards Skala and the border! Planes are 
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coming and everything is about to be burned out!’ Frightened by his alarming 

voice, we left everything as it was and ran back home in tears. The whole 

village got mobilized. Children’s crying and women’s lamenting could be 

heard everywhere … We ran away to escape certain death, thinking we’d be 

back in a while (Miovski 2006, p. 85). 

 

The inevitability of oblivion 

Papadopoulos writes that the Ereipiones, or ‘ruin zones’, the name given to the spaces 

of ruined villages, will be forgotten in time: ‘with their hauntingly hollow facades or 

half collapsed walls, [they] seem to outline a slow and irreversible trajectory towards 

oblivion.’ However: ‘Simultaneously, there are silent arguments, ready to be re-

activated in personal or collective memory triggered by visits, fragments and 

homecomings. Re-animated as concrete, performative arguments in the public forum’ 

(Papadopoulos 2010, p. 638). 

The memory books that have emerged from the Former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia show that the emergence of communist sympathies in those villages was a 

direct outcome of the oppressive assimilationist and exclusionary language policies of 

the Greek state, in the years between the wars. Viejo-Rose writes about Spain after its 

Civil War: ‘While the defeated could not build public memorials inside the country to 

contest the official ones, this did not stop practices of mourning, commemoration and 

memorialization from taking place within the private sphere or amongst the exiled 

communities’ (Viejo-Rose 2011, p. 205). Similarly, the memory books, written by the 

elders of communities who once lived in the now-abandoned villages, have recorded 
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their stories, their injustices, so that their descendants will never forget. In 2019 it is 

the 70th anniversary of the end of the Greek Civil War, and communities on both sides 

will no doubt be commemorating, commiserating and marking the occasion. In 

Greece, as in Spain, the wounds of the Civil Wars have not completely healed, yet: 

‘there is a need for the public commemoration of the “other side” of events even 

seventy years after the war’ (Viejo-Rose 2011, p. 205). 

As Stoler writes: ‘Ruins draw on residual pasts to make claims on futures. But they 

can also create a sense of irretrievability or of futures lost’ (2013, p. 21). The memory 

books give a voice to those ruins by claiming the past, owning it and recording their 

histories for future generations who, having not forgotten, will pass on their histories 

to their descendants. 
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5. REFLECTION 
 

Autoethnography: As insider/outsider 

At the start of the exegesis, I wrote of my motivation as a journalist to bear witness; to 

interview, record and transmit original content; to be the vehicle by which untold 

stories are given legitimacy; and to commit those counter-narratives to the historical 

annals of knowledge. It was to be an undertaking to challenge the recorded history of 

the powerful institutions of the state, which often legitimise themselves by a selective 

version of history that is then curated into a collective memory. This thesis is not only 

a work of literary journalism but autoethnography, and autoethnographers are also 

witnesses. Ellis et al. write: ‘they work with others to validate the meaning of their 

pain, but also allow participants and readers to feel validated and/or better able to cope 

with or want to change their circumstances’ (2011, p. 8). 

For, in this thesis, I am no longer the objective outsider as a journalist with no ties to 

the subjects, I am very close to them. They are family and friends of family who all 

came from the same few villages in Prespa, Greek Macedonia. They experienced great 

trauma as children in the Greek Civil War, many were taken away from their families, 

growing up in Iron Curtain communist institutions or Greek royalist ones. Others, who 

were older, were forcibly conscripted to toil or fight for the communists, yet others 

were arrested by the Greek military on suspicion of being communist sympathisers. 

Ideology was also conflated with ethnicity. They did not speak about their lives before 

they came to Australia and certainly not to the second generation. It was a matter of 
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historical necessity for me, as a journalist and academic researcher, to record their 

experiences. 

This is an autoethnographical work – I am not an outsider, I am an insider. Chang 

writes that autoethnography works precisely because of the insertion of self: ‘Self is 

an extension of a community rather than that it is an independent, self-sufficient being, 

because the possibility of cultural self-analysis rests on an understanding that self is 

part of a cultural community’ (2008, p. 22). I am an insider but also an outsider, 

because there is a silence or a wilful amnesia about the past – themes never discussed. 

My father would say ‘perasmena ksehasmena’ or ‘what is past is forgotten’. This is 

new knowledge to me and new stories of my cultural community. Reed-Danahay sees 

this as a positive factor: ‘One of the main characteristics of an autoethnographic 

perspective is that the autoethnographer is a boundary crosser … stressing multiple, 

shifting identities’ (1997, p. 3). Neni Panourgia writes on the White Terror of the 

Greek state against its left-wing citizens, and she too interviews her father: 

There are no clear interiorities and exteriorities here; at any given moment you 

are within and without; you are a comrade and you are not; you are a researcher 

and you are also the daughter who is called to make tea while the narrative is 

left hanging (2009, p. 21). 

Chang acknowledges this also: ‘Some people have stronger ethnic identity than others: 

others have a stronger affinity with their primary groups than with nations … Over 

time, their primary identities – with the strongest sense of affinity – can shift as life 

circumstances change’ (2008, p. 22). 
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My family’s life circumstances changed when they migrated to Australia and so did 

my affinities. Brought up Greek and Greek-Macedonian, rather than Slavo-

Macedonian, my cultural affinity was with Greece and Australia. During the process 

of this thesis, I discovered that my grandmothers and their ancestors were Slavic 

speaking, or Slavo-Macedonians and, in the context of Greek political identity, they 

were ‘Others’. 

Reflexive autoethnographies document the way a researcher changes as a result of 

undertaking fieldwork (Ellis et al. 2011). How did I change? Coming to terms with an 

identity that was hidden from me has had a profound effect on my sense of self. My 

Greek-ness was seared into my identity, in the years after migration, at Saturday Greek 

school behind the Greek Orthodox Church in Port Adelaide. We learnt to read and 

write the language that we spoke at home and were taught to respect and be proud of 

the history of our ancestral homeland. This was in addition to the Australian history 

that we learned at school during the week. Greek history was something to be proud 

of: the cradle of Western civilization; the birthplace of democracy; Aristotle and Plato; 

the Acropolis; the Parthenon; sculpture; the arts, drama, comedy and tragedy; brave 

freedom fighters, who risked all to emancipate a people from the Ottoman occupiers. 

For my parents, that was more than enough. There was no need to introduce me to a 

third identity. But, once I became aware that my grandmothers were Slavic, and that 

there were relatives who denied our Greek ancestry and identified as Macedonian, it 

was knowledge that I found confronting. About halfway through the thesis, I 

discovered family in Adelaide with the same surname, who saw the Greeks as 

colonisers and our identity as pure Macedonian. At the same time, I found family in 

Canada, who were pro-Macedonian activists and fought proudly on the side of the 
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communists during the Greek Civil War. This branch of the family was matrilineal 

and my mother was horrified that I travelled to Canada to find them. ‘She has gone to 

Canada …’ was said in hushed tones, following disapproval. This was reported to me 

by my younger cousins in Adelaide, who found it amusing, as if I had run off to join a 

cult. In Canada I met family from my mother’s side, who are proudly self-ascribed 

Macedonians and vehemently anti-Greek. As I share a bloodline with them, they have 

been open about their lives and consider me to be a Macedonian, too. One of the newly 

discovered ‘Aunties’ greeted me for the first time at her front door with a tight hug, a 

kiss and the words ‘My blood!’ But other self-ascribed Macedonian villagers from 

Prespa have been less welcoming. They know my family identifies as Greek and they 

do not trust me. One person, who is now a Facebook friend, has never granted me an 

interview – I am mocked regularly in private messages on the platform. ‘Have you 

discovered what you are yet? You are Macedonian and Albanian you are not Greek. 

Ask your parents what they are hiding from you.’ It was amusing at the start, like a 

curmudgeonly uncle who is forever grumpy but fun. As I get closer to completion, 

however, the messages are taunts, made to confuse and challenge me. 

If indeed I have Slavic blood – I am what I know now as the ‘Other’. Years of Greek 

school and Greek Orthodox indoctrination suddenly were brought into question. 

Superiority of culture, or what is known as ‘cultural capital’, suddenly was brought 

into sharp focus. What did the Slavs contribute to the world? They were invaders, 

raiders and plunderers, who settled in the Balkans in the sixth and seventh centuries. 

They were disruptors. Eventually, those who settled in the geographical region of 

ancient Macedonia began to call themselves Macedonians. The Macedonia of ancient 

times delivered to the world Philip of Macedon and Alexander the Great. Since the 
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independence of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, hardline nationalistic 

leaders have attempted to draw a direct line from ancient Macedonia to the modern 

republic. But I know this is an invention, derided by scholars of ancient history. I felt 

diminished. I had subscribed to the primordialist theories of blood and belonging. 

Which bloodline do I now identify with? In the past year, I undertook an Ancestry 

DNA test. Although I am nearly 50 per cent ‘Greek-Italian’, which is as specific as the 

test allows, I am also 30 per cent Eastern European, which means Slav. According to 

the primordial theories of identity, which I examined in a previous chapter – I cannot 

claim to be entirely Greek. Am I now a constructivist? Is my identity now about self-

ascription? I find this somehow inadequate. I am a hybrid. If anything, I am now more 

Australian. I want to hide behind the safety of my citizenship and not be a part of the 

Balkan hatreds that are recycled and appropriated for political reasons. 

 

Without fear or favour 

As a journalist, I work and report without fear or favour. This thesis brings me 

dangerously close to contravening this professional dictum. I was not in fear of being 

bullied or intimidated by power, but I was in fear of what I would find out about my 

own family. I was in fear of causing offence, in fear of ruining carefully constructed 

personas, allowing members of my family to pass themselves off as ‘more Greek than 

Greek’, when their genealogy suggests otherwise. Journalists abide by a code of ethics 

to maintain the integrity of their work. Ellis writes: ‘Relational ethics recognises and 

values mutual respect, dignity, and connectedness between researcher and researched 

and between researchers and the communities in which they live and work’ (2007, 

p. 4). When I lodged my ethics application at the start of this thesis, it was returned to 
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me with three suggestions, acknowledging that this was going to be a difficult 

endeavour. I was asked to: 

1. Consider NOT interviewing my family and immediate relatives, and see if I 

could piece the story together by talking to others who could relay this 

information. 

2. Think further about what, if any, harm might come to the participants, 

especially given the seniority of some of them. 

3. Consider any self-harm mitigation. 

I found the first suggestion unacceptable because the thesis is precisely about my 

family and relatives. Although, I later found that it did turn out to be a prescient 

warning. Tensions did arise. My mother was very supportive and volunteered as much 

of her memories and photographs as she could. My father was less enthusiastic about 

digging into the past because, as he would tell me: ‘It was another time, with another 

set of rules. It was a time when there were no human rights.’36 He accepted my constant 

requests for interviews, though sometimes begrudgingly, as he had already told me the 

story many times and did not understand my need for more detail. My uncles and aunts, 

who still lived in Greece, surprisingly broke their silence and spoke to me about taboo 

subjects that they had not discussed with anyone else, not even with their children. I 

am very grateful and find their disclosures brave. 

However, there are other close family members who were very much against me 

opening up the Pandora’s Box of Macedonian identities. I will not give details of 

                                                
36 Interview: Petros Vatsikopoulos, 2015. Translated and transcribed. 
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exactly where they are placed in my family, but they live in Adelaide near my parents 

and I saw them often throughout the past seven years. 

They identify as Greek and not Slavic. 

The subject of my ‘book’, as the doctorate is referred to, is discussed by them in hushed 

tones. ‘How is your book going?’ is asked in a cold and suspicious tone. I was told the 

‘Slavs’ I interviewed were not worthy of inclusion in any narrative. I was made to feel 

like a ‘turncoat’ for even seeking to give equal access to them in my thesis, because 

these people had fallen prey to communist propaganda and were deluded into ascribing 

to an identity ‘created’ by Marshall Tito in the 1940s. I was also warned that, if the 

book is published, I might never be allowed to enter Greece again. While it did not 

worry me, these relatives say the same things to my mother, who does worry about 

me. 

Some of the Slavic people I spoke with commended me on my ‘bravery’ followed by: 

‘You are asking for trouble.’ Members of the Slavic-Macedonian diaspora who were 

activists are often denied entry into Greece. They try to visit Greece for holidays, only 

to be deported immediately when their names appear on airport lists. 

 

A warning: It can be dangerous 

Neni Panourgia, also researching the area, was warned of the dangers of her work. One 

of her uncles, a prosecutor, tells her: ‘Since you are writing a book you should be very 

careful in what you write because, you know better than I do there are still a lot of 

people alive from that time’ (Panourgia 2009, p. 20). Her friends did the same: ‘You’ll 
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get pummelled from every angle, my friends warned me about this project. Doubtless, 

but you need to understand and I need to explain what it means to be this generation 

of post-civil war Greeks’ (Panourgia 2009, p. 21). 

During my literature review for this thesis, I came across the work of the Greek-

American academic Anastasia Karakasidou. Her family comes from Assiros in the 

central part of Greek Macedonia, and she writes her PhD thesis on this family and their 

ancestral lands in an anthropological investigation on nation-building in Greece. Her 

research breaches the taboo of discussing the Slav minority of Greece because the state 

does not acknowledge that Greece has minorities at all; it only has Slavo-phone Greeks 

in Macedonia and Turkish-speaking Greeks in Thrace. She became persona non grata 

among the nationalistic Greeks, both in Greece and the diaspora. Dr Karakasidou first 

published a journal article ‘Politicizing culture: Negating ethnic identity in Greek 

Macedonia’ in the Journal of Modern Greek Studies in 1993, examining the 

Hellenisation of Slavic speakers in Greece during the assimilationist policies of the 

1920s and ’30s. She writes: ‘The efforts of the Greek intellectuals and politicians to 

construct a tradition of Greek heritage in Macedonia has led to a protracted campaign 

to denigrate or even deny the existence of a Slavo-Macedonian ethnic minority in 

Northern Greece’ (Karakasidou 1993, p. 9). She received death threats and threats of 

rape, and her address in Thessaloniki and car number plates were circulated (Doyle, 

1994).37 Scholars around the world, International Pen, Amnesty International and 

Human Rights Watch urged the Greek government to protect her. The Independent 

newspaper reported details of threats from the right-wing Greek newspaper Stohos and 

from ones based in the United States of America. Doyle writes: 

                                                
37 See: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/writers-urge-athens-to-shield-greek-scholar-1435581.html  
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She received a veiled death threat from a Greek-American newspaper in 

February, when it published an article describing a possible scenario for her 

death. It described an attack by a group of men, one of whom pushed a stick 

painted in the colours of the Greek flag into her heart, killing her as a traitor. It 

is thought that the veiled death threats were designed to frighten her away from 

academic research (Doyle 1994).38 

When she sought to publish the thesis, similar disturbing events took place. Cambridge 

University Press agreed to publish the book, Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood: Passages 

to Nationhood in Greek Macedonia 1870–1990 but, after receiving bomb threats, it 

sought the advice of the British Embassy in Athens, and pulled the text (Barbash 

1996).39 Eventually, it was published by the University of Chicago Press in 1997. 

Her experience haunts me. Bassot writes: ‘critically reflective practice means that we 

begin to engage with our emotional responses and to challenge some of the 

assumptions we might be making about people and situations’ (Bassot 2006, p. ix). 

 

The toll 

There is an emotional toll and it has led to much procrastination in the writing of this 

thesis. While it does not mean that I abandoned it, it means that I spent much time 

thinking, panicking, defending myself to relatives, getting brave and becoming 

catatonic with fear. I questioned what I was doing and what impact it was having on 

                                                
38 See: https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/death-threats-haunt-greek-champion-of-macedonians-in-the-first-of-
two-articles-on-the-region-leonard-1434872.html 
39 See: https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1996/02/03/academics-politics-clash-in-cambridge/f72749a8-76c6-
45cd-ba3a-4fce71dae398/?utm_term=.e9f9dbd7c01e 
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myself and others. At certain stages in the past years, it has affected my progress in 

the thesis. My low word counts were recorded in my progress reports as being not up 

to standard. My ethics approval was also contingent on becoming cognisant of 

protecting myself from harm and, when the content became too confronting, I stopped 

to take stock. This resulted in a vicious cycle. I even consulted my general practitioner, 

who is Jewish and understands collective and family trauma, and she confirms that 

such traumatic material, because it is related to family, takes much longer to process 

than other unrelated work. I was able to get back on track when I reminded myself of 

my journalistic motives: that I was giving a voice to those who are ignored by historical 

record; that I was doing worthy work and bringing new knowledge to the canon. The 

advice Ellis gives on this is instructive and also thought provoking: 

I tell them to think of the greater good of their research—does it justify the 

potential risk to others? Then I warn that they should be cautious that their 

definition of greater good isn’t one created for their own good (Ellis 2007, 

p. 24). 

When Karakasidou finally published her book in 1997, it was not the end of the story 

for her. More troubling was the Greek right-wing media’s harassment of villagers she 

had interviewed, calling into question the loyalty of those people. This continues to 

worry me on behalf of those people I interviewed. However, many of the people who 

told me their stories have since died. I wonder, whether something published all those 

years ago has become much more acceptable today. I have spent much time ensuring 

balance, and decided that the tone of my work would be as fair and objective as 

possible. The Slavo-Macedonians who fought on the communist side during the Greek 

Civil War were seeking to break up the country and back then, this was an act of 
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treason. This would surely satisfy the right-wing nationalists. But their forced 

assimilation and intimidation was a factor in this. This should satisfy the Slavo-

Macedonians. Both sides were at fault, and I would tell both. The origins of the conflict 

need re-telling. 

The ethics application was returned to me a second time, asking me to think about 

what harm might come to some of the more senior participants. I did not use undue 

pressure on them to talk to me. In fact, my father’s brother, who lives in Greece, spoke 

to me twice on separate occasions, years apart. On the second occasion, I returned 

again the next day; he seemed upset and declined. He explained that his memories 

brought forth ‘Ephialtes’, the demon of Greek mythology that causes nightmares. I did 

not insist further. 

Another woman in Adelaide, now in her 80s, who is Slavo-Macedonian and was 

arrested and tortured by Greek authorities when she was 17, avoided giving me an 

answer to my requests for a meeting for five years. She was always unwell, or tired, 

or not picking up her telephone; but she never said no. After five years of gently trying, 

just seeking a coffee together, I decided that enough was enough and I would not ask 

again. One day, I met her niece and she decided to intervene on my behalf. Several 

months later, the woman agreed. I was aware of her advanced age and, although the 

journalist in me wanted to get her experiences on the record for the sake of history, 

these are people who suffered and I had to be compassionate. 

As I near the end of this seven-year endeavour, I can confirm that this has not been for 

‘my own good’. 
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The psychoanalyst Dr Dori Laub believes that victims of trauma have not really lived 

the experience until they have spoken about it. He writes: 

The emergence of the narrative which is being listened to – and heard – is 

therefore, the process and the place wherein the cognizance, the ‘knowing’ of 

the event is given birth to. The listener, therefore, is a party to the creation of 

knowledge de novo. The testimony to the trauma thus includes its hearer, who 

is, so to speak, the blank screen on which the event comes to be inscribed for 

the first time (Laub 1992, p. 57). 

Laub believes that talking about these events helps to bring closure where I am a co-

witness, enabling the witness to recount the story of the trauma. 

 

Please sign here 

Ironically, it was the ethics approval form, insisted upon by the Ethics Committee, 

which caused more harm than their insistence that I not do so. Nikos Georgiou and his 

wife, Zoe, live in Adelaide. They are known to me since childhood as one of the first 

families we connected with when we migrated to Australia. That is all I remembered 

of them until a few years ago, when someone else told me that Nikos, the village 

blacksmith of Lemos, my ancestral village, was interned on one of the notorious island 

concentration camps, and that Zoe was also one of the young women jailed for two 

years and tried for assisting the communists. I approached them and requested 

interviews. 
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Zoe declined and informed me ‘she was not there’, which I took to mean that she did 

not want to relive the past, that it still caused her much pain and that she was still 

fearful. Nikos told me everything: how he was taken to the island camp; how two lines 

of guards waited until their boat disembarked; and how they had to walk between the 

lines as they were hit with planks of wood on both sides and derided as ‘Bulgarians’. 

How he had to sing Greek patriotic songs while carrying large rocks on his back and 

how he, eventually, had to sign a paper disavowing communism in order to be set free. 

Zoe also had to sign something similar. 

So, after two visits and much talking, I had to ask them to sign a letter of informed 

consent. I began to explain why they also needed to sign an ethics clearance form. It 

was a very uncomfortable experience, for them and for me. While my parents and 

other close relatives signed theirs, the Georgiou couple were the first ‘outsiders’ I had 

to ask to do so. They looked concerned. I tried to assuage their fears by explaining that 

it was for the ethics committee; it was for the university committee; and it was to 

signify that they freely spoke to me. I left it with them for consideration and said I 

would return. They could think about it and speak to their children and grandchildren 

(one of whom had a PhD) for reassurance. When I returned after a few days, they 

looked concerned but handed me the signed forms. 

‘Well, here it is.’ Nikos placed the two signed release forms in my hands. His wife 

looked at me as if to ask why I had chosen them for this and nobody else. The reason 

is that not many people outside my family were willing to talk. Then he said: ‘If we 

by any chance get hanged in the village square. Well, at least it is at the hands of one 

of our own.’ 
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This hit me in the pit of my stomach – like a blow. I would never, ever, betray, entrap, 

never – but I know that it is not me he fears but what others could do with his words, 

with his memories. Hanging in the village square is what the Nazis did to those who 

resisted. Hanging in the village square is what your enemies do to you. I am neither. 

But I am one of their own. And I work for a state institution: a university, a place 

neither they nor their children would ever have had access to had they remained in 

Prespa, forever tainted by unproven allegations of treason. 

But Australia allows you to be whatever you decide to be. Mr Georgiou is a loyal 

Greek citizen, an ethnically self-ascribed Macedonian and then a proud Australian 

citizen. He is not an activist, just a retiree living in peace. But the years of living in 

Australia cannot erase the sufferings of the past – given papers, forced to sign then 

marked for life. And here I was, doing exactly the same. Mr and Mrs Georgiou have 

since died, their signed ethics releases filed away for academic purposes. 

The most compelling question that I grapple with is what will be the consequences of 

the publication of this work. Will it be for the public good? Will digging up the past 

produce positive results? The work of David Rieff has given me cause to question this. 

 

Better to forget? Or to remember? 

David Rieff is a journalist, who covered wars in Africa, Central Asia and the Balkans. 

He reported on the breakup of Yugoslavia, as did I, then the conflict in Kosovo and 

the Bosnian war. Rieff questions the value of remembering the great wars, the great 

defeats and tragedies and injustices of the past, because they are subject to selective 

memory and are often misused through politicisation. 
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In his first essay, Against Remembrance (2011), he declares: ‘how much closer 

historical memory is to myth on one side and contemporary politics and ideology on 

the other than it is to history’ (Rieff 2011, p. 12); and that: ‘the nation always chooses 

myth – codified in remembrance – over history’ (Rieff 2011, p. 16). Later, he 

continues in his next book by questioning George Santayana’s iconic phrase ‘Those 

who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it’. In this work on the dangers 

of remembering, In Praise of Forgetting: Historical Memory and its Ironies (2016), 

he introduces a prime example: ‘the Bosnian War which was in large measure a 

slaughter fueled by collective memory, or, more precisely, by the inability to forget’ 

(Rieff 2016, p. 143). 

This gave me reason to question what I was doing in this thesis by opening up a 

Pandora’s Box of conflicting memories and disputed histories, all seen through the 

prism of contemporary politics. In the first chapter of the exegesis, I discussed Nora’s 

claim of the opposing forces of history and memory, and how history is written by the 

institutions of power. Memory is an opportunity to record the counter-histories that are 

relegated to oblivion. But in Rieff, here was a writer who discusses the ethics of 

memory. Rieff writes: ‘The takeover of history by memory is also the takeover of 

history by politics’ (2016, p. 63). 

During his time covering the Yugoslav breakup, Rieff visited the offices of Vuk 

Drašković, the then-opposition leader and hardline Serb nationalist. He writes that, as 

he is leaving the office, one of Drašković’s aides hands him a folded piece of paper. 

When he opens it, he finds one date only – 1453. This is the date of the fall of 

Constantinople by the Ottomans and the beginning of nearly 500 years of occupation 

of Serbia, Greece, Bulgaria and other Balkan countries. It is clear to him that the past, 
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and a wounded collective memory, was being harnessed to manipulate the masses for 

present political needs. What he is saying is that memory can be used for both good 

and bad causes. 

In the Balkans, there are many overlapping causes in the palimpsest of history. In 1989, 

as the Iron Curtain is breached in Europe and Yugoslavia is about to disintegrate, the 

Serbian leader Slobodan Milosevic manipulated the Serbian identity by invoking the 

Battle of Kosovo of 1389. On the 600th anniversary of the battle, he promised to 

restore Serb glory and used this to revoke the autonomy of Vojvodina and Kosovo, 

regions that enjoy special status. He stood on the Field of Blackbirds, where Serb 

leader Lazar fell and Murad’s Ottoman forces were victorious. He is reported to have 

‘promised half a million people that “nobody will beat you again”’ (Dodor 1993). This 

opened the way to ethnic cleansing, the Bosnian War, Kosovo War and intervention 

by NATO, and with Slobodan Milosevic’s arrest and trial in The Hague, where he died 

before a verdict was reached. Rieff writes that there is a lesson to be learnt from this: 

It is that far too often collective historical memory as understood and deployed 

by communities, peoples, and nations – which again, is always selective, more 

often than not self-serving, and historically anything but unimpeachable – has 

led to war rather than peace, to rancor and resentment (which increasingly 

appears to be the defining emotion of our age) rather than reconciliation, and 

to the determination to exact revenge rather than to commit to the hard work 

of forgiveness (2016, p. 39). 

In Europe and the Balkans, the lesson is all the more important. As Dodor writes: 

‘Europe’s most pressing problem: the fierce pride and mutual hatred of the Continent’s 

many ethnic minorities’ (1993). 
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Am I now a part of this? Was I giving people a platform for revenge, or giving them 

their only chance to be heard? More importantly, what is going to be the outcome of 

my publication? Will I share the same fate as Karakasidou? Were my parents right in 

seeking to forget in silence, so that I would not know enough to want to seek justice? 

Or are my journalistic principles right – to give a voice to those denied one and to offer 

up the facts to the historical record? As I watch the Greek/Macedonian dispute from 

the distance of Australia, I cannot help but watch it played out here. Rallies continue 

in Sydney and Melbourne. Recently, the Greek flag was burned by Macedonian 

demonstrators in Melbourne, and Greeks rallied on the streets in response. My concern 

is the ages of some of the demonstrators: too young to have lived during the existence 

of Yugoslavia, or the Greek Civil War before it. Silence is not an option for their 

parents, and so the cycle of violence continues in the diaspora. Said warns about the 

dangers of nationalism and of how he saw this creep into the multicultural 

communities of the United States and Canada, where they have forgotten the migratory 

experience and that they are all migrants (2004, p. 221). He writes: 

You have all these different ethnic communities who are now beginning to feel 

that the problem is how to preserve, against the depredations of the others, their 

own identity. Identity politics becomes separatist politics, and people then 

retreat into their own enclaves (Said 2004, p. 240). 

Rieff gives me cause for caution. I cannot help but ponder on his reaction to the small 

piece of paper, with the date of an event some 500 years ago. 1453. It is exactly where 

I begin my creative work. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
An answer to the Macedonian Question? 

I conclude this exegesis where I begin it – with another seminal event that seems to 

bookend the episode I narrate in the introduction. 

On September 8, 1991, FYROM declared both its independence from Yugoslavia and 

its intention to call itself the Republic of Macedonia. Greece not only objected to what 

it considered the theft of its cultural and historical ancestry, it blocked the country from 

full membership of the European Union and entry into NATO. Thus began a 27-year 

dispute between Greece and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) 

– over naming rights. 

But that was only the latest iteration of the ‘Macedonian Question’ and to what could 

have been the dénouement: an end to the 27-year-old name dispute; and a definitive 

answer to the 148-year-old Macedonian Question. 

On Sunday June 17, 2018, under a temporary awning and stage erected by the shores 

of Greater Prespa Lake, the prime ministers of Greece and FYROM, and their foreign 

ministers and entourages, met in the village of Psarades. The village, which was my 

paternal grandmother’s birthplace, is only minutes from the border. 

Also present was Matthew Nimetz, the American diplomat and UN envoy who, for the 

past 24 years, has worked behind the scenes to bring the two sides to agreement. Greek 

Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras and FYROM Prime Minister Zoran Zaev shook hands, 

as their foreign ministers signed the agreement that would rename FYROM to North 

Macedonia, an agreeable geographic qualifier. 
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Figure 15. Official signing in Psarades from the Twitter account of Johannes Hahn,  

 EU Commissioner for European Neighbourhood and Enlargement Negotiations. 

 

Alexis Tsipras, who had just survived a parliamentary no-confidence motion over this 

move, tells the gathering: ‘We are here to heal the wounds of time, to open a path for 

peace, brotherhood and growth for our countries, the Balkans and Europe.’40 

Tsipras and Zaev, both young leaders in their mid-forties, are from political parties of 

the left. Tsipras’ SYRIZA is only the latest version of an evolving extreme and radical 

left party. Zaev is from the Social Democratic Union of Macedonia, a left-centre party. 

The father of his foreign minister Nikola Dimitrov was born in Greece and became a 

Macedonian refugee during the Civil War. Zaev only became Prime Minister on May 

31, 2017, and wasted no time in seeking a solution to this diplomatic impasse: ‘Our 

                                                
40 See: https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/macedonia-changes-name-intl/index.html 
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two countries should step out of the past and look to the future. Our peoples want peace 

… we will be partners and allies.’41 

After the signing, the official party boarded a boat and crossed the watery border to a 

village on the other side for a celebratory lunch. It was a perfect photo opportunity for 

the digital age. 

So, what did they agree on? The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia would 

henceforth be known as Northern Macedonia, its language recognised as Macedonian 

and its identity as Macedonian. The parliaments of both countries would still have to 

ratify the agreement and the people of FYROM would vote in a referendum on 

September 30. And so, the matter seems to be headed conveniently for a close as I, 

too, finish my exegesis and my Doctorate of Creative Arts. 

Not quite. 

Two weeks after the signing, I went to Psarades. There was no mood for celebration 

there. None of the residents were invited, or allowed to attend the ceremony. None of 

the residents of neighbouring villages were welcomed either. Al Jazeera reports: 

‘Security was tight at Sunday’s venue, with police cordons in place many miles from 

the village. Anybody seeking to approach had to pass through successive identity 

checks.’42 

In fact, there had been dozens of buses full of protesters, who travelled from all over 

the country to protest the agreement and were prevented from entering the one road to 

Psarades by a cordon staffed with riot police. People I spoke to in the village were 

                                                
41 Ibid. 
42 See: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/06/greece-macedonia-sign-agreement-change-180617074429644.html 
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upset and several cried when they spoke to me. They said the church village bells rang 

during the signing – the only way they could object to what they said was a sell-out of 

a 3,000-year-old Hellenic history. To them, the youthful prime ministers were, of 

course, too young to remember the Greek struggle for Macedonia in the 19th century; 

nor did they experience the Greek Civil War of 1946–49. They had no emotional 

investment in the issue, nor had they experienced the trauma of fratricide. Zaev and 

Tsipras were not people of the border area. 

As Agnew argues, the Macedonian issue is ‘one of the best examples of ancient hatred 

to be found anywhere’ (2008, p. 416), so how could it be solved so easily? 

 

Questions: The Macedonian and the exegetical ones 

In this exegesis, I explore the issue of the struggle between history and memory. How 

‘scientific’ history is often an elitist function of the state to legitimise itself; how it is 

selective in its inclusion of facts and events, and in its omission of those who do not 

serve it. The states of Greece and FYROM were at odds for the past 27 years, precisely 

because their histories overlapped and laid exclusive claims to historical origin. I 

explore the development of both contested areas of independence from their Ottoman 

overlords, from nascent statehood to tensions during the Greek Civil War. I also 

explore the theories of nationalism and ethno-genesis, and the later Greek de-

Ottomanisation of its land and culture, and FYROM’s de-Slavicisation. I analyse 

theories of identity from the primordialists such as Anthony Smith, who maintain an 

ancient right to ethnos; and instrumentalists such as Benedict Anderson, to whom 

nation is a self-ascribed ‘imagined community’ (Anderson 1982, p. 6). I also outline 
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the earlier beliefs of FYROM’s leaders at the time of independence from Yugoslavia 

that theirs is a Slavic nation with no links to Alexander the Great’s Macedonia. Also 

examined is the emerging practice of ‘antiquization’ initiated by the former prime 

minister of FYROM, Nikola Gruevski, a hardline nationalist from the VRMO-

DPMNE party. During his tenure, he commissioned ‘Skopje 2014’ a nation-building 

project that saw the capital rebuilt to resemble an ancient city, with statues of 

Alexander the Great, Philip of Macedon and other modern Macedonian heroes. 

My question asks how can a narrative like mine manage to navigate the historical 

mythologising, the enforced silences, the contested facts, and bring to the fore the 

voices of the ‘othered’ whose memories belong in the canon of history. 

In the exegesis, I explore the attempts of writers like myself: Nicholas Gage, who 

writes of the Civil War trial and execution of his mother by the communists; and 

Anastasia Karakasidou, who explores forced assimilation of Endopyi Slavophones in 

the early days of statehood. Both writers are excoriated: Gage by the communists; 

Karakasidou by the Greek state. I outline how I have joined this club, too, with my 

discovery and translation of rare memory books written by villagers in exile, who once 

lived in Prespa and have not been allowed to return. 

My question then seems to answer itself. The opposing sides in the Macedonian 

Question had different starting points: Greece had a strong origin history; it had a 

language and continuity of presence on land. The Former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia was invented by Marshall Tito in 1945 to give an ethnicity to a South-

Slavic people and to codify their language. It was not until after its independence from 

Yugoslavia that nationalist leaders sought to conflate the geographical entity of 
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Macedonia and the ancient people who once lived there to ‘antiquize’ their modern 

state. So whatever I write, whatever I produce will always be contested by both sides. 

 

The solution, or history repeating itself 

In my reflection chapter, I ponder the wisdom of digging into contested histories and 

pursuing the elders of my birthplace to mine their memories of injustice. I write of the 

ethical dilemmas I was confronted with, in asking them to remember and retrieve 

memories that they had long since buried. I often felt guilt in being a part of opening 

up old wounds for the purposes of my wanting to ‘give them a voice’. I examine the 

work of David Rieff who, like me, is a former correspondent who spent time reporting 

in the Balkans. Rieff argues that remembrance is often a tool used for political 

purposes; it is selective and perpetuates perceived injustice and, therefore, a cycle of 

contestation, recrimination and often violence. He points to the origins of the Bosnian 

war of 1992–95, following the break-up of Yugoslavia, and how Serbian leader 

Slobodan Milosevic rallied Serbian nationalists and Serbs living in enclaves outside 

Serbia proper into adopting hardline nationalism by invoking a medieval event. On the 

600th anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo in 1989, Slobodan Milosevic laid the seeds 

of the war against Albanians in Kosovo the following year. I wonder if I too, by 

digging up the past, am going to cause future pain. 
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The Prespa Agreement: The cycle continues 

What is the substance of the 2018 Prespa Agreement? Is this going to end the dispute 

between the two states? Or will it only satisfy the two leaders, and their respective 

parties and parliaments? I wonder if this will be seen historically as yet another 

iteration of the Macedonian Question. Either way, it merits an examination as I 

conclude by referencing all that I have already discussed in my earlier chapters. 

Just after the signing, this photographic montage appeared in my Facebook feed. It 

was shared by some of my Greek-speaking relatives and its origin is unknown. But 

what it does is link the Greek Civil War and the Slavo-Macedonian cadres who sought 

a Macedonian federation with Tito’s Yugoslavia with the Prespa Agreement. 

 
Figure 16. Internet meme shared on Facebook 
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The top photograph (dated 26.3.49) shows the leader of the Greek Communist Party, 

Nikos Zahariadis, fifth from the left, sitting with fellow communists under a banner 

that identifies them as Slavo-Macedonians. The caption states: ‘26-3-49 Communists 

in Prespa, acknowledge the Skopians as “Macedonians”’. The bust below is that of 

Alexander the Great, the ancient warrior who both countries claim is their ancient 

forbear. The caption states: ‘17-6-2018 and again communists, coincidentally again in 

Prespa, sell out Macedonia to the Skopians.’ 

But what does the Prespa Agreement (2018) really say? I set out the agreement below: 

PART 1 

SETTLEMENT OF THE DIFFERENCE ON THE NAME, THE PENDING 

ISSUES RELATED TO IT AND ENTRENCHMENT OF GOOD 

NEIGHBOURLY RELATIONS 

ARTICLE 1 

a) The official name of the Second Party shall be the ‘Republic of North 

Macedonia’, which shall be the constitutional name of the Second Party and 

shall be used erga omnes, as provided for in this Agreement. The short name 

of the Second Party shall be ‘North Macedonia’. 

b) The nationality of the Second Party shall be Macedonian/citizen of the 

Republic of North Macedonia, as it will be registered in all travel documents. 

c) The official language of the Second Party shall be the ‘Macedonian 

language’, as recognised by the Third UN Conference on the Standardization 
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of Geographical Names, held in Athens in 1977, and described in Article 7(3) 

and (4) of this Agreement.43 

 

Al Jazeera correspondent John Psaropoulos writes that the Greeks seem to have 

capitulated on their long-held opposition to any use of the name Macedonia: ‘The 

Greeks say there is no separate Macedonian race, which implies it hails from the 

ancient Macedonians and the kingdom of Alexander the Great – that, they say, is a part 

of the Greek heritage’; however, the agreement states something else: ‘It recognises a 

Macedonian nationality; opponents say this comes awfully close to recognising a 

Macedonian ethnicity which Greece has spent the last quarter of the century denying 

it exists’ (Psaropoulos 2018). 

In Prespa, two weeks after the agreement was signed, my uncle Demosthenis was 

inconsolable and in tears. He lives in Adelaide and was holidaying there at the time. 

As a young child in August 1949, as the communists were retreating and the civil war 

was ending, he and his mother, my grandmother Dimitra, his brother Thanasis, his 

cousins, aunts and most of the villagers of Prespa, were forced to march towards 

Albania with them. They were put on cargo ships and sailed to Poland, where they 

lived for nine years until my grandfather was able to track them via the International 

Red Cross and bring them home. 

For him and others like him, this was a betrayal. A cash-strapped Greek government, 

struggling with an EU-imposed austerity program, had sold the name Macedonia. In 

                                                
43 See: http://vlada.mk/?q=node/15057&ln=en-gb 
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cities around Greece, Greeks marched in protest. But did Greece sell out its heritage? 

Article 7 gives more detail: 

ARTICLE 7 

The Parties acknowledge that their respective understanding of the terms 

‘Macedonia’ and ‘Macedonian’ refers to a different historical context and 

cultural heritage. 

When reference is made to the First Party, these terms denote not only the area 

and people of the northern region of the First Party, but also their attributes, as 

well as the Hellenic civilization, history, culture, and heritage of that region 

from antiquity to present day. 

When reference is made to the Second Party, these terms denote its territory, 

language, people and their attributes, with their own history, culture, and 

heritage, distinctly different from those referred to under Article 7(2). 

The Second Party notes that its official language, the Macedonian language, is 

within the group of South Slavic languages. The Parties note that the official 

language and other attributes of the Second Party are not related to the ancient 

Hellenic civilization, history, culture and heritage of the northern region of the 

First Party.44 

In Skopje and other parts of FYROM, protests emerged in the same way as they did in 

Greece. What the agreement’s Article 7 clarifies is that North Macedonia 

acknowledges that it is a Slavic nation, and that ‘Macedonian’ means Slavic-

Macedonian and has nothing to do with the ancient civilization of Alexander the Great. 

Immediately, the President of Macedonia, Gjorge Ivanov, refused to sign off. He called 

                                                
44 See: http://vlada.mk/?q=node/15057&ln=en-gb 
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it a ‘criminal act’.45 A referendum on the adoption of the Prespa Agreement was held 

on September 30, 2018, but failed to get the 50 per cent quota to make it binding. This 

did not matter. On October 19, 2018, the parliament secured the majority needed to 

accept name change to North Macedonia. Many more votes will be required in Skopje, 

and then the onus is on Greece to do the same. At the time of writing, this has yet to 

take place.46 

I believe there is no resolution to the century-and-a-half-year-old ‘Macedonian 

Question’. Rather than bring an end to the acrimony, historical theft, and claims and 

counter-claims – the Prespa Agreement (2018) is just another iteration of the Question. 

Even if it is ratified by both nations and accepted in a referendum by the Macedonian 

people, it will not be the end of the matter. Irredentist claims will continue. The 

generations that fought in the Greek Civil War for Macedonian autonomy and 

federation with Yugoslavia, and those who fought against it, will remain aggrieved. 

The generation that was born in the post-Civil-War period as Macedonians in the 

Republic of Macedonia, or as Greek-Macedonians in Greece – will not be placated. 

The 16th of June, 2018, may for some be a date worthy of celebration, but for most it 

is one of those dates that is selectively plucked out as a day of betrayal. 

That is the way of the Balkans. 

My thesis will not please anyone. In fact, it will be contested precisely because I set 

out to give voices to the silenced and bring to attention the omissions. I have tried to 

tackle a very complex issue in the most scholarly way I could: by trying to read 

                                                
45 See: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-macedonia-greece-name/macedonian-president-refuses-to-sign-law-on-countrys-
name-change-idUSKBN1JM0W2 
46 Since the completion of this thesis. Both parliaments of Greece and FYROM passed the Prespa Agreement and the new name 
of the northern country has been accepted as North Macedonia.  
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everything I could find, and by looking and finding some of the voices that have not 

been heard. I have sought people all over the world: in Australia, Greece, Canada and 

Macedonia. I have analysed their lives and their testimonies against the powerful 

voices of the state, and have written this exegesis as a theoretical and historical 

explanation of the creative work that follows. 

The creative work is an autoethnography that also combines my skills as an 

investigative journalist. It has been seven years of part-time thesis work, in between 

teaching and making a documentary and writing journalism and being a mother and a 

wife, as well as a daughter. The creative work begins with the Fall of Constantinople 

(May 29, 1453), the most traumatic collective memory of my people – a tragedy that 

defines every Orthodox Christian. From there, I uncover many other traumatic events 

that many in my family would prefer were kept buried. I am reminded of the words of 

Portuguese dictator Antonio Salazar who, in response to a question from a journalist 

about why Portugal was calm and trouble free, said he had abolished politics: ‘Happy 

countries have no history’ (Gallagher 1983, p. vii). From my parents’ home in 

Adelaide – where I begin to unpack the unhappiness of their childhoods ruined by war 

and their membership of a stolen generation – I travel to Canada, Macedonia and 

Greece, to Prespa, my ancestral home, to discover place, ruins, beauty, contested 

identities and untold stories of the past. In Prespa I find two villages – Lemos and 

Ayios Germanos, both heavily involved in the Greek Civil War on the communist side. 

In many of the history books, these villages were seen to be pro-Bulgarian by Greek 

historians such as Koliopoulos, but it was not that simple. As Agnew writes: ‘European 

human rights discourse when applied to Greek Macedonia is all about “Greeks” and 

“Macedonian Slavs” and rarely if ever about the mixed and hybridized identities of 
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many localized households and groups’ (2008, p. 410). The creative work digs deep 

into these villages and finds people who were not political, not pro-Bulgarian and 

sometimes not interested in Macedonian autonomy. These people were caught in a 

geopolitical conflict that was above their understanding. Many of these people were 

semi-literate and, once a gun was held to their heads, they just did what they needed 

to in order to survive. 

My thesis thus brings new knowledge to the subject by giving attention to the voices 

that were silenced when caught in the middle of an emerging Cold War, one they 

hardly understood. I have, for the first time, and after nearly two years of applying and 

negotiating – obtained court transcripts of some of these people, who were but 

teenagers at the time and who were arrested, tortured and tried for supporting 

communism and the autonomy of Macedonia against the Greek state. I have cross-

checked these records with testimonies of those who were tried – one woman now in 

her eighties only found out the charges against her from my research. 

The exegetical work sets the scaffolding for the creative work. It outlines the theories, 

historical events and contested issues; these are then explored on a human level in the 

creative work that follows. As I write in the reflection chapter, I have been a journalist 

for nearly three decades now but this has, by far, been the most gruelling, traumatic, 

difficult and fascinating work that I have ever researched. Ultimately, it has allowed 

me to discover my roots, the stories of my parents, now allowing me to look at them 

in a new light. And it has been a wonderful journey of self-discovery. 

In reality, I was discovering who I am. As Annette Kuhn writes: ‘Telling stories about 

the past, our past, is a key moment in the making of ourselves’ (2002, p. 2). 
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1. HELEN OF PRESPA 

 
Figure 17. ‘Dear photograph’ – author aged 3, rephotographed 2016  

 

I was born on a Tuesday, the most inauspicious day of the Eastern Orthodox Calendar, 

for it was on ‘Black Tuesday’ when The City – Constantinople – fell. It was a day that 

the tectonic plates of civilization ruptured, as East crossed into West and Islam 

defeated Christianity on its home soil. The streets ran with blood and a once-great 

Byzantine Empire of free people was subjugated by the belligerent, unbelieving hordes 

of pastoral nomads who originated from the steppes of Central Asia.47 

Nothing good comes on a Tuesday, they still believe in villages, towns and cities from 

Athens to Belgrade, in the places where memory is as long as lives were short. 

                                                
47 Kinross, L. 1977, The Ottoman Centuries: The Rise and Fall of the Ottoman Empire. Morrow Quill, New York. 
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It’s a primordial instinct. 

From that treacherous Tuesday onwards: believers became infidels and heathens, their 

masters. In the lands they now call Albania and Bosnia, many converted to the faith of 

the ‘one God Allah’, forsaking the one who died for them on the cross. And they too 

became tormentors. Those who held the cross close to their hearts would pay dearly, 

with their own flesh and blood: their children. 

From then on, tribute officers scoured the villages, church parishes, fields, mountains 

and hovels collecting the devsirme48 or blood tax – taking the finest young Balkan 

boys for service to the Sultan. The tribute in boy blood broke their mothers’ hearts, 

wrenching them from their bosoms. Abducted, converted, brainwashed and groomed 

to be the Sultan’s most disciplined defenders. In an amnestic state, they swore 

allegiance before a tray containing salt, a sword and the Koran.49 Uprooted from 

peasant stock to the Sultan’s palace, they were his Yeniceri, or new soldiers, 

bodyguards and elite infantry; the poor boys of the villages became Janissaries, never 

to see their families again, never to marry – they were fighting machines in the name 

of Islam. How many souls? Up to 200,000, throughout the centuries of enslavement.50 

And to think, lives were so wretched that sometimes mothers willingly gave their sons 

away so they may have a better one. 

But it was an even worse fate for their sisters; young Christian girls, ripe in their 

fecundity, seized from the protective embrace of their fathers; coveted, kidnapped, 

captured and sent to the harems to become sex slaves and playthings of the turbaned 

                                                
48 Sugar credits Murad I (1360–89) for initiating the Devsirme (collection or enrollment of boys) and Murad IV (1623–40) for 
abolishing it, though it lingered until the 19th century. 
Sugar, P.F. 1977, Southeastern Europe under Ottoman Rule, 1354–1804 (Vol. 5). University of Washington Press. p. 55 
49 Goodwin, J. 1999, Lords of the Horizons, Vintage, London. 
50 Sugar, P.F. 1977, p. 56. 
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beys, pashas and sultans of the house of Othman. Throughout the years, the girls cursed 

with the gift of unimaginable beauty were tattooed with the sign of the cross – large 

on their forehead or neatly between the eyebrows51 – for protection. 

Figure 18. Christian women of Macedonia with the tattooed cross from St Louis Republic, April 5 1903.52 

No-one was safe from that day on. 

Tuesday, the day of my birth – the beginning of our collective enslavement. 

51 Edith Durham, British aid worker and traveller, writes about encountering Christian women with tattooed crosses on their 
foreheads as late as 1905, in Durham, M. 1905, Edith: The Burden of the Balkans, Dodo Books, USA 
52 Source: globeallinclisive.blogspot.com 

http://globeallinclusive.blogspot.com/2012/10/tattooed-cross-on-forehead-protected.html
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To be exact, it was on the fifth day of April that I first opened my eyes. 

And it was on this date exactly, one hour after daybreak, that Mehmet II, 29 years 

young and resplendent on his steed, first came before the place known as the City of 

Constantinople. The siege was about to begin. 

On Tuesday, the 29th day of May, in the year 1453 – it was all over. Never forgotten 

and never forgiven. What? I can sense you thinking – 1453? How long does it take to 

forget and why are these people still remembering? 

I remember my Papou53 Christo telling me such stories. Like the tragedy befalling his 

father Petro’s first wife. 

‘Tin Tourkepsan!’54 ‘She was Turkefied!’ Meaning, she was kidnapped and turned 

into a Turkish woman. She was taken away to become a sexual plaything of the local 

Bey and there was nothing anyone could do about it. 

Well, they tried. 

‘My uncles waited for the Bey by the three rock formations near the outskirts of the 

village and, when he rode by on his horse, they shot him. Once and he did not die, a 

second time and he was fatally injured,’ Papou Christo said. 

But it did not bring the woman back. 

A distant uncle, Vladimiros,55 added that my Yiayia56 Dimitra was also touched by 

tragedy. 

                                                
53 Papou means ‘Grandpa’ in Greek. Papou Christo was my paternal grandfather. 
54 Interview: Christos Vakitsidis, Lemos 1988. Digitised, translated and transcribed.  
55 Interview: Vladimiros Dimanopoulos, Psarades, 2005. Translated and transcribed 
56 Yiayia mean ‘Granny’ in Greek. Yiayia Dimitra was my paternal grandmother. 
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‘Her grandfather had gone fishing and was on his way to sell the fish. They were in 

baskets loaded onto his horse. On the way back, his baskets touched a Turkish woman 

and the Bey killed him with his gun. 

‘It was like that back then.’57 

Back then was as recent as the late 19th century and early 20th. 

My understanding of the past is strongly linked to the way my family remembers. It’s 

simple: the stories of where we have been and what we have experienced make us who 

we are. They have come down to me from generation to generation. From the mouths 

of grandmothers and grandfathers, in stories told around wood-fired stoves in the 

depths of snowy winters, and elders recounting stories of bravery and tragedy to their 

descendants so they too may never forget. But is this truth or myth? It is as close as 

we can come to fact because there were eyewitnesses. They saw, they recalled and 

they wrote. That Tuesday is not a myth, for it is recorded in history. 

We have to thank, among many, a Venetian surgeon by the name of Nicolo Barbaro, 

who saw the catastrophic event with his own eyes and wrote it all down.58 

Sultan Mehmet II was a tall muscular man who spoke many languages and was, by all 

accounts, a lover of the arts. Miniature portraits of him survive at the Topkapi museum 

in Istanbul. The artists of the time – Siblizade Ahmet, circa 1480 and Sinan Bey, 1460–

8059 – reveal a man with small yellow-brown eyes and a hooked nose; his chin, covered 

                                                
57 Interview: Vladimiros Dimanopoulos, 2005. Digitised, translated and transcribed. 
58 Barbaro, N. 1969, Diary of the Siege of Constantinople 1453, (trans John Melville-Jones) Exposition Press, New York. 
http://domin.dom.edu/faculty/dperry/hist267crusade/calendar/1453/Barbaro.pdf 
59 Atasoy, N. 2012, Portraits and Caftans of the Ottoman Sultans, Assouline, New York. 
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in a light golden beard, is pointy and upturned; in profile, he looks the personification 

of a hawk. 

Barbaro writes that he arrived with 160,000 men and camped close to the city’s walls. 

Mehmet, it was said, favoured fine clothes, sashes and long coats – his turban coiled 

with white gauze around a tall central blood-red skullcap became a much-copied 

symbol of power with succeeding Sultans,60 but his legacy was soon sealed. Within 50 

days and nights, Mehmet II became Fathi, the Conqueror. 

It is said that it was fated. It was the fulfillment of an Islamic prophecy: that the prophet 

Mohammed foretold this victory from the deserts of Arabia, that a just prince would 

capture the world’s most powerful city. So coveted it didn’t need a name; in Greek, I 

Polis – stin Poli (‘to the city’); to the Turkish stam boli; to Istanbul. The just prince, 

Mehmet II, was soon hailed as the deputy of the prophet of God Mohammed and, 

eventually, the city was recognised across the Sunni Muslim world as the seat of the 

Kalipha. 

Inside the city walls, the Byzantines were searching for omens: looking for auguries 

and portents in the rhythms of nature, the flight of the birds, and seeking coded 

messages in the nightmares of their sleep.61 

Barbaro tells us the emperor cast a giant chain in the water so enemy ships could not 

sail, but the sultan cut down forests and oiled the logs, and ships rolled over the land 

and into the sea. He writes of walls thick and impenetrable, but an Hungarian turncoat 

                                                
60 See: http://www.theottomans.org/english/family/mehmet2.asp 

61 Crowley, R. 2005, 1453: The Holy War for Constantinople and the Clash of Islam and the West, Hachette Books, 
New York. 
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invented cannons larger than any seen before, which took three hours to reload and 50 

horses to pull. It was all in vain. 

Then the signs: a lunar eclipse took place as the moon moved from the west to the east 

and a blood moon caused terror in the capital. People gathered in the largest basilica 

in the world, the Church of the Holy Wisdom, Ayia Sofia. The eclipse was seen in the 

four corners of the Earth. 

Four days later, the city was smothered in an unprecedented thick black fog. On the 

night before the darkest day in Byzantine Christendom, there was a solemn service in 

Ayia Sofia. The Emperor’s confidante and historian, George Sphranzes,62 watched as 

Constantine XI made a solemn speech, reminding them all that they were descendants 

of Greeks and Romans. A golden light appeared on the dome above the church. 

Then it disappeared – a sign that God had abandoned the city. 

On Tuesday April 29, 1453, the Ottomans entered Constantinople. Barbaro saw and 

wrote of blood flowing in the city streets ‘like rainwater in the gutters after a sudden 

storm’ and of bodies of both Byzantines and Turks floating in the sea ‘like melons 

along a canal’.63 For three days and three nights, the carnage continued; then it was 

over, the living sold as slaves. 

Legend has it that an angel descended from heaven and swept up the Emperor, turning 

him to marble and entombing him in a cave below the city, only to be released when 

                                                
62 Phillipides, M. & Hanak, W.K. 2011, The Siege and Fall of Constantinople in 1453: Historiography, Topography, and 
Military Studies, Ashgate Publishing Limited, Surrey. 
63 See: https://deremilitari.org/2016/08/the-siege-of-constantinople-in-1453-according-to-nicolo-barbaro/ 
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Christianity returned to the city, once known as the earthly capital of the Kingdom of 

Heaven. 

The fault line between the East and the West was breached, and a deal with the 

Christian Patriarch brokered – a tolerance for those who wouldn’t abandon their faith 

as long as they didn’t rebel – but the Patriarch would have to keep them in line. So the 

highest Christian Orthodox authority on Earth was co-opted by the conquerors to keep 

his flock obedient in their servitude. 

From the frankincense-scented halls of the Patriarchate of Constantinople, to the dirt-

floored churches of remote hamlets, they lived in hope. In fact, they believed they 

would be delivered of the Muslim overlord through divine intervention. The prophesy 

in Byzantine times foretold of deliverance by a xanthon genos, ‘a fair-haired race’.64 

Mattaios, Metropolitan of Myra, writes in the 17th century:65 

We hope for the fair-haired races to deliver us, 

To come from Moscow, to save us. 

We trust in the oracles, in false prophecies, 

And we waste our time on such vanities. 

We place our hope in the north wind 

To take the snare of the Turk from upon us. 

 

The Russians were indeed Christian Orthodox and, by the 18th century, sworn enemies 

of the Turks, but times had changed. Spiritual belief was no longer the signifier of 

                                                
64 Clogg, R. 1993, A Concise History of Greece. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, p. 17. 
65 Ibid, p. 19. 
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people. A new religion had swept the world – nationalism: the Russians were no longer 

Christians first but Slavs; the Greek Christians were on their own; Pan-Slavism was 

the new religion. 

The Byzantine Empire was finished for ever. 

It might have started in 1453 with a conquering empire, but it only finished in 1912 

when the last Turkish overlords left. It is as recent as yesterday. 

The memories are deep and long, and have passed from generation to generation – 

whispering and listening, from mouth to ear, and stored securely in our collective 

memories. They are traumas etched into our DNA, the genetic blueprints passed on in 

the blood of our fathers and the milk of our mothers. Our intergenerational inheritance. 

The experts call it epigenetics; I feel it because I have been brought up with fear. Like 

a default position. 

And in the Balkans, they never forget. 

 

Tuesday: A cursed day. My birthday. 

Of course, to come into the world on a Tuesday was not my choice. Deep in my 

unconscious self, floating in my amniotic chamber, I probably realised what fate 

awaited me. Perhaps it was the traditional songs sung to my pregnant mother at the 

teasing Balkan baby showers. I must have sensed these poisonous lullabies. 

Eho yio Eho hara 

Pou tha yino pethera 
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Eho kori eho pikra 

Pou that mou zitane prika 

 

I have a son I have happiness 

For I will become a mother-in-law 

I have a daughter I have bitterness 

They will demand of us a dowry 66 

 

This was not promising. It sounded like a curse, yet her hand stroking my head, my 

leg here, my elbow there, her touch and her sound so reassuring, making me oblivious 

to my destiny. The labour was long and protracted, sweat, pain, screaming; no, I was 

not coming out. In breech position, I would not turn. It was a long night of trying and 

it ended with a scar on my mother’s belly that runs from her navel to her pubic bone. 

And so, I was cut out, wrenched into life, and opened my eyes into this community of 

women, in a patriarchal world of men – and there was no going back. 

Eine Kore! (It’s a Girl!) 

I can just see them – midwives, neighbours, crones bent over like twisted liquorice, 

widows imprisoned in black – women all over the village stopping at the news. Slowly 

shaking their heads, casting their eyes to the heavens and, through habit or fear, making 

                                                
66 Traditional folk song sung to pregnant women in Northern Greece. 
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the sign of the cross – raising their right-hand thumb, and two fingers united, crossing 

themselves. Head, heart, right, left. 

Na tous zisi! (May she live!) 

Their jaws tightly clench together, the tongue forced against teeth and then, just as 

quickly pulled back, sucking in oxygen to make that sound of resignation. 

Tsk tsk tsk! 

Collectively, it resonates across the village, echoes above terracotta roofs, over freshly 

planted fields, bouncing off the still lake and disappearing into the ancient mountains. 

A girl is a liability; her weakness her sex; and her purity, a tradable commodity. It 

must be protected for the honour of the family. And so, the girl’s place is at home, 

inside, surrounded by the men who are charged to protect her virtue. 

The firstborn. 

A girl. 

Perhaps a boy next time. 

But there would be no next time. 

The firstborn. 

A girl. 

An only child. 
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It was springtime in Prespa, north-western Greece, when I took my first breath: with 

the new lambs still wet from their mother’s wombs, the first shoots of green life on the 

fields, the water lilies awakening in the wet meadows, and the blankets of Albanian 

pink wildflowers on the mountainsides. 

I can imagine the whispering talk: A girl! And they are so poor. They will raise her 

and for what? She’ll marry and leave. Some other house will get all the benefits – a 

hard worker and a womb. A girl is costly. A dowry is a burden. 

Tsk tsk tsk. 

 
Figure 19. ‘Dear Photograph’ – My father, Petros, and mother, Victoria, in Lemos with a newborn lamb, 

on returning to my ancestral home, 2016. 

 

I am a girl blessed with a name that protects me in worlds ancient and modern. Helen, 

after Agia Eleni, Saint Helen, the mother of the first Christian emperor Constantine, 
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the woman credited with finding the crucifix of Christ. A name from the glory of 

Byzantium. Helen, after Helen of Troy, the beauty and seductress of Sparta. A name 

from the glory of the great ancient civilisation of Hellenism. You can’t get more Greek 

than that. 

It is 1960; the Greek Civil War ended in 1949. 

In the days after my birth, I imagine my father Petros standing and looking at the house 

he must now make into a family home. He is in the village of Lemos, Prespa, a next to 

the border with Yugoslavia. It was an abandoned dwelling left behind by a desperate 

family, one of many fleeing the Greek Civil War with the communist Democratic 

Army of Greece. Were they willingly running for their lives as the monarcho-

nationalist Army of Greece closed in? Did they want to leave or were they human 

shields? Where are they now, he wonders, turning to look towards the border: perhaps 

in Yugoslavia, in Poland or any one of the communist satellite states. I imagine he 

heaves a sign of relief. His mother, Dimitra, and his brothers, Thanasis and 

Demosthenis, were hiding in a sheepfold when they, too, were marched at gunpoint to 

the border as American bombers dropped fire from the sky. They spent the next 10 

years in Poland before they were allowed to return. My father was in Yugoslavia, taken 

by the communists during their paedomazoma or ‘gathering of the children’. 

One of 28,000. 

Yes, my father was a 20th-century Janissary. 

The collective wound of 1453 was sliced open. But this time, it wasn’t Muslim 

invaders from distant lands. The boys and girls were taken by their own kind – atheists 
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who replaced their faith with a new religion called communism. Their bible was Das 

Kapital and their disciples had names like Markos Vafiadis and Nikos Zahariadis. 

It is his house now because the Greek state will never allow the occupants to return. It 

is made of stone and shows the scars of battle. The gaping hole in the roof is still 

covered with plastic tarpaulin. 

It is 1960 and the Greek Civil War ended 12 years ago – but nothing changes here in 

the border areas. 

Reconstruction and development? They are alien terms in these former rebel areas; 

perhaps it’s a punishment from the state. He and my mother, and anyone else who hails 

from these parts sullied by communism, will always be treated with suspicion. 

Regardless of what they believed. Regardless of what they did or did not do. My 

parents, Petros and Victoria, must always carry their white identity cards. They cannot 

move without the permission of the police. 

I can just see him, his raised hand sheltering his eyes, looking over the distance to the 

plot of land his father gave to him; the soil is poor, the earth unyielding. The quality 

of the plot can often be the difference between survival and poverty. 

 

He failed as a son. He brought a thin and weak woman into his paternal home, one 

who was not made for hard labour. His father ordered him to leave her but, instead, he 

left the household. 
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He looks across to the stable and eyes the ox, the one beast of burden he has to work 

the stubborn earth with wooden equipment his ancestors once used. He checks on the 

small flock of sheep he tends daily on the mountain top. 

My father is a shepherd and a farmer. 

I imagine him walking over the well-trodden dirt front yard of the stone house to the 

small plot. He begins to hoe the ground with fervour. He arranges the soil and plants 

a seedling here, walks a measured stride, and plants another one there. Two poplar 

seedlings. And not just any poplars, these he tells me, were poplars of a Canadian 

strain, more valuable and guaranteed to survive the harsh winters. These are my 

insurance policy, my dowry for my life as a woman in the village. He promises himself 

that he will water, fertilise and nurture this green life to maturity. He will watch it 

grow, cell by cell in concentric circles, each ring of bark marking another year of 

growth, as I too will grow. Branches extending up and out, leaves sprouting, trunk 

extending up towards the sun – all for me – for me, until it will be time to cut it down 

and sell the wood and buy a lifetime’s worth of blankets and pots and pans and gold 

jewellery, and give it to the husband’s family, who will take me away. 

He prepares the house for the homecoming. For his new daughter and his wife 

Victoria. Victoria, the child-woman who couldn’t carry two buckets of water from the 

spring to the farmhouse. Who was incapable of washing an extended family’s weekly 

load of blankets and clothes by the stream. The one he loved but was told was a waste 

of a mouth to feed. Apart from that, she was also the daughter of the ‘Albanian’ 

woman. 
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My grandmother Konstantina, of course, was not Albanian but she married one. She, 

like Dimitra his mother, was a local woman, an endopyia,67 a Slavic-Macedonian 

speaker from a village near the town of Kastoria. From the moment she married him, 

her life assumed a plot with the twists and turns of an Ismail Kadare68 novel. Evangelos 

Margou: his Christian name might mean ‘angel’ but he turned out to be the devil in 

disguise. A handsome suitor who wooed her, a poor local girl, dressed her in silks and 

bought her gramophones and fancy things not seen in the village before. He forbade 

her from working. It was a charmed life; she was the envy of all the villagers. But 

being an ‘Albanian’, together with envy, is a cruel combination, one that, if caught in 

the web of black magic, can lead to ruin. And so it did. For Evangelos the tailor, the 

sewer of police uniforms and fancy dresses, had a wandering eye. It wandered too 

close to Olga, the wife of his shepherd, Vasil, a simple man with an even simpler mind. 

Evangelos and Olga decided their life would be better without the burden of her 

husband and his wife and children, and so they killed the former but, before they had 

time to dispose of the latter, they were caught. The Albanian code of revenge, which 

craves blood for blood, was unleashed with disastrous consequences for my mother’s 

family. 

More on that later. For my mother, God had sent Petros. For our young family, he’d 

be sending us to a new home on the other side of the world. It was divine intervention, 

my mother believes to this very day. 

                                                
67 Endopi is from the Greek en (in) dopos (place), meaning ‘a local’, used as an appellation for the Slavophones of western 
Greece. 
68 Ismail Kadare, the inaugural Man Booker Prize winner (2005); an Albanian novelist, he explores themes of blood feuds and 
the Albanian code of revenge; he won for his body of work, including Broken April, Spring Flowers, Spring Frost and The 
General of the Dead Army. 
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In these mountain villages of north-western Greece, a woman’s value is measured by 

her ability to work hard, produce sons, honour the patriarch of the clan, her mother-in-

law, and then her husband and children. It’s a patrilineal system called a zadruga.69 

Some of these clans live in large dwellings of up to 70 members of an extended family. 

In fact, a woman’s wedding day is the last day of her freedom. The moment she 

marries, a woman’s separate identity disappears. She loses her name and takes on the 

Christian name of her husband. Victoria becomes Petroitsa. My Yiayia Dimitra 

became Christoitsa, my Yiayia Konstantina became Alvanitisa. 

It is traditional on a woman’s wedding day in some villages to gag all mothers-in-law 

with a white scarf for the day – the only day they must hold their tongue and the only 

day a young bride is free. 

 
Figure 20. Wedding in the village of Akritas, near Florina, 1930.The mothers-in-law have their mouths gagged 

with a scarf so they can’t nag the bride and their daughters-in-law on this one day of their lives. 

                                                
69 Karakasidou, A.N. 1997, ‘Women of the family, women of the nation: National enculturation among Slav-speakers in north-
west Greece’, in (eds.) Mackridge, P. and Yannakakis, E. Ourselves and Others: The Development of a Greek Macedonian 
Cultural Identity since 1912, Berg. Oxford. 
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But the world of women has its power, too. Theirs is the realm of the carer, the 

storyteller, the educator; what anthropologists call the enculturator70 of the children – 

curating the family’s cultural foundation. She is also the connector of the family with 

the spiritual world. It is she who tends to the Iconostasis – the collection of Byzantine 

icons that sit atop a high shelf, looking down and blessing the family. Inherited icons 

and icons that came with the dowry; icons of saints and martyrs, protectors of the faith. 

It is her task to remember holy days and light the wick floating in blessed olive oil. 

She prays for prosperity: she prostrates herself before the family’s patron saint and 

asks for forgiveness; for a bountiful crop; for male offspring. 

She lights candles in church for the living and the dead; she takes children for Sunday 

mass and for communion – the blood and body of Christ. It is she who covers mirrors 

after a death and washes the bodies for burial, and it is she who wails and leads the 

dirges of death. It is she who disinters the bones from old graves and collects the 

wedding rings, washes the bones and unites them with the newly deceased body of a 

loved one. Uniting wives with husbands, children with parents – together in the 

afterlife. 

It is also the women who hold the power of divination, the ability to foretell what not 

even the village priest, vessel of the Creator can, or dares, to do. 

She is the link with the supernatural; interpreter of dreams and decoder of nightmares; 

the reader of cards, coffee grains and palms. She is the one who picks up all the hair 

strands and broken fingernails recklessly discarded, making sure they don’t fall into 

                                                
70 Ibid. 
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the hands of other women who have moved over to the dark arts of black magic, who 

can cast a spell that has the power to inflict illnesses no herbal tincture or modern 

doctor can cure. And only a chosen few have the power to deflect the Evil Eye – the 

look of envy that has the power to kill. 

My mother learnt all this from her mother and her mother before her. The knowledge 

came from itinerant gypsies and soothsayers, working its way into the thoughts and 

practices of generations of women – and one day, the knowledge would be mine. My 

mother Victoria insists that she always wanted a daughter, despite the curse, the culture 

and the burden – because she knew, she felt it in her bones and in her very soul, that 

the cycle of village life would soon come to an end. 

And I would be the key. 

At the age of six months, when I had grown just enough to be able to sit myself on my 

haunches, Yiayia Chrystanthi – who was actually a distant grand-aunt and a woman of 

ancient knowledge and power – a Christian Albanian, came to our house. She came to 

oversee an age-old Albanian ritual. 

As my mother has told me countless times, it began like this: my matrilineal line, the 

line of my milk – gathered in our house one autumn day as the leaves left the trees and 

formed patches in shades of golden orange. Yiayia Chrysanthi is dressed in black as is 

the custom of women widowed, or so old that it’s unacceptable for them to ever appear 

in the brightness of colour. She carries a torva, a handwoven shoulder bag in muted 

colours, the sort used to carry food to the fields for a day’s hard toil. My grandmother 

Konstantina, who was blessed with the Emperor’s name, was not so blessed in other 

matters. She was a strong-boned, chiselled-cheeked woman who wore a white scarf on 
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her head tied flat across her forehead and knotted at the nape of her neck. Yet she 

would never wear the black of the crones while she still had life in her. Even in old 

age, it was navy or brown or black with tiny flowers or miniscule polka dots. And she 

did not care what anyone thought. No, Konstantina was a survivor. It was her fate to 

fall in love with a man who loved too many women, leaving her husbandless for most 

of her life. Yiayia Konstantina, after her husband’s unspeakable behaviour, refused to 

live like other women. Not for her the shame of her husband’s deeds. She was the 

single mother, the breadwinner, the miller of wheat, the planter of seeds, the hoer of 

the earth, the protector of her children. She became the man of the house. 

 
Figure 21. ‘Dear Photograph’ – On my grandmother’s balcony in 2016,  

remembering Yiayia Konstantina aged in her 80s, dressed in florals. 
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Standing next to her in that room is Marika, beautiful with alabaster skin, high 

cheekbones, fair hair and green eyes. Marika is Konstantina’s other daughter and my 

mother’s older sister. She was the family’s precious one; the one whose beauty and 

chastity was nurtured and guarded. For it was this exquisite creature who saved the 

family’s honour when she was married off to a Cretan soldier during the Greek Civil 

War. By trading her in for a man of the house – a protector, a ‘real Greek’ – my 

grandmother was able to live in peace, knowing there was a warrior in the household. 

Never mind that he slept with a knife under his pillow and that his demons visited him 

nightly, tormenting him and challenging him to battles with the ghosts of those he’d 

killed in war. Thios71 Triandaffilos was a big man with back curly hair and a bushy 

moustache. He was a decorated national hero of the February 1949 Battle of Florina, 

one of the last and biggest battles of the Greek Civil War. Marika had little choice; she 

exchanged her life for the security of her family. She didn’t understand post-traumatic 

stress, but she soon realised that she would never get a good night’s sleep in her entire 

married life. My mother, on the other hand, had dreams that went far beyond the village 

of Lemos. 

Yiayia Chrisanthi removed the contents of her bag, one by one, and placed them in a 

row at the other side of the room. 

A pair of scissors, sharp and shiny, of the sort that cut through hand-spun cloth from 

the wool of sheep, woven by village women on their wooden spinning wheels; a mirror 

bright and reflective, catching the sun’s rays and bouncing them against the walls; a 

                                                
71 Thios means ‘Uncle’ in Greek, Thia is ‘Aunt’. 
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bristled brush and dustpan, worn and weathered with use; a comb, small and 

tortoiseshell-patterned – its teeth wide on one side and narrow on the other; a book, 

hard-covered, thick and dense with letters – borrowed from a knowledgeable man in 

the village. 

The room was cleared; there must be no distractions. The objects were chosen 

carefully, the curtains drawn. The women knew the power of external signs; the very 

hint of a ray from the sun on a shiny surface could distract the child, leading to the 

wrong prophecy. 

And so the scissors, a comb, a dustpan and brush, a mirror and a book were lined up 

against the wall. I was placed at the opposite end of the room, sitting on my buttocks, 

then released. The women waited behind me. 

What would I chose? And did I have the choice to choose? What of fate, what of 

destiny? Did I have the power to choose, or was this a way of foretelling my future? 

Konstantina, Marika and Victoria waited in silence, motionless, for it was now all up 

to me. 

Would I, a child still ignorant of the things of this world, be led by the tricks played 

on my eyes? Would I reach for the mirror? Its reflection, mesmerising, calling me to 

gaze on my image? The women nervously signal with their eyes. This choice would 

be the worst. Beauty would be my obsession and the myth of Narcissus my doom. 

Vanity has no place in the family of work. 

The comb, just as bad; there is no point in grooming, no time except for the social 

functions of name days and visits to church – but in the city, they’ve heard women 
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work with combs and scissors to cut and style the hair of women so wealthy their 

husbands let them stay home. 

The dustpan and brush, all prickly to the touch, its handle hewn from the forest; such 

a choice would doom me to a life of domesticity, of hard back-breaking work; the 

prison that confines these women. My mother bites her lip. No, please no. 

The scissors, sharp and shiny; the tool this family knows too well. Papou Evangelos, 

the Arvanite (ethnic Greek Albanian), was a tailor and both my mother and father 

briefly learned the trade before poverty and the village drew them back to the land. 

And then the book. It’s a good thing but not too much; as they all knew, the smartest 

man in the village read too many books and went mad; he disappeared into the 

mountains and never came back. Books held ideas, some good like the Holy Bible and 

the teachings of God. Books also revealed ideas thought up by people worlds away – 

ideas that made them think too much and even made them want to change the world. 

Wasn’t the Civil War caused by ideas thought up by a man called Karl Marx, causing 

young men and women to take up guns and fight their brothers and sisters? 

But books were also knowledge, education and freedom. 

All things considered. 

The women glanced at each other; a secret hope spoke in their eyes. The book was a 

door out of this place. The world of letters was never an option for them. This, they 

prayed, would be God’s will. 

Before I even understood what it was I was doing, I reached for the book. 
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My mother understood immediately. A book is knowledge and knowledge comes with 

education and this would never happen here, where the children of those never to be 

trusted would never be allowed a life of knowledge and influence. It could only happen 

far, far away from here. 

Four years later, Petros and Victoria and their daughter named Helen stood on the 

docks of the port of Piraeus, about to board a ship bound for Australia. 

The name of that ocean liner was The Patris: The Homeland. 

We arrived in Melbourne on April 3, 1965. I was clutching my toy camel, bought in 

some exotic port somewhere on the journey through the Suez canal. I remember the 

big customs men who spoke a language I didn’t understand. They took it. They placed 

in on the table, took a knife and disembowelled it, searching through its entrails. 

Welcome to Australia. 

Two days later, we arrived in Adelaide, our new home. It was April 5. 

Happy Birthday, Helen. 
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2. THE LANGUAGE OF SILENCE 

 
Figure 22. Petros and Victoria Vatsikopoulos, in front of their second home in Australia, 

built to their specification. The verandah tiles were later replaced with cream ones. 

 

Bliss is a cream brick 1970s double-fronted house with cream painted trim and cream 

Italian verandah tiles. Inside, it is painted cream. Cream is clean and new and pristine, 

and my mother, who is a clean-aholic, loves that this colour proves what a good 

nikokirah (housekeeper) she is. Every surface is a virtual mirror. Unlike the village 

house in Prespa, decaying and still bearing the scars of a civil war, this house says, 

I’ve succeeded in my second homeland and I worked and built this brand-new home 

with the money I earned – I made it out. 

Before it is an expanse of lawn, a large green carpet so tight there is not a speck of 

weed or earth visible. On the grass is my father. In fact, you can spot him there every 
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day – twice or even three times a day. Short, with grey frizzy hair poking out of a 

baseball cap, a sallow olive complexion marked by sun spots, T-shirt emblazoned with 

the Semaphore Greek Festival logo that meets his long shorts midway at a leather belt 

struggling to keep the barrel gut in. On his feet, short black socks in his son-in-law’s 

state-of-the-art, hand-me-down Adidas. 

In his late 80s, he stands there, present in body but the earphones connected to a small 

device in his pocket signify that he is miles away – probably listening to the News from 

Greece and, these days, it’s never good: austerity, poverty and partisan political 

bickering. So what else is new? He is relieved he left that all behind some 50 years 

ago. The Greece he knows never changes. Austerity today, austerity back then; poverty 

today – he was poor back then; and politics – he doesn’t even want to go there. 

Yes, he is glad to be here, hose in hand, growing his garden of flowering bushes, roses, 

dahlias, pansies and other small flowers with herbs in between – nourishing them with 

this murky brown, smelly water. He waters with pride and knows that it’s the best 

garden in the entire street and, therefore, probably the envy of the neighbours and 

passers-by in this, the driest state in the driest continent (apart from Antarctica). Envy 

could destroy it overnight or, heaven forbid, someone might contact the authorities, 

calling him to another’s attention and that is a memory he does not want to revisit. So 

he has made a sign with leftover paint on old board and nailed it to a prominently 

displayed stake. It reads: BORE WATER. 

Neighbourhood-watching vigilantes can rest assured that Petros Vatsikopoulos is a 

law-abiding citizen; no illegal water-wasting here. He moves to water his tree, the one 

and only one allowed to invade the lawn, the tree no-one can identify as he never 

allows it to grow to anything identifiable and it’s always manicured to within an inch 
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of its life – nothing is allowed to grow taller than him. It’s his domain, he is in charge 

and he is the boss of everything. 

My father has always had a please don’t give me trouble sense about him. He is a 

reticent, quiet man of few words – always with his head below the parapet, content 

with all around him. In his retirement, he is living the Greek-Australian dream of peace 

and quiet. After all, he came here to escape the Greek-European nightmare of World 

War II and the Greek Civil War, and his kidnapping by communist guerrillas, and the 

years spent in Yugoslavia trapped behind the Iron Curtain. Yes, bliss is a front yard of 

lawn and flowers and herbs, and heaven is a backyard of lemon trees and vegetables: 

ripe juicy tomato plants, peppers and more herbs. 

Whatever can’t be tamed in his domain is concreted over: ‘concrete – what a wonderful 

invention. We didn’t have that in the village when I was growing up. 

‘We didn’t have much of anything,’ he says. 

 Back then, all was wild and unpredictable, from nature to the invaders who came from 

over the mountains and dictated their lives. Yes, peace and quiet. There is no better 

place on Earth than Adelaide, South Australia. 

The house is on a main road – a busy arterial route that begins in the city and finishes 

at the beach. It was my mother’s dream to live on a busy road, lots of traffic, lots of 

people – that way everyone can see you coming and going and, more importantly, who 

else comes and goes. It’s safer that way. 
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In the driveway is my father’s brand-new gleaming white Honda Accent, only the third 

car he has had in 53 years. Life these days consists of short trips to church, friends, the 

supermarket and the bank. 

The tomatoes along the back corrugated-iron fence are enormous. I point them out and 

ask if they are genetically modified or fed with a super fertiliser. 

‘Mashallah!’ he beams. ‘Organic.’ 

‘You know Mah-sh-allah72 – that’s an Arabic word Dad. The Turks used it.’ 

After 400 years of occupation, such phrases are now part of the language of the former 

Ottoman subjects. Mahshallah literally means ‘God has willed it’ but it’s used to 

express gratitude, praise and joy for the gift of great tomatoes. 

‘Ehhhh!’ he replies; his chin points skywards, eyebrows rise and shoulders shrug. It’s 

a family trait, an automatic response – it means something like, So it is or so what? 

I’ve come to visit my parents from Sydney and disrupt their quiet world with questions, 

and destroy the peace of their minds by making them dig up forgotten memories. 

Inside the house, my mother Victoria is cleaning. She is always cleaning. She wages a 

daily war with dust. She is having difficulty with the kitchen cupboards; they are not 

closing properly and she desperately would like a brand-new kitchen but my dad thinks 

otherwise. He’s 87 – what does he want with new furniture now? 

‘O babas sou yinete Tourkos!’ (Your father can be such a Turk!) 

                                                
72 See: http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=mashallah 
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When she wants to complain about him, his parsimonious nature, she will reach for 

the worst insult she can muster – calling him a Turk. But it’s not the modern Turk she 

is talking about, it’s the Ottoman Turk, the oppressor of 400 years – the memory seems 

as fresh as if it were only yesterday. It was only around 100 years ago that it ended. 

My father will wait for the doors to fall off before he replaces the kitchen; after all, he 

replaced the red velvet lounge suite with the matching red velvet dining-room set that 

mum insisted on, and the red patterned carpet that looked like it belonged in 

Buckingham Palace, only a decade ago – red velvet gave way to light mint green and 

that is enough for now. His practical utilitarian nature is straight out of the village. No 

appetite for frivolities like luxury. 

‘Katse kato, Mama,’ (Sit down, Mum), I plead; she just can’t sit still. 

‘Thelis kafé?’ (Do you want coffee?) 

The coffee ritual is one of my favourites. It takes place twice a day, in the morning and 

the early afternoon and is always repeated when people visit. For my mother and me, 

it’s a special ceremony – what my Anglo-Australian husband calls a Bewitched73 

moment. 

‘Tourkiko kafe?’ (Turkish coffee?) I tease. 

‘Elliniko parakalo – ehi alli yevsi.’ (Greek, thank you very much – it tastes different). 

                                                
73 An American television series of the 1960s, featuring a witch (and her mother) married to a mortal advertising executive. See: 
https://itunes.apple.com/au/tv-season/bewitched-season-1/id280958151 
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I unscrew the jar of rich brown pulverised powder – the label has exotic red-and-black 

lettering, boasting of its contents as Turkish coffee but, in our house and others of the 

descendants of those enslaved by Ottomans, we will always call it Greek coffee. 

‘Ohi pikro, metrio,’ (Not bitter, medium), she reminds me. 

But her medium is my sickly sweet and I want to taste the coffee not the sugar. 

I carefully measure the powder, one teaspoon per person, and the sugar, one-third of a 

spoon for each person – she will call it bitter but I have to get them to cut down on 

sugar. For my father, sure, but my mother at 77 still has the same figure of her youth, 

slim and healthy – I, on the other hand, inherited my father’s genes. Mum looks after 

herself; her skin is alabaster white, as she is never in the sun, and her hair is dyed an 

ash blonde, cleverly disguising the emerging greys. She doesn’t look Greek at all – her 

look is more Slavic – small eyes under long brows and an aquiline nose. She gets it 

from her Albanian father. My father and I have a darker, sallow complexion that would 

not be out of place in the Middle East – we get it from his paternal grandmother, who 

was born in Asia Minor. I mix the coffee, sugar and water together in a briki, a long-

handled enamelled vessel, and place it over the gas stove. 

My eye catches the Iconostasis – the spiritual heart of the home, its Greek Orthodox 

shrine above the dining-room sideboard. It houses a collection of Byzantine icons of 

tormented-looking saints and sad Virgin Marys. The icon we brought over all the way 

from Greece – a teary Virgin Mary – in close-up; two identical icons of St Nectarios 

– he was all the rage in the late seventies; The Last Supper; baby Jesus and Mary; and 

Jesus crying. It’s getting crowded above the sideboard with a proliferation of small 

icon cards, which open up to reveal photographs of friends who have passed on. Every 
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time I visit, there are more and more of these funeral cards; the first generation of 

migrants are leaving us. 

Back on the stove, the coffee is boiling and bubbling and swelling – this is the time to 

pay attention. The coffee must rise to a golden brown, foamy head and, at this precise 

moment, it must be taken off the heat and poured into demitasse cups, a bit at a time 

so that all cups share the coveted froth. We settle down with the coffees and cool limey 

Adelaide water. And sip, slowly. 

I look around the dining room – on every wall, on every shelf, I see images of my life. 

The photograph at age eight, wearing a full dirndl skirt, more Austria than Australia, 

and in front of our very first black-and-white television set, perhaps a sign – I grew up 

and worked in television journalism for most of my career. The photograph with black 

gown and graduate cap, clutching my undergrad Arts degree; the photograph with 

burgundy gown and cap, clutching my Journalism degree. The publicity photographs 

from my time at the Special Broadcasting Service (SBS) and the Australian 

Broadcasting Corporation (ABC). 

Absent from any surface or photo album are photographs of me in the field: in civil-

war-ravaged Sri Lanka; in communist Poland; in Berlin, standing where the wall had 

just been torn down; in Rwanda, post-genocide, writing and sleeping in a tent. This 

part of my work is the stuff that my parents cannot fathom – they lived all these stories 

themselves and made sure that, by leaving their homeland, they would never have to 

experience them again, ensuring their only child would have a better and safer life. 

And here she was, chasing the very same stories and traumas that they never wanted 

her to experience. They could never understand why I relished the experiences they 

left behind. 
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But they had never told me about them. 

My father finishes his coffee with a quick swig and a slurp, then opens the fake Queen 

Anne drink cabinet. He reaches for a Johnny Walker Red and a tiny nip-sized glass. 

He pours himself a chaser, my mother voices her disapproval. 

‘Eyyyy Petro!’ 

‘Ase me.’ (Leave me.) 

‘Leave him alone, Mum, he deserves it.’ 

I look across at them and realise that they have now lived in Australia longer than they 

did in Greece; more than 53 years in Adelaide. 

 

Adelaide is the capital of the only Australian state not colonised by convicts but by 

free men. We moved into the front room of another newly arrived family from 

Thessaloniki. Two days later, my father got his first job. He was so lucky. He was so 

happy; he was so proud. A job in a factory. He was so excited – no more sheep, no 

more mountain, no more harsh life of a peasant in the village of Lemos for him. He 

was working down at Largs Bay between the waterfront and the beach, and he could 

catch a train there, or even a bus. He was a factory worker now and not just any factory 

– this factory processed a wonder product he had never heard of before, a fibrous 

silicate mineral. Every day as he entered the factory, the particles floated in the air, 

that’s how fine and special it was. The product was so special it couldn’t burn. That 

would have been handy in the village; not-as-hard-to-burn-down houses in retaliation, 
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every time there was an uprising against the Turks or later attacks by the communists 

or the bombings by the Greek Air Force. This magical substance was called asbestos. 

He used to bring the HardiePlank boards home and I used them as art canvases; he 

even brought little bags of the powder home for my school project. 

‘Carlo, the boss, says you must not open them,’ he’d warned me. 

With the inquisitiveness of a curious child, not only did I open them, I sniffed them 

and even tasted them, and I couldn’t understand Carlo’s problem. The Premier of 

South Australia, Don Dunstan, visited this special factory – imagine an important man, 

the leader of this Australian state, visiting his factory to examine the wonder product. 

My father was photographed working with this asbestos with the esteemed and 

progressive leader looking on. It was published in the James Hardie newsletter and in 

the local Messenger free newspaper. He saved a copy of that photograph, admired and 

cherished in his album – it’s not often you get in the vicinity of important and powerful 

people, let alone have proof of the honour. 

 
Figure 23. Petros Vatsikopoulos, working on the assembly line at James Hardie 

Pty Ltd Largs Bay, with Premier Don Dunstan looking on with factory executives. 
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But neither my father, nor Don Dunstan, knew at the time what James Hardie Pty Ltd 

definitely did know. In fact, three years earlier, the big bosses knew that asbestos 

caused lung cancer, and kept it to themselves. The year my father first got his job – 

and so lucky only two days after he stepped into the country – they found out that blue 

asbestos caused mesothelioma.74 The Blue room at the Largs Bay factory continued 

operating – no one told my dad or dad’s friend, Thio Micho, who shovelled the blue 

stuff in the sealed blue room. 

Carlo was one of the first to die of mesothelioma – Micho later – and one by one they 

succumbed to the wonder product asbestos. My father struggles for breath at times but 

he is still alive, and a nip of whisky after coffee is the least of his worries. 

‘Pies to kafe, tha kserathi ke that fenete mavro!’ (Drink your coffee, or it will dry up 

and show black!) 

I quickly pick up the cup as I don’t want any more black in my life. I raise it slowly to 

my lips, holding the small handle in my right hand, and I take a sip. I love the slowly 

roasted bitterness, and it’s still a bit too sweet, but this coffee is something I have 

grown up with and one of our mother/daughter rituals. I adore it. My mother looks 

over to make sure I am doing it correctly. This is our Bewitched moment. My mother 

is known as one of those women who can really read coffee cups, and she will tell me 

of friends and enemies, of impending marriages and births, of great sorrows and even 

death. She was taught by the very best. 

                                                
74 Testimony of former factory manager, Neil Gilbert. See: http://www.abc.net.au/7.30/content/2004/s1223498.htm 
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‘Oi yifti.’ (The gypsies.) 

Those itinerant dark-skinned Romany nomads, who rode their wagons into the valley 

and pitched their tents at the foot of the mountain, and passed on their secret women’s 

knowledge along the way. But then again, my grandmother and most of the women of 

the villages had this gift: the ability to see into the future. 

My father makes an excuse to go and check the garden. Read his future? Ha! 

‘Ksero to fyoucha mou!’ (I know my fyoucha!) He chuckles. ‘Tseltenhumm.’ 

(Cheltenham). 

‘Aide vre! Fiye apo tho.’ (Right you! Get out of here.) 

Cheltenham is the nearest cemetery. 

I turn the cup on its saucer clockwise and pick up the handle with my left hand. This 

is very important so I can know, depending on which side of the cup I was drinking 

from – which great or awful event is going to happen to me at home or at work. A very 

important distinction as a death at home is obviously of a different dimension of pain 

than a death of someone outside the family. I tend to find her predictions uncannily 

accurate. 

My mother always wanted me to work in some sort of grafeio, or office; its vagueness 

and blandness says a lot about her fears and insecurities. Office is inside, office is 

innocuous, office will keep you safe. Her whole outlook in life was to feel safe in this 

country. A teacher perhaps – ‘Think of all those school holidays’; a doctor – ‘To look 

after us when we get old and sick’; a lawyer – ‘Because you always argue.’ 
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An only child suffers the burden of both of her parents’ unrealised dreams and 

aspirations. The need to be a success academically, the insistence of straight-A report 

cards and the abject fear of end-of-term results. The loading of high expectations for a 

career of high standing to also elevate them in the eyes of the community, as successful 

parents who have seen to it that their children will always be better off than them. 

Upstanding and basking in success, like trophies on their parents’ mantle pieces. Those 

were the aspirations traditionally held for the males of migrant families; but as a girl, 

I too had to deliver this honour to my parents, as well as the duty reserved for females. 

As well as the career, I had to also deliver the family, and that meant their 

grandchildren – their legacy. My choice of career was not going to make achieving 

both tasks easy. 

A journalist was not anywhere on my mother’s list of preferred occupations and it was 

certainly not a respected job – in Greece, journalists were very low in the respectability 

stakes according to my mother, always chasing people and writing lies, and they were 

entirely partisan, writing according to their political connections and patrons. 

It began with the local ABC and, bit by bit, I worked my way up to SBS Dateline as a 

foreign correspondent, covering all those stories that they had lived and feared and 

avoided. What was worse is that I married one, too. An Anglo-Australian who, like 

me, was struck with wanderlust and, despite the honour of being the father of our 

Greek Orthodox children and the responsibility that comes with that for life – he made 

the sub-continent of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran and the most dangerous parts of Africa 

his specialty. 

It was 1453 all over again. 
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The biting of lips and clenching of hands; three fingers of the right hand reach for 

forehead, chest, right shoulder, left shoulder and a quick glance to the heavens: 

‘Theh mou!’ (My God!) 

They could never understand why we made covering conflict, war and trauma our 

choice – why we sought it as a way of making a living. Conflict, war and trauma had 

been their history – it’s what they escaped from, and I brought it right back into their 

lives. And I am about to do it again. 

I have come back to the town in which I grew up, Adelaide: not to revisit the beaches 

and school holidays and the Adelaide Festivals and friends with Anglo-Saxon and 

Italian and Irish and Slavic surnames; the part of my identity that was Australian and 

that meant acceptance and tolerance and Gough Whitlam’s multiculturalism. This was 

a great identity to have, a safe one, a progressive one. But those of us who are between 

two cultures – with values that stopped frozen on the exact date of our parents’ 

embarkation at some port like Piraeus Harbour, bound for Australia – it was never easy 

to navigate the worlds of the old country and the new. 

We, the ‘wog kids’, always had another identity to contend with and that was formed 

in the suburbs of Port Adelaide. A homogenous Greek-Australian identity formed in 

the corrugated-iron Greek Orthodox church of Port Adelaide on Sunday mornings and 

at Easter, Christmas and on days commemorating the memory of the Saints and those 

we were named after. It was shaped by Saturday Greek School in the add-on to the 

Port Adelaide Community Dance Hall, where the newly homogenised Greeks divided 

and celebrated their heterogenous home villages and tribal regions. The Greek 

community of Port Adelaide was made of people from all over Greece. There were the 
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islanders from Agios Efstratios, the rocky island in the middle of the Aegean – famous 

as a former notorious concentration camp for communists, dissidents and political 

prisoners. These Ai Stratians witnessed a shameful Nationalist history. There were the 

Greek-Cypriots, who lost their homes after an attempted coup left their island divided 

and their ancestral homes now in Turkish hands; 1453 revisited. There were those 

Greeks from the Black Sea with their ancient dialects and militant, mesmerising 

dances. They had lived in Asia Minor since ancient times but, after the Big Catastrophe 

(1922), they were ethnically cleansed to Greece. There were also those from 

Macedonia, some who spoke Greek like us, and others who did but chose to speak 

what they called Macedonian. And others called Slavo-Macedonian. But we all 

identified as Greeks and New Australians in these working-class and diverse 

neighbourhoods. 

I turn the cup over so the dregs at the bottom don’t blacken the sides with sorrow. 

Snaking rivers form down the sides and I suddenly hope they are rivers and towers, 

not snakes. I don’t need snakes in my life, thank you very much. I wait for the coffee 

to dry into patterns. I walk around the rooms of my childhood and realise that they 

have hardly changed since I lived here 30 years ago. I examine the many photographs 

on mantle pieces and glass cabinets. I see the cherished water glasses, etched with gold 

on the rim and tiny flowers around the brim: my mother brought these over from 

Greece. She also brought with her a sewing machine and a lambskin rug to remind her 

of the old country. But not too much – for my mother is not sentimental about her 

Motherland. No, she had a childhood she would like to forget and Adelaide, with her 

community work and charity work and choir practice, is paradise on Earth. 
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I see photographs of myself and the history of our lives captured in simple frames on 

the mantlepiece, in glass cabinets and on TV consoles in every bedroom and even on 

walls. There I am, next to the kitsch prized embroidery of a 1960s Gidget girl, 

strumming a lyre and looking out of her back window to a view of the Parthenon – 

looking as resplendent as the day Phidias himself finished it. And again, another 

embarrassing photograph, my TV foyer personality picture next to an embroidered 

rendition of Renoir’s Two Sisters (On the Terrace). 

Most are photos from childhood, school photos with missing front teeth. The Greek 

School theatrical productions have pride of place, given my mother’s theatrical bent. 

Starring in a local production of Sophocle’s Antigone, wrapped in sheets and with her 

solemn deadpan face, she was positively scary in her part of the Cassandra chorus. 

On the other hand, my performances at Greek School were homogeneity personified. 

Greek School was an uncomfortable, traumatic and fear-filled morning of forced 

silences then enforced participation. It began early-morning school time, when our 

Australian friends were sleeping in or enjoying sport or just engaging in leisure 

activities after a hard week of school. No, we had to endure an extra day – well, half-

day but it might as well have been a full day because it actually began the night before. 

The fear set in on Friday nights after bath time with mother unknotting my tangled wet 

hair and Greek books in my lap – my tongue stumbling over words and letters that 

read foreign though they were actually my mother tongue. 

In Greek School, the first thing we were taught was the Greek National Anthem. No 

glorifying an old lady who lived in a castle on the other side of the world for us. Our 

Greek national anthem was about heroes, who suffered and fought and died: 
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Σε γνωρίζω από την κόψη 

του σπαθιού την τροµερή, 

σε γνωρίζω από την όψη 

που µε βια µετράει την γη. 

Απ’ τα κόκκαλα βγαλµένη 

των Ελλήνων τα ιερά, 

και σαν πρώτα ανδρειωµένη, 

χαίρε, ω χαίρε, Ελευθεριά! 

 

I recognise you from the blade of your 

awesome sword 

I recognise a vision 

that measures the Earth with violence. 

From the bones Risen 

Of Greek sanctuaries, 

and from start courageous, 

Hail, O Hail, Liberty! 

 

We learned of the heroes of the War of Independence and we celebrated it every March 

25 – the day we threw off the shackles of the Turk; the day in 1821 the mainland of 

Greece became free. We became familiar with the heroes such as Patriarch Gregory of 

Constantinople, who was hanged on the Church portal; Mourousis and 

Paparigopoulos, who were decapitated by the Turks; and poor Athanasios Diakos, who 

was impaled on a spit. There was Theodore Kolokotronis, with his huge grey 

moustache and flowing long hair, wearing his foustanélla, and on his head an Ancient 

Greek helmet; and the women such as Laskarina Bouboulina, the Greek shipping 

heiress, captain and heroine. We learned about the Megali Ideah (Great Idea), an actual 

irredentist policy of one day uniting all the historical territories of Hellenism – all the 

areas that once held Greek-speaking, Greek consciousness – all in one Greater Greece. 

The Great Idea was dreamt of by Greeks who had seen the French Revolution with 

their own eyes, coveted and nurtured until after the First World War, when the Turks 

were defeated and their empire lay dying. I remember our teacher, Kyrie (Sir), telling 

us that after we united Macedonia with Greece in 1913, it was the turn of Asia Minor 

and the Black Sea settlements such as Trabizon and the coastal cities of Smyrna. We 

were so close; the British had given us their permission but then they pretended that 
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they hadn’t and it all ended in ruin. A Turkish leader named Kemal Ataturk rallied his 

people and they fought back. The Great Idea became the Great Catastrophe. 

In an old wooden frame, I see myself dressed in black like an ancient Greek widow. A 

black scarf on my head, the dress black cotton with a high round neck, long sleeves 

and down to my ankles. I am about 12. Curly corkscrew dark hair has escaped from 

under the headscarf, my eyebrows unplucked. I too look like I may have come from 

Asia Minor. The wild hair made up by my mother. Just entering a new stage in my 

life, the hair now noticeably curlier – Farrah Fawcett is about to hit the screen and I 

begin to iron my hair. My mother’s chain belt so in fashion when she wore it with her 

new Crimplene and polyester floral shift, but this chain is wrapped around my wrists 

– I am a slave. Even worse, I am Northern Epirus, an unredeemed territory that 

historically was part of the Hellenic world of Greeks speaking Greek and feeling Greek 

– it should have been a part of modern Greece but, unfortunately, when those powers 

get together, they draw other people’s borders in the most ridiculous places. Divide 

and rule is what they say. And now I, Northern Epirus, am trapped in Albania. 

   
Figure 24. Left: Performing as ‘Southern Epirus’ unredeemed land, pleading with Mother Greece,  

Voula Papapetrou, for help. Right: Freedom, played by Efstathia Koutsoukou, unites the Greek  
captive territory with Greece. 
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To my right is Voula Papapetros, looking radiant in a light blue satin tunic, the colour 

of the Greek flag. Her hair is long with a subtle wave running though it like the 

contours of the Aegean sea. On her head, a crown of silver Alfoil – she is Greece 

personified. Voula, I used to think, must come from Athens as she is so Greek, her 

profile like the classical statues of ancient sites – with a classical Greek nose that grows 

directly from her Hellenic brow. 

I am pleading with her to come and save me for I am an unredeemed territory – I have 

not been united. I am occupied and playing in an irredentist drama. She is saying 

something to me about love and sacrifice and dying and shedding blood for blood. 

I wonder if it was not coincidental that Kyrie chose me to play Vorios Epirus (Northern 

Epirus). Did he know that my maternal grandfather was from Albania? I am looking 

across at Voula/ Greece and I can’t help but recall – for it is seared into my memory – 

I still remember my lines, 40 years later. 

Mana no ziso then boro se aftin tin catafornia 

Symblirosa stis alises sta 500 hronia 

Chronis me pikres ke kaimous 

Chronia pou kathe arkri tis yis mour 

Diapotizene me ema ke me dakri 

Mother I can no longer live in this catastrophic situation 

I’ve spent 500 years in chains already 

Years with bitterness and tragedy 

Years where every corner of my soil 

Has been watered with blood and tear 
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In the next photograph, Effie – Efstathia Koutsoukou – emerges in the Greek national 

costume. The costume is the one invented for the modern Greeks by merging an 

Albanian look with a European touch – it was called the Amalia, after Modern 

Greece’s first queen; she was the wife of the Bavarian, Prince Otto, whom the Great 

Powers installed as our very first monarch. 

Effie has tightly coiled curly jet black hair worn in a side ponytail to her waist. She is 

darker than most and has a prominent mole on her face that gives her an exotic look. I 

wonder if she was a Pontian whose ancestors were expelled from the unredeemed 

territories around the Black Sea. 

Effie has come to my rescue; she represents Eleftheria (Freedom). 

I look at the Greek School year photo. Boys and girls, who would all rather be 

somewhere else, lined up. The Greek Orthodox priest in the middle. At the far left is 

Kyrie Kermanidis – our teacher. He was a terrifying presence – thin and bony with 

straight black hair that spiked at the top of his head and a moustache that reminded us, 

not of Charlie Chaplain but Adolf Hitler. His methods of discipline were probably 

taken from the latter. A classroom of four different grades, all in one space for four 

hours. Each class had a separate grammar and reading level, and then at the end we 

were all together in a history class. Keeping three other classes of children quiet while 

teaching the one class, then moving to the next, was a disciplinary nightmare. 

We had to be silent and, to do this, Kyrie would choose a silence monitor. It was like 

choosing a collaborator – if you were chosen, you dared not say no. The chosen 

quisling would spend the grammar and reading time watching and listening for those 
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who spoke, immediately write their names down and, after the lesson, hand them over 

to Kyrie. He asked for the names and warned, if you did not write down any names 

and if he heard some chatter – and there would always be chatter – you, the 

collaborator, would get the punishment. I could only imagine that Kyrie went through 

the same in his schooldays, or Kyrie had some traumatic experience that he played out 

on us. Or Kyrie was a Greek Adolf Hitler wannabe. 

The punishment sat there on his table the entire time as a warning – a blonde long stick 

that was carefully carved, starting thick at the handle end and gradually getting thinner 

and thinner. It whooshed and whizzed as it spanked the air. It made a worse noise when 

it connected with us. 

I once was chosen to be the traitor. I didn’t want to be, but Kyrie made sure that 

everyone had at least one experience. For the entire class, I was paralysed; I dared not 

look anyone in the eye but, at the same time I needed victims, those who spoke and 

broke the silence. I wasn’t sure if whispering was a crime, or miming – there were 

plenty of those. I wrote the names – it wasn’t hard – those boys with closely shaved 

heads and probably ADHD couldn’t help themselves. Yianni, Sami and Dimitri. The 

usual suspects. 

They got the cane and, the next week, someone else wrote the names and they wrote 

mine down. I never, ever spoke, but it was payback time. The cane came down with a 

whoosh and a slight crack. It stung and stung. I can’t remember if I told my parents – 

that my good Greek girl persona was tarnished. That I had shamed them. 

Ah, the trauma of Greek School. We all laugh about it now and make jokes about being 

traumatised for life. But what I didn’t know then was that Greek School was a carefully 
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thought-out tool for creating a bridge between the old country and the new, and that 

this was crucial to forming a homogenous Greek identity within the diaspora. 

It is now the stuff of PhDs. Only now do I understand the role that Greek School played 

in fostering a strong Greek identity, relayed from the migrants to the first generation. 

Instilling in us all a Hellenic identity, a Greek-ness that was something not even our 

parents, who often identified more with their regions, had before us. And now I 

understand the national celebrations and the theatrical productions as transformative 

processes for affirming and reaffirming ethnic and religious identity positions. Pure 

propaganda. 

 
Figure 25. Greek School, Port Adelaide circa 1970. Kyrie at left. 
Helen fourth from the left from the seated Greek Orthodox priest. 

 

It’s time. She turns the cup, looks into the bottom and gives me a look that I recognise; 

it’s the look of having disappointed her yet again; the look I get when I have put on 
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weight; the look I get when I announce that I am spending money on a holiday; and 

the look I get when I have not been taking sufficient notice of her advice. 

Yes, this time it’s: ‘You took too long, the coffee settled too long and it’s too black. 

It’s a worried cup. Guess what – you are responsible for your worries because you 

seem to create them. Look at this.’ 

She shows me rivers that are now black snakes emanating from a pitch-black abyss 

and her finger points to a smudge that must be me and I am carrying the rest of the 

blackness of the cup on my shoulder. 

I think back to the Albanian ritual I was subjected to at the age of around six months. 

When, like the Dalai Lama, I crawled to an object that drew me and spoke to my 

primeval soul and, at that precise moment, under the scrutiny of all the women in my 

line of the milk, I took the book and sealed my fate as a storyteller. 

I wonder about the story I was chosen to tell? 

So this is where I begin the quest to understand the story of Petros Vatsikopoulos and 

Victoria Vatsikopoulos (née Margou) – the children of parents who were Christian 

subjects of the last Ottoman Sultan, not free men and women. And, through them, 

begin to understand the historical stories, the tumultuous vagaries of history. They are 

also stories of ethnic cleansing, of stolen children, of terror, civil war and deep trauma. 

The scars of denial or suppression of memories deep inside need to be opened to allow 

the experiences, the fear to come to the surface, but will this further traumatise them 

or allow them to heal? I wonder about the ethics of doing this – do I have the right to 

ask, to talk to, to interview, to question, to delve deeply into? To what end? The 

satisfaction of my personal inquisitiveness, my journalistic instincts, my attempt to 
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wipe out the shame I feel for not having known the stories that are obviously still living 

history in my very own family. These are all legitimate questions. And now I demand 

that they answer them. 

The stories that I chased all over the world were right here in my own family, in the 

stories of my mother and father – and I had no idea. The journalist with a searing 

curiosity for stories and adventures throughout all my childhood and education – I did 

not know. 

My parents never spoke of their past – silence was their language. 

 

When I was a child, my parents spoke a secret language. I thought it was the language 

of parents and that this was the way grown-ups communicated, shutting out the curious 

ears of their offspring. It was a language very unlike the Orstraylian of our new home. 

The long drawn-out vowels of: ‘Aaaaaaiiii yooooooou nyooooo Orstraaaaaleeeeean!’ 

It was nothing like the Greek of my upbringing: Elenitsa ella ellla etho mikri Ellenida! 

It sounded nothing like the strange language my mother Victoria sometimes used to 

speak with my grandmother Konstantina: Shkipita, lok dok stok! Yiayia Konstantina 

was married to an Albanian Greek. 

No, this was very different. It had lots of shhshes. 

Sho sakash ta narod slobod nes nash! It was forbidden to talk this language and I was 

forbidden to ask about it. Not all of my parents’ friends knew and spoke it. Some knew 

it and refused to speak it. Some spoke it all the time. 
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I remember, when we first arrived in Adelaide, we used to visit people who had arrived 

before us – I recall them speaking to me in Greek, offering me sweets and the sweet 

vanilla paste served on a spoon in icy cold water. We used to see a lot of them when 

we first arrived and I was told they came from the neighbouring village of Ayios 

Germanos. 

I called them Thio and Thia, though we were not related – all adults were uncles and 

aunties. I remember they were fair and very well dressed, and the women had beehives 

that were all the fashion back then. I also remember them speaking this Shooshhing 

tongue. We became close with Thio Mitso and Thia Olga, who also came from Prespa. 

I was shocked when their daughter, my best friend Souli, told me she could understand 

the secret parents’ language and that her parents allowed her to speak it; they even 

taught her. I asked mine to teach me. 

‘No!’ I got. A harsh no, as if I had asked for something forbidden and dangerous. Souli 

and I laughed. ‘Here they go again.’ 

I begged her to teach me. I was going to surprise my mother and father. We began 

with, ‘Sho sakash da igrame?’ (What would you like to play?) I raced home and tried 

it on my parents. Never again. 

There were clues about lives lived in hardship, under the gaze of dictators with 

ideologies that were scattered around the house in faded photographs from another era, 

hidden in albums in deep drawers but, without history and context, they remained a 

mystery to me. My father’s photo albums show a skinny teenager with friends, both 

male and female, nowhere near the village: he was on camps and outings, sometimes 

in a khaki uniform and, at other times, in western clothing that looked like it had once 
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belonged to someone else. Dad at the beach, Dad dressed in a suit, Dad posing with 

friends holding a piano accordion, Dad in front of a building with an unreadable sign 

in Cyrillic script, and hammer and sickle in the background. 

‘What is that?’ I remember asking. 

‘Oh, Yugoslavia,’ he would answer in a deadpan expression. 

‘Why were you there?’  

And the inevitable: ‘Ehhh! Aseh to.’ (Leave it). 

And that was that. 

There were also photographs of his younger brothers, Demosthenis and Thanasis, and 

his mother Dimitra. These photographs had sadness about them, faces blank, empty 

eyes looking ahead. 

‘Where are they?’ 

‘Polonia.’ (Poland.) Again a dead delivery. 

‘What were they doing there?’ 

Big sigh, deep breath: ‘Tous pirane I commounistse.’ (The communists took them 

there.) 

‘What! Why, Dad?’ So many questions. 

And then there was his only sister, Aspasia. She looked very much like him and me. I 

remember him telling me that she lived in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(USSR) in a city called Tashkent, in a state called Uzbekistan. 
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‘Wow! How did she get there, Dad?’ 

‘Tin pirane I commouistes.’ (The communists took her.) 

Aspasia worked as a civil engineer. I didn’t know we had any professionals in our 

family; there certainly weren’t any in Greece, the USSR must have been a land of 

opportunity. I remember the day that my father got a letter from Tashkent, informing 

us that she had had a bad cold and that her ears were blocked, and this exacerbated the 

hearing problems that she had, due to the heavy artillery fire she was subjected to 

during the Greek Civil War. Unfortunately, she did not hear the train coming. She is 

buried in Tashkent. 

Artillery? War? Communists? The USSR? I had lots of questions but my father did 

not want to go there. And again, the only way to stop the conversation: 

‘Ehhh! Aseh to.’ (Leave it.) 

 

My mother’s albums were even more of a mystery. She was happy to show me 

photographs of her beautiful sister, Marika. There is one of her taken in the late 1940s 

during the Greek Civil War, when the whole family was evacuated to the safety of the 

main town of Florina. She is just out of the village and this is probably her first 

photograph – she is fair and her hair is styled in the fashion of the time; she is wearing 

a floral cotton dress with a sweetheart neckline, which she’d probably made herself. 

She is wearing a watch that belongs to the photographic studio and looking wistfully 

out of frame – probably thinking of her fiancé, a tall dark Cretan soldier. Of her 

beloved brothers, George and Sarandi; of her strong mother, Konstantina. But there 
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were some photographs that she did not care to discuss. I remember a bully-faced man 

with a pug nose looking straight at the camera, a cartoonish-looking boy or woman 

next to him – they too had been to Tashkent. There was a look of defeat in their faces, 

of wasted effort and unfulfilled dreams. Another of a tall dark-haired man with a 

moustache and a facial mole – there was something of Ernest Hemingway about his 

look; same age, same way of dressing – he could have been a character in one of his 

novels. Both were brothers: her two first cousins, sons of Sophia, sister of Konstantina. 

 ‘Ksatherfia mou.’ (My cousins.) 

‘Tell me about them,’ I plead, but the question makes my mother uneasy, almost 

queasy, as if something turned in her stomach, a look of distaste in her face. 

She picked up the photos, looked at them one by one, closely first, then at arm’s length. 

And I remember the pained look on her face, almost as if she wanted to disown them 

but could not because of the blood ties. The photo albums went back into the depths 

of the cupboard and nothing more was said. 

I didn’t think much about why they didn’t want to tell me about their childhoods and 

their lives. I knew that Dad was born in 1931 and Mum in 1939; as such, Mum was 

too young to remember the Second World War and the Italians coming across the 

border to occupy Greece. But my father did. I knew that the Greek Civil War was even 

more brutal, and that many Greeks died during this internecine battle; that it was 

fratricidal. But the details are missing. They decided to spare me the details, to spare 

me the knowledge of their lives – to not pass on their traumas. I never thought that 

much about that secret language, as we saw those people less and less as the years 
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passed. But there were signs that emerged as I grew into adulthood and I wanted to 

know more – I wanted to know everything. 

It wasn’t until much later, when I was working as a journalist, and was interviewed for 

a newspaper article where it stated my ethnic background was Macedonian. I 

remember clipping it to show my parents – it’s one of those things the children of 

ethnic migrants only know, the need for parental validation because, as an only child, 

you are the repository of all their dreams of their unfulfilled lives – they will be living 

vicariously through you and you must never let them down. I proudly showed it to my 

father, who read the headline, looked at the photo and then the caption. It read: 

‘Macedonian-born Helen Vatsikopoulos’. 

My father was livid. 

‘You are Greek, not Macedonian; you are a Greek-Macedonian. We are Greek-

Macedonians. Why did you say that you are Macedonian! It is wrong.’ 

It was clear that something had shaken my father to the core – he took on that fearful 

look he gets when official letters arrive and he has to appear before authority; it rattled 

him. It was something to do with all the different surnames in our family, and it had to 

do with identity and politics, and those were subjects that he did not want to speak to 

his daughter about. 

I explained that I was asked where I was born and I said Greece, then I was asked 

which part and I said Macedonia; the geographical region of Macedonia, in the region 

called Macedonia, in north-western Greece: fact. 

‘Don’t say that ever in future.’ And that was the end of the conversation. 
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Figure 26. Vatsikopoulos family archive, 1984 

 

Many years later, on my wedding day – dare I say it was just like that movie, My Big 

Fat Greek Wedding: big table, loud Greek music, 250 of my mother’s closest 

acquaintances, and maybe 50 family members and friends. Mark Corcoran, my new 

Anglo, Nordic-looking Adonis husband (on a deep psychological level, I’m sure I’m 

ensuring the survival of my line with a reach out to foreign genes), goes to the men’s 

room and comes back looking bemused. 

‘I just had the strangest conversation – a man just approached me in the men’s room 

and said: “Look at them – they all think they’re Greek but they are really 

Macedonian.”’ 

I suggested we wait until tomorrow before we inform my father, as we do not want to 

remember our wedding day as one of ethnic turmoil. 
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And so, the coffee ritual over, a black cloud looming. I settle down to speak frankly 

with my parents. I call Mum and Dad over. 

‘This is serious,’ I say. ‘Let’s just begin. OK?’ 

‘Kalla,’ (Good), says my mother. 

She is actually becoming supportive of the opportunity to tell her story. Perhaps she 

wants closure, validation and wants to tell it, almost for the first time. 

‘Oh Kei,’ (OK), mumbles my dad. 

He is going to require a bit more work. 

I press record and begin. 

‘I remember when we first came to Australia,’ I say, ‘that you both had a fear of 

speaking this language and anything to do with it. Explain to me, frankly and honestly, 

why?’ 

My dad shuffles in his seat, looks at Mum and she gives him a get-on-with-it glance. 

‘Look. If you got entangled here with Macedonians—’ he corrects himself, ‘Slavo- 

Macedonians – in Greece, they would have a paratirisi.’ 

I stop them there and search for the meaning of that word. I need to look it up. It means 

‘reproach’. 

I’m confused. You get reproached in Greece for something that you do here in 

Australia? 

He continues. ‘Your uncle Demonsthenis.’ 
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I wonder why he is now talking about his younger brother, who was kidnapped by the 

Communists with his brother and mother in the last days of the Greek Civil War and 

taken to Poland, where he lived for eight years before returning to Greece. We 

sponsored him and he also migrated to Australia, where he lived with us for a time. 

‘Your uncle Demosthenis,’ he continues, ‘because he knew Polish and started going 

out with Poles and Slavs here in Adelaide …’ He pauses slightly and takes a deep 

breath. ‘They wrote from Greece and said, “Hey you, what is happening with 

Demosthenis?”’ 

I am confused.  

My mother interrupts. ‘They called your grandfather into the police station.’ 

My grandfather Christos remained in Greece. He stayed in the village, so I could not 

understand what he had to do with my uncle going out to Polish clubs and dances here 

in Adelaide. 

‘What is the problem with that?’ I ask. 

My mother takes over. ‘It was from here. If you went to Polish and Yugoslav events, 

they wrote about it; they wrote this and that, and they blackened your family name in 

Greece.’ 

‘Who did?’ 

‘Spies.’ My dad almost whispered. 

‘Spies here.’ My mother emphasises the here. 
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‘Who were the spies?’ I look at them both, in disbelief – I thought all migrants were 

escaping something, be it poverty or politics, and cannot fathom why they would want 

to bring the worst of the old country here into the new. 

‘Let me tell you,’ begins my mother. ‘When my cousin, Yiannis Rizopoulos, came 

here, he was told by a prominent person in the village, “Yianni, you must follow, look 

out and whatever happens in Australia with the Greeks, you let me know and I will tell 

the police.” Spies!’ she spits out the word. 

‘Why?’ I still can’t comprehend the stresses that they must have still faced – here in 

the capital of the state established by free men and women. Gough Whitlam would be 

turning in his grave. 

‘Spies!’ 

‘But this is Australia, not Greece,’ I say. I am now feeling naïve. For all my 

international experience, I know nothing. 

‘They did it so they wouldn’t form political parties and disseminate propagandas,’ my 

father rationalises. 

‘So Yiannis came and told me and I told him, “I will not become an informer,” and I 

don’t know if he found anyone else to spy for him.’  

Obviously he did, because someone informed on my favourite uncle, Demosthenis. 

‘Tell me about Uncle Demosthenis – why were the Poles so dangerous?’ 

‘He used to go to vitselinges.’  
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I am wondering what clandestine association they were until my mother interrupts: 

‘Polish dances.’ 

‘What did the letter from Grandfather say?’ 

‘It said, “You may be there but I am here, and they are calling me into the police station 

and you must look after your brother and rein him in.”’ Demosthenis stopped. 

‘So you leave Greece and come to Australia and they are still watching you.’ I want to 

see their faces. There is a silent acceptance there; it was a long time ago, but it defeated 

them. ‘That’s unbelievable, Mum.’ 

‘Yes.’ She goes on, ‘One guy was here and went to Canada – he was a prothotis 

[informer]. I would watch him in Greece with the police and I said, “What are you 

doing here?” and he said, “I come and go as I like.”’ 

‘I heard he was caught and they got him. They beat him up, nearly killed him.’ 

‘What else did the letter say?’ 

My father takes over. ‘“Watch out who you are hanging out with, because you might 

be there but we are here’. Then your uncle stopped going to the Yugoslavian 

vitchilinges and started going out to all the Greek functions.’ 

‘And what about you two?’ 

‘In the start when we first came, we used to have village and regional celebrations, and 

we would go to all of these. I remember there was a May 12 celebration for those who 

were Macedonian from the neighbouring villages of Ayios Germanos and we went, 

too. But then they started to marry other Slavs and we stopped going.’ 
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My father sighed. 

I remembered the families we used to visit, the women with the beehive hairdos, the 

strange language and then we stopped visiting. 

‘Whatever we did here, Greece knew everything. Everything. Harti ke kalamari. [Pen 

and paper.]’ 
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3. CHILDREN OF THE REVOLUTION 

 
Figure 27. My parents, Victoria and Petros. Wedding day in Lemos, October 15, 1956.  

Petros is wearing the suit he made. 

 

I have many more questions to ask, but I will have to wait. 

My father is not to be disturbed between the times of 4.30 and 5.00 pm, Monday to 

Friday. It is his special time with his favourite television show, Ta Blond ke ta 

Beeyootiful. The rest of the world knows it as the successful American soapie The Bold 

and the Beautiful, set in Los Angeles, California. Every weekday, he follows the trials 

and tribulations of the Forresters, a wealthy and powerful fashion empire, and their 

many competitors. Everyone is beautiful, handsome, glamourous and rich. It’s been 

running for 31 years and he won’t miss an episode. If he does, he watches the repeat 

the next morning. 
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The women have names like Brooke, Amber and Felicia; they are always fully made 

up and dressed as if they are heading to a gala event. The men have names like Thorne, 

Quinn, Storm and Ridge, with square jaws and manicured fingernails. Even the silver 

foxes of my father’s vintage are powerbrokers in the world of moguls and Casanovas 

in matters of the heart. There are illicit love affairs, scandals, corporate espionage, 

brawls and catfights. Each week, there are shocking revelations. Nothing like this ever 

happens in Port Adelaide. It certainly never did in Lemos, Prespa, Greek Macedonia. 

Does he love the mansions, I wonder, because he was born in a simple mudbrick 

Ottoman house, given to his Asia Minor–born refugee father? They kept the sheep on 

the ground floor and, on the upper storey, the family of seven all lived and cooked and 

ate and slept on reed mats on the floor. Does he love the outfits because he grew up 

wearing peasant clothes, spun by his mother from the wool of the sheep he grazed on 

the mountains? Does he fantasise about running a successful rag-trade business empire 

because he once trained as a tailor? He even made his own wedding suit. 

‘Is that why you like this program, Dad?’ 

‘No, I just like it.’ 

He is a man of few words, my dad. Like the time I asked him why he married Mum. 

‘There weren’t many girls to choose from in the village, after the war.’ You’d think 

he’d have picked up some charm from Ridge by now. 

My mother rolls her eyes. She is busy multitasking. One eye on the program, while 

she works to perfect her new signature dish. She has to get it right because none of the 

other women in her church charity group can do it, and neither can any of the women 
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in her social circle, which makes her the only woman in Port Adelaide who can make 

a Greek Pavlova. Those eggwhites need precision in their execution, if they are not to 

crack under the strain of the thick Greek yogurt. 

There is no rest for my mother, even in retirement; it’s as if she is determined to 

squeeze as much into her life as she can, as if she is making up for lost time. The truth 

is that both of them not only lost time, they lost their entire childhoods. 

They were the stolen generation of Greece. It was 1453 all over again. The return of 

the era of the Janissaries. 

   
Figure 28. Left: Nikos Zachariadis, the Communist leader.75 Right: Queen Frederica, wife of Greek King Paul.76 

 

It was 1946. World War II had ended. My father was 15, my mother eight. An Iron 

Curtain had descended over Europe. But, in Greece, it was far from over. In Greece, 

                                                
75 See: http://arxeio.kke.gr/document/158, accessed on 9.11.2018. 
76 See: http://content.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,19531026,00.html, accessed on 9.11.2018. 
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the communist leader Nikos Zachariadis, handpicked for the task by Stalin, saw Nazi 

collaborators pardoned and left-wing resistance fighters punished. It was time for the 

Greek Civil War.77 By 1947 the andartes78 took over Prespa and most of the border 

area, and declared the Communist Provisional Democratic Government of Greece, or 

‘Free Greece’. The British had left so the Americans stepped in with the Truman 

Doctrine, their foreign policy that aimed to stop Stalin’s Soviet expansion. 

The Greek Civil War was the first ‘hot war’ of the Cold War. During this time, about 

100,000 children were displaced and around 300,000 children lost one or both 

parents.79 And so the opposing sides of the conflict in the civil war both went for the 

children. How many? Estimates vary but most scholars agree that 28,000 children were 

taken by the communists and resettled in the newly formed People’s Socialist 

Republics behind the Iron Curtain. Countries such as Yugoslavia, Romania, 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland. My father was one of them. Was he taken to 

save him from the Greek Air Force bombing the villages? Was he taken to save him 

from being taken by the royalists? Or was he taken to be indoctrinated in communist 

ideology, trained only to be sent back to fight in the civil war? Was he taken to be de-

Hellenised and Slavicized, so he could come back and dismember Greece? 

Estimates vary and scholars can’t agree, but somewhere between 11,000 and 25,000 

children also were taken by the Royalist Government and placed in what they called 

‘Childtowns’. My mother was one of them. Was she taken to save her from the 

communists? Was she taken to feed and clothe and educate her in Christian values? 

                                                
77 World War II occupation 1940–45, the Greek Civil War 1946–49. 
78 Andartes – meaning ‘communist partisans’ in Greek. 
79 Hassiotis, L. 2011, ‘Relocating children during the Greek Civil War, 1946–9: State strategies and propaganda’, in R.J. & E. 
White (eds.), The Disentanglement of Populations: Migration. Expulsion and Displacement in Post-War Europe, 1944–9, 
Palgrave Macmillan, p. 272. 
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Or was she taken to be indoctrinated in the ways of the Right and to love Queen 

Frederica who, many claimed, was once a member of Hitler Youth? 

Were they: saved or kidnapped? Protected or abducted? Gathered or stolen? Rescued 

or removed? 

    
Figure 29. Left: Communist propaganda, depicting a mother and child – poor under capitalism, contented under 
communism. Right: March of Greeks in New York, demanding the return of the children taken by communists.80 

 

The program is over, the meringue is in the oven. We sit for lunch. Thick bean soup 

with vegetables, boiled wild greens salad, cooked red peppers and crusty bread: the 

food of Prespa. I canvas the information I want from them. If they could tell me what 

happened but also, on a deeply psychological level, if they could reflect on their 

childhoods, their fears, their feelings. 

My father nearly chokes on his beans. He glares at my mother then me. 

                                                
80 Both images are from the ASKI Contemporary Social History Archives in Athens. 
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‘What sort of questions are these? Feelings? Who could feel anything? We just wanted 

to survive.’81 

I know this is not going to be easy. I know that my parents came from poor peasant 

stock, from parents who were subjects of the Ottoman Sultan and forebears who had 

no rights at all, and while this doesn’t mean they don’t feel, it means they don’t express 

emotion easily. This is what made them such good factory fodder in Australia. Heads 

down, work hard and never complain. 

Lunch is over. The meringue has survived and we sit again. 

‘Look here, Helen.’ My father knows what I am looking for and he sets the record 

straight. ‘We are Greeks. Your Papou Christo was born in Asia Minor. He identified 

as Greek. Your mother’s family also identified as Greeks. Now these people in the 

villages who say they are Macedonians used to identify as Bulgarians. They only 

discovered that they were Macedonian during the Greek Civil War when the 

communists told them so.’ 

And there it is. 

Everything I have read about identity formation and self-determination is rebutted. He 

is exaggerating. 

‘Sixty per cent of the KKE were Slavo-Macedonians.’ He is telling me here that the 

communists accommodated the Slav demand for self-determination because they 

                                                
81 Interview: Petros Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide 2011. Translated and transcribed. 
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needed their numbers. I doubt whether the figure was so high. Scholars disagree on 

exact numbers but two-thirds of the fighting army is a common calculation.82 

Back to the children. 

On July 10, 1947, under the auspices of Queen Frederica, the German-born consort of 

Greek King Paul, a Royal Decree was announced to raise funds for the Royal Welfare 

Institute, a program to help the children of northern Greece. She was assisted by a 

volunteer group, the ‘Queen’s Ladies’.83 Queen Frederica writes in her memoir: ‘It 

became my job to try and save the children of Greece.’84 She boasts that they housed 

and fed and clothed 25,000 children in 58 children’s homes. It was, she writes, a race 

against time to ‘find our children, to get to them before the communists did.’85 This is 

interesting because it wasn’t until eight months later, March 3, 1948, that the 

Provisional Government of Democratic Greece announced that it would be evacuating 

children, aged 3 to 14, for their safety. 

So, the Queen struck first. 

There were reports in the communist newspaper, Exormisi, that the Queen was forcibly 

abducting children, especially those whose parents were andartes, accusing their 

parents of being traitors, of traumatising the children and turning them into ‘monarcho-

fascists’ in order to ‘force them into her beloved Hitlerite youth organisations’.86 

                                                
82 Rossos, A. 1997, ‘Incompatible allies: Greek communism and Macedonian nationalism in the civil war in Greece, 1943–49’, 
The Journal of Modern History. p. 3–4. 
83 Vassiloudi V. & Vassiliki, T. 2012, ‘Childhood in the maelstrom of political unrest: The Childtowns (Paedopoleis) and the 
experience of displacement in Thrace during the Greek Civil War (1946–1949)’, Journal of the History of Childhood and 
Youth, vol. 5/1, p. 124. 
84 Queen Frederica of the Hellenes, 1971, A Measure of Understanding, Macmillan, London, p. 133. 
85 Ibid, p. 137. 
86 Baerentzen, L. 1987, ‘The ‘Paidomazoma’ and the Queen’s Camps’, in L. Baerentzen, J. Iatrides, & O.J. Smith (eds.), Studies 
in the History of the Greek Civil War 1945–1949, Museum Tusculanum Press, Copenhagen, p. 131. 
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Whatever her motives, the cost of the paedopolis87 did not come from the royal purse. 

It came from taxes levied on goods and donations from the rich. The Queen was the 

public face. She was the one who lobbied the United Nations; she was the one who 

accused the communists of genocide. 

 

There are two sides to every story. 

‘Mum, do you remember much about your childhood?’ 

She takes a deep breath. Her face suddenly seems bereft. I examine her features, wide 

narrow eyebrows that frame her eyes like perfect semicircles. And then that nose, 

strong and almost a bit too long for her features. Her face is thin like the rest of her 

body – I imagine that she could still fit into her wedding dress. 

‘I was an empty soul. I was not like the other girls; I was not a happy child. I dreamed 

of having shoes; I wore pigskin ones your grandmother made. I loved letters; I wanted 

an education. My life was all agonia.’88 

It sounds like agony. I look it up – it means ‘anguish’. 

‘Mum, were you abducted or saved by the Queen’s people?’ 

‘They saved me. The police came to the houses and took all the children to the 

paedopolis.’ 

‘How many children did they take?’ 

                                                
87 Paedopolis means ‘childtowns’ – they were the institutions set up by the Queen to house children during the Greek Civil 
War. 
88 Interview: Victoria Vatsikopoulos. Adelaide, 2018. Digitised, translated and transcribed.  
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‘We were sleeping there, we were going to school and we learned things. I got sick 

and I didn’t tell anyone, because I really liked the school and I didn’t want to miss a 

class. They took really good care of us.’ 

To my mother, paedopolis was like paradise, for she was a hunted child from birth. 

Her father had fallen in love with another woman 15 years younger than her mother, 

Konstantina. When he and his lover Olga killed Olga’s husband, they both went to jail, 

only to be released by the Germans during the occupation. Her father fled to Albania. 

She never knew him. In those parts, when blood is taken, it must be returned. This is 

the code of revenge. And so the family of the dead man came after them, seeking to 

kill Konstantina’s first-born son, Sarandis. 

‘They said they were going to kill the eldest son in front of his mother’s eyes.’ 

They ran for their lives. 

‘An old woman told us to leave from the river and, on foot, we walked to the village 

of Trigonon where my mother’s sister Sophia lived. In the rain, by the side roads, she 

had me in her arms at one stage; she was so tired that she was going to abandon me in 

order to save the other three children, but Sarandis carried me the whole way.’ 

Then the war came and they never stopped running. And then, like the good White 

Queen, came Queen Frederica to the rescue. 

‘What did Queen Frederica mean to you?’ 
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‘I loved the Queen; she saved me. I was proud to be in a paedopolis. Our family was 

always philovasilikoi.90 We used to have a photograph of King Paul in our house.’ 

‘Phhh!’ My father interjects with a sarcastic laugh: ‘They’re not even Greek!’ 

He is right. They are a branch of the House of Glücksburg. 

She ignores him. ‘It is a connection; it pulls at me.’ She throws him a dirty look. 

I remember, as a child, she had a keyring with a serene-looking woman in Greek 

costume. It was Anne-Marie of Denmark, the consort of the current ex-King 

Constantine. She is around the same age as Constantine and, when he visited Florina 

in 2005, she was there cheering among the crowds, taking photographs. She worked 

her way through the crowd to get a closeup. I think she has a secret place in her heart 

for him. 

‘What did they say to you about politics? Did they try to indoctrinate you?’  

She looks horrified at the thought. ‘No. They just told us how lucky we are and God 

knows where the other children might be.’ 

Soon, the Civil War escalated, and it was time for the children to move: 

‘One night, the andartes threw a bomb and the bomb fell in our yard. After that, every 

night we were hiding in the basement. And then one day, the army came and took us 

to another paedopolis in Thessaloniki: Ayia Triada. The place was full of children and 

they didn’t have space for us. We were sleeping on the floor. And then they took us to 

                                                
90 Philovasillikoi means ‘love of royalty, supporter of royalty’ in Greek.  
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Ayia Irini; next we went to a former army barracks called Bakse Tsifliki, and then to 

Ayios Dimitris.’ 

My mother was young; she was delighted to be moving. It was a great adventure. At 

Bakse Tsifliki, she was next to the sea. 

‘I was saved by the Queen and I was happy. We were spending our time at the beach, 

gathering crabs.’ Her smile lights up her face. There was no kidnapping here, no 

abduction and deprivation. ‘It was like dream. I was thinking of my mother and sister 

back home, but it was so nice where I was there, spending time with friends and having 

fun.’ 

When the war was over, most of the children returned to their homes; only those who 

had lost or missing parents stayed. My mother could have stayed but got homesick and 

she left, too. It is a decision that has haunted her ever since. 

‘I regret leaving the paedopolis; if I had stayed I would have had an education but the 

childish brain …’ She leaves the sentence unfinished and shakes her head. She 

returned to a devastated village and her new brother-in-law. The Cretan ex-soldier had 

demobilised and become a butcher. He needed someone to look after his pigs. 

‘I started to go to school in the morning and, in the afternoon, I was working with the 

animals. I regretted so many times my decision to go back; I had such a hard time…’ 
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Figure 31. Two magazines intended for the evacuated children.  
Left: The Childtown, with Queen Frederica. Right: House of the Child, with King Paul on the cover.91 

 
 

She had been in the Queen’s Childtowns for five years, from 1947 to 1952. To this 

day, she will not hear a bad word said about royalty, the national army and the right 

wing of politics. Was this the result of indoctrination in the paedopolis, I wonder? 

I find a fairy tale published in the paedopolis magazines: 

Once upon a time a terrible dragon appeared in the northern borders of our 

homeland … This dark threat, this red curse humiliated and brought him to his 

knees. The defeated beast with the black heart and the red look … stretched his 

bloody hand and seized a handful of young children from their mother’s arms 

… The country groaned and shuddered and all mothers cried like one … And 

                                                
91 Both images from the ASKI Contemporary Social History Archives in Athens. 
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in her place, a mother Queen grieved more than anybody else … and she 

promptly built her castles – the Childtowns.92 

 
Figure 32. My mother, right of the flag-carrier, during a school parade back in the village in Prespa. 

 
 

There are two sides to every story, and this one is my father’s. 

‘Dad, were you kidnapped or saved by the communists?’ 

He gives me that cold stare then begins to chuckle. 

‘They kidnapped me and saved me, too.’ 

                                                
92 San Paramithi, P. 1/-1-1950 from Hassiotis, L. ‘Relocating children during the Greek Civil War, 1946–9: State strategies and 
propaganda’, in R.J. & E. White (eds.), The Disentanglement of Populations: Migration, Expulsion and Displacement in Post-
War Europe, 1944–9, Palgrave Macmillan, p. 278. 
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My father was 17 when he was taken, along with other village children in 1948, and 

walked across the border into Yugoslavia. He would not return until 1952. The 

paedomazoma means ‘child gathering’. It is darkly reminiscent of the Janissaries of 

the Turks and that’s why communists have always preferred to call it the paedososoma 

or ‘child saving’. At the age of 17, my father was too old to be in the paedomazoma, 

which was reserved for children between the ages of 3 and 14, but he was just the right 

age to be conscripted as a fighter. Or as cannon fodder. 

It was spring of 1948 and the andartes’ intelligentsia arrived in Prespa. 

‘Initially, they came as politicians, to announce news to the people. They claimed they 

wanted to liberate Greece from British-American hands,’ he says. 

They were welcomed by the Slavo-Macedonians with open arms. 

‘Did they know anything about communism?’ 

‘No, they were so uneducated. They didn’t know much. They believed what they were 

told. They believed that, if Greece became communist, Macedonia would have its own 

language.’ 

The village of Lemos was one of closest to the Yugoslav border and my grandfather’s 

house was one of several near the perimeter. Yugoslavia was the main supporter of the 

communists. The andartes’ fighters all arrived by Christmas 1947 and all residents of 

Lemos had to move to neighbouring Ayios Germanos. It became the Officers’ School 

of the General Headquarters, or SAGA. 
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‘They wanted our village as storage; they would bring weapons from Yugoslavia. They 

didn’t really want us to know what was happening.’ My grandfather’s house was used 

for officers’ quarters. Even Nikos Zachariadis stayed there. 

My father clearly remembers the day his life changed for the worse: 

‘It was March, spring. I was grazing the sheep, and one day the communist-appointed 

mayor of the village, a man who’d fled during the occupation and had returned from 

Yugoslavia, told me it was my turn to join. The mayor would contact all the parents 

and ask them the ages of their children and then they had to show up at the municipality 

offices.’ 

When the communists first arrived in the village, they asked for volunteers. Not many 

answered the call. So they began to conscript men between the ages of 20 and 40. 

That’s when they took my father’s brother, Nikos. After that, they began to recruit 

women. That’s when they took my father’s sister, Aspasia. Thirty per cent of the 

andartes’ forces were women.93 And then, at the age of 17, it was my father’s turn. 

‘How did you feel when you were summoned?’ I hope I will get a deep emotional 

response and not a chiding. 

‘I couldn’t say anything; I couldn’t refuse. If you didn’t go along with their politics, 

the next day, they would kill you.’ 

‘Did you have fear?’  

                                                
93 Semczyszyn, M. (ed.) 2016, The Polish People’s Republic and the Greek Civil War, trans. J. Golab, Institute of National 
Remembrance, Szczecin, p. 30. 
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He glares at me and does that thing he does when he is thinking of a response – he 

licks his lips in a quick circle with his tongue and admonishes me. ‘Helen! One person 

could not even confide in the other. You could not trust anyone. Nobody wants to fight. 

What could you do?’ 

They told him they wanted to remove the King and help the communists govern. 

‘There will be no poor and no rich; everyone would be one,’ he tells me, rolling his 

eyes. ‘They gave us some army clothes from Romania and big British weapons. But a 

lot of them were not functioning properly. From our village, it was about fifteen kids, 

we were seventeen, eighteen years old. The parents could not really say anything.’ 

He was trained in using weapons, in how to ambush a building. All this in only 15 days. 

Then he was ready to go to war. 

 

Figure 33. Communists dancing. The writing on the building reads: ‘Long Live the General Headquarters’.94 

                                                
94 Courtesy of the KKE archive. 
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I imagine the night before my father’s departure. My grandmother Dimitra, must be 

bereft. She has already lost her eldest son, her daughter and now it is her middle child, 

Petros. The communists began to gather up young children to take over the border and 

my grandfather had said no. This was provocative enough. That night, the women 

would have gathered together; perhaps my grandmother sought help. Perhaps one of 

the elder crones, the ones who knew village medicine, took pity on her. That night, an 

old lady offered a solution. She took some herbs and mixed them with tobacco and 

sugar. She rolled a cigarette and told my father to smoke it. It saved his life. 

‘All the ones they took in that conscription all died. I was lucky. I was so lucky the old 

lady gave me something to smoke and I turned yellow.’ 

At the call-up the next day, they went before Petros Kokkalis, the doctor. My father 

was a short youth; he was skinny and now he was yellow and sickly. They moved him 

to the side. He would go with the children instead. This time, my grandfather could 

not say no. My father was going to Yugoslavia. 

‘They said you will go to the People’s Democracy over there and learn a trade and, 

when Greece is liberated from the Greek Army, you will return and help us restore it.’ 

On the day of his departure, everyone – his younger brothers, Demothenis and 

Thanasis, his parents and the entire neighbourhood – came to farewell him and walk 

him to the border. Every few steps, my grandmother Dimitra would stoop down and 

collect a twig and, by the time they reached the border, she had an apron full. It was a 

local superstition that, if she did this and then took them home and kept them safe, her 

son would one day return. 
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My father was one of 11,000 children moved to Yugoslavia.95 

 
Figure 34. A mother and her children rest on the mountain on their way north from the Greek border.96 

 

It took several months of staying in various schools, monasteries and farms before my 

father was settled. There was never enough food and, sometimes, he and the others 

resorted to stealing from gardens, or begging. Very soon, he was given a new identity. 

He became Petre Bakoushovski. A Slavic identity. There were classes in Slavo-

Macedonian as well as Greek. From then on, his life changed for the better. In August 

of 1948, he rode on his first train: 

                                                
95 Danforth, L.M. & Van Boeschoten, R. 2012, Children of the Greek Civil War, University of Chicago, Chicago, p. 47. 
96 Photograph courtesy of the War Museum, Athens. 
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‘Yes, I liked it; we had accommodation, food. In Greece, there was still war. I didn’t 

even want to hear of going back to war. Once, they moved us to Slovenia; it was a 

coastal town and they put us up in a luxury hotel.’ 

It must have been a sybaritic paradise for a peasant boy. 

‘So. What of communism?’ I know he is cautious about answering such questions; I 

chance it.  

He screws up his brow. He is seriously thinking about this one. 

‘About communism? Everybody would be equal; there would be no poor, no rich. But 

that was only in words, not action. Because, from the first day I set foot in Yugoslavia, 

I could see the difference between the citizens and the government. Whoever worked 

for the government had their own shops and were special. They gave you stamps. 

Every time you would go to buy bread, the person would cut off the stamp that said 

“bread”. You were only allowed to have meat once a week, you couldn’t buy more if 

you wanted because you only had one stamp.’ 

 

I grew up looking at these photographs; he is always smiling, always with friends and 

with girls. One of them, my mother revealed to me, was his ‘special friend’, a woman 

who never returned to Greece, a woman named Helen. My mother also tells me that it 

was my father who chose my name. He won’t discuss this further. 

‘We would go out every Saturday, dancing like you go to the disco. All of us that were 

from Greece went together, we didn’t mix with the Yugoslavians. We didn’t talk 
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politics with each other because most of them wanted an independent Macedonia, none 

of them returned to Greece.’ 

In ‘Free Greece’, things had deteriorated. Zachariadis was a Stalin man and Joseph 

Stalin had fallen out with Yugoslavia’s Marshall Tito. Tito closed the border with 

Greece and the communists supply route was cut off. Stalin did not support the Greek 

Civil War effort because he had made a secret agreement with Churchill back in 1944, 

where they had traded zones of influence. My father and his friends were outraged. 

In Crikvenica, they demanded to be allowed to leave Yugoslavia because it had 

betrayed the cause. They wanted to go to Czechoslovakia, a people’s democracy 

that was still arming and training cadres for combat.97 They rebelled and went on 

a three day hunger strike that made headlines. The authorities transferred them 

to Kranj.  

This is where I find my father’s activities in the history books. ‘There were fifty Greek 

boys at the apprenticeship in Kranj, who started to complain, under the influence of 

the IB propaganda campaign. Without informing anyone, the UDB transferred them 

overnight to Skopje.’98 In Skopje, he was moved to the 11 October Institute and was 

offered a trade. He chose to be a tailor. 

                                                
97 Semczyszyn, M. (ed.), 2016, The Polish People’s Republic and the Greek Civil War, trans. J. Golab, Institute of National 
Remembrance, Szczecin, p. 111. 
98 Ristovic, M. 2000, A long Journey Home: Greek Refugee Children in Yugoslavia 1948–1960, Institute for Balkan Studies, 
Thessaloniki, p. 69. 
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Figure 36. The 11 October Institute in Skopje Yugoslavia, where my father trained to be a tailor.  
Petros Vatsikopoulos, front row, to the right of the man holding a newspaper. 

 

Meanwhile in Greece, the Civil War had come to an end. His father Christos enlisted 

the Red Cross Tracing Service to find him and bring him home. 

It’s time for coffee. It’s been difficult getting information out of him. I try one last 

question. 

‘Dad, do you regret leaving Yugoslavia, where you had an education, a trade? You 

went back to the village, to the sheep, to the mountain.’ 

He looks sternly at me, at my mother. 

‘You are not writing about that!’ 

I decide to quit while I am ahead. 
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Figure 37. The Red Cross application to return my father to Greece. 
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4. THE LAKE OF GOD’S TEARS 

 
Figure 38. Dome of 10th-century St Germanos church, in the village of St Germanos, Prespa. 

 

In the north-western part of Greece, between Albania and the Former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia, among lofty mountains and snow-bedecked ranges, 

God wanted to collect His tears, so that people could see them and be reminded 

of His love for them.99 

I am reading a limited edition, one of only 1500 coffee-table books written by Greek 

Orthodox religious scholar Archimandrite Ioustinos F. Bardakas. It is the story of the 

creation of Prespa, my ancestral home. 

                                                
99 Bardakas, I.F. 2004, Prespa: A Place of Eloquent Silence, The Holy Metropolis of Florina Prespes and Eordaia, Thessaloniki, 
p.8 
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I try to imagine the Creator a long, long, time ago, at the very beginning of everything. 

God looks down upon the Earth, his gaze turning to what one day evolves into the 

south-east of the continent called Europe. He leans over and, with his hands, creates a 

great tectonic trench in the region that becomes known as the Balkans. That’s the name 

the Ottomans gave it; it means mountain. But bal also means ‘blood’ and kan means 

‘honey’. He makes mountains of granite, marble and limestone. He moulds high cliffs 

and slashes deep gorges. He covers the land with a blanket of forests: beginning with 

his most important gift, the sacred oak, then deep green junipers and emerald beeches. 

He flings his hands open and scatters a rainbow of shrubs, bushes and endemic 

wildflowers of all colours. He populates the forests with brown bears and foxes, 

wolves and lynx. Then the plains verdant and fecund, on a dark layer of rich soil, an 

earth created for growing wheat, beans and vegetables to sustain His human subjects. 

High in the mountains, He produces wetlands. He makes the largest nesting area in the 

whole planet for Pelecanus crispus, the Dalmatian Pelican. And for the glorious P. 

onocrotalus, the Great White Pelican. The pelican is the symbol of Prespa. We can 

find it in medieval archaeological finds from the area, and now on keyrings for sale in 

the tourist shops and kiosks. But it is much bigger than that. The pelican, in Christian 

iconography, represents the church and its much beloved son. Even the tourist walking 

guides remind us that the pelican is ‘Jesus Christ himself, nurturing its young (the 

believers) by plucking out breast feathers and feeding them with its own blood.’100 

They come here from their wintering grounds, the wet marshes of Sudd in South 

Sudan, and brave a journey of 2,600 kilometres. Flying up to 3,000 metres above sea 

level, carefully following nature’s GPS over the blue life source of the Nile, they fly 

                                                
100 Standring, K. (ed.) 2009, Prespa Walking Guide, Society for the Protection of Prespa, Agios Germanos. 
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up to 56 kilometres per hour, at distances of 500 kilometres without stopping. Along 

the way, they rest in Israel and Turkey and, as they arrive in Prespa, their elegant forms 

glide on the warm thermal currents, a wing beat here and there. Soaring on the hot air, 

they arrive just in time for the courting season. Their slow erotic dance begins and then 

the breeding, in this, the largest nesting colony of these massive birds anywhere in the 

world. Prespa, some say, comes from the Latin word praespe101 for a ‘cradle or crib’. 

The most merciful of all then cries His own blue tears into cupped hands and, with 

these, fills the deep lakes of Prespa. There He creates fish so unique that their evolved 

species are not found anywhere else in his world; carp and barbel, bleak, roach and 

eels. An earthly paradise high up, as close as can be to the heavens. 

‘Tranquil and humble’ is how his Eminence describes Prespa, and then he writes 

something of its silent secrets:  

Prespa is the people, living and dead, those who stayed and stay in this place, 

guarding and protecting it in difficult circumstances. All of this is Prespa … 

and as much again, things which are not apparent or cannot be described, only 

experienced.102 

My eyes dart over the key words: living, dead, difficult, not apparent, cannot be 

described, only experienced. 

The tears, he writes, would refresh them in their labours, quell their fears and heal their 

pain. I wondered if God made this land a paradise to compensate for the trauma and 

                                                
101 Praespe, a Latin word meaning ‘crib’ – many locals believe this is a description of the land. From the texts of the Prespa 
information Centre, 1992, Agios Germanos. 
102 Bardakas, I.F. 2004, Prespa, A Place of Eloquent Silence. Holy Metropolis of Florina, Prespes and Eordaia. Thessaloniki, 
p. 6. 
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suffering that he was to inflict upon them, from time to time. Perhaps that’s why he 

left his tears, as a spiritual salve in the Prespa Lakes.103 

Prespa. 

Say it. Pr– es– pa. 

Prrrrrrr esssssssss pahhhhhh. It’s a name, I believe, created to be spoken in whispers, 

the sound, the sibilants so suggestive of secrets. 

Prespa. Preee ssss pppp ahhhhh. I say it over and over again. 

It should be as comforting as my mother’s milk. It speaks to me of homeland, of roots; 

it’s a distant and subconscious memory: my land, my people, my identity. But, deep 

down, I know it’s as foreign to me as I am to this place – coming here with childish 

Australian-accented Greek. 

 An Afstraleza trying to be a Prespiota, after years of being a Prespiota trying to be an 

Afstraleza. 

Prespa. What am I going to find here? I feel like Pandora approaching a forbidden, 

sealed box. There are only three proper roads into the Prespa valley. One from the 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, one from Macedonia and one from the city 

of Florina, northern Greece. 

Its isolation is both its attraction and its curse. 

The road, I recall, was a mountain track only fit for horses, donkeys and slow-moving 

carts. As such, it was a quick getaway for bandits fleeing Ottoman gendarmes in the 

                                                
103 Ibid. 
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age of empires, or communist guerrillas escaping from Royalist soldiers in the Greek 

Civil War. 

Today, it is sturdy and strong – enforced with bitumen capable of transporting armies, 

military tanks and convoys of soldiers, and that is exactly why it was upgraded in the 

late 1960s – not in any way to make the lives of working peasants carrying their 

produce or fishermen transporting their catch to the town any easier. No, this was a 

strategic move by the military junta that had seized power in a coup – the colonels 

built it, not as a service to the people, but as a way of making sure it could control 

them in future. 

The bus is only a third full – a couple of students returning home from the University 

of Western Macedonia in Florina; education and agriculture students, no doubt. A 

farmer is returning to the village with empty bags; I imagine he’s taken food to the city 

where his children are studying – homemade feta cheese, buttery Prespa beans for 

hearty soups, and garden vegetables like the famous red Florina peppers. And maybe 

a homemade cheese pie. 

This route is now reduced to a once-weekly service – Wednesday morning – an hour 

and a half to Prespa then straight back again. There is no need for more; that is enough 

– no one goes to Prespa anymore. It used to have a population of around 12,000 but 

that was before the Civil War set brother against brother, son against father, and 

daughter against mother. 

The bus moans and struggles upwards, spewing its diesel fumes into the fresh alpine 

air. The driver sucks in his cigarette as if drawing energy for the journey and, just as 
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suddenly, he expels clouds of smoke, only to change recalcitrant gears and reach for 

yet another deep toke. 

Higher and higher, the bus careens around too many hairpin bends. The baubles 

trapeze from the rear-view mirror. I dare not look down; my gaze rests with the large 

hairy man at the wheel, who I hope has made this trip countless times. I notice the blue 

eye talisman hanging from the mirror, deflecting evil, its power fending off oncoming 

traffic, falling rocks and the occasional stray goat. Next to it is a tiny icon of the Virgin 

Mary, the palm of her hand facing out as if she was directing traffic. 

Paganism and Christianity. 

We are climbing higher and higher. Up to 2,000 metres above sea level – leaving far 

behind us the stereotypical Greece of the tourist brochures. There’s no Mediterranean 

here, no electric blue sea and sky. No fishing boats, bobbing in the azure sea. No 

smiling black-capped fishermen, gathering their nets, their olive leathery tanned arms 

hanging out curtains of octopi by the seaside tavernas. No. There are no whitewashed 

houses and cerulean-domed churches, resplendent on their rocky-outcrop islands. 

Below me, I see a blanket of wooded forests. Thick with elm, oak and beech. This is 

the domain of the big brown bear, the slit-eyed wolf, the sly fox. An impenetrable mass 

of vegetation. Impassable. This is where my Uncle Nikos once faced off with his sister, 

Aspasia. Nikos was a soldier with the Nationalist Greek Army; Aspasia a conscripted 

partisan with the Greek Communists. They were reluctant soldiers in a civil war, 

fighting each other on opposite sides of the mountain. That was not just in my family; 

it was the case for every family around here. 
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We stop at several villages on the way. The houses are different. Stone quarried from 

the mountains, wood cut from the forest and mud from the earth. Unadorned, no one 

is bothering to whitewash anything here. Some of the homes are three storeyed, 

housing up to three generations of one family – clan-based living and working, tied 

together by blood. 

Some of the homes are curiously derelict, as if their occupants left decades ago and 

have never returned. Somewhere around here is a mass grave; un-consecrated ground 

containing the bodies of sons and daughters, mothers and fathers. These were the 

losers. Their ghosts are heard in the rustling of the trees in autumn, their anger in the 

thunderclaps of the winter sky. In spring, a blanket of red poppies on the plains leap 

from the earth, as if to remind the victors of the bloodshed in battles past. 

I remember making this journey back in 1977. It was the first trip back since our 

migration to Australia in 1965. 

I knew nothing then. Nothing about civil wars. Nothing about the abject poverty we 

had left behind. Nothing about the thousands of people who had fled this area for fear 

of reprisals. I knew nothing about my father, taken by communists when he was 17. 

Nothing. It was the ignorance of my upbringing and the lack of curiosity of a 17 year 

old, whose world was taken up by a desperation to be Australian and to fit in to the 

Anglo-Celtic world that was Australia. It was what my parents had wanted – not to 

pass on their traumas to me. Silence was bliss. They too wanted to forget everything 

they suffered. They were returning as successful migrants with secure jobs in 

manufacturing and not one, but two houses in suburban beachside Adelaide. I 

remember my anger because I did not want to return to this place called Prespa, this 

village called Lemos. I had no emotional ties with this place. I had neither yearning 
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for a distant homeland nor for the elderly people in those photographs, grandparents I 

did not remember. I was a 17 year old obsessed with trying to look like Farrah Fawcett-

Majors from the American detective series Charlie’s Angels. It was a ridiculous idea: 

she was tall, I was short; she was blue-eyed, I was brown-eyed; she was pale skinned, 

I was olive; she had long lustrous blonde hair that flipped back around her face and 

moved in slow motion as she pursued those criminals with a vengeance, my hair was 

curly, wiry and black. It did not flick back, would not; it frizzed up in balls around my 

forehead as if singed by burning flames. 

Vietnamese boat people were arriving in Australia, so we were no longer in the 

crosshairs of those who yearned for an Australia made up of white Anglo migrants. 

‘No wogs’ it was – soon it became ‘No chinks’. 

The heat was off but, in my private world, the walls were closing in. The children of 

migrants were thrown into adult roles; I was the translator, the negotiator of 

appointments and the interpreter of bureaucratic forms. Their forms, the neighbours’ 

forms, the filler in for anyone and everyone who could not speak English; Helen was 

the de-constructor of administrative bureaucratese. A one-stop shop for migrants 

needing deciphering of municipal, state and federal government forms; all at the age 

of around 10. I was a free service provider. I was expected to negotiate these roles as 

an adult, but I was still a child. At other times, when I wanted to be treated like an 

adult – like a normal Australian teenager – I was forced to remain a child. I was not 

allowed to go out. I lived at home until I was 26. What was important for daughters 

back then was morality and honour. 

Fine. It was a selective cultural code of their policing. I was miserable and now I was 

going back to reconnect with my origins. 
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Fine. I decided to let my hair down, no more ironing, no more straightening. I would 

go natural and curly as God created me. Like my father’s hair and, no doubt, I would 

find others like us. 

 

I look out of the window at the green blanket below me and think how easy it was for 

brigands and communists to hide underneath to peek out between the bushy leaves of 

the oak and juniper trees, eyes fixed on the mountain road. The Ottoman gendarmes 

and Royalist soldiers would be as obvious as sitting ducks, working their way down 

the exposed pathway; even planes circling above with an eagle’s eye would not detect 

the hidden. Somewhere down there is Zachariadis’ cave, the leader of the Greek 

communists, no wonder they couldn’t find him. Somewhere down there is the cave the 

communists used as a hospital. On the roadside, we pass many miniature wooden 

shrines – bigger than a letterbox but smaller than a dog kennel. They are miniature 

churches with pitched roofs and sliding glass doors. There are crucifixes on the spires 

and tiny icons inside, decorated with faded plastic flowers. Each tiny church is a 

votive, a thanks to God for saving someone’s life on the road. I look around. A few 

women dressed in black with gold crucifixes around their necks cross themselves and 

nod their heads. It’s as much an insurance policy as it is a mark of respect. 

In 1977 I marvelled at the wilderness. Did I really come from here? This was nothing 

like the Adelaide Hills. And Prespa and the village of Lemos were like nothing I’d 

seen in Australia. I couldn’t believe this was my homeland. 

I strain to remember, but all I can recall are dilapidated houses made of stone. 

Everywhere, stone houses. Blocks of stone hewn from the mountains. Streets that are 
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not streets, but dusty paths worn flat by shoe leather, hooves and the wooden wheels 

of carts. A kiosk stood in the middle of the square, inside barely enough room for a 

chair and shelves holding cigarettes, newspapers and snacks like gum and chocolate. 

A few cafés with rough-looking men playing Backgammon and drinking coffee and 

spirits. In the square, old men sunning themselves. On the pathways, I remember 

hunchbacked old women dressed in black – one leading a donkey, another with 

firewood on her back. The men seemed to be resting, the women forever working. 

The patriarchal house. A path off the main square led us up and over a small bridge 

towards the border – the country on the other side was called Yugoslavia. It was a two-

storey large stone rectangular house with a small balcony in the middle of the upper 

storey, with views of the lake. I remember the joy, the kisses, prickly from the whiskers 

of old men, the pinching of cheeks by wrinkled rough hands of old women. 

And then my paternal grandparents. My grandfather Christos a small man with blue 

eyes – he was born in Asia Minor a Mikrasiatis, I was always told; his mother was a 

real Greek, a descendant of the original ancient Greek colonists of what is now Turkey. 

My family could safely say we were Greek. I never asked what that was, what it meant 

– my teenage hormone-addled brain had no time for this detail. I looked at his face, 

the deep-set eyes, the short nose and fleshy lips: yes, I see myself here. His wife, my 

grandmother, was a tiny, tiny figure in head-to-toe black. She was much shorter than 

me, around 4’ 11”, I think, to my 5’ 2”. A shrunken old woman with a face of deep-

etched lines. I rarely saw her hair, it was always covered by a black scarf – 

occasionally, it fell back slightly and I could see she parted her hair in the middle, thin 

grey hair; a plait was sometimes visible, it was narrow and narrowing down to what 

looked like a few hairs intertwined. A sweet, kindly, deferential face. 
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Figure 40. Paternal grandparents, Christos and Dimitra Vakitsidis, 1970s. 

 

I remember being shy and so were they. I remember, too, thinking that I was going to 

break this impasse and embrace and become very close with my grandmother, even 

inseparable – I wanted a grandmother badly. I realised I wanted to make up for lost 

time; I wanted that relationship with a grandmother that a mother and daughter don’t 

have. The all-forgiving, all-understanding grandmother, who loves her grandchildren 

more than her own children. I can’t quite remember exactly what I said, but I said it in 

Greek. 

I remember what happened next like it was yesterday. 
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She giggled, turned to her husband deferentially and said something in a language that 

was not Greek. He said something back to her and then to me: ‘She didn’t understand 

what you said. Her Greek is not very good.’ 

What? My grandmother does not speak Greek? My grandmother speaks the secret 

language? I remembered the people in the houses we visited when we first settled in 

Australia – the speakers of the secret language. 

Am I one of them, too? 

It got worse. The big stone house had many bedrooms, a small kitchen with a wood-

fired stove and two single beds where my grandparents slept. But something was 

missing: the bathroom. If I wanted a bath, we had to boil water into a rectangular 

aluminium tub that was a cross between an oversized sink and a coffin. There was no 

inside toilet – actually, there was no toilet at all. The bath, I could skip, but nature calls 

– some things cannot be avoided. Strips of newspaper, a torch at night and walk 

through weeds and bushes to a wooden shelter that was covering a hole in the ground. 

This is where I came from? It was positively primitive. I endured the rest of the 

holiday, following my parents from house to house, sometimes understanding what 

they said, other times daydreaming about going back to Australia. I knew then why we 

migrated and I thanked God we did. 

 

Higher still and we reach the Pisoderi Mountain, an ancient massif now re-invented as 

a ski resort. I wonder if anyone knows that it’s here. I wonder if even Greeks know 
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that they can ski here. I wonder how many Greeks actually know that the slopes formed 

the frontline of the civil war. 

In my search for information on Prespa, I found very little beyond tourist brochures 

and folklore. In the 1970s, this area was declared a national park, but nothing bar a 

sign here and there and some paperwork had taken place. Then a biologist, Giorgos 

Catsadorakis, moved here in the 1980s. He fell in love with the place and wrote a book 

about it to inspire people to walk in the mountains of Prespa. This is a book about man 

and nature, and there is only a passing reference to the strife that occurred here 

throughout its ancient and modern history. He writes: ‘a much troubled frontier area, 

buffeted by the events that have shaped the contemporary Greek world: Byzantium, 

Ottoman occupation, the Balkan Wars, World War II, the Greek Civil War, the 

movement of populations … and globalisation.’104 The state had also turned its back 

on Prespa. There was nothing here. Why? Is this why my family abandoned it, too? 

I reach into my bag and pull out an unpublished thesis I’d found on the internet. I had 

not expected to find anything interesting and definitely not a university thesis. It was 

written by socio-cultural anthropologist Eleni Myrivili.105 I am delighted and 

suspicious at the same time. There is a validation in being the subject of a serious 

academic study. It was a sort of recognition for me to have come from somewhere that 

warranted further inspection. I look at her references and my mouth drops. I see the 

reflection in the window and look around to see if anyone is watching. Myrivili is 

summoning Michel Foucault, Pierre Bourdieu and even Slavoj Zizek in order to 

analyse Prespa and its people. She has chosen the Prespa Lakes and the border areas 

                                                
104 Ibid, p. xviii. 
105 Myrivili, E. 2009, The Liquid Border: Subjectivity at the Limits of the Nation-State in South-East Europe. 
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to examine ‘power at the limits of the nation state.’ I can just picture my little illiterate 

grandmother, standing before an intellectual giant like Foucault. My grandfather, 

interrogated by Slavoj Zizek – theorising their experience. I instantly feel protective 

of them. I’m not sure about this. I put it into my bag and look out again at the wide 

expanse of green. 

A contextual analysis of my family, my bloodline and our history. I’m intrigued. But 

first she has to get there. I pull it out again. I know why she has chosen us. It is there 

in her abstract. She writes: ‘An analysis of how the border, a materialisation of state 

power affects the lives of the people who live around it … with their negotiations and 

representations of identity, their haunting by past violence, their excesses and their 

secrecy, they carve out the border as a material sphere essential to the legitimacy of 

nation-state authority.’106 

I look towards the mountains again and I see the limestone giant, Mount Varnoundas, 

towering at around 2,000 metres above sea level – majestic with its 20 peaks. It is part 

of a larger massif called Pelister that continues across the border – up there it’s an 

invisible line cutting into Macedonia where it rises even higher to 2,601 metres.107 

My family is the subject – those mountain people in the north-west of Greece. This is 

the heart of the Balkans. Its earth, its peaks, its lakes exist in a region which, for 

centuries, has been called Macedonia, but men and their states come and go and the 

lines of borders are forever changing. 

                                                
106 Ibid. 
107 Catsadorakis, 1999. 
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We are a people who live in fault lines not of nature’s nor God’s making. These fault 

lines are called borders, and they have been drawn and erased and redrawn and fought 

over and redrawn and bombed and redrawn again. Many, many times over. Most of 

the time drawn by people who have neither been here nor ever met a Prespioti. They’ve 

been devised in gilt-decorated meeting rooms with heavy damascene curtains, in 

mansions in capitals of countries that the peasants of Prespa have never heard of – by 

strangers in expensive suits who argued in languages foreign in the interests of not the 

locals, but geopolitical strategies and power alliances that stretch across the entire 

continent. And when they were done, they posed in front of photographers, wearing 

western clothing and sometimes wearing monocles and tall hats. The rich powerful 

men of Europe and Russia. 

Take the Treaty of San Stefano of 1878: it was drawn up by representatives of the Tsar 

of Russia and the Ottoman Sultan – it was a way of making peace after they had gone 

to war in what was called the Russo-Turkish war of 1877–78.108 

What did they decide? At the insistence of the Tsar’s Foreign Minister, Count Nicholai 

Pavlovitch Ignatieff, they carved out a huge part of the Ottoman Empire and gifted it 

to Bulgaria. Yes, right up to Thessaloniki and all the way past, including my village – 

in fact, they had agreed to give all of Macedonia to the Bulgarians, with access to the 

sea. What criteria did these men use to determine the placement of the lines and did 

anyone bump them, perhaps putting that line a millimetre to one side or the other? Or 

what about the thickness of the pencil? I wonder if any of those variables made a 

difference to the final border. That micro-millimetre on paper could have put my 

ancestors on a completely different part of the map – changing our identity forever. 

                                                
108 Mazower, M. 2003, The Balkans: From the End of Byzantium to the Present Day, Phoenix Press, London. 
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Was it that arbitrary, I wonder. Well, yes, it was. The journalist, academic and former 

politician, Michael Ignatieff, writes in his family memoir that, during one of these 

border negotiations, the British representative Lord Salisbury watched with 

amazement while the Russian ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, Count Ignatiev, the 

author’s great-grandfather, thinking Salisbury’s back was turned, erased and re-drew 

the proposed treaty boundaries to enlarge Russian gains.109 

Did they ask anyone? Did they ask my great-grandparents whether they wanted to be 

Bulgarians, after being Ottoman subjects for generations? No. That’s not how it works. 

The Russians always had their eyes on the Aegean. However, the French, British, 

Austro-Hungarians, Germans and Italians were alarmed at this emerging Slavic 

superpower and so the Treaty of San Stefano was declared null and void. Instead, they 

created a new border under the Treaty of Berlin in the same year. The new Bulgarian 

nation was much smaller and so my people remained Ottoman subjects. 

And to think, I just might have turned out Bulgarian. 

Twenty-six years later, they were changed again. 

Back to the thesis. Eleni Myrivili has to get there first. She writes that her Athenian 

friends cautioned her that it was ‘dangerous to go there alone’, that she should seek 

the protection of the army, notify the Ministry of Internal Affairs and let local 

authorities know of her plans. 

I note that she was doing her field work in the years beginning 1996. The Greek Civil 

War ended in 1949 and there has been peace ever since. I’m baffled. 

                                                
109 Ignatieff, M. 2001, The Russian album, Picador, New York 
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These northern mountainous people, she was warned, especially ‘the rough, difficult 

ones, were lacking in delicacy and refinement’; they were ‘violently disturbed’. I could 

not believe what I was reading. These ‘hard and monolithic people’, she was told, were 

‘suspicious, unfriendly and no one was to going to talk’ to her. 

She was told: ‘their speech and their movement were like the throwing of stones’. 

Had the Athenians, I wondered, ever met a person from Prespa? 

And this, I realise, is what is meant by ‘Othering’. To be the ‘Other’ in a nation state. 

If my village, Prespa, Greek Macedonia, joined Modern Greece in 1913 after a struggle 

against the Ottomans and two Balkan Wars – how is it that, in 1996, we are still 

regarded by the denizens of Athens to be the ‘Other’? I realise it has something to do 

with the shame of being Balkan rather than Mediterranean, Slavic-speaking as well as 

Greek, and their geographical isolation at the extremity of the nation at the north-

western corner, bordering two other nations. 

Pressspa … I have another word that seems to go so naturally with it. 

Palimpsest … Pah-limmm-p-sssessss-t. Pal … im … p … ssssessst. 

It’s an old quaint, esoteric word, which harks back to a time before printing machines 

and modern modes of communication without an instant delete button. Palimpsest: ‘A 

manuscript or piece of writing material on which later writing has been superimposed 

on effaced earlier writing’. Something reused or altered, but still bearing visible traces 

of its earlier form.110 It was one of Greece’s most celebrated authors, Nikos 

Kazantzakis, of Zorba the Greek fame, who wrote that Greece is but a palimpsest. ‘The 

                                                
110 See: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/palimpsest. ORIGIN mid-17th century: via Latin from Greek 
palimpsēstos, from palin ‘again’ + psēstos ‘rubbed smooth’. 
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face of Greece is a Palimpsest of twelve overlapping scripts: the modern, 1921, the 

Turkish occupation, the Frankish Occupation, Byzantium, the Roman Empire, the 

Hellenistic Age, the Classical Age, the Doric middle ages, the Mycenaean, the Aegean 

and the stone Age.’111 

First were the ancient Greeks, then the Macedonians and the Romans and, after them, 

the Byzantines, the Bulgars, the Normans, the Serbs and the Ottomans. And it seems 

that every one of them has a claim to the land. 

In Prespa, Neolithic settlements were found by the lake and tombstones in the area are 

evidence of a Hellenistic civilization. Inscriptions found on the island of Ayios 

Achillios, in the Lesser Prespa lake, refer to the Hellenistic city of Lyka.112 This places 

the area firmly in the aegis of the Ancient Greek imagining, which extends to the 

Modern Greek state. But, from 148 BC, it became a part of the Roman province of 

Upper Macedonia. Local mythology also claims that the grandmother of Alexander 

the Great came from here. 

Then came the Slavs in the sixth and seventh centuries, gradually working their way 

down from the lands south of Russia all the way to Greece, immersing themselves into 

Byzantium. I wonder whether this is the time, somewhere in a medieval rendering of 

the palimpsest, that marks the arrival of my people? Or were we here before that? I 

doubt that identity is that simple. And who is to say that invaders didn’t wipe out all 

inhabitants, or cart them away to be slaves somewhere else? 

                                                
111 Nikos Kazantzakis in Koromilas, K. 2010, Palimpsest: A Novel, Arcadia, Melbourne. p. 81 
112 Standring, K., Catsadorakis, G., Emmanouil, N., Fermeli, G., Jordan, J., Koutseri, I., Koutsouveli, A., Pamperis, L., 
Matthews, D. & Stubjaard, J. 2009. Prespa Walking Guide, Society for the Protection of Prespa Agios Germanos. p. 20. 
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The bus has been climbing for a while, higher and higher, and now it’s steadying, 

staying horizontal, and slowly changing gears to begin its descent. 

I’m here. I have arrived. 

The sight before me is spellbindingly spectacular. We are entering a valley of plains, 

surrounding two still lakes that sparkle like jewels reflecting the rays of the sun. 

The mountains surround the Prespa valley, as if protecting them from the outside 

world. This is the end of Greece; the border cuts the larger lake into three. One-third 

for Greece; one-third for Albania; and one-third for Macedonia, the modern state that 

Greece still refuses to call by its self-ascribed name. The invisible border also cuts 

through the mountains. All faces turn to the windows with the sudden change in 

scenery. 

 
Figure 41. Prespa Lake, author photograph, 2016  

 

I imagine this is the very sight that the self-appointed Bulgarian Tsar Samuel saw in 

the 10th century, when he was looking for somewhere to build his new capital. A 

secure sanctuary surrounded by impenetrable mountains. It was from here that he 

launched raids into the Byzantine lands, and from here that he embarked on his 

successful sacking of the central Greek city of Larissa in AD 983. Samuel was so taken 
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with Prespa that he sought a divine legitimacy to his new empire. In Larissa he 

disinterred the bones of their Bishop, Saint Achillios, and took thousands of artisans 

and builders and their families as slaves. 

On the small island of St Achilles in the Lesser Prespa Lake stands the ruin of his 

empire. The bones of St Achillios are buried in a large medieval basilica, built by the 

Larissan slaves of Prespa. 

 
Figure 42. Tsar Samuel’s basilica in Ayios Achillios Island in Prespa, erected by master-builder slaves  

captured from Larissa in Thessaly.  

 
Was he Bulgarian or Macedonian? Some historians claim his family was originally 

Armenian and settled in Macedonia,113 others say he was the first Medieval 

Macedonian leader, but most historians claim he was a Bulgarian.114 

                                                
113 Obolensky, D. 1994, Byzantium and the Slavs. St Vladirmir’s Seminary Press, New York. 
114 Fine, J.A. 1992, The Early Medieval Balkans, University of Michigan, Michigan. 
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Today he is claimed both by the Macedonians and the Bulgarians, who have erected 

statues in his honour. 

The Tsar soon relocated to the neighbouring Lake Ohrid, however, and his empire was 

under attack from Byzantium’s Basil the Second. In the battle of Kleidon in 1014, 

Samuel’s forces were defeated and, as legend has it, Emperor Basil ordered the 

blinding of the surrendering troops, leaving 1 man in 100 with one eye to lead the blind 

home. This is how Basil the Second came to be known Basil the Bulgar Slayer. A 

legend that grew and grew, and was appropriated again in the final days of the Ottoman 

Empire, as Greeks fought Bulgarians for the spoils.115 I wonder if this is the beginning 

of the Othering. But after its inclusion into Bulgaria and its return to the Byzantine 

Empire, Prespa was also for a time, part of Serbia before it fell to the Ottomans. Prespa 

fell to the Turks in 1386. When Constantinople fell, artists and intellectuals fled to the 

Catholic world and fueled the Renaissance. The Turks built nothing here. Unlike the 

Moghuls, they left no Taj Mahals. To Prespa, so isolated, so inaccessible, came the 

monks and the hermits. The monasteries are gone, only the Byzantine churches remain 

and if you take a boat onto the larger Prespa Lake you can visit the tiny hermit caves 

decorated with colourful icons. 

The palimpsest of history in Prespa – the cultures, the languages and the people who 

lived there in all their diversity – has always made others question their allegiances. 

The people of Prespa cannot even agree on what Prespa actually means because, in 

this part of the world, words have power, and words are spoken in several tongues – 

the language you speak gives you away – so be careful. Words reveal, they expose 

origin, clan and collectives and, for many centuries, these have been the betrayers of 

                                                
115 Stephenson, P. 2010, The Legend of Basil the Bulgar-Slayer, Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 
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survival. Belonging and Otherness stand between friend and enemy – freedom and 

subjectivity. 

In this part of the world, the people of this land must be masters of many tongues and 

just as many identities. 

But start with Pre … sssss … ppaaaah. 

Prespa is Latin for praespe, a ‘manger or hovel’ – a wetland surrounded by mountains, 

yes, yes, it fits. Settlements dating back to the Bronze Age were found on the shores 

of the whole lake. It’s also pras in ancient Paeonian, meaning ‘the presence of water’ 

combined with the medieval Latin word pa or pe, meaning a ‘country or place’. 

Paeonians were an ancient Thracian-Illyrian people, and the Illyrians were the ancient 

ancestors of the Aravanites. A watery land, yes, that sounds right. It signals an ancient 

provenance the Greeks will like – any evidence of ancient habitations, especially 

Hellenistic civilizations – after all, cemeteries with headstones carved with Greek 

letters were found between the villages of Lemos and Miliona. But it could, some say, 

be a Slavic word for an area covered by snow, or snowdrift.116 The Slavs, we know, 

came down from the northern countries and settled here in the sixth and seventh 

centuries. The locals spoke a Slavic language and so, in Slavic, Prespa, some of the 

locals believe, just means prespar – ‘a long sleep’. 

Either way, it’s a dreamlike concoction of liquid hideaways drifting in snow far, far 

away. 

I’ve arrived at my ancestral village. 

                                                
116 Catsadorakis. G. 1999, Prespa: A Story for Man and Nature, WWF and Society for the Protection of Prespa.  
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Figure 43. Prespa Lake, author photograph, 2016 
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5. THE SIREN SONGS 

 
Figure 44. Map of Prespa across three countries: the cross indicates my location in Figure 45. I am in Greece, 
facing the Greek village of Psarades and the Aravanite border. My back is to the Greater Prespa Lake and the 

border between Greece and (FYROM) Macedonia. 

 
Figure 45. Behind my left hand is Greece and my ancestral village of Lemos is visible behind the fields  
nearest the water; behind my right is FYROM and the two villages of Dupeni and Llyuobno. The border  

between is roughly somewhere above my head (photograph 2016). 
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It’s springtime in Prespa. I wake to the sounds of the mountain: birdsong and gently 

flowing water. In between and around the soft warbles, the chirping and the trickling, 

there is nothing – a pure, calm, deep absence of noise; an absence of the 21st century. 

It is the sound of the present but also of the past, for this is what I imagine my forebears 

heard every morning – punctuated by the crow of the rooster, the bark of the dog, and 

the tinkling of bells around the collars of sheep. My mother and father heard the same 

as village youths, my grandparents too and their grandparents before them. There is 

not a car’s engine, a horn, a popular song blasting from a vehicle driving by; certainly 

not the hysterical laughter of a kookaburra that often wakes me in suburban Sydney. 

I wonder what they would have made of that. 

But then I remember, these are only the sounds of peacetime. 

Even that sharp, booming, metallic sound of winter’s frozen lakes cracking open in 

springtime and echoing through the mountains – is a sound of peace. A welcome and 

highly anticipated seasonal rite of nature. 

But sometimes this sound became indistinguishable from the sounds of war: artillery 

attacks, explosions and later, napalm exploding like fireworks from the sky, dropping 

sticky lava on the mountains. I have never lived the sounds of war, the fear-inducing 

man-made sounds of impending destruction. But my parents have; their parents and 

their grandparents, too. 

These three generations before me have known too much war. 
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As far as I know, it began with my great-grandparents. I know nothing of my maternal 

forbears, but I do of my paternal great-grandfather, Petros. He was a family legend – 

a Turk killer – and back then, it wasn’t murder when you killed your oppressor; you 

were a hero. My father is honoured with his name. Petros Bakousis. Yes, that is our 

real family name, the one we’ve had since Ottoman times; some say it sounds 

Aravanite; others insist it’s Endopyi; a Greek academic once told me it’s a Turkish 

word for peasant, or person who works the land. But we were also known as Vakitsidis. 

That was the name we chose in the late 1920s, when the Greek state forced everyone 

in Greece to adopt a Greek-sounding name. The state demanded homogeneity and, in 

these border parts, there were too many foreign-sounding names for its liking. Then 

for a while, my father was a Bakoushovski; that was when he was taken to Yugoslavia, 

where he had to have a Slavic-sounding name. But when he returned to Greece in 

1952, and without his knowledge, he became a Vatsikopoulos. 

‘How did that happen?’ I’m still stumped every time we discuss it. 

He suspects the secretary of the village committee was drunk again, and got the names 

mixed up when he was rewriting the registry after the Civil War. But I cannot fathom 

how a person’s entire identity is determined by a mistake. 

‘Why didn’t you change it back?’ I’m always berating him, for my life would have 

been much easier for not having to spell this interminable concoction of ‘Os’ and ‘Us’ 

and having the disappointment of always seeing it misspelt. 

‘It was my father who decided to do nothing,’ he says, with a shrug of his shoulders. 

‘Why fight the state? Better to lie low and get on with your life.’ 
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My father went about his life with a name whose provenance is somewhere way south 

on the Peloponnesian peninsula. He a Vatsikopoulos, his father a Vakitsidis, one 

brother somehow became a Bakousidis and the other brother a Vakousidis. No one 

dares question the state, even when it’s personified in an inebriated villager. 

Petros Bakousis wouldn’t have stood for it, I’m sure. 

But, even for him, a great shift was about to take place. 

 

I get out of bed, draw the curtains and step out onto the balcony. Before me, the 

mountains are dark in juniper, pine and deep emerald. The fields are bright in fern, 

lime and chartreuse. The red poppies have surfaced between rocks and weeds, and 

stand out like drops of blood staining the Earth’s pristine green blanket. It’s easy to 

imagine, looking down at the green expanse, that one-third of the total plant species 

found in Greece is right before my eyes: 1,800 species of plants and 450 species of 

animals. 

I am 850 metres above sea level in an upland basin surrounded by mountains. The 

Greek Varnoundas is behind me, the Macedonian Pelister is to my right and across the 

lakes is Albania’s Mali Thate. I am at the end of Greece. I am staying in a traditional 

hotel built of stone in the tiny hamlet of Sinikismos, the Greek word for ‘settlement’ 

in Ottoman times; its Slavic name is Shaoufsi. It’s one of two hamlets between the 

villages of Lemos and Ayios Germanos. This is where the Turks lived in Ottoman 

times and where the Greek government resettled Greek refugees from Asia Minor. 
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The eight-room hotel mimics the traditional architecture of the region built by 

Aravanite artisans in the style of another century. It stands where my grandmother 

Konstantina’s house once stood; before, it was the house of a well-to-do Turk. 

From this high point, I can see a road in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

that runs parallel to the lake and ends just before the Greek border – as if the road 

workers suddenly downed tools and never came back to finish (see Figure 44). 

The border marked the limits of loyalty, ethnicity and purity of the Greek civilization. 

I know that, during the 1930s, as fascism was on the rise in other parts of Europe, in 

Greece, the Metaxas dictatorship of 1936–40 secured this as a zone of surveillance.117 

Residents had to pass checkpoints and carry identification. This actually continued 

long after the end of the Civil War. I remember asking my parents about their wedding 

photograph, taken with a backdrop of a blanket hung on a wall. Why, I asked, did they 

not just use the landscape as a vista? It was strictly forbidden to take photographs of 

the border regions, they told me. 

I never really understood why. 

 
Figure 46. A sign near the border of Greece and FYROM by an old border post (photograph 2016). 

                                                
117  Kostopoulos, T. 2000, The Forbidden Language: State Suppression of Slavic Dialects in Greek Macedonia, Blacklist, 
Athens, p. 179. 
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I leave the hotel and make my way to the road that connects the villages. I head down 

to the village of Lemos. The church bells are ringing in the distance; it is Sunday and 

today is the name day of Saint Constantine and Helen, the first Christian Emperor and 

his mother. It is both my maternal grandmother’s and my name day. Konstantina and 

Helen. Wafting in the air is the aroma of lamb roasting with oregano. Somewhere close 

is a home with a Constantine or a Helen getting ready for a feast. This is how villagers 

honour each other, with an open house and a celebration. My nose detects the place, 

where several men and women are standing around a spit of rotating spring lamb. They 

wave at me and I back at them. 

‘Yia sas!’ (To your health!) I say. 

They return the greeting and the household’s Constantine asks if he can offer me a 

mezze or aperitif. 

‘Hronia Polla,’ (Many years to you), I reply. I down a shot of pure homemade alcohol 

and, on an empty stomach, it hits me quickly. 

‘Thank you. I am Helen, too, and I am off to church now.’ 

‘Hronia Polla ke nase kalla.’ 

Nase kalla is a phrase I love; it means ‘May you keep well.’ 

I continue down the path and, for every dwelling that looks inhabited, there are many 

more that are not. All around the villages are houses with locked doors and padlocked 

gates, some freshly covered in weeds. With every death, another house is closed 
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forever, or so the local saying goes. With every death of an old soul, a house passes on 

or is inherited by long-lost relatives in the city of Florina, or overseas in Perth or 

Adelaide or Melbourne. But they are too busy to come and claim them. For others, 

unfortunately, someone else has forged their signature and taken possession of the 

property for their own children, who don’t want it either. And so, a lock is put on the 

gate and the front door. Another death, another house closed and the village is closer 

to dying itself. 

I walk along the stream and it’s as if it’s speaking to me. A trickle, a gentle flow, 

a peaceful lulling liquidity. Locals say that you can tell the exact season, its month 

and even day by listening to the flow of the water from the mountains. It begins high 

on the highest mountain peak, the Greek Varnoundas and, in Slavic Macedonian, 

Bela Voda, where the winter snow still holds firm. Slowly but steadily, it melts and 

flows in underground courses, brooks and streams until it reaches the Prespa lakes. 

Here, it spills into subterranean waterways, connecting in spurting springs with the 

nearby Lake Ohrid, which is over the border in FYROM, then connects to the 

Adriatic Sea. Occasionally, an errant eel appears as if it has lost its way. The water has 

always been here – the lakes constitute one of the oldest water basins in Europe and 

the world. The fish, all 23 species and 8 that don’t exist anywhere else, swim from 

Greek waters to Aravanite, Macedonian and back – they don’t care about the squabbles 

of men. 
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Figure 47. Old village sign discarded by the stream in Lemos (photograph 2016). 

 

Between the stream and the mountains, something blue catches my eye. I walk across 

the river stones, pull away the grasses and weeds and there I find an old village sign. 

Lemos. My ancestral village. The place where I spent the first four years of my life. 

Lemos, sometimes written as Laimos, the Greek way; but it was not always Lemos 

either. It too, along with our family name, was changed in a sweep of assimilationist 

policies less than 100 years ago and some people still secretly refuse to utter its name, 

not for prime ministers, not for mayors, not for anyone nor anything, and certainly not 

for this thing that came to be called a ‘nation’. Its name in Ottoman times was Robi, 

or Rambi, or Rampi. You will find some people who will outright refuse to call it 

Laimos/Lemos, for that means it is Greek and, for them, it will always be Robi, Rambi 
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or Rampi; never Greek. It was the Slavic name in the age of empires, at a time of 

multiculturalism and a form of tolerance. 

R’mbi, Rambi, Rampi or Robi. I’ve always wondered about the name. A few years 

ago in Adelaide, Thios Nikos (not really my uncle), told me it was an old word for 

‘slave’ and that he was told by his elders, who were told by their elders and so on, that 

it was the village established by Tsar Samuel for the slaves he brought back from his 

raiding parties. Were the people of Lemos/ Robi descendants of the many artisans and 

builders that Tsar Samuel brought here from Larissa to build his new capital? It was 

filed in my mind under probable myth. The medieval historians and modern historians 

of medieval history confirm the exploits of Tsar Samuel. The raids and the slaves, they 

all happened. 

I can only go as far back as my paternal great-grandfather, Petros Bakousis, by 

gathering eyewitness accounts of what life was really like from the writings of English 

journalists and travellers. I am reluctant to consult the Greek sources, the Aravanite, 

Macedonian or Bulgarian ones. I want some analysis here, some observations not 

tainted by politics and ulterior motives. I source the British writers of the time and the 

journalists whose role it is to record what they see and thus write the first draft of 

history. I trust these people, for their calling is also mine. 

Henry Noel Brailsford (1873–1958) was the son of a Methodist preacher. He was a 

journalist and correspondent working for the Manchester Guardian, specialising in the 

Balkans. But prior to that, in 1897, he enlisted in a volunteer force called the 

Philhellenic Legion, fighting alongside Greeks against the Ottoman Turks. This 30-

day war was a Greek disaster and has come to be known as Mavro 97 or ‘Black 97’. 
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Brailsford observed a peasant and his wife heading for the fields, in the lifetime of 

Petros Bakousis: ‘You will see him faring afield with his oxen; his plough is the 

wooden thing which Cain may have used in Eden.’118 I find it sad to think that great-

grandfather would have laboured like that, but even more tragic is that this is exactly 

how my parents worked, up to the time we left Greece in 1965. Labouring from dawn 

to dusk, they too worked with the ‘wooden thing’ of Cain. 

   
Figure 48. Left: Α wooden plough the sort used by my parents and the same seen by Brailsford.  
Photograph taken in 1950s Prespa. Right: Village couple and transport. Photo 1950s Prespa. 

 

 
Figure 49. The life of a shepherd. Georgios Margou, my mother’s brother, aged 17. Photo 1950s Prespa. 

                                                
118 Brailsford, H. 1903, ‘The Macedonian revolt’, The Fortnightly Review, New Series, London and NY Sept, pp. 428–41. In R. 
Elsie & D. Bejtullah, ‘The Macedonian Question in the Eyes of British Journalists (1899–1919)’, Albanian Studies, Vol. 9, 
2015, Centre for Albanian Studies, p. 175. 
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Brailsford was puzzled. He writes that nothing in the countryside suggests poverty or 

distress. The land is verdant and the crops abundant. And then the peasant takes him 

to their home. Brailsford finds a ‘rough structure of baked mud and rubble-stones’, 

with ‘excessively small or non-existent windows’ and a floor of ‘undulating earth’. He 

sees a three-legged stool or two, pots and pans, and a box for clothing and straw mats 

used for sitting and sleeping. This constitutes the entirety of the household’s property. 

Brailsford is shocked. The household begins to arrive home. It is a one-room dwelling: 

and one, two, three … he stops counting as he realises that 17 or maybe 18 men, 

women and children pile in. This is their home; this is where they sleep, eat and 

procreate. Brailsford cannot bring himself to call it that. He calls it what it is: a 

hovel.119 A small squalid or simply constructed dwelling, an open shed or outhouse, 

used for sheltering cattle or storing grain or tools. 

Later, Brailsford writes in his book, Macedonia: Its Races and their Future, of a 

‘ground down peasantry’ where the Ottomans have: 

…crushed its spirit, its intelligence. Its humanity, and made it what it is today 

– a maddened race of slaves, which is ready at length to commit any crime, to 

suffer any torture, if only it may be rid of the little tyrants of its fields, who eat 

its bread, consume its labour and destroy its soul.120  

In the evenings, they sit around in their hovels, regaling stories of ‘murdered forbears 

and ravished ancestors’.121 No doubt the stories of 1453. 

                                                
119 See: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/hovel 
120 Brailsford, H.N. 1906, Macedonian: Its Races and their Future, Methuen and Co., London, p. 40. 
121 Ibid. 
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In 1903 Edith Durham, the British ethnographer, traveller and artist, visited the village 

of Rambi. She described it as ‘a mixed village’. She does not go into exact ethnological 

details but mentions both Turks and Christians. ‘The place appeared to have been a 

very well-to-do-one. It was once the local seat of Government. The headman’s house 

was a really good one.’122 

I wonder about the mental state of Petros Bakousis. The Ottoman Bey kidnapped his 

first wife in Prespa and he fled to Asia Minor. He married Chrysoula, a Greek woman 

from the Greek-speaking communities that existed there since ancient times. And so 

the line of our endopyi blood became mixed with the blood of Asia Minor Greeks. I 

remember their son, my grandfather Christos, telling me the story. I kept his voice for 

years in a box in a bottom drawer on an audio cassette and had forgotten about it. I’ve 

now digitised that raspy tobacco-formed drawl, telling me how his father began a new 

life in Asia Minor, only to have another Turk attempt to destroy it again. 

‘My father owned three hundred sheep and employed two shepherds. We didn’t have 

much land but we had vineyards and I remember riding camels.’123 By that stage, non-

Muslims were allowed to own some land but there was no question as to who was still 

the master. One of his shepherds was sabotaging the flock, mutilating the ewes. This 

was a time of attacks against the Greeks, sometimes organised gangs wanting to make 

them leave. After keeping watch at night, Petros caught him. 

                                                
122 Durham, E.M. 1905, The Burden of the Balkans, Dodo Press, UK, p. 102. 
123 Interview: Christos Bakousis, recorded 1988. Digitised, translated and transcribed. 
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‘My father killed the shepherd, then cut him into small pieces,’ he says casually, the 

way we might say that, regrettably, we had to sack an employee. He put the remains 

into a work sack, loaded it onto the Turk’s horse and sent it to his home. 

We all know the story, every one of his grandchildren from Greece, America, Canada 

and Australia. We used to think it was hyperbole or myth-making but here it is – a 

story from the father to the son to his granddaughter. 

‘They caught him and he was sentenced to prison for one hundred years. But then a 

Turk reduced the sentence and he got out. In 1912 we heard that the Greeks had taken 

Macedonia, so we got on a ship and left.’ 

Within the decade, the Greek army pursued the dream of ‘The Big Idea’ to redeem the 

Hellenic lands by force. The Greco-Turkish war of 1919–22 turned into ‘the 

Catastrophe’. Up to 1 million Greeks, from Pontus in the Black Sea to the coast of 

Smyrna, were forced to leave the land of their ancestors forever and resettle into a 

modern Greece they never knew.124 

Am I the great-granddaughter of a murderer? Of a terrorist? Or am I the great-

granddaughter of a rebel and a freedom fighter who decided that, after 400 years, he 

just wasn’t going to take it anymore? 

 

I enter the square of the village of Lemos. On my right is the kafenion, where the men 

gather to play cards, debate politics and drink the fiery home-brewed tsipouro that is 

also called the Virgin’s tears. Ahead the road continues, cutting through fields of beans 

                                                
124 Hirschon, R. 2003, Crossing the Aegean: An Appraisal of the 1923 Compulsory Population Exchange between Greece and 
Turkey. Berghahn Books, New York. 
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on each side, and ends at the lake. The square is in the centre surrounded on one side 

by houses, a shop and a covered veranda where the parliament of old men meets 

regularly and talks, while fingering their worry beads and passively watching the world 

go by. 

I’ll never forget when I first came back to the village unannounced as an adult; it was 

around 1985. I disembarked from the bus and an old unfamiliar face met mine and 

smiled. He then said something that has stayed with me ever since: ‘I know whose you 

are!’ Not. I know you, or I recognise your familial markers. I know those small eyes. 

I recognise that dark curly hair, or that wide high forehead, or the short stature or even 

the gap-toothed mouth. 

‘Whose?’ I ask. The Australian woman in me, who is a feminist and abhors patriarchy, 

and the migrant Greek only child, jostling in my head. 

And he did that thing they do. Lifted his chin and pointed it over his shoulder 

towards the path that leads up to my grandfather’s house. It was the belonging I 

longed for. I was someone from somewhere and not just a migrant, an ‘Other’ who, 

no matter how long, would always be from somewhere else. This is where I came 

from. 
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Figure 50. Icon of St Paraskevi, from the Church of St Paraskevi in Lemos (photograph 2016). 

 

In the middle of the village, to the left of the road is its soul, the church of Saint 

Paraskevi. Its patron saint is a young Roman martyr who lived during the reign of 

Hadrian. Her wealthy parents had difficulty conceiving and, after much prayer, their 

only daughter was born on a Friday. They named her Paraskevi, the Greek name for 

Friday.125 

                                                
125 Hieromonk Makarios of Simonos Petra, 2008, The Synaxarion: The Lives of the Saints of the Orthodox Church, Vol. 6, Holy 
Convent of the Annunciation of Our Lady, Chalkidike, p.281. Translated from the French by Mother Maria (Rule), Mother 
Joanna (Burton). 
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The church was built in 1896, on the site of an earlier church.126 It is whitewashed with 

a belltower surrounded by graves. I walk into the narthex and choose several candles. 

Large thick ones for my ancestors: my paternal grandparents and my maternal 

grandmother. I light them and place them on the ground in a brass pitcher filled with 

earth. These are lit to honour the dead. I neglect to light one for my maternal 

grandfather, the one who abandoned his family for another woman and broke several 

of the 10 Commandments – I imagine there is enough fire where he is now. I light 

candles inside for my living family and I kiss the icon of Saint Paraskevi. She is the 

patron saint of eyesight and is often depicted holding a vessel with two eyes. I wonder 

if there is any connection between choosing her and the legend of the 10,000 troops of 

Tsar Samuel, who were blinded by Basil the Bulgar Slayer. 

Inside the church, I feel like I have entered Byzantium. Its two-headed eagles, facing 

east and west. Two giant crystal chandeliers hang from the ceiling, which is painted in 

a heavenly soft blue, emblazoned with gold-leaf stars. Everywhere, there are painted 

scenes of the life of Christ and the Virgin Mary. The priest emerges to begin the 

liturgy; sporting a long black beard and ponytail, he looks like he is in his late 40s, 

borrowed from another town as there are not enough residents here to justify a fulltime 

cleric. He is resplendent in a long robe the colours of jewels – ruby, emerald and 

sapphire – over which he wears a long satin robe embroidered in gold thread. He 

swings his sensor as he works the three aisles, blessing all in his path. I see a woman 

kneeling on the ground before him; I recognise her as Saiah, my mother’s childhood 

friend. Saiah never left the village and it shows. She looks gaunt, her hair is short and 

white and she has a dowager’s back. She is wearing a home-knitted jumper and 

                                                
126 Evyenidou, D., Kanonidis, I., & Papazotos, T. (eds.) 1991, The Monuments of Prespa, Ministry of Culture, Archaeological 
Receipts Fund, Athens, p. 84. 
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woollen skirt with thick skin-coloured tights and flat shoes. I mentally compare her to 

my mother, who looks a decade younger, with her Clairol Nice ’N Easy Golden Ash 

Blonde hair, wearing the dresses she sews herself, or the designer suits she inherited 

from me when I was a television presenter. I also notice some of my father’s old 

friends; they too are sinewy, their faces tanned and loose like leather hide, some teeth 

have long departed, their smiles and gait suggest the land has taken its toll. I think of 

my father, his Aussie beer gut and, despite the asbestos in his lungs, he looks much 

younger than them. 

The dour and pensive-faced saints stare down at me with their two-dimensional 

features, their dark conservative robes in drab colours, working their way up to gold-

leaf halos. I see warrior saints looking stern, young and handsome in their Roman-

style breast plates, short tunics boasting muscular legs and arms, and the archangels 

with their voluminous and spectacular wings. And then I see Saint Paraskevi, in her 

Christian clothes, a drab wimple and cloak, when once she was a wealthy Roman girl 

– I imagine her in a toga decorated with gold trimmings, with 22-carat gold jewellery 

embedded with translucent pearls, turquoise, amethyst and amber; her hair in ringlets 

fastened high in a ponytail held by gold jewelled clips. I remember researching her life 

at the Greek Orthodox Seminary library in Sydney – I found the most definitive source, 

The Synaxarion: The Lives of the Saints of the Orthodox Church Volume 6 by 

Hieromonk Makarios of Simonos Petra, translated from the French. What a story!127 

When her parents died, she gave away all their wealth and took the veil. But pagan 

Romans were in power and Paraskevi suffered trauma after trauma. Her breasts cut 

                                                
127 Hieromonk Makarios of Simonos Petra, 2008, The Synaxarion: The Lives of the Saints of the Orthodox Church, vol. 6, July, 
August, Holy Convent of the Annunciation of Our Lady Ormylia, Chalkidike. Translated from the French by Mother Maria 
(Rule) and Mother Joanna (Burton), pp. 281–84. 
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off, she survived time in a brass cauldron filled with molten lead and was flayed to the 

bone. As if that’s not enough, she was then also thrown into a pit full of venomous 

beasts. Finally, she entered the kingdom of Heaven after she was beheaded. She had 

cured one of her tormentors of blindness and became a healer of eyesight. 

I come to the conclusion that the church is all about fear and suffering. 

 
Figure 51. Interior of the church of Saint Paraskevi, in Lemos (photograph 2016). 

 

But this is my church and it has sentimental value. This is where I was baptised. This 

is where I was held by my godfather in the narthex and exorcised from Satan, and 

where I received the holy oil and water and the very special name of Helen, the mother 

of Constantine the Great, the woman whose pilgrimage to Jerusalem led to the 

discovery of the cross of Christ buried under a basil tree. 

The candles emit an incandescent heat and the aroma of basil and frankincense wafts 

through the church. The psaltis has started his chanting. He takes the words and accents 

the meaning without any specific melody; it’s almost monotone and seems to vibrate 

from the bottom of his throat, sending soundwaves echoing. It sounds Eastern and 

otherworldly, almost mystical. It’s in Greek, of course, and for most the history of the 

Orthodox Churches, it was in Greek. There was only a short time when this area had 

its own Slavic church, during the time of Tsar Samuel. In 1870 the Russians pressured 

the Ottoman Empire to allow the Bulgarians to have their own church, in their own 
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language. If they got their own church in their own language, then they could establish 

their own schools and soon they could create their own nation. Then Russia would 

have achieved its dream of pan-Slavic client states. But the Greek Orthodox patriarchy 

resisted; it did not want to lose its hold over the Christians and denounced such a 

church as schismatic. However, the Turks granted a Bulgarian Exarchate on one 

condition: they could build Bulgarian churches if three-quarters of the village’s 

population agreed. 

This marked the beginning of the ‘Macedonian Question’. 

The task at hand was how to convert an heterogeneous Christian Millet into 

homogenous nations. The first step was to send the ethnographers, with carefully 

crafted questions, to confused and easily manipulated peasants; all aimed to produce 

charts and numbers that granted them majorities, and therefore claims on the Earth and 

the souls who lived there. It seemed that, while the ethnographers spoke to the same 

people, they got completely different and conflicting results.128 

I imagine it’s more of an investigation of the palimpsests of Prespa.  

A Bulgarian ethnographer approaches Petros; he speaks in the local idiom, very close 

to Bulgarian. The ethnographer knows that, from the end of the ninth century, this land 

was part of Tsar Samuel’s Bulgarian Empire.129 Samuel made this his first capital, 

right by Lake Prespa before he moved it further north, by lake Ohrid. There is no doubt 

about that, as Samuel’s basilica is still there on the island of St Achilles. 

                                                
128 Wilkinson, M.A. 1951, Maps and Politics: A Review of the Ethnographic Cartography of Macedonia, University Press of 
Liverpool, Liverpool. 
129 Evyenidou, D., Kanonidis, I., & Papazotos, T. 1991, The Monuments of Prespa. Ministry of Culture Archeological Receipts 
Fund, Athens. 
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Therefore: Petros Bakousis is counted as a Bulgarian. 

A Serbian ethnographer approaches Petros; he speaks the local idiom, which some 

linguists say is a mixture of Serbian and Bulgarian. So, it is not proper Bulgarian. 

Prespa was part of two powerful medieval Serbian empires: the first during the early 

14th century under Stephan Dusan, and then in 1371 under Krali Marko. Edith Durham 

recalled the villagers of Rambi, both Christian and Muslim, regaling the exploits of 

‘the great King Marko Kraljevich’, the 14th-century Serb ruler of this land. Marko, 

she was told, rode a winged steed called Sharatz, and she was taken to see the magic 

hoofmarks by the lake.130 Perhaps Petros had a Serb consciousness borne of myth? 

Therefore: Petros is counted as a Serb. 

A Greek ethnographer approaches Petros; he speaks the local idiom. Ah, but he comes 

from the Prespa area which, the medieval historian Skylizes recorded, was where 

Bulgarian Tsar Samuel settled his slaves, taken from the Greek city of Larissa in the 

region of Thessaly. Robi, the elders tell, is the village of slaves. Perhaps Petros 

Bakousis is descended from Greek slaves, a Slav in language only. He is a Slavophone. 

In 1018 Emperor Basil the Bulgar Slayer reconquered Prespa and established two 

grand forts on the lakes. Archaeologists have found Hellenistic tombs near R’mbi, 

even more evidence of its Greek roots. Macedonia was once part of Alexander the 

Great’s Hellenistic Empire. 

Therefore: Petros Bakousis is counted as a Greek. 

                                                
130 Durham, E.M. Ibid, p. 103. 
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Henry Brailsford, too, encountered a case of fluid identity when, one day, he met a 

rich peasant at the market speaking Greek and asked him: ‘Is your village Greek or 

Bulgarian?’ 

‘Well,’ he replied. ‘It is Bulgarian now but four years ago it was Greek.’ When 

Brailsford asked how this had come about, he replied that they needed a priest and a 

teacher, but could not pay. They asked the Greek bishop for help and he declined. Then 

the Bulgarians heard and made them an offer. 

‘Well, sir, ours is a poor village, and so of course we became Bulgarians.’131 

Identities could be bought and sold. 

Henry Brailsford even recounts hearing a ‘witty French consul’ declare that, if he had 

a million francs, he could make the Macedonians believe they were French. ‘He would 

preach that the Macedonians are descendants of the French crusaders who conquered 

Salonica in the 12th century, and the francs would do the rest.’132 

The main problem with all these numbers is that none of the interviewers saw eye-to-

eye on what a nation or an identity is in the first place. 

So, early last century, the ethnographers returned home to their masters: the new heads 

of the newly re-birthed nations of Greece and Serbia and Bulgaria. They, in turn, sent 

out their priests to claim the souls, and their teachers to mould the minds; and then, if 

these failed, to persuade the likes of Petros Bakousis that he was one of them, they 

would unleash the men with the guns. 

                                                
131 Brailsford, H.N. 1906, Macedonia: Its Races and their Future, (reprint 2009) General Books, p. 70. 
132 Ibid, p. 72. 
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The soldiers of irredentism. 

The priest jolts me back to reality with the Lord’s Prayer in Greek. It is seared into my 

mind from Greek school. 

‘Pater imon on entis ouranis …’ (Our Father who art in heaven …) 

I take my right hand and join the thumb to the first two fingers and rest the two on my 

palm; I cross myself two times. I think of Papa Naoum. 

In 1903 this church was a Patriarchist church and Papa Naoum conducted liturgy in 

Greek. It was then that he was visited by the Bulgarian comitadjis. The word means 

‘committee men’ but they were, in fact, militia. If the villagers couldn’t agree on the 

three-quarter rule, the militia arrived to convince them with violence. 

Edith Durham remembers too: ‘They [the comitadjis] are not fighting Turks, but 

Greeks. They go armed to a village and offer the people a petition to sign. It is to ask 

for a Bulgar priest, and to say they are Bulgars. They do not wish to change the priest, 

but if they do not sign they will be shot.’133 

The comitadji Panchoff and his men approached the priest and warned him against 

preaching in Greek. He must conduct the liturgy in Bulgarian. But Papa Naoum did 

not speak Bulgarian. They warned him that, if he did not stop, they would kill him. In 

the neighbouring villages, the priests were also warned. When the deadline for Papa 

Naoum expired, the militia returned. What happened next I have been able to glean 

                                                
133 Durham, E.M. 1905, The Burden of the Balkans. Dodo Press, UK, p. 168. 
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from the stories of the Lemos elders, the descendants of Papa Naoum and the archives 

of the Museum of the Macedonian Struggle in Thessaloniki. 

Did it happen near the altar? Did it happen near the Bishop’s chair? I do not know. But 

I do know that they began by cutting out his tongue.134 And the rest beggars belief. I 

look around. There are long brass candleholders everywhere. It must have been some 

ritualistic punishment, for the same fate awaited the other priests. Somehow, the militia 

managed to impale the priest, drag his body out of the church and hang it for all to see. 

The bells are ringing, the service is over. The chanting, the frankincense, the basil, the 

heat of the candles and the memory of murder are all too much. I feel that I have been 

to a funeral and not the celebration of my saint. People are leaving the church, heading 

out to the homes of the Helens and the Constantines. I head for the square, where some 

of the old men have congregated. Old age releases them from the backbreaking work 

on the land. Their time of sleeping in sheepfolds and ploughing with primitive means 

are over. Old age has earned them each the title of patriarch and the luxury of 

reflection. They are octogenarians, nonagenarians and some even centenarians; for 

here, they have the gift of long life and the punishment of long memories. 

They were hunters, fishermen, farmers and shepherds. Their livelihoods were always 

at the mercy of the elements – the sun, the rain and the earth. And to the almighty 

Creator; for they are all God-fearing, though many will argue what kind of God it is 

who tests them with such brutality. 

I introduce myself to them. 

                                                
134 Ioannou, A. 1970. Makedoniki Zoi, Issue 55, pp. 48–51. 
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‘I am Eleni, Barba Christo’s granddaughter. I am a Vatsikopoulos from the house of 

Vakitsidis. The last clan at the top of the track, just before the Ohi Mountain. It was 

once the house of Bakoussis and Bakousidis or was it Bakoushovski?’ I raise my hand 

and point in the direction of the house. 

They smile in acknowledgement. They know the story and, no doubt, they have stories 

of names as well. Their eyes glisten from under folds of crows’ feet. They know my 

face and my blood without my having uttered a sound. Some may remember me, for I 

have come several times before. Some of the faces are missing; they have moved to 

the deep grounds of the church forever. I ask about the priest. 

The old men shake their heads, finger and massage their worry beads, one by one. The 

furrows of their foreheads deepen; the beads are flicked left and right in contemplation. 

That was life in the ‘Tourkokratia.’ (The Turkish Occupation.) 

The old men are nonchalant, as if this is so passé it does not bear discussing. They may 

be reticent but the stone and marble are begging to be heard. 

Two monuments dominate the square to jolt their recall. These are an attempt to create 

a collective memory of the village. The military junta ordered every village in Greece 

to commemorate its heroes. And by that, I mean the Greek heroes. A large monument 

crowned by an obelisk and a two-headed eagle celebrates two people: the priest and 

the brigand, Father Spiros Papanaoum and Spiros Paraskevaidis. I see him. To the side 

of the square, visible in profile, is the village hero. He stands taller than an average-

sized male of these parts, this ‘Palikari’, this ‘Levendi’.135 His name is Spiros 

                                                
135 Translation: Young brave person/ fine upstanding youth 
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Paraskevaidis. The facial features look unlike any I’ve seen on a human. Too chiselled, 

the jaw too strong, the mouth an irreverent pout. They remind me of the generic 

superheroes of early comic books, or Soviet-era Revolutionary Heroes of the 

Proletariat. 

Spiros Paraskevaidis was martyred in 1903. 

 
Figure 52. Spiros Paraskevaidis, deputy of Captain Kottas,  

a Slavophone Greek militia leader (photograph 2016). 

 
His marble bust sits atop a stone plinth made of the same materials as the village 

houses. A simple inscription underneath – ‘Spiros Paraskevaidis, deputy of Captain 

Kottas’ Revolutionaries, killed fighting in the Macedonian Struggle, 1903’. 
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‘And Spiros?’ I ask. ‘What did he do?’ Did Spiros leave his family, his village to free 

this land of the Turk? Did he lay down his life so this patch of land could be called 

Greece? 

‘Was he a true hero?’ 

The old men think in silence. Was he a hero? They chuckle. If he wasn’t, he had been 

forced to become one. 

‘It was about land,’ volunteers one of them. It was a time after the tanzimat reforms, 

the too little, too late Turkish attempts to keep the empire together by allowing 

peasants to own land. 

‘The Turk kept taking his land, bit by bit, year by year. Paraskevaidis couldn’t 

complain. His word was nothing to that of a Turk.’ 

‘Yes,’ said the other. ‘If you couldn’t pay, if you couldn’t find justice, you took to the 

mountains. You took matters into your own hand.’ 

‘He killed that Turk. He had to, he had no choice. 

‘And then he had to run.’ 

Spiros Paraskevaidis was in the crosshairs of the Turk. The Turk was taking his land 

bit by bit, restricting his use of water, then threatening to take his wife. Spiros grabbed 

his shovel and killed the man. He was a Slavic-Macedonian and first joined the 

autonomist Internal Macedonian Revolutionary movement (IMRO), sponsored by the 

Bulgarians. But then he changed his mind and joined the Greeks. 

‘He joined Kapetan Kottas, took up arms and fought the Turks.’ 
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‘He also fought the Bulgarians.’ 

‘Everyone was fighting.’ 

An old face crinkles into a frown; a hand rises and makes slow circles, marking the 

centuries of occupation. 

Spiros Parasevaidis the peasant became the deputy militia leader of the pro-Greek 

Captain Kottas, a Slavic-Macedonian himself. Kottas, too, was once an autonomist. 

He is famously quoted contemplating each side: ‘We Macedonians, in order to be free 

have two roads to follow: consider which you would choose; one goes to Bulgaria, a 

journey of 30 days lined with thorns that will tear our flesh. The other goes to Greece 

in three days and is clean and safe.’136 

 In the year 1903, the Turks ambushed the village’s brigand and that was the end of 

him. 

Spiros was shot dead. Later, Captain Kottas was captured by the Turks and executed. 

The terror continued. 

Ten years later, and after two Balkan Wars, the Greek army marched into the regional 

capital, Thessaloniki, four hours before the Bulgarians. 

That was it. 

This land has been Greek ever since, albeit with a Slavic-speaking population. 

                                                
136 Vakalopoulou, K. 1990, Istoria tou voriou ellinismou Makedonia, Ekdotikos Oikos Adelfon Kyriakidi. Thessaloniki. 
Translated from the Greek by the author, p. 433. 
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It’s late afternoon and the sky is awash with clouds the colour of fire. The lake’s 

surface is calm and smooth like a mirror, shimmering like rippling diamonds as it 

catches the waning sun. It’s getting dark and the graceful feathered wings of the 

pelicans swoop white against the deepening blue of the water, gliding in the afternoon 

light and settling near the reed beds. They look like the water nymphs of local folktales, 

clad in their long flowing robes. 

I remember the line from the book Prespa: A Place of Eloquent Silence: 

Prespa is a witch 

that enchants you, not with potions 

but with its many God-given jewels.137 

I’m fascinated with this choice of words. A witch? Why not an angel? Why is Prespa 

a female sorceress and one who works in the supernatural world, the world strictly 

forbidden by the church? Then I remember that the pagans of Ancient Greece believed 

that here, among the birds in the wet meadows, dwelled the Sirens. The half-women, 

half-birds with the sweetest of songs. Homer’s Sirens tried to lure Odysseus off course, 

but he defeated them by blocking his ears with wax, instead admiring them in silence. 

The Sirens of the wet meadows, luring humans to their demise with their songs of ruin. 

Among these reeds and meadows hid the freedom fighters of the Macedonian Struggle 

and later, the combatants of the Greek Civil War. But too often, the sirens sang of past 

glories and confused the men fighting for a new future, luring them to refight the 

battles of the past again and again. 

                                                
137 Bardakas, I.F. 2004, Prespa, A Place of Eloquent Silence. Holy Metropolis of Florina, Prespes and Eordaia. Thessaloniki. 
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Theirs were the Siren Songs of Irredentism. 

 
Figure 53. Prespa Lake, author photograph, 2016  
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6. THE COLOURS OF TERROR

Figure 54. Cartoon from Greek daily Kathimerini138 

October 28, 1940. Europe is consumed by war. Greece is neutral. But Il Duce 

Mussolini had other plans. When he sent his ambassador, Count Emmanuelle Grazi, 

to the home of the Greek Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas at 3 am, effectively 

demanding that Greece surrender, he wasn’t waiting for an answer – his troops were 

already preparing to invade, via Albania. The answer was no. 

‘No,’ means no!139 

But Mussolini was not going to take ‘No’ from this second-rate dictator, Ioannis 

Metaxas. Metaxas was hardly in the same league as Hitler and himself. Yes, he’d 

138 Source: http://www.ekathimerini.com/202922/article/ekathimerini/community/remembering-the-meaning-of-the-greek-ochi-
in-1940 
139 While ‘No’ became the catch-cry, Metaxas is acknowledged as saying, ‘Alors c’est la guerre,’ or ‘So this means war’. 

[Production note: Figure has been removed due to copyright restrictions.]

http://www.ekathimerini.com/resources/2015-10/mussolini_cartoon_web-thumb-large.jpg
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rounded up all the undesirables and had even jailed the Greek Communist leader, 

Nikos Zachariadis, along with 90,000 communists, leftists and their sympathisers, and 

exiled 2,000 of them on remote Aegean islands. His Third Hellenic Republic eerily 

echoed the Third Reich. He’d even banned Slavophones in the north from speaking 

that ‘foreign’ language and policed it by jailing and fining and forcing those who spoke 

that language to take a dose of castor oil. But Metaxas was nothing next to Mussolini’s 

ally, Hitler, who had more in mind for the Jews than merely banning Yiddish. Metaxas 

had his own fascist youth network, EPON; so what? Hitler had his Hitler Youth; 

Mussolini had his black shirts and Hitler his brown. Greece might have had its own 

dictator but he was just a plain authoritarian. Not in the league of the Axis Alliance. 

‘No,’ actually meant no. The Greeks fought back and even occupied a quarter of 

Albania. 

The Greco-Italian War was the first victory against the Axis powers and Mussolini 

was humiliated. Hitler was furious. Churchill was so impressed with this military 

success that he immortalised the Greeks in one of his inspiring quotes:140 ‘Today we 

say that Greeks fight like heroes, from now on we will say that heroes fight like 

Greeks.’ 

Hitler was livid. He did not want to open up another front at the time, as his priority 

was to invade the Soviet Union. But, on April 6, 1941, Germany invaded Greece. 

Ares is the ancient Greek God of War141 – unbridled, insatiable, violent and battle 

ready. The Olympian is often carved in marble as a young muscular warrior, naked, 

                                                
140 Clogg, R. (ed.) 2008, Bearing Gifts to Greeks: Humanitarian Aid to Greece in the 1940s. Palgrave Macmillan. Bassingstoke, 
p. 4. 
141 Ares in Greek and Mars in Latin. 
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with a tall helmet on his head, a shield resting by his feet. He is quick to anger and 

responds with force. And so, the educated agronomist Thanasis Klaras, from 

Velouchis in central Greece, adopted this as a nom de guerre and became Aris 

Velouchiotis. It was around 1942 and this member of the KKE (Communist Party) was 

one of the first andartes, or resistance fighters. He espoused freedom from occupation 

and, more importantly, revolutionary change. Velouchiotis is something of a poster 

boy for the communist resistance. He was stocky, dressed in khaki topped with a 

leather vest, a bandolier of bullets crossing his chest, a sword at his hip, a face with a 

black unruly moustache and beard, and a thick black rimless hat on his head. The call 

to resist had gone out. For some, this was a siren call that proved irresistible: ‘Ah! 

Come! People of every land, how can you not be roused?’ asks Karl Marx. ‘Let the 

ruling classes tremble at a Communistic revolution. The proletarians have nothing to 

lose but their chains. They have a world to win. Workingmen of all countries unite!’142 

What the invasion did was to mobilise men and women. But they were not only 

mobilised against the enemy occupiers – they also mobilised against each other. 

The biggest resistance group was EAM,143 the leftist resistance with ELAS144 its 

military wing; these communist-led forces were by far the strongest. They even had 

their own Slavic battalions, named after 19th-century Macedonian freedom fighters: 

The Dame Gruev battalion, the Iane Sandanski detachment and the Gotche Delchev 

group, which came to Prespa and held rallies and was received with honours.145 In 

Greek Macedonia, they attracted many followers, not least because the Greek 

                                                
142 Marx, K. & Engels, F. 1848, The Communist Manifesto, 
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/download/pdf/Manifesto.pdf 
143 EAM (Ethnikon Apoelevtherotikon Metopon): The National Liberation Front         
144 ELAS (Ethnikos Laikos Apelevtheortikos Stratos): National People’s Liberation Army 
145 Mundushev, K. 1988, Prespa in flame and smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 50. 
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Communist Party had pledged to allow Slavic speakers to speak their own language, 

to set up their own schools and to have self-determination – there were even promises 

of a Macedonian federation. In Prespa, where Slavic speakers had suffered under years 

of assimilationist policies and the banning of their language, they were embraced like 

saviours. EDES146 was anti-communist and pro-republican; and EKKA147 was anti-

communist and pro-monarchy. Some of the prosfiyi148 formed their own groups such 

as EES, until ELAS wiped them out. Additionally, there were Security Battalions, 

mostly comprised of refugees working for the Germans and others working for the 

Bulgarians. The Italians had even armed some people in Ayios Germanos who hated 

the Greeks. 

Prespa was awash in arms and mutual hatred. 

Terror came in two colours: Red and White; Left and Right; Communist and 

Nationalist; Marxist-Leninist and Monarchist. 

Ideology was mutually exclusive. 

Like the generation before them, which also had to choose between Muslim and 

Christian; then in Macedonia, between Slav and Greek. 

And in Prespa, between Macedonian and Prosfiyi. 

Identity was mutually exclusive. 

                                                
146 EDES (Ethnikos Dimokratikos Ellinilos Syndesmos): National Republican Greek League 
147 EKKA: National and Social Liberation 
148 Prosfiyi is a Greek word for ‘refugees’, from Pontus ‘Pontii’ or ‘Mikrasiati’ for Asia Minor refugees. 
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It was one or the other, once again. Choose and be careful because no-one was immune 

from terror, if you got it wrong. 

Red rhetoric said there was no God, no Master and Servant, just a brotherhood of 

equality. In Prespa, the Red songs escalated in scale to drown out the White ones of 

God, nation and king. By the time the Italians left in 1943, the British arrived to assist 

the resistance. What they found was a resistance hell-bent on fighting among itself, 

and the left-leaning Slavo-Macedonians were terrorising the right-leaning refugees. It 

was, according to one commando, a case of: ‘Pontians and Andartes at daggers 

drawn.’149 

Nicholas Hammond, red-haired, baggy-shorted and sporting a grand handlebar 

moustache, was the first British officer to enter Macedonia. He spoke fluent Greek due 

to his ‘archaeological work from 1930 onwards’150 and noted that the resistance groups 

were much more interested in fighting each other than the enemy. He writes: ‘for the 

Communist hope was to establish a Soviet Republic of Macedonia, incorporating 

territories of Greece and her neighbours and the Communist doctrine was that the 

Balkan people were brothers.’151 

Red terror came in waves during the resistance as ELAS fought for supremacy, making 

sure that no other leftist groups emerged as rivals. Then it killed all the leaders of 

resistance groups that had been formed by the refugee communities. ELAS began to 

attack EDES, the republican resistance also supported by the British, accusing it of 

                                                
149 Hammond, N.G.L. 1991, The Allied Military Mission and the Resistance in West Macedonia, Institute for Balkan Studies, 
Thessaloniki, p. 25. 
150 Ibid, p. 20. 
151 Ibid, p. 24. 
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collaborating with the Germans. ELAS was growing from strength to strength. It 

benefitted from the armaments it had taken from retreating Italians. Hammond writes:  

Almost every morning at dawn ‘collaborators’ and ‘traitors’ (i.e. sympathisers 

with EDES) were shot by ELAS firing squads. Lines of prisoners, roped 

together at the neck, were brought in from the villages which were close to or 

had been in EDES territory: they were beaten and semi starved.  

He continues: ‘I had seen evidence of mutilated bodies in Pieria. Then one had no 

means of learning the reasons for an execution. Now it was clear that EAM-ELAS was 

tightening its control of Free Greece by terrorism (tromokratia in Greek).’152 

But worse was to come. Civil war.153 Even if some chose not to call it a civil war: the 

Right did not then; and some still do not now. To them, it was called the 

‘Symoritopolemos’, or the ‘Bandit War’.154 

The communist-led resistance, ELAS, grew from a small band of 5,000 to an army of 

15,000 armed fighters, and up to 20,000 reserves.155 They were becoming a force to 

be reckoned with. The Greek Civil War was incubating during the occupation. There 

were three stages: the first began with the infighting between the resistance groups; 

the second came with a betrayal at the hands of the British. This took place in 

December 1945 in Athens, when Leftists demonstrated in the streets and were fired 

upon. Then, in the town of Varkiza, an agreement was signed for the disarmament of 

all resistance groups. But all simply meant the Left. Soon the Right and even 

                                                
152 Ibid, p. 28. 
153 See: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fratricide 
154 Panourgia, N. 2009, Dangerous Citizens: The Greek Left and the Terror of the State, Fordham University Press, New York, 
p. 85. 
155 Kotora, J.C. 1985, ‘The Greek Civil War, 1943–1949’, paper presented to the Marine Cor, Virginia, 1985, 
https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/library/report/1985/KJC.htm, viewed 14.7.2005. 
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collaborators formed militias; their mission was to destroy the Left at all costs. And 

the third stage was the beginning of the war with the attack on the town of Litochoron.  

The war was ending, the Germans were leaving, often leaving their weapons to the 

Communists. It was 1944 and the Reds were in charge of three-quarters of the country. 

It was the perfect time to take over, but they didn’t. The British were war-weary and 

had spent 85 million pounds on Greece.156 

White terror was taking over the country. And soon, it would arrive in Prespa. 

 

I need information. I need to know more than what my parents have told me. I need 

more than what the Greeks can tell me. I also need to talk to those who do not identify 

as Greek. I need to speak to the Slavo-Macedonians of Prespa, past and present. But I 

have a problem. They do not trust me, through no fault of my own but because of my 

parent’s Greek identity, because I call the village names by their correct current names 

and not those of pre-1926. Most of all, I use the prefix ‘Slavo’, implying there are 

many Macedonians. This clearly is not acceptable. But, bit by bit, information has 

come to me in the form of village Memory Books. Written by those who grew up in 

Prespa and left to live in exile in the People’s Democracies, behind the Iron Curtain. 

Even their titles speak of a trauma that is still raw, such as Prespa in Flames and Smoke 

and Lerin in Mourning.157 Bit by bit, I find them, have them translated and piece the 

story together. 

                                                
156 Panourgia, N. 2009, Dangerous Citizens: the Greek Left and the Terror of the State, Fordham University Press, New York, 
p. 87. 
157 Prespa in Flames and Smoke by Kosta Mundusev; Lerin in Mourning by Atanas Naoumovski; LAK a village in Prespa, 
Aegean Macedonian by Vasil Spiro-Pavlov and Micho Tolevski; Monograph with Memories – Album about the Village German 
Prespa Region by Mitre Kajchevski, Aleksander Karlovski, Risto Maljanovski and Pando Kajchevski; and OROVO and Its Folks 
in the Past by Tome Miovski.  
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One day, someone I vaguely remember from our early days in Australia sends me 

something. Mr S. 

It’s a piece of recycled paper, larger than matchbox size but smaller than a playing 

card. I can just picture him – he must be in his 90s by now – sitting down with intent, 

a pen positioned and ready; grabbing a used envelope and a letter opener; slicing 

through the folds, one side, the other and then again. He cuts around the stamps, giving 

it an uneven oblique edge. 

He picks up the pen – he doesn’t need to search for the names as he knows them off 

by heart – they live in his heart, they have been etched into his memory, perpetuating 

his trauma and fuelling his simmering anger. He deliberately chooses not to write them 

down in English, although he speaks it; and definitely not in Greek, even though we 

both speak and read it, too. He chooses to write them down in Macedonian; that’s what 

he will call it, not the ‘Slavic idiom’ as the Greeks do – even though he knows that I 

do not speak nor will I be able to read it. That’s her problem, he is no doubt thinking. 

He begins at the doubled section of the envelope, as if to headline the topic: something 

… something … in Lerin. I know that Lerin is the old Slavic/Ottoman name for Florina, 

the town where I was born. Its name was officially changed back in the late 1920s, but 

he is of the generation that will not accept that a sovereign country like Greece has the 

right to change the names of towns. After all, he has lived in Australia for decades, he 

can call it what he likes. The year is significant and telling. It’s smack in the middle of 

the years of the Greek Civil War. The names are Slavic names and, again, this too is 

an act of defiance – because all Slavic names also had to be changed to Greek ones in 

the name of assimilation, homogenisation and a Hellenistic nationalism. 
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And so, from number 1 to 13, he writes them up in clear capital letters with only two 

mistakes that he overwrites to correct: from Metodia Torkov to Lazor Rusev; alongside 

each name, an age – from the oldest at 38 to the youngest at 17. 

And at the bottom of the list, he explains it clearly in English so that I am not mistaken: 

‘ALL KILL’. 

This is a death list. 

The note is hand-delivered to me by his daughter, Helen. 

 
Figure 55. The Death List 
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He is sending me on a mission to find out what happened to the 13 men on the list. 

I remember him as a child. My parents used to take me to his home for visits in the 

first few years following our migration. He spoke that secret language and he came 

from the village of Ayios Germanos, the next village from ours in Prespa. I can’t say 

much more because I do not know much more about him and, if I did, I have no right 

to. But I have a suspicion about him. When I got married back in 1992 – to my Anglo-

Australian husband Mark – I think it must have been him who ambushed my husband 

in the men’s room to tell him that ‘these people say they are Greek but they are really 

Macedonian’. It has to be him; I can think of no-one else. A curmudgeonly mischief-

maker. 

I begin searching. I am given an anonymous poem about the men. 

Ko Vatasha – German in Aegean Macedonia 1948 

13 poisonous bullets shot by spies 

Pierced 13 brave hearts 

13 mothers wept 

13 sisters put on mourning black 

The fields and mountains turned black 

13 women withered 

The flowers and the forests withered 

13 kladenci shed tears 

13 creeks carried the tears 

The rivers swelled with tears 
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The lakes filled with tears 

Men and women stood up 

To show respect and honour for the heroes 

In the green mountain new warriors are preparing 

They join the partisan ranks and take an oath: 

To fight with all of their might 

To liberate their enslaved/occupied dear country. 

I carry that list with me and I will endeavour to find out why. 

 

The elders of the village German write that they ‘were again deceived’ as Greek rule 

‘commenced with arrests, surveillance and torture.’158 After the catastrophe of the 

Greco-Turkish war, they found themselves deceived yet again with the arrival of the 

refugees. ‘The poor from German had previously hired themselves to the wealthy 

Turks as farm labourers and now hired themselves to the wealthier prosfiyi.’159 

The village of Ayios Germanos, it proudly states, began voting for the Communist 

Party of Greece as early as 1926. In 1934 a core group of sympathisers spread the ideas 

of Marx, spurred on by the success of the Russian Vladimir Lenin and Georgian Joseph 

Stalin. They raised money and sent aid to those fighting the Spanish Civil War. During 

the Metaxas regime, the Macedonians were ‘most brutally treated’160 and ‘fought and 

                                                
158 Kajchevski, M.J., Karlovski, A.G., Maljanovski, R.N., & Kajchevski, P.K. 1979, Monograph with Memories – Album About 
the Village German – Prespa Region, trans. S. Elizabeth, Trnovo, p. 9. 
159 Ibid, p. 9. 
160 Ibid, p. 9. 
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resisted the bans against speaking their language.’ However, ‘the party was soon 

discovered and many of its activists were imprisoned.’ 

 

It was May 14, 1945, when the Greek army settled into Prespa. In his Memory Book, 

Kosta Mundushev remembers the day well. The people were summoned to the village 

square; they were told that this is Greece and only Greek was to be spoken here. Then 

the officer pointed to the border with Yugoslavia, only three kilometres away. He told 

them, if they didn’t like it here, they could leave. A curfew was imposed. Anyone 

disobeying it would be shot on sight.161 Mundushev writes that many young men, 

former andartes, took his advice and crossed the border; others fled to the mountains 

and the forests. 

The White Terror was not far behind. The hunt was on for communists. It was payback 

time. 

 
Figure 56. Germanos Dimanopoulos, farmer from Lemos (photograph taken 1954) 

                                                
161 Mundushev, K. 1988, Prespa in Flames and Smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od Resen. (trans. R, Stephou, 2017) now an e-
book. See: http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 59. 
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In my family, it began with my Thio Germanos. The man who, perhaps unwittingly, 

brought the White Terror home. 

A woman who insists on remaining anonymous tells me: ‘Pouros. Germanos. He is 

the one who started it all,’ she shakes her head and her eyes moisten. ‘He was beaten 

up and was forced to name some of the villagers, so he named a few from his village 

and then he got Ayios Germanos in trouble!’162 If it wasn’t for him, she wouldn’t have 

been dragged out of her bed in the middle of the night, arrested and spent two years in 

jail, tortured and always threatened. 

His name was Germanos Dimanopoulos. He was 19 years old. The nickname Pouros 

came from the Greek word for ‘cigar’ because his father, Spiros, smoked them in the 

village. After all, he had worked in America and the cigar was a symbol of 

sophistication and internationalisation that set him apart. Soon all male members of 

his family became known by this moniker. 

It was a tense time. Marshal Tito had won power across the border and Yugoslavia 

was a communist country. He acknowledged Macedonians for the first time with their 

own republic, codifying their language and establishing their own Macedonian 

Orthodox Church. Yugoslav partisans had come to what they called ‘Greek-occupied 

Macedonia’, beckoning the population to follow. They sang songs of revolution: 

Your freedom is in front of you, 

pick up a gun and fight 

                                                
162 Interview: Mrs F. Adelaide 2010. Translated and transcribed 
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and you will have it, now is your time. 

If you don’t, you will lose your chance, 

others will take it from you and you will remain without it, 

and who knows for how long …163 

 

No-one knows why Thio Germanos defied the curfew. If he did indeed break it. No-

one can confirm if it was at night or day. At 19, perhaps he had the bravado of youth 

and didn’t want to be told what to do and when to do it. The fact that he chose to load 

his donkey and travel to the neighbouring village of Lefkona is still a mystery. He had 

relatives in Lefkona but Lefkona was also the home of the feared and brutal chief of 

police, known only as ‘Sarandopoulos’. Mundushev describes him as ‘the rabid chief 

of the gendarmerie’, who was ‘so rabid, his teeth were chattering and his hair was 

straggly; he looked more like an animal than a man.’164 He and the chief of police in 

Ayios Germanos, a man also known only as ‘Gizas’, were on the hunt for communists. 

The memoirs reveal that they were accompanied by gendarmes, soldiers and ‘armed 

spies from the Asia Minor colonists’ communities’ and other ‘monarcho-fascists’.165 

And so Thio Germanos, my second uncle – his father Spiros and my grandmother 

Dimitra were siblings – travelled to Lefkona and, by doing so, ended up unleashing 

the White Terror and condemning the youth of the two villages of Lemos and Ayios 

Germanos. 

                                                
163 Mundushov, K. 1988, Prespa in Flames and Smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od Resen. (trans. Risto Stephou, 2017) Now an 
e-book http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 54. 
164 Ibid, p. 68. 
165 Ibid, p. 61. 
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Eleftheria Papadopoulou166 tells me: ‘He was the reason we all got caught; he went to 

Lefkona to get some tsipouro167 and seeds and they charged him because, during those 

times, we were not allowed to go from one village to another or grind wheat. And 

because of him, seventy people were all taken.’  

‘It’s all because of Germanos, because he was going from one village to another, 

carrying products they we were not allowed to have and, along with him, we were all 

charged,’ recounts Christos Michailidis.168 

What was he carrying that was not allowed? 

My father is adamant: ‘Your Thio Germanos was innocent. He was going to Lefkona 

to buy piglets and an old man decided to accompany him and he got arrested, too.’169 

‘That’s not true, we had piglets in the village,’170 says the woman, who is still too 

afraid to be identified. I will call her Mrs F. 

Whatever the reason he made that journey, there were consequences. He was captured. 

He was tortured. He must have been a communist; he must have been carrying 

information, a secret code perhaps. He must know other communists. Men planning to 

tear Macedonia away from Greece and give it to Tito. Women feeding communists, 

girls knitting socks for them. He had to give names. Names and more names. The 

police wanted names. 

Eleftheria Papadopoulou tells me: ‘They beat him up so badly that he nearly died.’171 

                                                
166 Interview: Eleftheria Papadopoulou, Lemos, 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
167 Tsipouro or raki, is a homemade spirit from the skins of grapes. 
168 Interview: Christos Michailidis, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
169 Interview: Vatsikopoulos Petros, Adelaide 2018. Translated and transcribed. 
170 Interview: Mrs F., Adelaide 2016. Translated and transcribed. 
171 Interview: Eleftheria Papadopoulou, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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And so he gave names. Names and more names. Names of friends, names of 

neighbours. All young people in their prime. Were they really communists? Or were 

they related to communists? Or were they merely part of the Leftist resistance, who 

fought the Italians and the Germans? Had they even heard of Karl Marx or Joseph 

Stalin or Aris Velouchiotis or Nikos Zachariadis? It didn’t matter. He was in the wrong 

place at the wrong time, and he gave them names. Names and more names. After each 

blow, he gave them names. 

‘Sarandopoulos asked him if they [the communists] were organised in Lemos. He 

confirmed this. But they beat him up in order to say that though,’ added Christos 

Michaelidis. 

I wanted to ask my Thio Germanos what really happened. How his actions, deliberate 

or inadvertent, brought so much pain to his friends and neighbours. The last time I saw 

him, I remember a timeless vision of bucolic bliss. He was entering the village from 

the path that leads down from the mountain behind my grandfather’s house. He was 

surrounded by his flock of sheep. They were woolly and dirty with earth, bah-ing as 

they were herded into line with the force of the sheepdogs barking loudly. There he 

was, wearing a long thick greatcoat that looked like it was salvaged from the Second 

World War. His feet were shod in high boots, his trousers tucked into them. On his 

head he had a cap, in his hand a shepherd’s crook. I had met him perhaps on three 

occasions that I remember in my whole life. My mother tells another story: ‘You were 

his favourite. He used to put you up on the table and make you sing the latest songs. 

He rewarded you with chocolate.’172 

                                                
172 Interview: Victoria Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide, February 2018. Translated and transcribed.  
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I don’t remember that, but I do remember sitting in his kitchen after his descent from 

the mountain. I remember him sitting by the wood-fired stove, leaning on the table 

covered with a plastic floral tablecloth. He was wearing a checked flannel shirt and 

peeling an apple, dipping the pieces in homemade honey and handing them to me to 

eat with pieces of walnut. The combination of flavours was delicious. 

I didn’t know then what I know now. It was not talked about. But now that I do know, 

it’s too late. He is dead. 

I decide to do the next best thing. To find those he named who are still alive. I find 

Triandafilya Moundousis, as she was known then. After her release from prison, she 

became his wife. 

 
Figure 57. Triandafilya Dimanopoulou (née Moundousis) 

 

The house is on a dirt road, halfway between my grandfather’s house and the village 

square. A large cherry tree grows in the front yard. It is heavy with overripe fruit that 

have dropped onto the yard, splattering red liquid that looks like drops of blood. 
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I greet her there and she grabs me in a tight embrace, which almost sucks the air out 

of me. I am special to her, even though I can count the number of times we have met 

on one hand. But that doesn’t matter. We are bound by blood. In these parts, that is all 

that matters. I am like the daughter she didn’t have, she tells me, as she kisses me and 

caresses my face; holding my chin in her hands, she fondles my hair and clutches my 

hand. Her elder son, Theodore, is like my brother. Theo was her wild child, always 

getting into trouble in the village, the problem son who needed to be saved before he 

got into serious strife. He is the one who we sponsored to migrate to Australia in the 

early 1970s when he was still a teenager. She pleaded for us to save him. He lived with 

us in Adelaide for a while, before he married a migrant girl from the island of Rhodes. 

Thia Triandafilya has never forgotten. 

She is slight and slim; she had the sinewy body type of someone who never stops 

working. A lifetime of sowing, hoeing and harvesting her bean crops. Milking sheep, 

making yogurt, pickling vegetables for winter, drying fiery peppers and making 

sausages. The life of a village woman whose work never ends and is determined by 

the seasons. She is a widow now. She lives in that one room where I last saw Thio 

Germanos: the kitchen, wood-fired stove and single bench that is her bed. The rest of 

the house is for special occasions, of which there are now none. She has a beautiful 

face. Her hair is grey and kept in a bun at the nape of her neck, her lines are deep but 

few; it’s the weather-beaten face of someone who toils in the sun. I imagine her as a 

young woman, dark long hair, a heart-shaped face with green eyes and long dark 

lashes. From photographs I can see that he, too, was handsome. They were an attractive 

couple. 
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She brings me Greek coffee and cool mountain water, and offers sweets, cherries and 

food – anything I want. I choose the cherries. She reaches out and plucks a few red 

balls from the tree, studies them and throws them away. She tells me they are not good 

this year – they have worms – but she has some inside that are better. We settle down 

and we talk about life in Australia, about Theo and his family; she wants to know about 

my life. I tell her I’m a journalist, I’m married with two children. 

‘Bravo, bravo!’ she says. 

I tell her I want to know about what happened back then. I am not sure if she will talk. 

I ask her if she will tell me what happened. I am not sure if she will agree. She reaches 

out for my hand again and confesses that her sons, Theo and Vangelis, don’t know 

anything. She has never told them. I totally understand why not. Why burden the young 

with the traumas of the past? 

Then she begins to tell me, easily and naturally, as if she is sharing her favourite recipe. 

She was at home; it was an ordinary day.173 

‘I was 17 or 18 years old. They dressed me and when I asked why, they told me that 

the constabulary was coming to pick me up.’ 

‘Did they tell you why?’ I ask. She gestures an incredulous no with a shrug of the 

shoulders. ‘They took Germanos before me.’ This is the only time she mentions her 

husband. ‘They took me, Eleni, Eleftheria, Theodora, Katerina… almost every girl. 

They took us to Lefkona.’ 

                                                
173 Interview: Triandafilya Dimanopoulou, 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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‘And what did they say to you?’ 

‘One man, I don’t remember who, told us to agree with everything they said to us, 

otherwise they would hit us! He said to us that, if there is a God, we would get out of 

here alive, otherwise we would die. I was so afraid, I was shaking.’ 

‘So what did you see Thia? What was happening around you?’ 

She gathers her apron in her hands as if to wring it and looks at the ground. 

‘We were listening to grown men crying and they were fainting because they were 

hitting them so hard. There was a teacher among us and they grabbed her and they 

were hitting her over and over and over again and there was blood everywhere. I cannot 

forget that.’ 

‘What did you say to each other?’ I ask. 

‘Nothing. We were crying because we thought they would kill us.’ 

I ask if they beat her. 

‘No, just a couple of smacks. We were waiting either to live or to die.’ 

She says she remembered the man telling her to say ‘yes’ to everything. And ‘yes’ she 

did say to all the accusations against her. 

‘I got mad and I started shouting “I GAVE HIM SOCKS!”’ 

This is what she was charged with: knitting socks for the communists, who were in the 

mountains facing a cold winter; the communists who were now outlaws; the same ones 

who sought to carve up Greece and deliver Macedonia to Tito. 
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‘There were many people in jail who shouted and were crying and were waiting for 

death. Other people were tortured.’ 

‘How?’ I ask. 

‘They tied them, their feet high in the air and they hit them. My cousin was brought in 

and I wanted to advise her to agree to anything, but I didn’t get to see her and she 

ended up being beaten and tortured. She fainted and they threw water at her and this 

kept going.’ 

We both sit in silence for a few seconds. 

She looks at me with a faint smile, as if to see how I am coping with this information. 

Then she speaks of her sons. 

‘Neither Theodorakis nor Vangelis know of any of this. You are going to tell them?’ 

she asks. 

I am not sure what to answer; I am not sure if she wants me to tell them or not. 

‘I will write about it, Aunty,’ I promise her. 

‘Go and see Eleftheria,’ she says. ‘She was there too.’ 

I leave. 

 

Eleftheria Papadopoulou sits in a sad-looking shop front on the main path, close to the 

village square. I am not sure if the shop is open or closed. She sits on a chair next to a 

large ice-cream freezer; next to that is a wire credenza with displays of potato chips 
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and other snack foods. The rest of the shop looks empty and the lights are turned off. 

She is dressed in black: black headscarf, black dress, black cardigan, black tights and 

black shoes. She has no distinguishing features beyond those of an old crone, sitting 

in God’s waiting room. I try to imagine her as a young woman. 

‘We were punished because my father was an andartis; he was taken to the andartiko.’ 

Unlike Triandafilya, Eleftheria’s father was perceived to be the enemy, though it may 

not have been his choice to join the communists. 

‘And me and another girlfriend of mine were punished because of that.’ It looks like 

the experience has taken a heavy toll on Eleftheria. ‘I was a poor girl,’ she tells me. 

I know that women in the village could never hope for much beyond life as the inferior 

gender; they could not hope for much more than a role as a subservient wife, mother 

and grandmother. Their value was in their honour as virgins, traded as brides with 

dowries. Communism changed all that – it offered equality, rights and a life beyond 

the kitchens and the fields. In celebrated trials of prominent Greek female andartes, 

the judges denounced them as ‘poisonous vipers whose veins do not have Greek blood 

but Bulgarian. They do not have Greek fathers, but Bulgarian’. Some were sentenced 

to death so that they would not ‘poison the blood of our country’.174 

 

‘We suffered so much,’ Eleftheria tells me. ‘It was all lies. They accused me of making 

socks for the andartes. I had to say “yes” I did even though I did not, but just to save 

myself from being beaten to death. 

                                                
174 Stefatos, K. 2011, ‘The psyche and the body: Political persecution and gender violence against women in the Greek Civil 
War’, Journal of Modern Greek Studies, vol. 29, no. 2, p. 258 
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‘If you find Pavlos Diakopoulos, he will tell you everything. Pavlos nearly died; he 

was held in a barn and a drunk soldier, whose brother was killed by the communists 

and in order to take revenge for his brother’s death, he jumped in and held him by the 

neck and started to beat his head against the floor. Very horrendous things were 

happening.’ 

She had the air of someone whose life was tinged with bitterness and regret. Most of 

all, because she stayed behind. 

‘When the war was over and everyone who had the capacity to leave, [had] fled abroad, 

those of us who were poor could not leave. We regretted it so much.’175 

I thanked Eleftheria. Hers is a special name, it means freedom. Something that eluded 

her in this lifetime. 

 

I find Pavlos and his wife, Politimi, in a house by the square. A heavy iron gate 

separates it from the street and inside it is bare, as if unoccupied. I imagine it had 

changed little in the last quarter of a century. Politimi notices me looking around: no 

photographs, no pictures, no floral tablecloths. 

‘We don’t need much,’ she says with a smile.176 

Pavlos sets the record straight. 

‘Whoever told you that he didn’t give bread to the andartes, he was mocking you! 

‘They took cheese, they took meat, everything. And in court, nobody said anything. I 

                                                
175 Interview: Eleftheria Papadopoulou, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
176 Interview: Pavlos and Politimi Diakopoulos, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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was the only one speaking the truth, whoever said they didn’t feed the andartes was 

lying.’ 

The truth is that the communists came in the evening to take food and, in the morning, 

the army came and the villagers were in trouble. It was an evolving door of andartes, 

night after night. 

‘One night, the Greek battalion left and Tito’s battalion came, and the next day the 

Aravanite one and the next day another one from Grevena.’ 

It was either the wrath of the communists or the army. 

Politimi shakes her head. ‘There was a woman who they put in jail and they were 

dragging her all over town behind a horse and wagon; her clothes were bloodied.’ 

‘And now the communists are members of parliament, yet we suffered so much back 

in the day,’ Pavlos sighs. I tell him I will also go and see Christos Michailidis. 

‘He was the biggest rat here!’ he tells me. ‘He said things that could bury the whole 

village!’ 

I find myself now deeper in village politics than I would like to be, but still meet with 

Christos Michailidis. He confirms the charges. 

‘The communists made us their feeders.’177 

‘What do mean, feeders?’ 

‘We were giving food to the communists; they were coming to our houses. Yes.’ 

                                                
177 Interview: Christos Michailidis, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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Like Pavlos, Christos had little interest in ideology. ‘Most of the time they told lies 

and the villagers were illiterate and they believed everything that they told them. Like 

my grandfather, who believed that the communists had taken Florina and Kastoria. 

And those who still favour the Communist party today are the same; they will change 

their political beliefs in a heartbeat if they can get something out of it.’ 

 

Triandafiliya, Eleftheria, Pavlos and Christos have never spoken to anyone else about 

what happened. They were all tried in court and the Mayor of the village of Lemos 

spoke on their behalf; eventually, they were released. I believe they speak to me 

because I am from these parts; because they know my kin, my grandfather, and they 

entrust me with their stories. They were able to rebuild their lives back in this place, 

back in their homes. 

But the people of Ayios Germanos have not. They have never been able to return. 

When the young men and women of Ayios Germanos went to trial, their Mayor did 

not vouch for them; in fact, he condemned them and that is why the 13 were executed. 

I try and try to get someone from that village to talk to me. All my efforts end in vain. 

Until I find Mrs F. 

I remember her as one of the smartly dressed women with the beehive hairdo and the 

secret language, from the homes we visited in the western suburbs of Adelaide. It was 

the mid- to late-1960s and they were all recent migrants to Australia, like us. When I 

first became interested in forbidden languages and the silences of family histories, 

someone told me to go and talk to her, because she was taken prisoner by the Greek 
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authorities during the Greek Civil War. She, too, might have ended up on a list – but 

unlike the ghosts with names – she is alive to tell her story. 

My parents hadn’t visited her for years, though they sometimes saw her at the 

weddings of mutual friends’ children then at the christenings of their children. I ask 

around for her telephone number and decide to call her. I have to think carefully: What 

should I tell her? Why did I want her story? And why should she tell me, anyway? I 

pick up the telephone and call. It rings out. It is not appropriate to leave a message. 

 

I decide to try again the next time I am in Adelaide. I call; it rings out again. I have to 

try something else. I remember Souli – my childhood friend who was allowed to learn 

and speak Macedonian – she lives close to her. Souli tells me that Aunty doesn’t 

always pick up the telephone but listens to the caller – she picks up when she knows 

it’s you. I wait. Then I call. She doesn’t pick up, then the answering machine takes 

over. 

Thia [Aunty – it’s a sign of respect for elders], it’s Helen. Can I come over and 

have a coffee with you? I want to do some research on life in the villages in 

Prespa and I want to talk to you about your story. 

She doesn’t pick up. Perhaps I should give up. Again, I decide to try again the next 

time I am in Adelaide. I find her nephew and ask about her – he smiles knowingly and 

shakes his head. ‘I don’t think she wants to share her story,’ he confides. 

I want to tap into her memory and coax her to recall the trauma she encountered, as a 

way of bearing witness. This is, after all, one of the functions of a journalist – to give 
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a voice to the voiceless. We do this so that it can never happen again. This is always 

what motivates me as a journalist – the urgency to record experience, injustice and 

balance out the narrative; to create a counter-narrative to the stories of the powerful. I 

leave it again until the next time I’m in Adelaide. 

Her nephew’s wife tells me that Aunty was only 17 when she was swept up in a village 

round-up of suspected communists. I wonder if, at that age, she actually had heard of 

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels; as a peasant girl in a rural village, did she even know 

about their promises for the proletariat; did she realise the crimes of Joseph Stalin? I 

doubted it very much. Her nephew’s wife tells me she was jailed for knitting socks. 

It’s not just a metaphor for succour and sustenance to the andartes, the communist 

fighters. It’s very cold in the mountains of Prespa in winter. The lake freezes over and 

the temperatures fall to 25 below zero. Socks could be the difference between life and 

death in the battle with nature. 

I ring again. Nothing. A message is sent via a friend; she is not well – and then this: 

‘She says she has not even told her children what happened.’ 

 

Four years have passed and I am feeling ashamed. What right do I have? My own 

parents were getting sick of me, with my endless questions. My father is angered by 

my search for details. 

‘Details. Details – I’ve told you the story a hundred times, the same again and again. 

Ayde! Helen.’ 

Only my mother is keen: ‘People should know what happened.’ 
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I think about Thia’s children, now adults oblivious to the realities of their mother’s 

life. I begin to see that she does not want to pass her story, her trauma, onto them. It is 

her way of protecting them. I then understand why my family kept their histories silent. 

The migrant experience is all about leaving trauma and hardship behind. A new 

beginning – and here I am, reopening the old wounds and pouring salt into them every 

time I come home with questions. 

I decide to stop. 

I think about her brother, urging me to investigate through names scribbled on the 

corner of an old envelope. No more clues. Keeping his memories to himself, 

simmering and percolating in his consciousness, his trauma, his hurt. His loss. But 

private citizens have the right to keep their traumas private. Buried. Dead. Suppression 

is a coping mechanism. 

It’s none of my business anymore. 

Six months later, I am back in Adelaide. I’m walking with my daughter at the West 

Lakes Shopping Mall when I hear my name called. It’s Helen, Mr S.’s daughter. I joke 

with her about whether her father has changed his mind. I’m still interested. No. We 

talk about her aunt, Mrs F., and I am resigned to the fact that there is nothing more I 

can do. She says she will talk to her. Yes, I say, sure, but I have already given up. 

 

The email message comes from her niece, Helen. No, it isn’t about her father. It is 

about her aunt. 

Mrs F. has agreed to talk to me. 
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Thia does not want me to come to her house. Her brother still does not approve. So we 

meet at a neutral location, her nephew’s home in West Lakes, a suburb of cream-and-

chocolate brick houses, all built in the 1970s; a sprawling modern suburb with an 

artificial lake for kayaking, a huge Westfield shopping centre, cinema complex and an 

Australian Rules Football stadium. It is where many Greeks and other migrants settled 

into their second homes. 

I arrive early with my recorder and notebook, several pens, in full researcher mode. 

She arrives with two trays of sweets she has made, and a warmth and generosity that 

leaves me feeling guilty. I thank her for agreeing to talk to me and she nods several 

times as if to say, yes, yes, let’s get it over and done with. 

I explain that I will be recording this and turn the recorder on, beginning with 

identification: ‘Name is—’ and I begin to sound out her name. 

Her eyes widen and she looks terrified 

‘No, no, don’t put my name, please … because my boys might go overseas; I don’t 

want them to get in trouble.’178 

‘No Aunty, that’s just for me.’ 

I remember that she hasn’t told her children and her first concern is not the pain her 

memories evoke, but the wellbeing of her children. 

We begin the interview with a timeline: it’s 1947 in the village of Ayios Germanos; 

population of around 2,000 people. The Civil War has begun but it has not yet 

                                                
178 Interview: Mrs F., Adelaide 2016. Translated and transcribed. 
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overtaken the village. There is no doubt that the village has a majority of left-leaning 

citizens who are loyal to the Democratic Army of Greece – the communists. In fact, 

many of these fighters are either members of or close to the SNOF brigade, a Slavic 

contingent that is committed to creating a Macedonian Soviet-style state. 

Aunty insists that there were no partisans in the village and that none of these fighters 

ever knocked on their doors. 

‘It was only the Greeks who were asking us: “Did anyone come? Did you give 

anything to the partisans?”’ 

There is no doubt that the citizens of Ayios Germanos resented the assimilationist 

policies of the Greeks, and wanted the freedom to speak their Slavic idiom, and this 

caused tensions with law-keeping authorities – recruited from other parts of Greece 

and having no ethnic ties here – who ruled with an iron fist. 

‘The “khaki people”, the soldiers and the police officers were telling us, “Go ahead, 

the borders are right there, what are you waiting for?”’ she says. 

The wooded mountain that overshadowed the village and provided grazing land for 

their livestock was, in fact, the border. On the other side was Yugoslavia, once a 

kingdom and now a Communist Federation led by the partisan, Jozip Broz Tito. 

The nightmare for Aunty began on April 17, 1947. 

‘The night they arrested us, I was with my older brother at home; however, they only 

took me. Two men came in, wearing “khaki” and took me to the Police. I wasn’t doing 

anything; I was just sleeping. They took me from my bed. They dragged me, and 

twenty other girls in a dark room at the police station. The warrant officer first came 
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in; his name was Planas. He was from our village and he said, “Girls, I know you did 

nothing wrong. We don’t know why they brought you here. Tomorrow morning, you’ll 

just say you didn’t do anything and that you were with the priest doing sanctification”.’ 

She is agitated and her voice trembles. 

I listen in silence; her nephew’s wife, at whose house we have met, brings coffee and 

we reach for the water and sip slowly. I wonder how she summons the courage to 

speak to me – what makes her decide to share the most private and terrible event of 

her life? It’s been nearly six decades since it happened. 

She takes a deep breath. 

‘They took forty other men on the same night. Of course, there was shouting and 

crying; you should have seen the men crying from the beatings.’ 

‘What did you think was going to happen?’ 

‘We didn’t know why this was happening. We had done nothing wrong.’ 

 
Figure 58. Ayios Germanos Police station (photograph 2016). 
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The Ayios Germanos police station still stands in the same location. A lemon yellow 

pastel-painted neo-classical building that overlooks the main village square. It faces 

the eponymous 11th-century Byzantine church that contains the bones of a monk, also 

named Ayios Germanos. Inside, its frescoes depict suffering martyrs, dour saints and 

a frightening depiction of life in hell. 

‘If God was there, he had to punish those people, not us,’ she says. 

On the second day, they were taken to the nearby village of Lefkona, where the 

interrogations began, and she and the other women began their living hell. 

‘They were beating us in order to confess “Guilty”. I was reluctant to confess because 

I hadn’t done anything; I didn’t give anything to anyone. But after the beating, I was 

forced to sign “Guilty”. After that, they stopped beating me.’ 

‘Do you remember what you signed, exactly?’ 

‘I didn’t want to sign because I hadn’t done anything.’ 

Aunty gets up and stands in the corner. She outlines an imaginary rifle with a wide 

leather strap and moves as if she is stepping between the two, and her hands then 

demonstrate how the strap and rifle were twisted around her ankles as she was hoisted 

upside down. 

She comes back to the table, sits, sips her water and continues. 

‘In a very small room, it was like they were playing soccer. One was holding me from 

this side and another one was holding me from that side.’ 
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Her hands reach out, showing how she was manhandled. 

‘One was writing down notes. One man was beating me with the whip on my legs. My 

head was upside down … They stopped for a bit, threw some water on the floor and 

demanded that I walk on the spot where the water was. It was to get my heart going. 

All the while shouting at me, “Speak out! Speak out!” I kept telling them I didn’t do 

anything, I hadn’t been anywhere … but they kept beating me, shouting: “Were you 

there? Did you give anything to the partisans?” 

‘Every time I said, “No,” they turned me upside down and kept on beating me with the 

whip. I had to vomit so that my blood does not go to the heart.’ 

‘Did you find out who they were?’ 

‘They weren’t wearing military uniform. I don’t remember their names. Maybe they 

were specially sent by the state.’ 

Aunty is visibly not well. How could I have thought that her health issues were just an 

excuse to avoid me? Her current health problems, she tells me, go back to that fateful 

time. The torture gave her heart problems and she tells me that she has a ‘hole’ in her 

head caused by the beatings. She has also completely lost her sense of taste and her 

hearing is permanently damaged: ‘my ears are still buzzing, as if I hear a helicopter 

near my ear.’ 

I wonder what sort of strength and courage it takes for her to tell me this. Silence has 

been her coping mechanism for so many years. I, too, take deep breaths. Hearing such 

stories is not new to me; I am not traumatised. As a foreign correspondent, I have heard 

stories of torture before – in the Middle East, in Sri Lanka, in Rwanda – but I always 
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knew I could compartmentalise the experience as a professional and forever forget it, 

once my journalism was broadcast. But I know this woman from childhood; I have 

never had a personal connection with someone tortured like this. 

This was different. 

She slept on the ground in the jail and, for 18 months, wore the same clothes that she 

was arrested in. The beatings continued until she confessed to her ‘conspiratorial 

communist plotting’. 

‘Anyway, the beatings almost killed me; I was only 17 years old and eventually I was 

forced to confess. I thought, Alright I’ll come up with something, and I said “Yes, we 

did meet up under the bridge.” Initially they said, “You are lying, you couldn’t have 

met under the bridge in the water.” They kept asking me, “Did you knit any socks for 

the partisans? Did you support them in any way?” I was telling them “No.” They kept 

asking me to sign a confession and also give names of four more girls. I mean, we 

were already 21 girls in there but I had to specifically name four of them. Finally, I 

gave W [she lives in Adelaide], X [she is in America now], Y [she must be in Hungary 

now] and Z [she lived in Adelaide]. So these were the names I gave as I was forced to 

confess that I was meeting up with the others to get organised.’ 

Terror was a daily occurrence. She tells me, one day, their jailer brought in a sack and 

told them to sit down and be quiet. He then emptied the contents to reveal seven 

severed heads. She tells me, matter of fact, that they must have been partisans because 

their beards were long. Then she tells me of a traumatised woman whose army-recruit 

son had just died in a battle with the Communists. The woman came to the jail with an 

axe and wanted to kill the girls from Prespa. 
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‘She brought the axe to break the window and kill us. All the girls tried to hide in these 

cupboards but we were twenty so there wasn’t enough space to hide. One of our 

guards, his name was Stelios, he was from Kastoria, and he had come from Vigla with 

his trousers full of holes from the bullets. He told her, “What are you doing? These 

girls are innocent.” She said, “I’ll kill them all, just like my son got killed.” Stelios 

was the one who saved us.’ 

I wonder if the bodiless heads haunt her in her sleep, and whether the woman with the 

axe chases her in her worst nightmares. 

‘Aunty, how has this experience affected you. Do these memories come back?’ 

‘It’s hard when you bring back these memories, because it makes you emotional.’ 

At this moment, I have immense admiration for her and immense gratitude because 

she does not have to do this. But it seems that she tried to face this before. 

‘In 1983 we went back for holidays to see the jails in Thessaloniki, but they had built 

apartments there. In Florina, I went to [the church of] Agios Nikolaos where they had 

been executed. There were graves all over the place. My sister was hiding behind the 

church, telling me, “You are going to leave sister, but I am the one who stays here.” 

‘She was still scared and didn’t want to be seen. So I lit all the candles, I cried out, and 

when all the candles melted, we left.’ 

The condemned were taken from the jail in Florina and, at first light, brought to the 

whitewashed church at the end of the town, surrounded by mountains and hundred-

year-old trees, for the last sunrise of their lives. 
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‘I remember, there was this young girl who was wearing a high-school uniform from 

Florina. She was sentenced to death. Her father was downstairs, walking up and down 

and mumbling “Anna, my girl, Anna, what have they done to you.” Finally, they 

kicked him out while beating him. The next morning, at six, Anna was executed.’ 

There is another woman in Adelaide. Her brother is on the list of the 13 executed. I 

know her well, better than Aunty. She was one of the first people to welcome us to 

Adelaide when we arrived from Greece; she organised our accommodation, made sure 

we settled in well and I played with her children. I also know that she was in the same 

jail, at the same time as Aunty. I asked her about this once and she flatly denied that 

she was there at all. I recall her demeanour – she was frightened of my question; her 

entire body language changed – I could almost feel her fear. I quickly changed the 

subject and never brought it up again. 

Aunty recalls this woman’s fear, as they brought her in to witness the beatings. 

‘There was a police officer; his name was Sarantopoulos, with his wife and his twelve-

year-old boy. And his son shouted, “Dad, Dad, she is peeing!” 

‘She did pee as she was watching them beating me.’ 

Many years later, Aunty and her husband brought her to Australia for a new life. 

‘I asked her if she had told her children about those years. I asked her, “Did you tell 

your son about our story? What happened to us, how they killed your brother?” “No,” 

she said. She didn’t want to deliver hatred.’ 
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I think back to her brother, sitting at the table, writing out the death list in Macedonian 

to prove a point. I wonder how she defined herself back in the village. Greek or 

Macedonian? And now, here in Australia, where you can be whatever you choose? 

‘Of course, there were Greeks in our village, our teachers, everyone, it was Greece. 

We were born there; we were also Greeks. It doesn’t matter if we were Macedonian, 

we were still from Greece, only they were telling us that our language is Slavic. 

‘Anyway, it doesn’t matter … it’s done all past now … I’m still living.’ 

 

I cannot forget the White Terror. In 2016 I make an application to the Greek Military 

Archives. I want to see the charges. I want to know exactly what these people were 

guilty of. I want to read the testimonies of the Mayors of the two villages, and find out 

why the youth of Lemos were exonerated and the 13 of Ayios Germanos were 

condemned to die. It takes more than a year. There are many requests, many 

bureaucratic hurdles to manoeuvre. Then there are the translations. But finally, after 

almost two years, I have them. 

    
Figure 59. The charge sheets and court proceedings of the trials of the youth of the villages of  

Lemos and Ayios Germanos. Greek Military Archives.   
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7. THE FRATRICIDAL YEARS 

 
Figure 60. The Greek National Army captures andartes, circa 1947179 

 

The Greek word for it is adelfoktonia180 literally – ‘brother murder’. We know it as 

fratricide: the killing of one’s own brother or sister.181 It extrapolates to blood spilling 

their own blood. Siblings, cousins, relatives. In the villages of Prespa, and all over 

Greece, often this happened during the years 1946 to 1949. Civil War: a war between 

citizens of the same country.182 In Greek it’s emfilyios – literally, ‘in the same race’. 

The villagers can’t bring themselves to say it. They say instead: ‘ta atima hronia’ – 

‘the years without honour’. They always follow it immediately with ‘na min yirisoun’ 

– ‘may they never return’. 

                                                
179 Courtesy of the Athens War Museum. 
180 Adelfoktonia is the Greek word for ‘fratricide’ 
181 See: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fratricide 
182 See: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/civil_war 
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It was a spring day, the ninth of May in the year 1947, when the Civil War came to 

Prespa. 

In spring, the lakes are serene and placid. In their depths and around the reed beds 

surrounding the water, the carp are spawning. The flowers are in bloom – on Mount 

Varnous, behind the village of Ayios Germanos, the endemic Dantus Myrtenervius 

has covered the hillsides in bright pink blankets of the hue known as Albanian pink. 

Red poppies with black hearts spread themselves over the green of weeds and brown 

of earth and, by the waterside, the yellow Lotus corniculatus breaks through the 

pebbles like bursts of sunshine. The wet meadows around the lake are decorated with 

floating water lilies, and the purple orchid Orchis laxiflora is in bloom; its tubers soon 

to be harvested and distilled to make salepi,183 the warming winter drink coveted by 

old men.  

In the village of Lemos, my grandfather Christos is in the fields; his son Nikos is there 

with him. The wheat, barley and rye are flourishing in the mountain plots and, next 

month, they will be ready for harvest. May is the month for beans – tending to saplings, 

tethering and erecting a protective pyramid made of reeds gathered from the lake beds. 

The women in their vegetable gardens are hoeing and sowing seeds for fresh tomatoes 

and red peppers and vegetables such as cabbage and tubers, so they can be pickled and 

dried for the winter. I can just see my grandmothers, Demetra and Konstantina, toiling 

in preparation for the harvest. My father Petros is 15 and he is grazing the sheep on 

the hillside. His younger brothers, Demosthenis and Thanassis, are amusing 

themselves in the yard; perhaps they are playing tzami, or ‘mosque’, a game that has 

been played in these parts for centuries. They stack up stones as high as they can go, 

                                                
183 Catsadorakis, G. 1999, Prespa: A Story for Man and Nature, WWF Greece and the Society for the Protection of Prespa.   
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then roll a ball towards the once-hated structure and demolish it with glee. His sister 

Aspasia is 17 and helping her mother. My mother is seven; she is in the house, 

practising to be a good housekeeper. 

In two days, the village of Ayios Germanos was to celebrate the annual day of its 

patron saint. Saints’ days are times of much joy, feasting, music and dancing. The 

2,500 residents are usually joined by people from neighbouring villages and hamlets 

around Prespa, who come to see the 9th-century church containing the relics of a holy 

man. 

Today, there is little appetite for such celebrations. The young people of the two 

villages, Lemos and Ayios Germanos, are in jail. They are facing trial on charges 

ranging from knitting socks for the communists to treason. If their daughters and sons 

are found guilty, they will be executed by firing squad. Fear and terror have the 

villagers in a vice. 

Everything changed in Prespa on that spring day on May 9, 1947. 

In the hamlet of Sinikismos,184 halfway between the villages of Ayios Germanos and 

Lemos, there is a feeling of dread. This was once the place where Turks lived and, 

during the exchange of populations, this is where the prosfiyi from Asia Minor and the 

Pontus of the Black Sea were settled. Greek patriots they were, loyal to the country 

that gave them sanctuary. The endopyi, resentful of their presence, called them 

monarcho-fascist and colonist spies. The Greek authorities armed them for their own 

protection from their Slavo-Macedonian neighbours. Not all prosfiyi were dedicated 

                                                
184 Sinikismos is the Greek name for the former Turkish hamlet of Shaoufsi which, along with Birtexnshifmi, was one of two in 
the area formerly inhabited by Turks then settled with refugees from Asia Minor and the Pontus, after the 1923 Treaty of 
Lausanne and the exchange of populations. 
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to God, King and country, however; Nikos Zachariadis, the Secretary General of the 

Communist Party of Greece, was a prosfiyos, himself born in the Ottoman Empire city 

of Edirne. His God was Marx and his King Stalin; now he wanted to make the country 

communist. 

On the last morning of his life, Lazaros Stefanidis, who had recently been armed and 

appointed to the local police, was preparing for an urgent meeting of the Prespa 

region’s 20 police officers at the lakeside village of Mikrolimni on the south-eastern 

banks of the Lesser Prespa Lake. Its Slavic Ottoman-era name was Lok or Lak. 

Kyriakos Malpantidis, from the village of Lefkona, and Ioannis Sidiropoulos, from 

Lemos, were also farewelling their families. They needed to make plans to protect 

their community. They knew that the first andarte communist attack of the Greek Civil 

War had already taken place a year ago in Litochoron, on the eastern slopes of Mount 

Olympus, when demobilised soldiers stormed a police post, so it was just a matter of 

time before they struck here. They knew that the communist resistance fighter Markos 

Vafiadis was in the surrounding mountains, organising combatants in a sympathetic 

region, and that the Slavic communist battalions were ready for a fight. He knew that 

the mountains were impenetrable and that the communist leadership was meeting 

somewhere in a secret cave. It was only a matter of time. 

That morning, they were frozen with fear. 

Lazaros’ daughter Saiah remembers it well; her eyes well up with tears and she bites 

her lip to quell the pain of his loss. She still lives in Sinikismos, in a farmhouse with 

her son and his family. Saiah was my mother’s best friend. They were next-door 

neighbours. After the disgrace of my grandfather Evangelos’ crime, it was Saiah’s 

father, Lazaros, who became both the surrogate father and protector of my mother’s 
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family. Saiah’s hair is cut short; she is wearing functional work clothes, thick tights 

and warm slippers; her face is set with deep lines from a lifetime of working bent over 

in the fields. She has a dowager’s hump. I think of my mother, exactly the same age 

but looking a decade younger. Saiah wipes away her tears. 

‘He was sent there in order to serve at an outpost, along with another man from Lemos. 

They knew that the partisans would come and, nevertheless, they sent them there.’185 

Lazaros and the other armed prosfiyi were expecting an attack earlier on May 2 – the 

feast of Saint Athanasios – but their intelligence told them that the locals had 

postponed so as not to ruin the feast day. 

‘My father told my mother: “If you see anything happen, don’t come along. I can 

afford to lose my head but I can’t bear being responsible for your loss. I might get 

killed but you should stay here. You should stick together with the children.” 

‘He knew he was going to get killed. He kissed us goodbye and was crying when he 

left.’ 

He knew something was going to happen soon; but he could not have known the 

endopyi had set an ambush. 

In the memory book, Lak a village in Prespa Aegean Macedonia, the co-author Vidin 

Spiro-Pavlov writes that the armed police units of Sarandopoulos attacked the village 

and arrested 10 people in two months. He claimed units disrupted the feast of Saint 

Athanasios (‘Saint Tanas’ in Slavo-Macedonian) and were harassing the relatives of 

andartes who had left to join the first Slavic communist brigade. 

                                                
185 Author interview, Saiah Telianidou, Sinikismos, 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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‘On May ninth and tenth, the Democratic Army of Greece units attacked the police 

stations in our village. In a full-blown struggle, which ended at two pm on May tenth; 

the one police station that was set up with bunkers at Pando Kasos’s café near the 

church, as well as the other police station, set up and secured with bunkers in the 

village square near Nastas Borovski’s house, fell into the hands of partisan units.’186 

It was a well-orchestrated plan. In his memory book, Kosta Mundushev elaborates 

using the old Slavic names of the villages: ‘The andartes succeeded in taking this 

police station because they had help from the villages Lok [Mikrolimni] Bukovic 

[Oxia], Orovnik [Karies] and most of all Besfina [Sfika], where the partisans were 

sheltered in preparation for the attack.’187 

Two policemen escaped and made their way back through the reeds by the lake to 

break the bad news to Sarandopoulos. Saiah’s father, Lazaros Stephanidis, was not one 

of them. 

‘The ones who jumped in the lake did not return to defend the others. So our men got 

killed – and we did not even manage to bury them. They dug a big grave and buried 

them there.’ 

The police officers sought reinforcements but it was too late; the andartes had blocked 

all the roads – even the army was forced to retreat to its base in Florina. The president 

of the village of Lak and a policeman were executed. The liberation of the village of 

Lak was complete; the andartes gathered in the square and sang their patriotic songs. 

                                                
186 Spiro-Pavlov, V. & Tolevski, M. 2000, LAK Selo vo Prespa Egejska Makedonija (LAK a village in Prespa Aegean 
Macedonia), Tirazh 130 Parchinia, Skopje, pp. 51–53. 
187 Mundushev, K. 1988, Prespa in Flame and Smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 69. 
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I am in Sinikismos, on my way to see the oldest woman in the village. Rebecca 

Stambolidou is 92. She was born in a village near the Turkish capital, Ankara, but her 

family originated in the Pontus region of the Ottoman Empire, in a place called 

Trabizon on the old Silk Road. It used to be an ancient Greek colony. Her house sits 

in a large yard fenced off by a high wall and a sturdy iron gate. In the middle is a large 

cherry tree; at its base, surrounding the trunk, are purple irises. I knock on the door 

and the tiniest woman I have ever seen emerges. 

 
Figure 61. Rebecca Stambolidou 

She is so small I imagine she is the tiniest doll in a Russian matryoshka set. She invites 

me inside; on the walls are posters of the Pontus area of the Black Sea. Her family had 

lived there as long as she can remember. 
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Figure 62. Top: Map of the Pontus area of the Black Sea. Bottom: Pontian men in their national costume.	

 

Rebecca is old enough to remember the exchange of populations in 1922. She was 

eight years old when they made the journey, some 70 to 80 families. She remembers 
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travelling by mule train, passing bridges where the Ottomans used to hang the 

Christians. 

‘The older people said they could see the nooses there and the chains; they hadn’t 

taken them down yet … it was on the river, that murky river. I remember it … they 

called it Red River.’188 

She remembers the journey to Greece by ship, where people got sick and were thrown 

overboard. She remembers being settled in Prespa, where the endopyi called them 

Tourkospori or ‘Turkish seed’: they did not interact with the endopyi; they even 

refused to bury their dead in the church cemetery.  

‘They became more “wild” during the Civil War … they became angrier towards us 

… they did not want us at all.’ 

She remembers what she calls ‘episodes’ where the andartes would come down into 

the village at night and kill military officers, and when their men were armed, they 

began to target them as well. 

‘They used to say, “Go back to your Greece now.” This was not Greece to them, they 

wanted to part of Bulgaria. And they would say to us, “Go to your Greece.” Not all of 

them, just the fanatical people. These were the ones who became rebels. Many left the 

village and went to the mountains.’ 

Then on May 25, 1947, the Greek Army, the police and all the prosfiyi families were 

evacuated from Prespa. There were 50 families from four villages; among them were 

Rebecca Stambolidou’s family, Saiah’s family and my Yiayia Kostantina, with her 

                                                
188 Author interview, Rebecca Stambolidou, Sinikismos, 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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children Marika, Georgios and my mother Victoria. My grandfather Christos 

Vakitsidis and his brother Stephos, born in Asia Minor, were conscripted and their 

wagons and oxen were requisitioned to help the escape. 

Only the prosfiyi were alerted and evacuated. In her house in Miliona, Zoe 

Papadopoulos watched them leave. She was an endopyia but her husband was 

conscripted into the Greek army, which made her a target. It didn’t matter; she was not 

welcome. 

Kosta Mundushev remembers: ‘Then without anyone firing a single gunshot … the 

Monarcho-Fascists came out of their trenches. The military, together with the 

gendarmes, Asia Minor Colonists, Asia Minor colonist spies, their families and their 

household possessions, were all loaded up on horse-drawn wagons. They left Mala 

Prespa in a long column and headed for Lerin [Florina]. After that, Mala Prespa was 

free.’189 

My mother was eight years old.  

‘Why did you leave?’ I ask her. 

‘Because they were going to kill us.’ 

The road to Florina careens around heavily wooded mountains and narrow paths that 

border deep ravines. Seventeen kilometres from Florina is the Pisoderi Gorge. Today, 

it is a ski resort, but it was once a famous site for battles during the Macedonian 

struggle, and again for the Greek Civil War. It rises 1,900 metres above sea level and, 

if you look down, it’s about a 400-metre drop. This is where the andartes tried to kill 

                                                
189 Mundushev, K. 1988, Prespa in flame and smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
<http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in Flames-and-Smoke.pdf>. p. 70 
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my mother and the retreating prosfiyos. It was cold and raining; the young children 

were on the wagons covered with blankets; the men and women were walking. 

‘The andartes started shooting. I was in the wagon standing up; I didn’t realise what 

was going on. The man who owned the wagon was shot and killed, and he started 

slipping away from the wagon. My mother was at the back and she didn’t see him, but 

I told her that the man who was driving the wagon had left. So she came to the front 

and she realised he was dead. Then she shouted at me to keep my head down. And stay 

down,’190 my mother says. 

Rebecca had four children with her: Pavlos, who was 11; Harry, who was five; and 

twin girls aged three months old. 

‘They hit our cart with machine-gun fire from opposite and we lost all our things … I 

lost the children, I didn’t have any of them. Harry jumped out of the cart and into the 

trees and branches, and was crying and was looking for me. The older people didn’t 

allow me to go and get him, because they said I would be seen from the opposite area 

and they would kill me.’191 

They were saved by the air force, which bombed the rebel position; army vehicles then 

arrived and rescued them all. Mothers and their children were reunited in Florina. 

I ask my mother if she recalls how she felt at the time. 

‘I didn’t feel anything. I was too young to realise what was going on and I was thinking 

of the whole situation as a joke. As theatre.’ 

                                                
190 Author interview, Victoria Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide 2012. Translated and transcribed. 
191 Author interview, Rebecca Stambolidou, Sinikismos 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
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We sit in silence for a while. 

‘Our cousin was also there,’ she adds. 

‘Where?’ 

‘With the andartes.’ 

‘Who?’ 

‘Vasilis from Canada.’ 

Her cousin, Vasilis Stephou, was an andartis. Many years later, when she visited him 

in Canada, he confessed; he was firing at her as she was trying to escape to Florina. 

This is what is meant by the fratricides of the Greek Civil War.  

The years of dishonour. 

 
Figure 63. Communist andartes at war192 

                                                
192 Photograph courtesy of the KKE communist archives. 
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After the ‘liberation’ of Mikrolimni, the last stronghold of the Greek units, the 

Democratic Army of Greece took over Prespa. This was now ‘Free Greece’ and the 

Government of the Mountain was in charge. In October 1947 elections were held in 

the Prespa villages; new councils were established.  

In Lemos, Kosta Mundushev was elected president of the village.193 In Microlimni, 

Vidin Spiro-Palov was appointed first in charge of the village’s military operations. 

The population of Lemos was moved to Ayios Germanos to accommodate the 

Officers’ School of the General Headquarters, or SAGA. The village of Pixos 

became the Central Command of the Democratic Army of Greece and the nerve centre 

was Pyli.194 In Lefkona, they based the agricultural cooperative board of the Florina 

region.  

Two hospitals were also created, one in Psarades, the other near Vrondero. A People’s 

court of seven members was set up in Ayios Germanos.195 In the skies, the Greek Air 

Force circled and swooped; the white plane that made its deadly daily drops was called 

galatas, ‘the milkman’. In the mountains near Vrondero, deep and hidden away from 

the ‘milkman’ and the cadres, was Zachariadis’ cave. This was where he still met with 

officials to plan his next steps. 

                                                
193 Mundushev, K. 1988, Prespa in flame and smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 73. 
194 Spiro-Pavlov, V. & Tolevski, M. 2000, LAK Selo vo Prespa Egejska Makedonija (LAK a village in Prespa Aegean 
Macedonia), Tirazh 130 Parchinia, Skopje, pp. 51–53. 
195 Kajchevski M.J., Karlovski A.G., Maljanovski R.N. & Kajchevski, P.K. 1979, Monograph with Memories – Album About 
the Village German – Prespa Region, trans. Stewart. Elizabeth, Trnovo. p. 11. 
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Figure 64. Top: The cave of Zachariadis where meetings took place.  

Bottom: The communist cave hospital near Vrondero 

 

Communist-style cooperatives were established all over the area. There were fishing 

groups, market groups and knitting groups so that the fighters would have warm socks. 

Women were conscripted to sew and cook, others to be medics. Other women were 

conscripted to be couriers during battles. Poltimi Diakopoulos was one of them. 

‘They took us to Grammos along with ammunition, and they told us it’s food and to 

be careful with it. We were scared and so we were extra careful. Horses were carrying 
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it. We knew we were carrying ammunition; it was visible. And the andartes were 

accompanying us, so we were extra careful because we were afraid they would kill us 

if something went wrong.’196 

My grandfather, having delivered the prosfiyos to Florina, returned to the village to be 

with his wife and children. He was soon conscripted with the older men and women 

to dig trenches. To cut down poplar trees and build underground warehouses all over 

Prespa. 

Political commissars held public meetings and there were discussions about Marx and 

Lenin and communist ideology – there was also time for dancing. 

 

 
Figure 65. Andartes dancing in a rebel-held village197 

                                                
196 Author interview, Politimi Diakopoulos, Lemos, 2005. Translated and transcribed. 
197 Courtesy of the KKE communist archive. 
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Soon preparations were being made for Macedonian language schools. They brought 

printing presses and published newspapers and propaganda leaflets. And the news was 

always good. Territorial gains were being made; volunteers were swarming to the 

cause; towns were being conquered – except they weren’t. 

Panayiotis Dimanopoulos was my Yiayia Dimitra’s brother. He read the newspapers 

that were published; he followed the reporting of their purported gains, their 

phenomenal victories. He stacked up the numbers and they didn’t add up. He wondered 

if they were exaggerating. He spoke to someone about his doubts; the family can’t 

recall exactly who he spoke to – perhaps someone overhead them talking. One day, he 

was approached by andartes in the village square of Lemos; they ordered him to follow 

them. They took him behind the square, made him stand in front of a wall, and they 

executed him. 

 
Figure 66. Women of the Democratic Army of Greece assembling a mortar198 

                                                
198 Courtesy of the KKE communist library. 
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Meanwhile in Florina, the prosfiyos had arrived safely. My mother’s family was 

billeted with the household of a baker. They lived in one room. My grandmother found 

a job at the town’s security post to check the women who were leaving and entering 

Florina, in case they were delivering intelligence to the andartes. George, the 

youngest, borrowed someone’s old shoe-shine kit and he sat at the end of a row of 

desperate breadwinners, waiting for dusty shoes to shine, and made just enough money 

to bring home a watermelon or two. My mother’s eldest sister, Marika, was not 

allowed out of the house, for there were too many soldiers around and her virtue was 

the family’s jewel. 

Every now and then, my grandmother wandered around the city, checking 

noticeboards and death notices, looking for news of her andarte nephew. Before she 

was sent to Queen Frederica’s ‘childtown’, my mother found the big city a fascinating 

adventure. On one occasion, she was eavesdropping on a solemn conversation my 

Yiayia Konstantina was having with Marika. 

‘I heard her telling Marika where she was going and I asked her if I could go with her 

and she said “No!” She told me to stay put but I didn’t listen to her and I went there 

anyway.’ 

There were approximately 20 decapitated heads, hanging on wires in the town square. 

‘I didn’t know any of them, of course, and I went just to see. When I returned, my 

mother asked me where I was and I told her I went to see the heads! 

‘She slapped me!’ 
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They were somebody’s sons, somebody’s fathers, somebody’s brothers, somebody’s 

husbands. Did they enlist voluntarily for the cause of Marx and Lenin and Stalin and 

Zachariadis? Did they join up to avenge the years of forced assimilation? Were they 

fighting for a separate Slavo-Macedonian state? Or were they forcibly conscripted 

against their will, only to end up in the centre of Florina as examples, in a gruesome 

monument? 

I have seen the photographs. Some are bearded and their hair is long and wild; others 

have short clipped styles and groomed moustaches. Their facial expressions are 

contorted into their last breaths. Eyes open, eyes closed, mouths open, a grimace, a 

horrified stare. 

‘Where did they put the heads?’ 

‘Where the market was.’ 

‘What did you see, Mum?’ 

‘I saw blood, hair, brains all over the place. It was hard to recognise them. I didn’t 

know anyone and neither did your yiayia.’ 

The severed heads of the andartes were meant to terrorise, to shock and deter people 

from joining the communist cause. To the children of Florina, it was a gruesome 

curiosity. 

Rebecca’s son Pavlos’ curiosity also got the better of him. ‘I saw them, too. Back then, 

when an andartis was killed, they chopped off their head so that they would not know 

who he was. They carried the heads and hanged them there. I saw the heads and I was 

seeing nightmares! I was so scared!’ 
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‘What did they tell you about the heads?’ 

‘Those heads were placed there by our own people! They shouldn’t have done it, but 

they did!’199 

 

In June, the mountain tea Sideritis syriaca is ready for gathering: soothing and healing, 

it is the medicine of nature. In the fields, it is the time to tend to the beans, to gather 

the vegetables in the gardens and pickle them ready for winter. In July, the red summer 

apples are ripe for picking; wild strawberries dot the fields, succulent and juicy. The 

hay is mowed in the meadows and bales are secured tightly and stacked for the 

animals’ winter feed. The beans in the fields are emerging and white flowers blossom 

on the green stalks. The first swallows emerge from their nests and take to the skies. 

 

In Florina, the condemned of the two villages are preparing for judgement. On June 

14, 1947, the youth of Lemos went to trial under order number ‘51/1947 In the name 

of King Pavlos’, in an Urgent Military Court in Florina.200 On July 12, 1947, under 

order number ‘66/1947’, it was the turn of the youth of Ayios Germanos. 

The Greek Government moved swiftly to ban the Communist Party, in light of their 

creation of a separate ‘state’ in Prespa. They passed the ‘Compulsory Law 509 

27 December 1947’, stating ‘on security measures of the State, the regime, and the 

social order, and the protection of citizen’s liberties’. This meant that all leftist parties, 

                                                
199 Interview: Pavlos Stambolidis, 2014. Translated and transcribed. 
200 Order number 51/1947 and Order number 66/1947 from the archives of the Military Court of Athens, Petrou Ralli 1, Rouf, 
Athens. Translated by Irene Chatzimargariti. 
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and any organisations that supported them, were outlawed. The death penalty was the 

sentence for ‘seeking to apply ideas, which overtly aim to overthrow the regime or the 

established social system by violent means, or aim to detach a part from the whole of 

the country.’201 

 
Figure 67. From The Mercury, August 25, 1949, is an example of the harsh sentences  

for captured communists by military court martial. 

 
The trials began in Florina at nine in the morning. Interested citizens came to watch. 

The defendants were led to court and each one was asked about her or his identity. The 

secretary read the order by which they were all committed to trial. The president of the 

court let the defendants know what they were accused of. The Royal Commissioner 

handed the president a list of all the cited witnesses. 

During the trial of the youths of Lemos, the mayor of the village, Dimitris 

Papadopoulos, stood up in court and defended them all. In the court transcript, he says: 

                                                
201 Voglis, P. 2000, ‘Between negation and self-negation: Political prisoners in Greece, 1945–1950’, in M. Mazower (ed.), After 
the War Was Over: Reconstructing the Family, Nation, and State in Greece, 1943–1960, Princeton University Press, 
Oxfordshire, p. 73. 
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‘Lemos is a village where foreign propaganda never existed and its residents never 

took part in any anti-national actions. All of them are good Christians who sacrificed 

for the liberation of their country.’202 

His defence has now become the stuff of legend, and perhaps myth. My father, who 

wasn’t even there, tells me his version. ‘The mayor of the village intervened and said: 

“If you want to kill these people, kill me first. I’ve known these people from a young 

age. Our village is very flat, only fields, nobody let us go out of the house after sunset. 

When the sun rises we go to work; there is no way we can feed the andartes, the army 

has surrounded us.” 

‘And because of that, the people went free.’203 

Eleftheria Papadopoulou was one of the prisoners charged with knitting socks. In her 

version: ‘Then the mayor intervened and said: “These poor girls have nothing to do 

with the andartes; they did not help at all. They just went out of their houses to pick 

up wood to warm themselves up in the fireplace.” That is why I survived.’204 

 

Some of the defendants received short prison sentences; most were released and all 

survived. 

But it wasn’t the case for the condemned from Ayios Germanos. 

Some of the women were charged with supplying food to the andartes and knitting 

socks, but the men faced more serious charges. The Slavic battalions of the Democratic 

                                                
202 Court transcript from Order number 66/1947. 
203 Author interview, Petros Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide, 2017. Translated and transcribed. 
204 Author interview, Eleftheria Papadoupoulou, Lemos, 2004. Translated and transcribed. 
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Army of Greece were active in Prespa and, according to the memory book Monograph 

with Memories – Album About the Village German – Prespa Region: ‘the German 

[Ayios Germanos] villagers joined EAM, SNOF, AFZH, EAS, EPA, ETA and 

contributed a great deal.’205 Included in these acronyms are communist separatist 

groups. 

Their fates were sealed when the Mayor of Ayios Germanos, Alexandros Damoulis, 

entered the court. He was a royalist. He took the stand – he said he was 42 years old, 

a farmer and Mayor of Ayios Germanos, and a Christian. He swore on the gospel that 

he knew the defendants and he testified against them. He named names and said they 

had been working for the simorites, or ‘bandits’; they had been meeting frequently. 

They would go out into the fields and give them food. Others were members of NOF, 

the Slavic battalions, and many were active recruiters. 

Other witnesses came forward; some said the defendants had Bulgarian flags in their 

homes, that they fundraised for the NOF and that there was no security in Ayios 

Germanos until their arrest. And so, the 13 men from Ayios Germanos, the same ones 

in the list that was handed to me by Mr S., were all found guilty and condemned to die. 

The Greek scholar, Polymeris Voglis, is trying to research the exact number of people 

executed. He writes that the lowest estimates come from British sources, which claim 

that 3,033 were executed between July 1946 and September 1949; others put it as high 

as 5,000.206 

                                                
205 Kajchevski M.J., Karlovski A.G., Maljanovski R.N. & Kajchevski, P.K. 1979, Monograph with Memories – Album About 
the Village German – Prespa Region, trans. Stewart. Elizabeth, Trnovo, p. 11. 
206 Voglis, P. 2000, ‘Between negation and self-negation: Political prisoners in Greece, 1945–1950', in M. Mazower (ed.), After 
the War Was Over: Reconstructing the Family, Nation, and State in Greece, 1943–1960, Princeton University Press, 
Oxfordshire, p. 81. 
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On the day of Saint Dimitrios, the Warrior Saint, Eleftheria Papadopoulou, who was 

released earlier, was passing by the place where they held the condemned. She heard 

her name called from a low window. 

‘They were crying from inside the windows. They asked me, “Mrs Eleftheria, they 

didn’t kill us today. Do you know if they changed their minds? Are they going to give 

us amnesty?” I did not know anything. They told me they begged for some money 

from a woman in the village, in order to get a lawyer and support them. That woman 

had extra money that had arrived from America, but she didn’t give them any.’207 

There is a place by the church of Saint Nicholas, just outside of Florina on the road to 

Prespa. This is where they took prisoners, early in the morning, for execution. 

Apparently, they buried them in the fields nearby. 

Eleftheria wipes her tears as she continues her story. 

‘The next day, I pass by the same place and see their bodies being picked up. They had 

already killed them. Their sisters were all out here, crying on the streets, collecting the 

sheets they were lying on. All young men. No women were killed. But they were all 

innocent. 

‘Everybody was so sad. The girls were set free from the prison, and then they all left 

for America, Canada, I don’t know about Australia. So those were killed; we were let 

out of prison, we went to work as servants, we got married, some immigrated abroad… 

and it was all over.’208 

  

                                                
207 Author interview: Eleftheria Papadoupoulou, Lemos 2004. Translated and transcribed. 
208 Ibid. 
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8. REMEMBERING TO FORGET 

 
Figure 68. The Athens War Museum (photograph 2016) 

 

I’m in the capital and I’m heading for the Athens War Museum, because I want to see 

what the state has decided is its official narrative of the Greek Civil War. I was last 

here in 2005; my interest is piqued by renovations that closed an entire floor. Back 

then, I found the military history of the country incomplete, but I put this down to 

building works. 

From a distance, it looks like a capacious airport hangar. In the forecourt sit warplanes: 

a Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, a 1963 Vintage fighter/bomber, a Northrop F-5A 

supersonic Freedom Fighter, dating back to 1964. Among them is an assortment of 

cannons and missiles. The building is Brutalist in architectural style, covered with a 

sandy marble facade that would camouflage well in a desert. All hard angles, the box 
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shape is a stark contrast to the nearby neoclassical mansions with their white columns 

and delicate ironwork balconies. 

I approach the entrance; a Greek flag flies on the roof. The building is vast and 

masculine, spreading over four storeys. How appropriate, I think, as I walk up the 

extremely wide steps to the entrance, so wide they could accommodate a platoon. 

Commissioned in 1964 to honour those who fought wars for Greece, most of it was 

built during the time of the Colonels’ dictatorship, between April 21, 1967, and July 

24, 1974. One year later, on July 18, its doors opened to a democratic country. 

 
Figure 69. Panorama of the first floor and courtyard (photograph 2016) 

 

The corridors are wide. I don’t know why, but I’m thinking Albert Speer for the sheer 

scale. There is a central courtyard with a few statues, standing as if they have been let 

out to exercise. It reminds me of a prison yard. And then I imagine the statues lined up 

against the wall are readying for an execution. I perish the thought and begin to look 

around. The War Museum’s mission, it states, is:  

to collect, preserve and exhibit military artefacts and memorabilia, and to 

study, document and project the sacred struggles of the Greek nation from 
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antiquity to the present day, in order to preserve the national memory and 

promote the historic continuity of Hellenism.209 

I note the use of ‘to the present day’. 

The first of its aims it has achieved, as I wander among ghostly mannequins dressed 

as medieval knights in chainmail and impregnable helmets; the warriors of the past 

from all over the world are well represented. I stop at the samurai, the officer caste of 

medieval Japan, and remember their practice of seppuku or hara kiri, the ritual suicide 

for honour. Sun Tzu would find this museum fascinating. 

I move towards the Greek wars of the 20th century and what I know is a century soaked 

in blood. I look for the historical timeline of war. I want to see how Greece ‘preserves 

the national memory’. Back in 2005, I thought that the national memory was suffering 

from a bout of amnesia. But the museum was in the middle of renovations. I gave it 

the benefit of the doubt. 

I move past the interminable Struggle for Independence, to the Macedonian struggle 

from the Ottomans, the Macedonian struggle of 1904, and two Balkans wars that 

followed. After the war with Bulgaria, the two countries ethnically cleansed their 

Bulgarian and Greek speakers in a civilised way – by treaty. World War I and then the 

Italian occupation of 1941; the German invasion came next. 

I stop and walk backwards. Something is missing. It’s the Greco-Turkish war of 1919–

22. The Great Idea of waging war with Turkey to reclaim the unredeemed Hellenic 

territories of Asia Minor, the coast of Smyrna and then Constantinople. There is 

                                                
209 See: http://www.warmuseum.gr/en/the-museum 
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nothing here. The Great Idea became known as the Great Catastrophe, and a routed 

Greek Army not only returned defeated, it then had to undergo another ethnic 

cleansing – this time relocating Greeks whose ancestors had lived there since antiquity 

to a Greece they did not know, and returning the Turks whose ancestors had lived in 

Greece since the days of the Ottoman Empire.  

Nothing. Not a mention. 

The wood panelling is elegant and polished, in the colours of deep walnut. There are 

cabinets with pistols and documents and mementoes of soldiers long gone. I pass white 

ghostly mannequins trapped in fluoro-lit cabinets. Gold lettering announces the 

Resistance. I look closely at the photographs: a warrior Orthodox priest; bedraggled, 

unshaven resistance fighters in the mountains; a group of men posing in front of a 

slow-roasting lamb on a spit. Behind me, I see a bust of Napoleon Zervas, the leader 

of the right-wing resistance group, the National Democratic Greek League (EDES).210 

The next photograph is of men, wearing military uniforms of baggy khaki shorts; they 

are unmistakably British. Our allies in the war. Britain’s Special Operations Executive 

(SOE), secretly flew in classical Greek-speaking commandos to help coordinate the 

two main resistance groups – the right-wing EDES and the left-wing ELAS.211 But 

there is no mention of ELAS here, the communist-dominated resistance. The most 

effective combatants of the occupation are excluded from the national memory.  

Nothing. 

                                                
210 EDES (Ethnikos Democratikos Ellinikos Syndesmos): National Democratic Greek League. A right-wing resistance 
movement 
211 ELAS (Ethnikos Laikos Apeleutherotikos Stratos): National Popular Liberation Army, which is the military wing of EAM 
(Ethnikon Apeleutherotikon Metopon) – the leftist National Liberation Front.  
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In 1950 Greece sent troops to Korea, after the United Nations Security Council 

resolution 82. It was indeed a civil war, but it was someone else’s civil war. I imagine 

schoolchildren coming here, being spared the history of their country’s own bloody 

and destructive war. 

 
Figure 71. Timeline of Athens War Museum from Liberation straight to Korea with the Greek Civil War excluded 

(photograph 2016). 

 

Perhaps it was me who missed something. Was it in another room, on another floor? 

‘Excuse me,’ I ask at the front desk, thinking quickly of how to frame the question. 

‘I didn’t see any exhibits on the Greek Civil War – perhaps I have missed them?’ 

He is young. He looks up at me and his eyebrows slowly rise, eyes widen and just as 

quickly roll back; it’s that look you give to people when you want to signal a secret 

message without alerting others. 

‘It’s a black chapter,’ he whispers. His head slowly moves from side to side, signalling 

a negative. ‘It’s too sensitive.’ 

It’s a phrase I will hear again and again. It is too sensitive, because it’s still within 

living memory. 

I walk down the stairs to the office of a man who does research. It resembles a 1970s 

film set. Judging by his desk, time has moved slowly. His computer looks like 
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something Steve Jobs invented in his garage. I ask him about the absence of the Greek 

Civil War and ask if there is any work being done here to collect information, oral 

histories, memories … He stops me with a palm hand held out at arm’s length, as if to 

halt this line of questioning. He tells me he has tried; he tried once and got howls of 

disagreement. When he sought the stories of the left, the right denounced him; when 

he spoke to the right, the left denounced him. So he stopped. And now he does nothing. 

‘But they will all die and their stories will be buried with them,’ I say. 

He shrugs his shoulders and gives me the look of having tried but been defeated by the 

political polarisation that will not end. 

I despair at the stories, the oral histories, the testimonies, the history that will be lost 

to oblivion. Even in academia, the period of 1949–74 is characterised as an era where 

‘professional historical research was relatively absent.’214 The period to 1989 saw the 

universities gradually begin to enter the field. But it wasn’t until as recently as the 

1990s that a new generation of historians began to seriously study the issue.215 

At the next office, a uniformed official tells me that the War Museum actually wrote 

20 volumes of Greece’s military history once and there was such an outcry at the lack 

of objectivity that it was all pulped. I have two journalism students with me – they 

know very little about the Civil War; they were not taught it in school. Memory hurts. 

Why should the next generation be burdened with the past? Would I be doing this if I 

was still living in Greece? Would I have known and would I have cared? 

                                                
214 Avgeridis, M. 2017, ‘Debating the Greek 1940s: Histories and memories of a conflicting past since the end of the Second 
World War’. Historien, vol. 16, p. 9. 
215 Ibid, p. 10. 
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I walk out and head towards Constitution Square. Ahead of me is the stately Hotel 

Grand Bretagne. Once a mansion to rival King Otto’s, it boasts it has ‘had among its 

guests over 40 kings, queens and heads of state’.216 Adolf Hitler stayed here during the 

Occupation, then Churchill in its aftermath. In December 1944, left-wing 

demonstrators gathered here to oppose the forced disarmament of ELAS, while armed 

right-wing militias settled scores with impunity. Fighting erupted and the events of 

December became a turning point of no return towards civil war. 

I pass the parliament where today, communist politicians sit next to nationalists, who 

debate with socialists and disagree with the new fascists of the Golden Dawn. The 

Civil War has ended here, but not in the greater community and certainly not in the 

War Museum down the Avenue Queen Sofia. The war might have ended in 1949, but 

it wasn’t until 1989 that a government of national unity legislated for national 

reconciliation. Forty years seemed to be a sufficient time for national healing. For 

many years, the top brass would not believe they were fighting a civil war. They 

insisted that they were fighting bandits, based on ‘The Law Concerning Brigands and 

the Prosecution of their relatives’, of 1871.217 

 

                                                
216 See: http://hotelsofgreece.com/athens/grandebretagne/history.html 
217 Pendakis, K.L. 2015, Political Genealogies of a Generation: Kin, Movement and Party in the Greek Diaspora, unpublished 
PhD Graduate program in Sociology York University, Toronto, Canada, p. 10.  
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Figure 72. The 1989 Law to lift the consequences of the civil war 1944–49. Translation by author.218 

 

                                                
218  https://www.e-nomothesia.gr/suntaksiodotika/nomos-1863-1989-fek-204a-18-11-1989.html 

	
Law	1863/1989	Lifting	the	consequences	of	the	civil	war		
1944–1949	
	

LAW	NO.	1863	
	

Removal	of	the	consequences	of	the	civil	war	1944–1949.	
	

THE	PRESIDENT	
of	the	Hellenic	Republic	

	
We	issue	the	following	law	voted	by	the	House:	
	

Article	1	
	

• The	period	since	the	retirement	of	the	Troops	until	31	
December	1949	is	recognized	as	a	‘civil	war	period’.	

	
• Where	the	legislation	in	question	refers	to	the	term	‘bandit	

war’,	it	is	replaced	by	‘civil	war’	and	where	‘bandits’	is	used	
with	the	term	‘Democratic	Army’.	

	
• Provisions	of	editorial	acts,	resolutions,	laws,	decrees	and	

ministerial	decisions	that	are	contrary	to	the	provisions	of	
this	Act	are	abolished.	
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The 1989 Law219 changed the lexicon (see Figure 72.). The word ‘bandit’ was 

expunged. The Civil War was acknowledged. Files on left-wing activists were burned. 

Left-wing resistance fighters were rehabilitated and, for the first time, they and their 

dependents became eligible for government pensions. A symbolic reconciliation park 

was promised in the mountains.220 But, nearly 70 years after the end of the Greek Civil 

War and nearly 30 years after the historic parliamentary coalition declared 

reconciliation as an official policy of the Greek State – genuine reconciliation is found 

wanting. 

 

I am disappearing underground to the Athens of antiquity. Down the escalator at 

Syntagma metro station, I enter a parallel universe. A giant concourse is lined with 

marble in an ancient Greek key pattern. Commuters are scattering, running for trains, 

oblivious to the beauty around them. Museum cabinets display Greek vases and 

archaeological finds discovered during the metro works. Behind glass walls, I can see 

a cross-section of history. A skeleton lies in between the layers in an eternal sleep. 

I am off to the suburbs of Athens to find some balance after my visit to the war 

museum. I have been trying to access the archives of the KKE,221 the Communist Party 

of Greece, but these are only open to select academics with proven left-wing 

sympathies. Instead, I am invited to visit the party’s library and research centre. The 

Charilaos Florakis Cultural Centre is a two-storey villa bequeathed to the party by its 

namesake, a former resistance and civil war fighter. The former ‘bandit’ spent 18 years 

                                                
219 Law 1863–1989. See: https://www.e-nomothesia.gr/suntaksiodotika/nomos-1863-1989-fek-204a-18-11-1989.html 
220 The National Reconciliation Park was opened in the Grammos Mountains 23 years later. The ultimate goal of the National 
Reconciliation Park is to contribute to national reconciliation and the development of the country. http://grammos-pes.gr 
221 KKE (Kommonistiko Kommatos Ellada): Greek Communist Party 
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in and out of prison at the behest of a succession of right-wing governments. In 1974, 

with the collapse of The Colonels, the KKE was legalised and Charilaos Florakis 

became its secretary general. An avowed Marxist for his entire life, he was still able 

to make deals in parliament with the right, and even reconciled warring leftist groups 

in coalitions of ideology. It looks like a well-to-do house; I ring the doorbell and 

proceed up the stairs to the first floor. A librarian greets me; he has been expecting me. 

He proudly shows me the library, a room of floor-to-ceiling books on socialism and 

communism – as if the latter is still a coveted and successful political brand. Most of 

them are in Greek. 

He proudly shows me the volumes of memoirs and autobiographies, published in two 

memory booms: one after the rehabilitation of the Communist Party; the other after 

the Reconciliation Law. I flick through some of the memoirs. The lexicon is telling: 

the people on the right are ‘monarcho-fascists’ and only Marxism holds the answer. 

We move to another room where a heavy wooden table set with chairs awaits. Next to 

it, a roped-off study. This is where Florakis worked; his desk is still laid out with pens 

and paper weights, and on the walls are awards from former communist states. 

    
Figure 73. Left: Charilaos Florakis as an andarte. Right: His office.  
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He has set out some pamphlets for me and some books that I can peruse. I sit down 

and begin to read. I won’t find exactly what I’m looking for because I am not only 

interested in the Left/Right dimension but also the Slavic/Greek divide, and this has 

always been a source of disagreement and embarrassment for the communists. 

The war correspondent Elisabeth Barker writes that, for the KKE, ‘the Macedonian 

problem [was] a millstone around its neck’. Its strongholds were in the north of Greece, 

where most of its members were Slavo-Macedonian. At its Third Party Congress in 

1924, the Greek communist party, in line with the Comintern222 and the Balkan 

Communist Federation, adopted as its official policy the right of Slavo-Macedonians 

to self-determination.223 This haunted the party all the way to the last days of the Civil 

War. 

The official finds me and hands me two large hardbound tomes. 

‘I have found your family,’ he announces. I had sent him the usual list of surnames: 

Vatsikopoulos, Vakitsidis, Bakousis, Bakousidis. 

The volumes are entitled, They Fell for Life: Heroes, People’s Martyrs, Freedom 

Fighters. They are the names of all those who died fighting in the Greek Civil War. 

He opens the page to two names.224 

                                                
222 Also known as the Third International, this was an international communist organisation (1919–43), advocating world 
communism. 
223 Barker, E. 1950, Macedonia: Its Place in Balkan Power Politics. Greenwood Press, London, p. 64. 
224 Publication of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Greece, 2008, They Fell for Life, vol. 2, Athens. 
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Figure 74. Taken from Volume 2, alphabetical B, in They Fell for Life.225 

 

The first I recognise: 

VAKESTSIDIS or VAKITSIDIS VASILIS 

Of Stephanos and Angeliki 

Born in 1929 in the village of Lemos Florina. Member of EPON226 was ranked 

in DAG.227 Served in the 536 battalion under the leadership of Hassion. Died 

16 March 1948 in the area Goutsoupia Pierion during a battle with the National 

Army.228 

Our immediate family is extremely lucky; only two people lost their lives during the 

Civil War. This was my grand-uncle’s son. But I’m surprised at the next name. 

It is familiar. 

VAKETSIDIS NIKOS 

Son of Christos 

Born in 1930 in the village of Lemos, Florina. 

Fighter of the 14th Battalion of the DAG. 

                                                
225 Published by the Communist Party of Greece. 
226 EPON: United Panhellenic Youth Organisation (the EAM youth movement) 
227 ΔΣΕ: Democratikos Stratos Elladas, or DAG: Democratic Army of Greece 
228 Author’s translation 
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Killed on 14 December 1948 in Naousa. 

Nikos is my father’s elder brother; Nikos is not dead. 

 

I am back in Prespa, on my way to see the ‘dead man’. I am walking the road that leads 

from the lake to the village of Lemos. On either side are vast verdant fields; the beans 

have emerged from the earth and are winding their way up the reed stalks. The lake’s 

surface is shimmering under the sun’s rays, as the pelicans sun themselves and glide 

in slow manoeuvres across the invisible borders that divide the lake into three states. 

The wooded mountains circle the valley like a protective embrace. I remember the 

words of Noel Brailsford, who was here in 1903, puzzled at the human poverty with 

people living in hovels in such a rich landscape. In the distance, a farmer is ploughing 

his land, not with the plough of Adam but with modern machinery. But in the 1940s, 

Brailsford’s thoughts were repeated by no less than General James Van Fleet, the 

American military commander who took over from the British to fight the communists. 

Quoted in the diaries of Cyrus Sulzberger, scion of The New York Times publishing 

family, Sulzberger recounts Van Fleet was disturbed that:  

[he] saw not a single sign of anything the Greek government had done to 

benefit the inhabitants since they took over that area from the Turks in 1912. 

Not a school or a dam or a railway. That is a pretty lousy record.229  

                                                
229 Sulzberger, C. L. 1969, A Long Row of Candles: Memoirs and Diaries 1934–54, Macdonald, London, p. 411. 
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Van Fleet remarked on bountiful wheat yields, herds of sheep and cattle, yet the nearest 

villages were ‘mud hovels’. Most telling of all, Sulzberger writes that Van Fleet said 

this ‘sometimes makes him feel like a communist’.230 

The road narrows and on the right is the cemetery. I turn left. A two-storey house, half-

whitewashed, with climbing roses scaling the façade, is visible through a large blue 

iron gate. Of course it’s blue; I’ve heard the owner cannot stand the colour red. This 

is the house of my Thio Niko, the communist hero who gave his life in battle – except 

that he didn’t. I knock on the door. For someone who was supposed to have died in a 

battle in 1948, he looks very much alive and thriving. His small eyes crinkle with 

delight when he sees me; his cheeks are rosy. He has the family hair, those tight curls. 

 
Figure 75. My father's family. Back row from left: My father Petros, the youngest Demosthenis,  

Aspasia, Thannasis. Front row: Nikos, my grandfather Christos, Nikos’ son, my grandmother Dimitra  
and Evangelia Nikos’ wife. 

                                                
230 Ibid. 
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‘Ela, ela!’ (Come, come!) He grabs me in a tight embrace, kisses me on both cheeks 

and beckons me to enter. Apart from my early childhood in Greece, I have probably 

spoken to him only a few times, but that doesn’t matter where blood is concerned. I 

am Petro’s daughter. 

His wife Vangelio greets me and immediately offers coffee, soft drink, sweets – 

whatever I prefer. I ask for water. 

‘No,’ she says, ‘I’ll get you an orange soft drink.’ We settle for coffee and water. 

Thio Nikos and Thia Vangelio have a daughter in Thessaloniki and two other children 

in Flint, Michigan. They once migrated to the United States of America but didn’t like 

it. This is their home, where they belong. The children’s remittances keep them 

comfortable. 

‘Thio, did you know you’re supposed to be dead?’231 

He breaks out into a guilty chuckle. 

‘Yes, I hear they have written it in books.’ 

The truth is, because he did not want to die, he deserted the Communists and joined 

the Greek National Army. 

 

                                                
231 Interview: Nikos Bakousidis, Lemos 2005. Translated and transcribed.  
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It was July 15, 1947, and Thio Nikos was newly engaged. The Communists had arrived 

in Prespa to set up their ‘Free Greece’, just after the Greek Army departed and 

evacuated all the prosfiyi. He was working in the fields when he was first approached. 

‘They said, “Who wants to volunteer with the andartes?” Nobody did. Who would 

want to go to the mountains, you think?’ His tone became serious. ‘Someone said, “I’ll 

show you tomorrow!”’ 

The next day, all men from the ages of 18 to 50 had to assemble in the village square 

and they were conscripted into the Democratic Army of Greece. They took 80 people, 

including his cousin, Vasilis Vakitsidis, the first name I saw on the Communists’ 

honour roll of the fallen. They trained them in the ravine behind the village then they 

sent him to war. 

Vangelio adds, ‘People went to fight out of fear. Nobody wanted to volunteer.’ 

She is right. The Communists suffered from a shortage of recruits and they began 

forcibly conscripting people.232 After they took Thio Nikos, they began taking women 

and conscripted his fiancée and his sister, Thia Aspasia. Later they come for my 17-

year-old father. 

Thio Nikos was 21 years old and was sure he wouldn’t make it to 22. 

‘They took us to the mountains, to Grammos near Kastoria. They gave us arms, Italian 

guns and took us to Vitsi and then to Kaimaksalan mountain.’ He gestures raising a 

rifle to shoot and bursts out laughing. ‘The guns were shooting fire. Flames would 

come out as if we were telling the enemy: “Here I am, go ahead and shoot me!”’ The 

                                                
232 Close, D.H. & Veremis, T. 1993, ‘The Military Struggle, 1945–9’, The Greek Civil War, 1943–1950: Studies of 
Polarization, Routledge, London, p. 103. 
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Communists had a shortage of reliable arms as well as fighters. By 1948, one-quarter 

of their army was female, four-fifths were, like Thio Nikos, under the age of 25, and 

the majority were Slavophones.233 

‘We had lice, we didn’t have anything to eat and we didn’t have proper clothes or 

shoes.’ 

Each unit of the Communist army had its own political commissar, whose job it was 

to keep them motivated and faithful to the cause. They told Thio Nikos that they had 

taken Athens and Thessaloniki. He knew it was a lie and decided to hatch a plan. He 

points to his leg. 

‘So I took a can and I placed it here and I shot through it, so it would be more believable 

to them that I got injured where they sent me. The major was also injured. From there, 

four people carried me full of blood and took me to the village of Vatochori. I stayed 

there on a stretcher all day and, when it got dark, they took me and all the other injured 

to Koritsa, Albania. I was there for three months with two thousand injured andartes.’ 

When he recovered, they sent him straight back to the front. 

Desertion was becoming a big problem for the Communists and it was a serious 

offence punishable by execution. The conscripts were watched closely by their 

political commissars and the discipline was coercive.234 

‘You didn’t trust anyone there to tell him or her that you wanted to leave. Because if 

they didn’t want to leave themselves, they might rat on you to the andartes and you 

                                                
233 Ibid. 
234 Close, D.H. 1995, The Origins of the Greek Civil War, Longman, London. 
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would end up dead, so it was every man for himself and you didn’t talk to anyone 

about it, not even if your own sister was there with you.’ 

It was early December 1948 and a light snow was beginning to fall. The andartes were 

planning an attack on Naousa and Nikos had fallen behind his battalion. It was night 

and he could see the lights of Florina. 

‘I knew there was no salvation.’ 

In the darkness, he slipped away and watched the andartes march on; two hours later, 

they were gone. He was all alone. 

‘I didn’t know where to go. If the partisans caught me, they’d kill me for leaving them. 

On the other hand, if I was caught by the army, I’d be killed, too. So I remained hidden 

for a couple of nights.’ 

On the third day, as dawn broke, a shepherd appeared with his sheep and Nikos tried 

to talk to him. 

‘He got scared when he saw me and I said, “Don’t be afraid. I am surrendering.”’ 

But the shepherd ran, leaving his sheep behind. Eventually, he made it to an army post 

and surrendered. He was taken in for questioning and, this time, he got lucky. One of 

the gendarmes had served in Prespa. 

‘I told him I was from Lemos, so the gendarme said, “Whose son are you?” I said, “I 

am Christos Mariticides’ son.” So he said to the others, “This man is a patriot; he is 

one of us. His father is Greek and loves the country. He has no connections with the 

andartes whatsoever. He is from Asia Minor.”’ 
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A battle took place in Naousa December 14, 1948. Nikos Vakitsidis was missing, 

presumed dead. His fiancée was killed in battle. 

In fact, Nikos Vakitisidis had swapped uniforms. He got good shoes to wear and all 

the food he could eat. Then he was sent back to the front. As a soldier of the Greek 

National Army. 

  
Figure 76. Nikos Vakitsidis as a soldier in the Greek National Army 
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9. THE GHOSTS OF PRESPA 

 
Figure 77. The Cemetery in the grounds of Saint Paraskevi Church, Lemos 

 

The bones of my ancestors lie buried in the black earth around the church of Ayia 

Paraskevi, in the spiritual heart of the village of Lemos. I notice that the architecture 

of death has evolved from rough stone crucifixes in the ground to small tombs of shiny 

white marble, veined and etched, topped with little houses where the deceased live in 

photographs next to oil burners of eternal light. Some have a porcelain angel; others a 

crucifix. They have serious-looking faces; their eyes tell me they have seen too much. 

They had little in life but, in death, their sons and daughters, who’ve migrated to the 

other side of the world, now afford them these elaborate houses of eternity. The elders 

are almost all gone now, lying in peace, their secrets safely buried with them. I walk 
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along the aisles of the cemetery, their ghostly presence in the photographs and 

inscriptions of names I do not recognise. 

I’m looking for my Papou and Yiayia – the line of my blood. My paternal 

grandparents. But where are Christos and Dimitra Vakitsidis? They were right here the 

last time I came, lying side-by-side in separate graves – they seem to have moved 

since. In fact, they have now moved in together where they can rest eternally forever. 

In the final rite of passage of their lives, they were exhumed, as is the custom in 

Orthodox villages. My Yiayia Dimitra was the first to die, at the relatively young age 

of 82; Papou Christo waited another 14 years before he joined her, at the age of 99. 

Exhumations are the ‘final and complete separation between the living and the 

dead’;235 the last chance for the dead to feel the sun and the air, and for the living to 

say goodbye. The bodies are exhumed, female relatives under priestly supervision 

reach into the dugout pit and remove the bones, one-by-one. A good death is one where 

the bones are removed easily without clinging flesh and hair. But if the flesh still clings 

to bone and hair to skull, then it has not been good. Sins may have not been forgiven 

and the deceased will have difficulty entering paradise. For my grandparents, I imagine 

the rite went well. I am more than certain that my grandmother’s long thin grey plait 

had left its skull with great ease, for she was a true victim and life was not kind to her; 

nor to him. Their bones were washed white, the colour of purity; they were blessed 

and placed in an ossuary and reburied, so they may lie together while their souls 

escaped to paradise. 

                                                
235 Anthropologist Loring Danforth details the rites of death and exhumation in Danforth, L.M. 1982, The Death Rituals of 
Rural Greece. Princeton University Press, p. 58 
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On the tombstone is a lamp. I light it and cross myself. I do this automatically. It 

saddens me that I did not know them. I am disappointed in myself. I remember again, 

back in 1977, when I first returned and tried to speak to Yiayia and was shocked when 

Papou replied that she did not speak Greek well. Why didn’t I question why? Where 

was my curiosity? Why didn’t I just try harder? Why didn’t I find a way to 

communicate with her? 

 
Figure 78. Christos Vakitsidis and Dimitra Vakitsidou. ‘Dear Photograph’ old image in Lemos 2016. 

 

It’s too late now. I close the large blue steel gate of the cemetery and head for the 

square, where a small quorum of the parliament of old men is gathered in the shade. I 

spot Mr P.; his grandfather was the civil wartime president of the village, who 

defended and saved the young men and women of Lemos from execution during the 
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trials. I had him asked for photographs, letters, anything that he might have; after all, 

his grandfather is a Greek hero. I approach him to see what he found for me. He sees 

me nearing and he turns away. He looks worried. He tells me he can’t find anything 

and, anyway, there are many books written about the Civil War and everything I need 

is there. He is talking about the state-sanctioned narratives, anodyne or general, but 

that is not what I want. There is a nervousness about him – I think I have unlocked a 

fear that he has supressed for years. I thank him. For his silence. I totally understand. 

Hero or not, everyone here has the right to forget. 

An unpaved road from the square leads to the mountains and the border with FYROM, 

and to my grandfather’s house. It winds past a row of shops, a corner grocery store, 

two tiny restaurants and a hairdressing salon. I cross a small bridge over a stream and 

I look up towards my patriarchal home. 

Before me, like a prehistoric billboard on the mountain, is the word ‘OXI’ or ‘NO’ 

rendered in whitewashed boulders. The word is famous all over Greece. It’s the 

strident World War II retort from then Greek Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas, to 

Italy’s ultimatum to enter Greece in October 1940. 

‘No’ meant war. 

The village elders’ parliament can’t agree on how the giant boulders got there, who 

found then carried them all the way up to the 1,170-metre-high mountain in the first 

place; probably Greek soldiers, who resided at the army base behind my grandfather’s 

house in the years up to the 1970s, when this was a military zone constantly under 

surveillance. In Prespa, the ‘No’ began to mean much more than just ‘No’ to 

Mussolini. Throughout the years, it lingered like a metaphorical Big Brother, a Janus-
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like message of national pride in foiling the enemy and a fear-inducing symbol of 

nationalistic surveillance. 

  
Figure 79. Left: The ‘Oxi’ from Google Maps, satellite image 2018. Right: The ‘Oxi’ photograph taken from 

grandfather’s house (photograph 2005). 

 

The house of my grandfather is now empty of people. It belongs to his grandson, my 

cousin Christos, who works and lives in Thessaloniki. It is locked. I climb the high 

cast-iron gate and land in a yard overtaken by weeds, with a house on its way to ruin. 

The outside tap is absorbed by a bush; the entrance to the laundry has grasses fighting 

to get inside. And all around it are waist-high wild plants, encircling the homestead. 

Nature is reclaiming it by stealth. My grandfather built this house of stone in the late 

1930s in the traditional style. Small windows, despite the spectacular view, suggest 

fiercely cold winters spent inside by the cast-iron stove. 

 
Figure 80. My grandfather’s house. Main home on the right,  

on the left rear is the Turkish house (photograph 2016). 
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A small mudbrick structure catches my eye. It has two solitary walls, slowly 

disintegrating. This is the Turkish house, where my father was born in 1931; he was 

the last child born there. I scratch the wall with my nail, a dry red dust-like soil flakes 

away, some straw then tiny bits of granite in the colours of pink and white. 

   
Figure 81. The Turkish house my father was born in, now a ruin (photograph 2016). 

 
I lean on the Turkish ruin and run my hand over its dry earth adobe walls. 

 

 
Figure 82. Abandoned house in Lemos, Prespa (photograph 2016). 
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I leave the house. I jump the fence and explore the area. The grasses are knee-high and 

among them are wildflowers of lilac and yellow, embroidering the ground like an 

earthy rug. Behind my grandfather’s house, I see an abandoned house. And then 

another and another. 

Fewer people choose to live here, in Prespa, than in any other part of Greece; officially, 

it has the lowest population density in the country.236 The 2011 census counted 3.05 

residents per square kilometre. 

But no-one talks of the ghosts. 

No-one speaks of the 8,000 people who fled during the Greek Civil War; many running 

for their lives, others forced to leave at gunpoint. 

Today, some 1,200 mostly elderly people live scattered in 14 villages. 

The ghosts have been counted but their voices remain silenced. 

They stand like skeletons, partially covered in decomposing, decaying flesh. Their 

pane-less windows like empty eye sockets, where eyeballs are gouged out. Others 

appear as beaten-blue prisoners, standing defiantly before a firing squad. You can take 

my body, they are saying, but you will never take my soul. Their ghosts are long gone 

but the ghost houses remain, as if holding out for a return that will never come. 

They remain there, dignified, defying oblivion and hoping to stand long enough to give 

question to memory. Nature is slowly dissolving their outer skin, even though their 

                                                
236 See: http://greece.greekreporter.com/2011/07/25/results-for-greeces-population-are-out/ 
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foundations, like sturdy bones, resist oblivion – they will be the last to go. But the 

elements will, slowly, over many harsh winters and heavy snowfalls, reclaim them. 

Slowly, nature will demolish the handiwork of man. 

 
Figure 83. Abandoned house (photograph 2016). 

 

I walk down the hill to where the ruins are in better condition. The walls of stones are 

exposed on the lower level. I look closely at veins of grey-and-white silicate – this is 

local granite. The upper level is separated by planks of poplar from the woods and, 

above them, mortar of mud and straw. Some of the more sophisticated buildings have 

been robbed of their decorative mouldings. Some of the abandoned homes sit right 

next to, or between, inhabited ones. Like life and death in one street. 
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But the neighbours have not, will not, demolish them, out of respect. They will not 

bury them because the corpse is not theirs to dispose of. 

    
 

    
Figure 84. Windows in the ruins of Agios Germanos (photographs 2016). 

 

Slowly, they will return from where they came. The granite to the ground, the mortar 

to the earth, the wooden palings will rot and weather away; the straw of the mortar will 

be carried away by the wind. Only the memories of those who remember remain and, 
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as long as they maintain their silence, out of fear or forgetfulness, a whole era of 

history, of lives lived and traumas endured, will disappear. I wonder who still recalls 

the events of Prespa. 

Who lived here? Why did they leave? I look up at the ‘OXI’ mountain and wonder 

how I will find out. 

It stares down at me like an authority figure, chiding me for my curiosity. 

    
Figure 85. Left: The Karafilidis/Karfilovski house in the village of Miliona. Some of the architectural mouldings 

have been taken. Right: Ruin in Lemos (photographs 2016). 

 

I move to the cemetery at Ayios Germanos to look for the line of my milk. My 

grandmother Konstantina is buried here; she, too, has been exhumed and reburied with 

her daughter Marika, the beautiful one. Konstantina’s disgraced husband is buried 

somewhere in Albania; no-one knows and no-one cares. Marika’s is in Florina but she 

chose to spend eternity with her mother. A few plots away lies Olga, the woman who 

stole Konstantina’s husband and destroyed our family. 

I get up and leave the cemetery. I set off for my ancestral homes. Konstantina’s is now 

a hotel built in the traditional style; it belongs to her grandson, my cousin Christos. I 

reach the square of Ayios Germanos. In the spiritual centre of the village stands the 
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Byzantine church, built in the 11th century. It’s named after the Orthodox Christian 

Patriarch Germanos the First. Inside is an ossuary, containing what many villagers say 

are his bones. A larger church has been added onto it and a high bell tower completes 

its holy presence. Opposite is the police station, and all around the Turkish and 

traditional homes speak of a time of prosperity. Some were once grand, with fancy 

mouldings and cast-iron balconies and curved window grills. I see faded street signs 

and house numbers on rusted gates. Then I spot a two-storey house in immaculate 

condition, flowering roses climbing up the walls and in the garden, vegetables and 

more flowers in the shades of carmine and dark pink. So this is what the houses once 

looked like: stones, flowers, streams, mountains – a bucolic paradise. A Greek flag 

flaps in the gentle breeze. I take a photograph and move on. 

Then I remember another photograph that I have been carrying with me. I first saw it 

many years ago, in a shoebox on a countertop in a shop in Florina. It was a copy of a 

copy of a copy and hard to make out. It was taken in the main square by a French 

photographer, who was with the French forces in the First World War. It is dated 1914. 

Census figures for 1913 record 1,621 residents and it seems that they are all in the 

square posing. 

 
Figure 86. Ayios Germanos, then known as German 1914237 

                                                
237 Photographer is unknown. This photograph is displayed in cafes in Florina and Ayios Germanos. 
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A bearded priest sits in the front row, flanked by what I believe are French soldiers; 

children sit at his feet and all along the front row. Some villagers are dressed in western 

clothes, suits and ties and smart hats; I find a man sitting with what looks like a panama 

hat on his lap. These are the ones who have worked in the USA and Canada, and have 

tasted a life of freedom and free enterprise. Others wear traditional peasant costumes 

with white homespun shirts, hand-loomed vests and trousers. The women are in 

peasant costumes of their own making, the old women in black. 

 
Figure 87. ‘Dear photograph’ French photograph of German circa 1914, rephotographed by author, 2016 

 

I line up the police station in the background; the house on the left still stands. 

There are 182 people living in Ayios Germanos, according to the 2011 census. In 1940 

there were 2,177. And on one day in mid-August 1949, there were none. 
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Let me be more specific: in 1910, there were 500; in 1920, 1,549; in 1940, 2,177; and 

in 1951, 0. 

I take more photographs of the deserted ruins then I return to the house with the flag. 

The flag is gone. In the front yard, an old man is watering his garden and watching me 

out of the corner of his eye. I wave and say hello. He is friendly and says hello back. 

We make polite conversation and he asks me where I am from. I explain. He then 

invites me into the yard. Then he volunteers information, which seems to justify why 

he is here and, without saying anything, it explains the flag and its sudden removal. 

‘I am a Vlach,’ he explains. ‘I have lived here since 1954 when the government gave 

me this house.’ 

It suddenly makes sense. When the population of Ayios Germanos was gone, the 

Greek government sought to repopulate it. Between 1952 and 1954, 1,700 Vlachs were 

settled in Prespa. They were given homes and land.238 The Vlachs, or Aromanians, 

speak a language close to Romanian and are believed to be descendants of Roman 

Legionnaires.239 They were transhumant shepherds, who moved with the seasons from 

pasture to pasture. They were very Greek in consciousness and perfect for the 

repopulation of Ayios Germanos. Their nomadic existence ended here in Prespa. The 

Vlachs benefited greatly from the departure of the Slavs.240 As for the disappearing 

flag, I believe he is a true Greek patriot and, when he spotted me, probably thought I 

was a daughter of one of the original inhabitants, who had gone into exile at the end 

of the Civil War, and was sent to photograph the house they’d abandoned. Many are 

                                                
238 Publication of the Community of Prespa. See: http://www.youblisher.com/p/892957-The-Villages-roots-of-Prespa/ 
239 Winnifrith, T.J. 2002, ‘Vlachs’, in R. Clogg (ed.), Minorities in Greece: Aspects of a Plural Society, C. Hurst and Co. 
London, p. 112.  
240 Van Boestchen, R. 2000, ‘When difference matters: Sociopolitical dimensions of ethnicity in the district of Florina’, in J.K. 
Cowan (ed.), Macedonia: The Politics of Identity and Difference, Pluto Press, Sterling Virginia, p. 41. 
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Their homes were confiscated by the Greek government in 1953243 and, in 1982,244 

they were allowed to return, but only if they were of ‘Greek birth’. In other words, if 

they defined themselves as being of Greek identity. Very few took up the offer. 

I walk back through Lemos. It’s eerily quiet. People are indoors: taking a nap, drinking 

their afternoon coffees. There is washing on the line, the dogs are dozing. No-one 

keeps sheep anymore. Satellite dishes on the roofs catch television from Greece and 

FYROM, and there are still enough people alive who understand both. There are only 

182245 people living here now. In 1940 there were 738. 

And let me go further back further: in 1910, there were 193; in 1920, 555; in 1928, 

547; and in 1940, 738. 

Why did they leave? How do you summon up a ghost? Then I remember the Memory 

Books. Of course, the ghosts came to me. Kosta Mundushev will tell me. 

 

It’s 1948 and the Government of the Mountain is in disarray. The ‘Prime Minister’ of 

the Provisional Government, Markos Vafiadis, and the General Secretary of the 

Communist Party, Nikos Zachariadis, are not seeing eye to eye. Vafiadis is a Tito man 

and Zachariadis is with Stalin. The two men are arguing over tactics. Vafiadis is 

                                                
http://macedoniawa.com.au/mcwa/data/img/uploads/files/Greek%20names%20of%20Macedonian%20Village%20Names%20C
hanged%20by%20Greeks.pdf 
243 Their properties were seized under dictate of Law 2536/53. See Van Boestchen, R. 2000. ‘When difference matters: 
Sociopolitical dimensions of ethnicity in the district of Florina’, in J.K. Cowan (ed.), Macedonia: The Politics of Identity and 
Difference, Pluto Press, Sterling Virginia, p. 37. 
244 Decision 106841, 29.12.1982, Official Journal vol. 2 no. 1 and Law 1540/85 Official Journal vol. 1 no. 67. Ibid, p. 44. For 
more on these decisions, see: Danforth, L.M. 1995, The Macedonian conflict: Ethnic nationalism in a transnational world. 
Princeton University Press, New Jersey, p. 122. 
245 Greek Census 2011 
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confident that guerrilla tactics are the only way to fight the American-assisted Greek 

Army but Zachariadis has decided that the Democratic Army of Greece should become 

a conventional force. Zachariadis won; it was a decision they lived to regret.246 

Forces bigger than they, namely Tito and Stalin, were also at loggerheads. Tito was 

empire building, with a view to absorbing Greek Macedonia and Albania and of 

creating a powerful Balkan block. Stalin was furious. In June he expelled Yugoslavia 

from the Cominform.247 A year later, Zachariadis expelled Vafiadis. Tito closed the 

borders and Stalin was not interested in Greece. Four years previously, he and 

Churchill divided up Europe in a secret percentages agreement, and Stalin had 

exchanged Greece for Romania.248 The Greek Civil War was all but over. 

Epihirisi Pyrsos, or ‘Operation Torch’, was launched by the Greek National Army on 

August 9, 1949, in the western Macedonian mountains of Grammos and Vitsi. Kosta 

Mundushev was on the Vigla Mountain, defending the pass into Prespa with 30 men 

and women from Lemos and Miliona, when they got the order to withdraw, abandon 

the line and head back to Ayios Germanos. Greek aircraft were firing rockets and there 

were machine gun bursts as they swooped down, making the retreat difficult. The 

planes were coming from the direction of Florina and Kastoria. They had kept the front 

line for two years, built with ‘their sweat and blood’ and as they ran ‘with it they left 

their greatest hope for freedom behind’.249 The andartes arrived in Ayios Germanos 

at 10.00 pm. The square was teeming with fighters, men and women from the area. 

The villagers were instructed to pack some belongings and head for the village of 

                                                
246 Stavrakis, P.J. 1989, Moscow and Greek Communism: 1944–1949, Cornell University, New York, p. 197. 
247 Close, D.H. & Veremis, T. 1993, ‘The Military Struggle, 1945–9’, The Greek Civil War, 1943–1950: Studies of 
Polarization, Routledge, London, p. 121. 
248 Stavrakis, P.J. 1989, Moscow and Greek Communism: 1944–1949, Cornell University, New York, p. 3. 
249 Mundušev, K. 1988, Prespa in Flame and Smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, p. 88. 
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Psarades, closer to the Aravanite border. Mundushev writes that they did not want to 

go; the andartes began to threaten them. These are the ghosts from the houses that are 

now abandoned throughout Prespa. They did not want to leave. They had no choice. 

‘Go ahead kill me then, what worse could you do to me than kill me … without my 

family I am already dead. Kill me and bury me here, at least my grave will be on my 

soil,’250 one woman yelled. The Church of Ayia Paraskevi in Lemos was sounding its 

bells and people had gathered with their carts and oxen or horses, loaded with heavy 

blankets and food, and they headed west towards Albania. The andartes were going 

from house to house, looking for people who were refusing to go, checking for those 

who tried to hide. 

In a basement in a stone house near the Yugoslav border, a group of people were 

hiding. My grandmother Dimitra, her sister-in-law Sophia, her other sister-in-law 

Angeliki, and their children; my father’s younger brothers, my Thio Demosthenis and 

Thio Thanasis. My grandfather Christos had sent a message to my grandmother, 

instructing her not to leave because he soon would be surrendering to the Greek Army. 

My Thio Demosthenis lives in Adelaide and Thio Thanasis in Lemos. They both 

remember the day. I piece together the story after speaking to both of them. 

‘The airplanes started bombing the village. The andartes were collapsing and they 

were leaving so we hid up here.’251 My Thio Thanasis was 14 years old. I speak to him 

in the village of Lemos after he returns from a day on the mountain. He is a shepherd 

and bean farmer. 

                                                
250 Ibid, p. 89. 
251 Interview: Thanassis Vakitsidis, Lemos 2014. Translated and transcribed. 
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Thio Demosthenis lives in Adelaide. He migrated to Australia in the 1970s and spent 

his working life in factories. He was then seven years old. 

‘We were hiding and then Thia Spiroitsa, who had been on the frontlines working for 

the andartes, came running in, screaming that the army is coming and that they would 

slaughter us all.’252 She knew the hiding place well and, whether she intended to do so 

or not, she gave them away. Right behind her was an armed communist. 

Thio Thanasis continues: ‘There was an andartissa; she was carrying a machine gun. 

She told us that we would either leave or she would kill us all. So we got up and your 

grandmother took some cheese, packed the wagon with the animals, and we headed 

for the village of Pyli.’ 

Kosta Mundushev describes a large column of people heading down towards the 

narrow strip known as Koula, with its small bridge over the lake that leads towards 

Albania. 

‘[There] were andartes carrying heavy weapons and ammunition, horses and mules 

with heavy loads, elderly men and women and livestock. The column looked like 

muddy rainwater, travelling down a river after a strong rainstorm during dry weather. 

Everyone was rushing trying to get ahead and cross the bridge before dawn, before the 

aircraft came back,’253 Mundushev writes. 

It was eight kilometres to the bridge and the road was swarming with andartes, who 

had returned from the frontline and were rushing to get over the bridge before daylight 

and before the planes returned. At 4.30 am, seven aircraft came from the direction of 

                                                
252 Interview: Demosthenis Vakitsidis, Adelaide 2015. Translated and transcribed. 
253 Mundušev, K. 1988, Prespa in Flame and Smoke, Opštinski odbor na SZB od NOV, 
http://www.pollitecon.com/html/ebooks/Prespa-in-Flames-and-Smoke.pdf, pp. 91–2. 
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Ayios Germanos and Lemos; they swooped over the road in a bid to stop the retreating 

communists. My Yiayia Dimitra, my Thio Thanasis and Thio Demosthenis were going 

to be collateral damage. 

Mundushev writes: ‘The planes swooped down low and machine-gunned the people, 

the wagons, the livestock and the horses carrying the heavy loads. Many people and 

livestock were killed during the first pass … bullets were flying all around and several 

rockets exploded nearby … The airplanes circled around the sky like vultures 

swooping down and spreading death and destruction.’254 

My family made it past the Koula Bridge and onto the other side of the lake before it 

was bombed. The oxen were having difficulty navigating the rocky and uneven paths 

and the yoke broke; one of the oxen ran away. They hid during the day and travelled 

at night. ‘There were planes dropping – bahm boom bahm boom!’ Thio Thanasis 

witnessed something he had never since before or since. ‘When we go to Vrondero 

[near the Aravanite border], the sun rose and the airplanes would drop gasoline and 

the fields would catch fire. Just like fire-extinguishing planes drop water, these planes 

dropped gasoline and then a bullet and the whole field would get on fire. Everybody 

there died.’ 

What do you think it was? I ask, but I think I already know the answer. 

‘[They were] the bombs that were dropped in Vietnam. The Americans tried the same 

bombs first in Greece.’  

It was napalm. 

                                                
254 Ibid, p. 93. 
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Mundushev writes that, on August 15, 1949, a bulldozer and a priest were brought to 

a mass grave between Lemos and the Koula Bridge. All the bodies of the fallen were 

scooped up and thrown into the pit. The priest performed the last rites and it was 

covered over. Nobody knows where exactly it is. 

In the Aravanite town of Korçë, they lost Demosthenis. 

‘He fell off the carriage,’ Thio Thanasis says. It was impossible to find him among the 

throng of andartes, civilians and the chaos. 

‘I fell asleep somewhere,’ Thio Demosthenis says. They looked everywhere for him 

and they finally found him in a Turkish village nearby. ‘They recognised me from the 

mole on my arm and the scar on my face.’ My Thio Demosthenis had been kicked in 

the face by a mule and had a scar in the shape of the hoof near his cheek. 

In Elbasan near the coast, there were thousands of andartes and they began to look for 

their sister, my Thia Aspasia. They were too late; she had been put on a freighter with 

thousands of combatants. Stalin had agreed to take them and settle them in the Uzbek 

capital of Tashkent. Dimitra, Thanasis, Demosthenis and the rest were bound for the 

People’s Republic of Poland. Mundushev writes that this did not go down well – most 

of the civilians thought they were taking refuge from the bombing and would return 

home at the end of the war. 

‘Where is Poland?’ someone asked. ‘Why are we going to so far away?’ someone else 

asked. ‘They killed our children, they destroyed our families, houses and now they 
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will be sending us to Poland?’ Another asked: ‘Will they give our properties and 

houses to the Greeks?’ Prophetic words.255 

On August 27, 1949, just past midday, trucks arrived and transported everyone to the 

Aravanite port of Durres. On August 28, 1949, the Polish ship Koshchushko began its 

journey to the Polish port of Gdansk. It was the first time anyone had left Prespa; it 

was the first time they had been on a ship. 

‘Your grandmother was sick, the ship was moving … we were lying down, one next 

to the other on the floor; there were no beds. We, the children, were playing on the 

deck. When we arrived in England, the English men came to check our ship for 

andartes; they knew there were andartes on the ship of course – 14,000 of them were 

on the ship – and every day, they were moaning and whoever eventually died was 

thrown into the sea.’  

My Thio Demosthenis remembers it well. When they arrived in Poland, they were 

washed, clothed and looked after well. The boys went to school, the women worked. 

Thio Demosthenis was educated in four languages. Thio Thanasis wanted to be an 

engineer. The opportunities were there for them. It would be another eight years before 

my grandfather and the Red Cross would convince the Poles to let them return to 

Greece. Others never returned. Their homes remain in ruins all over Prespa. 

                                                
255 Ibid, p. 103. 
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Figure 89. Left: In Poland; back row from left: Sophia, Thanasis, Yiayia Dimitra;  

front row: Demosthenis and Vasso, Sophia’s daughter. Right: Thanasi and Demosthenis in Poland. 

 

    
Figure 90. Left: Demosthenis in Adelaide, 2000. Right: Thanasis in Lemos, 1998. 

 

It’s 2017 and I am in Adelaide, presenting at a conference on wartime narratives. A 

young woman, who is related by marriage to friends who come from Lemos, has come 

to hear me speak. In the break, she pulls a piece of paper out of her handbag and gives 

it to me. 
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‘I thought you might find this interesting,’ she says. She can’t remember where she 

got it from or who gave it to her. It might have been on Facebook, but she can’t recall 

where, exactly. I take the page and read it with scepticism. It purports to be a CIA 

document. Undated and heavily redacted, it claims that, after the end of the Greek 

Civil War, the Greek government sought the help of the Americans to ask Tito to take 

an estimated 50,000 ‘Macedonians’ who had sided with the communists in the war 

and thereby help Greece ‘in solving its difficult minority problem’. 

I immediately think it is fake. 

The truth is that the Americans are correct, when they write ‘the Greek Macedonians 

are not a homogenous group either nationally or ideologically’ (see Figure 91.). I go 

home and search the CIA archival website; I enter the classification number. 

It is there. It is genuine. 

 
Figure 91. CIA Cold War document CIA-RDP79100975A0010002000001-7  
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10. THE PRESPA PALIMPSEST  

 
Figure 92. Cross on Saint Panteleimon, Florina, north-western Greece 

 

It’s the first thing I see on approach. From a distance, it appears as a faint symbol 

floating in a fog of milky white clouds. As I get closer to the town of Florina – the 

place where I first opened my eyes in this world – I see that it is not an apparition in 

the sky, but a monument embedded into the top of this northern city’s highest 

mountain. It stands like a stake of ownership, a giant instrument of torture – the 

crucifix. It is 33 metres tall, a Greek Orthodox concrete marker on the summit of the 

thousand-metre-high mountain of Saint Panteleimon. At night, a switch is flicked to 

illuminate the darkness and it shines, a constant presence in companionship with the 

Moon. It was erected in 1967 by the then Metropolitan of Florina, the fiercely 

conservative prelate, Augoustinos Kandiotis who, after 533 years of Muslim 
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sovereignty, vowed that nothing but Christianity would ever hold power in this town 

again. His subjects would never ever have to look up and see a crescent moon 

accompanied by the stars. Never again. 

The other thing his Eminence would make sure of is that the town and the region would 

be nothing but Greek, forever. It took a disaster of cataclysmic proportions and nothing 

less than the expulsion of the Greeks from Asia Minor and their exchange for the 

Turks, but it would make Macedonia Greek. 

If Greece exists today as a homogenous ethnos, she owes this to [the Asia 

Minor Catastrophe]. If the hundreds of thousands of refugees had not come to 

Greece, Greek Macedonia would not exist today. The refugees created the 

national homogeneity of our country.256 

Florina is a Greek University town of terracotta-tiled rooftops and multistoried 

apartment blocks, the sort that have a shop on the ground floor and units up to five 

stories high. They are joined together and take up entire blocks on 19th-century streets, 

which are too narrow for this sort of 20th-century architecture. Their balconies are 

generous and decorated with dark pink flowering pots, laundry and lazy chairs. The 

apartment blocks reveal exposed wiring and signs of concrete cancer, as if they were 

hurriedly built and the contractor never got a chance to finish. Many have been 

graffitied so many times that it looks like cleaning fatigue has taken over. Across town 

runs the Sakoulevas river, shallow and hosting a family of ducks. On each side stand 

crumbling neoclassical mansions – many boarded up and abandoned – their owners 

migrated to Australia, Canada or the United States of America. The University of 

                                                
256 Kandiotis quoted in Karakasidou, A. 1997, Fields of Wheat, Hills of Blood, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, p. 141. 
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Western Macedonia keeps this town running; the cafes are full of young people, 

escaping their small rentals and the economic crisis over animated conversations, 

sweet coffees and filter-less cigarettes. And high above on the mountain, looking down 

on them, is Augoustinos Kandiotis’s gigantic cross. 

The town’s official motto is: Where Greece begins. It is also on the very doorstep of 

the Balkans. 

The arable plains of Greek Macedonia, a breadbasket of abundance, stretch from the 

eastern seaside city of Thessaloniki to the north-western tip of the border to Greek 

Prespa. On the wide flat highway, the giant cross guards this valley town, honouring 

its Christian victors. Florina fell to the Ottomans in 1385, well before the fall of 

Constantinople, and it was freed in 1912 when a Christian Greek army marched into 

town. But the ‘Macedonian Struggle’ was not just about ending Muslim rule in these 

parts – it was also about the new, unfamiliar and emerging idea of nationality; this was 

not about God but about man’s earthly politics. The Turks were out but the Orthodox 

Christians had discovered this new identity founded in culture, language and blood – 

distilled into the concept of nation. The Balkan wars of 1912–13 may have been about 

freeing the region from their Ottoman overlords but also much more: which new nation 

– Greek, Bulgarian or Serb – would rule. The Macedonian revolutionaries had no 

chance; they had staked their lot with the Bulgarians. In 1913 Bulgaria lost and Greece 

emerged the victor in Macedonia. It was then that Florina became Greek forever. 
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Figure 93. Florina graffiti (photograph 2016). 

 

I wander down to the riverside. I pass graffitied walls and doors – most of it about 

politics, the economic crisis and football – then see a roller door: MACEDONIA 

NEVER GREEK with the ‘NEVER’ painted over. The doorway belongs to the local 

chapter of the Pavlos Melas Organisation. Pavlos Melas was a Greek military man 

who, early last century, famously said that ‘Macedonia is the lung of Greece’, and it’s 

because of him and his ability to get Slavic speakers to join pro-Greek military bands 
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that this region of Macedonia is now Greek.257 Clearly, this is still in dispute in Florina, 

where many people still do not accept that Macedonia is Greek. There is an office in 

one of these side streets for the Ouranio Tokso, or Rainbow Party, a political 

organisation representing the Slavo-Macedonian minority. But officially, Greece 

claims it has no ethnic minorities. Only Slavophone Greeks. There is always strife 

when the party tries to put up a sign in Cyrillic.  

 

I pick a café and order a double Greek coffee, medium bitter, and a bougatsa, the 

regional dessert of Macedonia: a vanilla custard pastry famous as a hangover dish. The 

type you consume when you have just finished a night out and need a quick recovery 

before you head for work.  

I look around the café at the students: deep in conversation, sitting on their one 5€ 

extra-large frappe – a sweet iced-coffee shake with lots of sugar – and their never-

ending supply of cigarettes.  

This could have been me.  

I often think of how that one decision, made by my parents back in the early 1960s, 

changed so many lives: theirs, mine and my children’s, too. For with the lineage and 

the embedded memories comes a story, each individual experience melding and 

mixing with other stories to create a sense of belonging: a genetic marker of identity 

coursing through the bloodline, locked into my DNA. I make a mental note to thank 

                                                
257 https://enromiosini.gr/arthrografia/paulos-melas-makedonikos-agonas-1904-g/ 
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my parents for daring to try a different life, one not bound by mountains, poverty and 

political distrust.  

My eye is drawn to framed black-and-white and sepia-tinted photographs on the light 

lemon-coloured walls. They look as if they were taken about a hundred years ago. I 

walk over to the wall and place my short-sighted eyes as close as I can to the glass to 

distinguish the figures and examine the small details – faces, clothes, street signs, 

architecture – then pull back for a panoramic wide shot. The mountains look vaguely 

familiar. There are streets, markets, a river, a bridge, and mosques. The town could be 

Damascus, or Sarajevo. There are minarets piercing the skyline, stone houses and 

neoclassical mansions. Bearded and turbaned Turks – perhaps they are Imams in their 

loose robes. There are white scull-capped Aravanites in their embroidered waistcoats 

and baggy breeches that gather around a low crotch that almost meets their knees. 

Other men are wearing European-style suits, some with felt hats; they look like 

educated elites who have travelled. Other men are wearing peaked caps and the 

homemade clothes of peasant farmers. They seem to be in a marketplace framed by 

high mountains. 

 
Figure 94. The Florina market place, circa 1916–18, taken by French troops during World War I258 

                                                
258 All historic French photographs courtesy of the General Archives of Greece, Florina. 
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In another photograph, it is winter and the men are wearing heavy overcoats. The mist 

on the distant mountains give them a soft focus, the tiled rooves of the stone buildings 

seem to struggle under the weight of the frozen mass of snow. 

And then the women. They have set up stalls up against the stone walls of Turkish 

houses, the sort with a covered protruding balcony where, during the day, they can 

watch the world but the world cannot see them. They are wearing multi-patterned, 

wide balloon pants and flowing gowns, their white niqabs covering everything except 

their eyes and hands. They are selling blankets and rolls of fabric. In other 

photographs, there are women sitting by the side of the road with hessian bags of 

produce, which looks like the white beans that Prespa is still famous for. Their dress 

suggests that they are Slavic peasant women, in their boiled wool skirts and white 

shirts and home-embroidered aprons; on their heads are white scarves. In other 

photographs, women in the black of mourning widows, by their side young women 

with western dresses and long plaited hair.  

The café owner brings me my coffee and tells me that this was Florina 100 years ago. 

I take out my iPhone and photograph the photographs. Later, I search for them on the 

internet. They were taken by French troops during World War I on their Campaign de 

Orient, only a few years after Greece won the region after the Second Balkan War in 

1913. I feel indebted to the French because they recorded a world that no longer exists 

and have given me evidence of what the town looked like, before the Greek nationalists 

reimagined and reinvented it.  
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Figure 95. The bridge over the Sakoulevas River in Florina. Top: an archival image with Turkish gendarmes. 

Bottom: My 2016 photograph of the same location. 
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There is so much that I do not know. The French and their cameras give me hope.  

 
 

 
Figure 96. Top: Florina panorama, 1913.259 Bottom: Panorama of Florina, 2016. 

                                                
259 Courtesy Athanasiou and Boyatzis Archive.  
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Gaston Nitzer, a schoolteacher, was mobilised as a sergeant in the 372nd Infantry 

Regiment, 57th Division of the Fourth squad of the French Army. In his diary entry 

for November 24, 1916, he recounts his journey to the town of Monastir (now Bitola 

in FYROM), which is half an hour from Florina by road. He writes: ‘Twenty mosques 

overlooking the city with their minarets: the two largest at the centre have domes. In 

the Greek and Serbian districts there are some pretty nice modern buildings. Serbs, 

Greeks, Bulgarians, Turks, Romanians, Aravanites, Gypsies, Jews.’260 

   
Figure 97. Left: Florina market dress suggests these women could be from Prespa.  

Right: Women at the market in 2016.  

 

Marcelle Bollote,261 a military doctor with the French army, took many of the 

photographs; had it not been for him, we would never know what the city actually 

looked like before it was Hellenised. On January 23, 1917, he writes: ‘been to Florina. 

                                                
260 See: http://patrick.nadia.pagesperso-°©-orange.fr/Journalguerre_GastonNitzer.html 
261 See: http://www.atelca.fr/remy/transit/marcel/htm/preambule.htm (all French translations by Joanna Cabot) 
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Pretty town, a parade begins here and leads to the Vigla pass and from there to 

Albania.’ 

    
Figure 98. Left: Muslim women in Florina, circa 1917. Right: Greek women in Florina, 2016.  

 

Photographs were also taken by Pierre Alexandre Plaforet,262 serving with the 372nd 

Infantry Regiment, 114th Brigade, 57th division of the French Army. In his diary entry 

of October 26, he writes of Florina: ‘The west side of the city is more Turkish, but the 

main road is settled mostly by Greeks. Shops are open but there is nothing to buy.’ 

I am grateful for what little I can find that gives me a measure of the city of my birth. 

But that is not enough. I make an appointment to visit the General State Archives of 

Greece in Florina. I was warned that this would not yield much, and I know that 

archives are only records of what a state wants to keep in its intention to create a 

                                                
262 See: http://chiroubles.plaforet-jambon.pagesperso-orange.fr/8_documents.html; http://chiroubles.plaforet-°©-
jambon.pagesperso-°©-orange.fr/alexandre1.htm  
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collective memory. Given the sensitivity of my quest, I should not expect much – but 

I have to try and see what is on the public record.  

The General State Archive of Greece, Florina office, is almost impossible to find. It 

does not have a shopfront, it is not in a grand state building and there are no identifying 

signs.  

I find the address and walk around what looks like a residential apartment block 

opposite the river; still no signage. On the ground floor is a tavern, readying itself for 

the night’s patrons, its chalkboard offering fresh grilled fish, no doubt from the Prespa 

lakes, and red charcoal-cooked peppers, another specialty of the area. I ask the waitress 

if she knows where the archives are located. She points to a small balcony a few floors 

above; still no signage. It looks like someone’s apartment. I enter a stairwell and walk 

up a level, then another and, eventually, I am certain that this cannot be it. I walk back 

down and return to the tavern, and ask the waitress where the entrance is. She points 

to the door I have just come from. I go back and walk up the stairs again, up and up 

until I see a small brass plaque with the coat of arms of the Hellenic state and the 

acronym for the General State archives. I am shocked that the official memory of this 

city is relegated to a nondescript flat in a residential apartment block. I knock on the 

door and cross the threshold into a small passageway, then left into a former lounge 

room with double doors opening to a balcony. There are three people sitting at desks 

working, another on a chair is a middle aged woman, dressed in the black of mourning, 

sitting with her arms crossed. I introduce myself and my mission. They are not 

surprised; they get many people like me coming from the diaspora, seeking 

information, documents, titles and anything that will fill in the gaps. I smell cigarette 
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smoke, both stale and fresh. Smoking has been banned in Greek offices and restaurants 

for a few years now, but nobody obeys because nobody polices the laws.  

The man at the largest desk greets me with a friendly, gregarious chuckle. He is a big 

man, somewhat so in height but mostly in girth. He reminds me of a Greek Les 

Patterson figure, his grey polo shirt stretched to bursting point, his hair needing a good 

comb through. His desk is piled with papers, files and paperweights, an ashtray and 

other office paraphernalia. He is a public servant so I will call him ‘Y.’ – he is in charge 

here.  

He listens to my pitch. I can see his face contorting to an exaggerated frown as his chin 

points to the sky in a gesture that’s negative.  

‘There is nothing here. It was all burnt.’  

How can everything be burnt? He tells me he has been working here since the early 

1990s and, from the very day he started, he has been trying to find documents in 

basements and villages and cupboards and attics and there is nothing.  

Y. tells me that he rescued some documents from the basement of the law courts. He 

closes his eyes and begins to move his head from side to side. He tells me the 

documents were strewn around the basement, the same basement where Aravanite 

prisoners were held – his eyes open wide and he tells me that the prisoners were not 

given toilet paper! He pulls a face that tells me it was an olfactory nightmare and his 

cheeks puff up like he is going to vomit. I imagine a document relating to my family 

being used to wipe someone’s arse, covered in shit.  
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I like this man. He tells me that he comes from a village only a mountain away from 

my ancestral village. And that would make him a local, an endopyios.  

I ask Y. if he and his ancestors identify themselves ethnically as Greek or Macedonian. 

I know this is a controversial question. 

‘When someone asks me what I am, I answer that I am a descendant of Phillip and not 

of Alexander the Great! One person changed the world and, after 2,000 years, people 

fight over who has his DNA!’ 

Guffaws of laughter.  

The man at the desk nearest the balcony intervenes: ‘Why do you think there is an 

America and an Australia?’ He nods at me. ‘Because nobody cares where you are 

from.’ I gather this is a reference to migration and the luxury of multiculturalism.  

My visit is one of many that Y. and his office have had to endure. People coming from 

the diaspora, who migrated many years ago to Australia and Canada and the USA, and 

with the freedom of those multicultural societies can easily take an irredentist position 

on their identities. Y. has heard it many times. 

‘And they come here and they say to me that I am not Greek because I speak endopyia. 

Everyone says bullshit.’ He is talking about those who are self-ascribed Macedonians 

from the comfort of their diasporic homes, expecting him to feel the same. This is what 

I get from my Facebook friend, G. I feel that I have hit a raw nerve; I have opened up 

the question of identity, the right of the state to interfere and the consequences of such 

actions. 
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‘Nobody will tell me how to live my life. It was an eye for an eye. Because someone 

hit someone else, then the other guy wanted to hit him back. And through this hate, 

war was born. Because there is no better cover than war.’  

He is right.  

I decide to try again.  

‘So Y., are there no documents of value in your archives?’ 

‘Eleni, Eleni, Eleni!’ He repeats my name like I am a student who has not been paying 

attention in class. ‘They have all been burned. Eleni, whatever you will find would be 

after 1950. If you ask for before, they will say it got lost or it was destroyed during the 

war.’ 

Again, I wonder how everything is gone. I know of the 1989 public act of burning the 

citizen files as an act of reconciliation, which seems now more like a vandalism of 

public memory.  

Y. senses my confusion. He leans in closer, as if he is about to divulge state secrets. 

He tells me that, when he first took on this job, he toured the villages speaking to 

elders, and one man confessed to him that, shortly after the end of the civil war, 

officials arrived from Athens and took away all the village logs with information about 

citizens and their property. They then returned with new rewritten log books and all 

the old ones were burned in bonfires. I believe he is talking about the Slavo-

Macedonians, who left in the last days of the civil war and were promptly 

disenfranchised by the state. 
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‘I am telling you stories that I have heard. I personally haven’t dealt with two things: 

the Macedonian struggle and the Civil War.’ 

‘Why not?’ I ask. 

He heaves a big sigh.  

‘Because these are too painful to remember from whatever side I could see it.’  

Silence. I don’t know what to say next. I fear he is tired of the vicissitudes of history, 

of the rawness of trauma and the desire to change what should and should not be 

changed again. 

‘The history is written once; when it is written, one cannot write it over and over again. 

The borders cannot change. History was written in 1912 and then in World War II, in 

1946 [the Civil War] but the borders didn’t change after all. Nowadays, all European 

states have signed a treaty that borders cannot change without a referendum.’  

It’s one thing for me to come from Australia with my questions and post-memories 

but I now know why my parents resisted. They are tired of conflict. Florina is tired of 

conflict; Greece and Europe too.  

I look at the framed photographs on his wall. He follows my eyes and the subject 

changes. One print is a copy of an Ottoman ‘firman’ or decree of property ownership. 

The other is an elegant mansion. On his mantel piece is a posed photograph of a man 

and his family, and a priest. It is Tsaksiras, the Mayor who policed the harsh language 

policies in the 1920s. 
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Figure 99. Ioannis Tsaksiras, the District President of Florina and Kastoria 

Front row, with walking stick. A youth on the right wears the EON youth fascist uniform.263 

 

‘I didn’t find any of his files.’  

He tells me he may not have any documents but he has plenty of photographs. And 

photographs do not lie. I think he has kept the photograph of the Mayor and his 

language police, not as a momentous reminder of state success, but as a reminder and 

warning of state oppression. I ask him about the French photographs and he holds out 

his hand for a USB; soon I have an archive full of them. I ask about the stately mansion 

on the wall behind his desk.  

He gets up and picks up his car keys.  

‘Come with me,’ he says. 

                                                
263 Courtesy of the General Archives of Greece, Florina. 
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He squeezes into the driver’s seat and we are on our way. Soon we stop in front of the 

Municipal chambers, an impressive neoclassical building painted in the blue and white 

of the Greek flag. This, he tells me, used to be the home of the Ottoman Bey, the ruler 

of Florina.  

‘Go on,’ he tells me, ‘go inside and have a look.’ 

I pass a well-tended garden and enter the building. Before me is a big marble staircase 

and large elegant rooms. Back in the car, he stops before the Bank of Greece. This, he 

tells me, was the Ottoman Bank. And then the law courts; these too were an Ottoman 

court. All well-maintained elegant buildings that would not be out of place in Paris or 

London, all repurposed by the Greek state. Then he takes me to an unusual-looking 

building that would not be out of place in an Alpine region of Switzerland or Germany.  

‘Do you like it?’ he asks.  

I don’t at all. This, he tells me, was where that elegant building on his wall once stood, 

but it had to go. 

 
Figure 100. The old Florina high school, 1925 photograph courtesy of National Archives of Greece, Florina. 
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Figure 103. The Church of St Panteleimon, Florina (photograph 2016). 

 

So, why were they demolished? The answer lies somewhere hidden in those French 

photographs. In that multicultural melting pot of Greeks and Serbs and Bulgarians and 

Aravanites and Vlachs and Jews. The school, he tells me, held Bulgarian classes. The 

cathedral, he tells me, conducted liturgy in Bulgarian. Not Greek, so they had to go. 

‘In 1967 they knocked down the church of Agios Panteilimon and then they knocked 

down the high school.’ 

‘1967 – was it the government? Was it the Military Junta? Did the military do it?’ 

‘No,’ he grins. ‘They brought in a despoti [bishop] and he did it.’ 

‘Who was that?’ 

‘Augoustinis. Augoustinis Kandiotis.’ 
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And suddenly, it all made sense.  

‘So God must be Greek.’ 

 
Figure 104. Augoustinos, Metropolitan of Florina, Prespa and Eordaia 1967–2000  

 

It was another time. Who am I to pass judgement? In 1967 I was in Adelaide, Australia, 

and we were building a new life. The Greek Civil War had ended only 18 years earlier. 

The wounds were still raw. Bulgaria was a Communist state; Yugoslavia had in its 

federation a Republic called Macedonia. The wounds were infected. I try to empathise. 
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I look at the skyline and imagine those minarets, now long gone. Again, I try to 

empathise, nearly 500 years of Muslim overlords – why would any Greek Orthodox 

priest ever want to look at one again?  

I bid him farewell. I decide to conduct an experiment. Armed with a photograph 

developed from the archive that he has given me, and with his instructions, I embark 

on a mission to trap time.  

High Street, Florina. Men and boys, some with a fez on their heads, others in peaked 

caps, long coats and drop-crotched britches. On either side of the road, what look like 

shops made of stone, their terracotta rooves have seen better times. A tall neoclassical 

building is on the right. At the end of the road lies a tall tower, and behind it a minaret. 

It is 1917 of course.  

 
Figure 105. High Street Florina, circa 1917. 
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I find the High Street. It looks very different today: no tower; no minaret. Instead, there 

is a bust of a military hero of Greece. Perhaps it was a Greek fighter during the 

Macedonian Struggle; perhaps it was a General from the Greek Civil War.  

It doesn’t matter. 

 

 
Figure 106. High Street Florina, 2016. 
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I’ve found the street. I walk behind it, towards the spot where the minaret once stood. 

The old photograph leads me there. I think of Susan Sontag. She writes: ‘A photograph 

is not only an image, an interpretation of the real: it is also a trace, something directly 

stencilled off the real, like a footprint or a death mask.’264 

 
Figure 107. ‘Dear photograph’ – French photograph of German circa 1914, rephotographed by author, 2016 

 

                                                
264 Sontag, S. 2014, On Photography, Penguin, London, p. 154. 
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I place the photograph that does not lie in the spot where the minaret once stood. Or, 

as Y promised me, still stands. Was it overlooked? Forgotten? Or was it purposely not 

marked, so that it could survive as an anonymous pile of bricks.  

 

 
Figure 108. ‘Dear photograph’ – French photograph of German circa 1914, rephotographed by author, 2016 
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I continue to walk in the direction to where I figure it once stood. Past the boarded-up 

buildings, past the shops. The many clothing stores for students, the sunglasses’ shops, 

the children’s clothing stores and cafés, more cafés.  

 
Figure 109. Author photograph of remains of minaret in Florina, 2016 

 

And there it is. The corpse. The last minaret of Florina. I have uncovered the last corpse 

of the Macedonian Struggle against the Turks. I now set off in search of other corpses. 

Those of the Greek Civil War. 
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The Military Cemetery of Florina lies on a road leading away from the apartment 

blocks. It is surrounded by trees, with views of the mountains. It looks sad, abandoned 

and forgotten. The elements have worn it down, the concrete is blackened, the weeds 

have overtaken the plots. It looks like a place only visited and commemorated on 

national holidays. I jump the fence and enter. A Greek flag on a tall pole topped with 

a cross stakes the claim.  

 

    
Figure 110. Left: Military Cemetery, Florina 

 

These are young Greek men, who came here from all over the country to fight for 

freedom. Freedom from the Germans, the Italians and the Bulgarians of World War II. 

Some of the photographs have faded; some of them have gone but others stare back at 

me, inviting me to read the inscription closely.  
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Figure 111. Fallen Greek Army soldiers during the Greek Civil War – War Cemetery of Florina,   
(photograph 2016) 
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These are the soldiers who died during the Greek Civil War. The photographs are 

studio posed, the type of shots taken to be sent back with pride to their loved ones: 

mothers, girlfriends, fiancées, wives and children.  

 

Florina was the site of one of the major closing battles of the Greek Civil War. The 

communist ‘Government of the Mountain’ needed a major town, it needed a capital. It 

tried to take the town of Konitsa, in Epirus near the Aravanite border, and failed. This 

time it would try Florina.265 Florina was perfect because it was close to the Pisoderi 

Gorge, well hidden by forests; it was close to Albania and Yugoslavia; and it, too, had 

a large proportion of sympathetic Slavo-Macedonians. While the communist guerrillas 

were a crack fighting force in small teams, they were not versed in conventional 

warfare. Zachariadis’ decision to make them fight as a conventional army sealed their 

fate. In Florina was a garrison of close to 500 troops; manning one of the entrances to 

the city was my mother’s soon-to-be brother-in-law, the Cretan soldier Triandfyllos 

Pahountakis, who would go on to be decorated highly for his role in the battle. With 

the Greek Army troops was my Thio Nikos. Out there with the partisans was my Thia 

Aspasia.  

Within Florina they had fifth columnists who were expected to help. They had already 

been arrested. The Greek Army was now expecting them. In February, it is biting cold, 

and at night, the temperatures are close to freezing. At 3 am on February 12, 1949, 

1,500 artillery shells were lobbed into Florina. When the sun rose, 4,000 men and 

women, considered to be Zachariadis’ best fighters, began their attack. There was 

                                                
265 O’Ballance, E. 1966. The Greek Civil War 1944–1949, Faber and Faber, London. 
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snow on the mountains, the gorges, the roads and the passes. They just managed to 

penetrate the city. For four days, the battle raged. The Greek Air Force began to drop 

conventional explosives and their new weapon from the Americans – napalm. And 

then it was over. The Greek National Army lost 44 soldiers; the communist 

Democratic Army of Greece lost 783.266 

  
Figure 112. Left: Canberra Times, February 14, 1949. 267 Right: The New York Times, February 18, 1949.268 

                                                
266 Ibid, pp. 189–90. 
267 See: https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2789854 
268 See: https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1949/02/18/issue.html?action=click&contentCollection= 
Archives&module=LedeAsset&region=ArchiveBody&pgtype=article 
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Figure 113. Bodies of communist fighters are laid out in a field for identification before a mass burial,  

after the Battle of Florina.269 

 

After the battle ended, the bodies of the communist men and women were taken to a 

field near the St Tomas church. They were laid side-by-side on their backs; some were 

completely frozen. Many were just boys and girls, freshly recruited from villages in 

Macedonia. Their bodies riddled with bullet holes and filled with frozen blood. Others 

were in pieces from artillery fire. Local people came to the field to watch. Some came 

to see if their family members were among the dead. My grandmother Konstantina 

was there; she was looking for her nephew Vasili, an andarte. He was not among the 

dead. Neither was my Thia Aspasia.  

People who were there say it resembled the aftermath of a massacre. People came with 

handkerchiefs covering their noses to stop the smell of death. Others spat at the bodies. 

                                                
269 This photograph has appeared in many Greek newspapers and is published in the 100-year KKE anniversary edition, as well 
as being freely available on the internet and Pinterest. 
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It was a macabre exhibition. Eyewitnesses say a great war crime was then committed. 

In a publication to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the formation of the 

Democratic Army of Greece, the Communist Party writes that 350 captured fighters 

were executed. It claims that the dead and the injured were all loaded onto trucks and 

taken to a field near the Church of Saint Tomas. They then dug a huge pit and, with 

bulldozers, buried all the bodies. Dead and alive.270 

 

They lay in that field for years. Occasionally, a relative or a sympathiser would erect 

a small monument in recognition. It would always be vandalised or removed. The 

residents of Florina had no wish to remember them. The Communist Party of Greece 

offered to buy the field from its owners in 1982. It was not for sale. Communist 

politicians petitioned the National Parliament in 2008. The Florina City Council was 

not interested. The owners wanted to concrete it over, fence it off and forget about it. 

Both sides fought in court. It was, pleaded the Left, a matter of historical significance.  

In 2009 the communists bought the field. 

 
Figure 114. The field of the fallen in Florina 

 
It is 2016 and I am at the burial place, which is now a monument to the fallen. It was 

unveiled in February on the anniversary of the Greek Civil War. It is surrounded by 

                                                
270 See: https://inter.kke.gr/en/articles/We-honour-the-heroic-peoples-army-the-Democratic-Army-of-Greece-DSE-we-are-
inspired-by-and-learn-from-its-titanic-struggle/ 
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green fields, an occasional house here and there, with views of the surrounding 

mountains. A tall fence keeps it secure from vandals and a camera makes sure of it. I 

jump the fence and walk over the brick pavers. DSE, the Greek acronym for the 

Democratic Army of Greece, is laid out in contrasting-coloured bricks. Around the 

perimeter are marble slabs and, in alphabetical order, the names of the fallen. The 

monument comprises androgynous figures with their fists raised high in a pose of 

victory.  

It only took 67 years for the wounds of memory to begin to heal for the Floriniotes.  

The year 2019 marks the 70th anniversary of the end of the Greek Civil War. But it 

may still be too soon for the rest of Greece.  

 
Figure 115. Monument design by former resistance fighter Memos Makris (1919–1993), courtesy of his family.  
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APPENDIX 1: PRESPA PALIMPSEST TIMELINE 
 
Date History/Geology/Place/People 

 
 
  
Palaeozoic Era  
490 million years ago 
  
Mesozoic Era  
251 million years ago  
 
 
  
Bronze and Iron Age  
 
  
6th century BC  
 
  
336 BC  
336–323  
323–200  
200–146  
  
146 BC – AD 300  
  
AD 324  
 
  
AD 325  
 
  
6th century AD  
 
 
 
  
8th – 9th century  
 
 
  
862  
 
  
978  
  

 
FIRST THE MOUNTAINS and THE EARTH 
 
Igneous rock formed – granite, granodiorite. 
Sedimentary rocks formed – limestone and dolomitic 
limestone. 
Marly limestone and karstic features, sandstones, bauxite, 
schist 
 
THEN THE PEOPLE 
 
Ruins of Bronze and Iron Age settlements uncovered near 
small Prespa lake 
 
Recorded as part of the kingdom of Lingos/Lingistidia 
Part of Phillip II’s Macedonia 
 
Kingdom of Alexander the Great 
Successive Macedonian rulers 
Hellenistic period – Hellenistic ruins uncovered in Prespa 
– island of St Achillios 
 
Roman period – settlements found on St Achillios island 
 
Constantine I becomes sole ruler of Roman Empire and 
announces foundation of Constantinople on the site of 
Byzantium on the Bosphorus. 
First Ecumenical Church Council at Nicaea proclaims the 
divinity of Christ. The Empire is Christian now. 
 
Slavic tribes move down into Southern Europe and the 
Balkans. 
Prespa belongs to the administrative division of 
Macedonia II, within the prefecture of Illyricum. 
 
Prespa part of theme (admin area) of Thessaloniki 
During Byzantine Empire, Prespa emerges as a renowned 
artistic centre of local importance.  
 
Cyril and Methodius, two Byzantine theologians from 
Thessaloniki, devise an alphabet for the Slavs. 
 
Byzantine Emperor John Tsimisces dies. 
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980  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1014  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1060–85  
 
 
 
 
  
1385  
  
1453  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
18th century  
 
 
  
1821  
  
1826  
1832–77  
 
  
1832  
  
1833  
 
  

Bulgarian Tsar Samuel invades Prespa and surrounds, sets 
up new state capital here. 
Samuel raids and sacks the central Greek town of Larissa, 
enslaves the population and relocates them to Prespa. 
Also takes the bones of St Achilles from Larissa and 
entombs them in a new basilica. 
(The ruins are near my village.) 
 
Emperor Basil II attacks the Bulgarian army of Samuel in 
the battle of Kleidion and captures thousands of Bulgarian 
soldiers. According to Byzantine historian John Skylitzes, 
he blinds most of them, allowing 1 in 100 an eye to lead 
them home. Basil is now lauded as the ‘Bulgar Slayer’. 
Samuel dies of a heart attack, allegedly upon seeing his 
blinded soldiers. 
 
Basil builds two fortresses in Prespa. 
Raids and plunder at the hands of Bulgarians, Normans, 
Francs and Serbs 
Serbian Tsar Dusan establishes state. 
Bulgarian King Ivan Assen II 
 
Prespa and Balkans fall to the Ottoman Empire. 
 
Constantinople, the capital of the Eastern Orthodox 
Byzantine Empire, falls to the Ottomans under Mehmet 
II. Sultan’s subjects are now identified either as Muslims 
or Christians. The Patriarch of Constantinople remains 
head of all Christians with Greek the language of the 
liturgy. Christian lands fall to Sultan and all non-Muslim 
subjects must pay a tax – if poor then a blood tax – with 
young boys taken to be Janissaries in the Sultan’s court 
and young women to the Ottoman harems. 
 
Revolutionary ideas emerge from Western Europe. The 
yearning for a Classical Greek state is supported by rich 
European Greeks and Philhellenes such as Lord Byron. 
 
Beginning of the Greek War of Independence from the 
Ottomans 
The Massacre of the Janissaries 
Tamizat reforms, allowing more rights to Christian 
subjects of Ottoman Empire 
 
Greece recognised as an Independent state. 
 
Prince Otto of Bavaria is installed as first king of Greece 
under the Convention of London. 
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1844  
 
 
 
  
1863  
 
  
1870  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1877–78  
 
 
 
 
 
  
1853 
 
 
  
1877  
1878  
 
 
 
  
1878  
  
1881  
  
1893  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1896  
 
 
 

The Megali Ithea or Great Idea – cornerstone of Greek 
Nationalism – is born, with the goal of reclaiming all 
Greek-speaking territories into a Greater Greece, e.g. 
reconstituting the Eastern Orthodox Byzantine territories. 
 
Prince William of Denmark becomes new king of 
Hellenes (Greece). 
 
The Ottoman Sultan bows to pressure from Bulgarians 
(and Russians) to allow them to break from the Greek 
Patriarchate and establish their own Bulgarian Exarchate 
church with liturgy in Bulgarian – the Greek Patriarchy 
accuses it of being schismatic and introducing an ethno-
nationalist character to the church. 
This is a concession to Pan-Slavism. 
 
The Russo-Turkish War is waged between the Ottomans 
and the Russians and other Balkan Slavic countries. It 
marks the continuation of Balkan Nationalism (after the 
Bulgarian Exarchate) and leads to the de facto 
sovereignty of Romania, Serbia, Montenegro and 
Bulgaria. 
 
Ottoman Empire is dubbed ‘the sick man of Europe’.  
The age of Empires is waning and the Age of Nationalism 
begins. 
 
The Conference of Constantinople 
The Treaty of San Stefano is drawn up between Russia 
and Ottomans, giving Bulgaria unprecedented land 
including the whole of Macedonia. This alarms Great 
Britain, Austria-Hungary and France and is never 
recognised. 
Instead, the Treaty of Berlin gives Russia gains from the 
Ottomans and greater Bulgaria fails to eventuate. 
Kemal Ataturk is born in Thessaloniki, Macedonia. 
 
A pro-Bulgarian revolutionary movement – the Internal 
Macedonian Revolutionary Organisaton (IMRO) – is 
formed to free Macedonia from the Ottomans, with a 
view to establishing an independent Slav Macedonia 
under the umbrella of Bulgaria. Independent Greece is 
fighting to free Crete, Thessaly and other parts of Greek-
speaking Ottoman lands – but Macedonia not on the cards 
yet. 
First modern Olympic games is held in Greece. 
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1897  
 
 
 
 
 
  
1900  
 
 
  
1901  
 
  
1901  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1903   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Captain Kottas, a Slavophone from Rula near Prespa 
areas, forms a gang of bandits/freedom fighters on the 
Greek side. 
Spiros Paraskevaidis from Robi (former name of 
Lemos) kills a Turk and flees to join the Kottas gang as 
his deputy. Both men, at some time previously, had been 
members of a pro-Bulgarian militia. 
IMRO and Bulgarians terrorise peasants to accept 
Bulgarian identity. Greek Bishop of Kastoria in 
Macedonia sets up Greek bands to counter Bulgarian 
ones. 
Paraskevaidis from Kottas gang kills the local Bey 
(Turkish leader). 
 
Macedonian revolutionaries kidnap US missionary Ellen 
Stone – making this the first hostage crisis in modern US 
history. 
Bulgarians (Comitajis) Serbians (Chetniks) and Greeks 
(Andartes) are the vanguard of the new nations along with 
Priests and School teachers. Most peasants do not know 
what the nation is, they just know themselves as 
Christians who may speak one language but their 
consciousness may be another culture. (In Prespa 
villages, for example, they spoke Slavic but some felt 
Greek.) 
Bulgarian bandit Georgi Ivanov (aka Marco) invades 
Agios Germanos – he is accepted by the village priest and 
the people. 
Macedonian villages with Patriarchate Greek churches 
and schools are pressured into changing to the Bulgarian 
Exarchate. In the Prespa area, Priest Papa Naoum refuses 
and his tongue is cut off. He is impaled then hanged in the 
church by Bulgarian-backed Panchoff. Brigandage, 
kidnapping and terrorised populations. In the Prespa 
region, the brigand Captain Kottas and his Slav-speaking 
but pro-Patriarchate band side with the Greeks. Spiros 
Paraskevaidis, from Prespa, and Captain Kottas are 
betrayed and killed by the Ottomans. 
 
IMRO launches its armed struggle against the Ottomans 
on St Elijah’s Day. The Illinden uprising fails and results 
in harsh bloody reprisals by the Ottomans. IMRO splits 
into pro-Bulgarian and independent Macedonian factions. 
Gotsche Delchev, IMRO leader, is killed by the 
Ottomans. 
Turks brutalise the Christian population of Lemos. 
Bulgarians and Greeks continue to vie for influence. 
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1904  
 
 
 
 
  
1908  
  
1912  
 
 
 
  
1913  
 
 
 
 
 
  
1914  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1918  
 
  
1919–22  
 
 
 
 
 
  
1923  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Greece begins its campaign for Macedonia under Greek 
Army officer Pavlos Melas. Twelve Prespa villages 
remain with the Greek Patriarchate. Melas is killed in 
October.Warfare intensifies between the Greek and 
Bulgarian bands for the loyalty of the peasants. 
 
The Young Turks Revolution begins. 
 
The First Balkan War – Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece 
against the Ottomans begins.  
November 9 – the Greek Army enters Thessaloniki and 
Macedonia unifies with Greece. 
 
May 30 – The Treaty of London is signed and the First 
Balkan War ends. 
June 16 – Bulgarian forces turn against Serbia and Greece 
starting the Second Balkan War. (Petros Bakousis, 
paternal great-grandfather, moves family from Asia 
Minor to Macedonia.) 
 
August 10 – Treaty of Bucharest ends the Second Balkan 
War, with parts of Macedonia transferred from Bulgaria 
to Greece. 
 
Northern Epirus is ceded to Albania – The Greeks there 
declare Independence but to no avail.  
May 17 – The Protocol of Corfu is signed, giving 
educational, cultural and political autonomy to minority 
Greeks but this is never implemented. This becomes an 
‘unredeemed’ territory. 
 
The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes is formed – 
renamed the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1929. 
 
Greek military campaign begins in Asia Minor – part of 
the Megali Ithea, or ‘Great Idea’, to restore ‘unredeemed 
territories’ to Greater Greece. Greece believes it has the 
OK from Great Britain. However, it turns into the Megali 
Catastrophi, or ‘Big Catastrophe’, as it ends in the rout of 
the Greek Army. 
 
Treaty of Lausanne ends war, resulting in the recognition 
of the Modern State of Turkey. Codifies the exchange of 
populations that had begun previously. Greece now has to 
accommodate more than 1 million destitute refugees – 
ethnically Greek but who had lived in Asia Minor for 
centuries. Ethnic Turks must also leave Greece – many 
families have lived there since the Ottoman takeover. 
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1924  
 
 
 
 
  
1925  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1936 
 
  
1939 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1940 
 
 

Greece relocates many to Slav-minority areas in the north 
and north-west, especially Macedonia. 
 
The Communist International declares The May 
Manifesto with plans for a Balkan Federation with co-
operation between them and the Macedonian movement; 
the view is for a self-determined Macedonian state. The 
Greek Communist party agrees. 
 
The Abecedar – a Macedonian-Slav language school 
primer, printed by Greece to placate the League of 
Nations regarding the Macedonian language minority, is 
abandoned. Language policies turn to Greek only being 
spoken. Fines, jail sentences or forced drinking of cod 
liver oil if caught speaking Greek. 
Assimilationist policies also take place in neighbouring 
Bulgaria. 
 
Name changes ordered by Greek government as part of 
the Hellenization policies. Villages change names from 
the Ottoman, Slavic or Turkish – Lerin becomes Florina. 
Nivitsi becomes Psarades and German becomes Ayios 
Germanos. 
People, too, have to change their names to Greek-
sounding ones. (My paternal family changed theirs from 
Bakoussis or Bakoushoi to Vakitsidis.) 
 
Greek prime minister Yiannis Metaxas declares martial 
law. 
 
My mother’s father, Evangelos, the village tailor, an 
Albanian-speaking Arvanitie refugee, has an affair with 
Olga, a village woman whose husband is intellectually 
disabled. They conspire and kill him. They are soon 
arrested and jailed. This unleashes the Code of Revenge, 
a blood feud. The family of the murdered man want an 
eye for an eye. They will murder Vangeli’s eldest son. My 
grandmother Constantina gets word of this and flees in 
the middle of the night to her sister Sophia’s village, 
hours away, with her four children. The eldest, Sarandi, 
flees for his life to Albania. My grandmother, her oldest 
daughter, her other son and baby Victoria (my mother) 
walk over mountains exhausted – Constantina decides to 
leave Victoria as she can’t go on. Son George takes 
Victoria on his back. The aggrieved family loot the entire 
house and animals. 
October 28 – Mussolini issues ultimatum to Metaxas 
about his plans to occupy Greece. Metaxas famously 
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1940–41 
 
 
 
 
  
1942 
 
 
 
 
  
1943 
 
  
1944 
 
 
 
  
1944 
 
 
  
  
1945 
 
  
1946 
  
1945 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1944–45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

responds ‘OHI’ or ‘No’ – it becomes a national slogan to 
this day. 
Italy invades Greece. Greeks push them back into 
Albania, British offer help. 
Germans invade through the Bulgarian border. Germans 
enter Thessaloniki and Athens. (Germans open the jails, 
grandfather Evangelos Margou flees to Albania to join 
his son Sarandi – they never return.) 
Antiroyalist National Republican League (EDES) is 
organised. The Greek Communist Party (KKE) sets up the 
Greek People’s Liberation Army (ELAS) to fight the 
occupiers. A big famine hits Greece as Germans 
requisition all food. 
 
Red Cross ships food and clothes into Greece. (My father 
remembers getting Western Clothes for the first time.) 
 
Seven young men from the Florina ‘Aristotle Cultural 
Group’ join (EDES) but are ambushed by Bulgarian 
soldiers and sympathisers, and murdered in the village of 
Lemos. 
 
October 12 – British send in Special Operations 
Executive (SOE) commandoes, who work with both 
ELAS and EDES. 
ELAS and EDES turn on each other. 
 
February 11 – Churchill and Stalin divide up spheres of 
influence in the Percentages Agreement – Churchill gets 
Greece, Stalin gets Bulgaria and Romania. 
Last Germans leave Athens. 
 
The Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia is formed 
with partisan leader Josip Broz Tito as leader. Six 
socialist republics were formed, including the SR 
Macedonia – with its own separate language and church. 
Greeks feared communists would want to merge with this 
Slavic-speaking soviet republic. 
 
EDES and ELAS units are ordered to be disbanded for 
new national army. Communists and leftists are unhappy. 
‘December troubles’ (Dekemvriana) – Communists in 
Athens clash with British troops. British strafe suburbs, 
fire on crowd in Athens Constitutional Square. 
 
‘Varkiza Agreement’ between the Greek government and 
Communists is signed but the new Prime Minister reneges 
on promises of power sharing. An election is called. 
Communists abstain and head for the mountains of North 
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March 1947 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1947 
 
 
 
 
  
1947 
 
 
 
  
1948 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Western Greece, near the border of communist countries 
Albania and Yugoslavia (They come to our area – hide in 
a famous cave.) 
 
Communist Democratic Party of Greece (DSE), led by 
Markos Vafiadis, forms Democratic Army of Greece 
(DAG) to fight a guerrilla war in the mountains. Slavic 
speakers flock to DAG and form their own Slavic Units 
(SNOF). 
This creates great discomfort to Greek Communists, who 
are conflicted by dreams of self-determination and are 
being blamed for trying to break up Greece. Some pro-
Bulgarian units (Ochrana) are formed. 
 
Large-scale White Terror arrests in Prespa of young men 
and women accused of treason – knitting socks for 
Communists, etc. They are taken to prison, some tortured. 
Some men taken to concentration camps on Greek islands 
(Oral histories: another Uncle Nick and Nick Georgiou.) 
 
Queen Frederica, the German-born wife of the King, sets 
up Paedopolis or ‘Children’s Cities’ – boarding school 
for children still in Greece – mirroring the Iron Curtain 
schools. (My mother attends one for two years.) 
 
Big court-martial trials of villagers from Lemos and 
Ayios Germanos. Mayor of Lemos defends people in 
testimony, asking that he be the first to die if they are 
found guilty – they are freed. (The Mayor of Ayios 
Germanos condemns 13 and they are executed on 
October 22, 1948.) 
Refugee families are evacuated from the villages of 
Prespa and move to the safety of the main town, Florina. 
They are attacked on the mountain pass by communists 
but government air cover helps. (My mother and her 
family and other villagers take the journey; they have 
eyewitness accounts.) 
Britain pulls military and financial support from Greece. 
USA declares the Truman Doctrine in order to support 
Greece – massive aid pours into Greece. 
Communist press is banned; KKE is declared an illegal 
organisation. 
 
Communists forcibly recruit villagers to the cause, others 
are willing. They requisition homes near the border. (Such 
as my paternal grandfather’s house and the village of 
Lemos Prespa.) Old men become mules; others have to 
dig trenches; women cook food. (Uncle Nick and Aunt 
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February 1949 
 
 
  
August 1949 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aspasia – my father’s siblings – are taken by Communists 
to fight. Nick soon deserts and joins Greek Army.) 
Greece declares martial law. Communists disagree on 
tactics; guerrilla tactics and leader Markos Vafiadis are 
rejected for new leader, Zahariadis, and fighting as a 
regular army. Yugoslavia is expelled from Cominform – 
Greek communists stay loyal to Stalin. Self-determination 
is espoused, with up to 50% of DAG Slavic-speaking. 
Greece calls KKE ‘unpatriotic’.  
 
Communists establish Free Greece in North Western 
Greece and Prespa Area Open Macedonian Language 
Schools. School in Prespa is bombed – communists start 
taking children in groups behind the Iron Curtain – they 
call it Paedomazema, or ‘Gathering of the children’. By 
war’s end, they have moved 28,000 children to Poland, 
Yugoslavia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia. (Oral histories: 
my father and uncles and other relatives are taken.) 
Behind the Iron Curtain, they have a choice of Greek or 
Macedonian classes. The children are getting a good 
education for the first time in their lives.  
My father is now called Petre Bakoushoi (family name 
was Vakitsidis) – they Slavicised it. 
 
Communists attack the main town of Florina, hoping to 
secure a large northern capital. They fail in their bid to 
fight a conventional war 
 
Yugoslavia closes the borders. Fierce battles around the 
mountain ranges Vitsi and Grammos take place. 
 
Communist fighters retreat from Greece, taking entire 
villages with them around the Prespa lakes to Albania. 
Greek Air Force bombards the fleeing villagers. (My 
paternal grandmother, Demetra, and my uncles, 
Thannasis and Demonsthenes, are taken at gunpoint – 
eyewitnesses describe the journey, my uncles talk of fire 
from the sky dropped on them. [Napalm?] They are taken 
to Albania then put on an ocean liner disguised as a 
merchant ship and sail to Poland. The children are put in 
schools and my illiterate grandmother is taken to a potato 
farm to work.) 
Combatants are taken on disguised freighter ships through 
the Bosphorus to the Black Sea and resettled by Stalin in 
Tashkent Uzbekistan (My aunt Aspasia [father’s sister] 
goes there, as does Uncle Vassili and his wife – I have 
oral histories from them about their journey and lives in 
Tashkent.) 
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1950 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1954 
 
 
  
1958 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
1974 
 
  
1965 
 
  
1967–74 
  
1974 
  
1982 
 
 
 
 
  
1983 
 
 
 
  
1991 
 
 
 
 
 

Prespa is all but abandoned. At the start of the century, 
there were 12,000 inhabitants in 18 villages. Five villages 
are permanently abandoned. To this day, they stand as 
ghost villages.  
(Paternal grandfather Christos returns to the empty 
village – spends years getting the Red Cross Tracing 
Service to find his family and return them.) 
 
Greece seizes homes from those who left and resettles 
Vlachs, nomadic transhumant shepherds from Epirus and 
Thessaly regions. Leftists are barred from public jobs. 
 
In Yugoslavia, Tito codifies Macedonian language and 
establishes the republic of Macedonia in Yugoslavia. 
(My father Petros returns from Yugoslavia in 1952 – he is 
mistakenly given the name Vatsikopoulos – doesn’t 
complain. Father and mother marry in the village Lemos, 
then move into one of the abandoned houses. My 
grandmother, and her two sons Thanasis and 
Demosthenis, return to Greece in 1958 with the help of 
the Red Cross Tracing Service.) 
 
The Greek state keeps the north a restricted zone and 
residents can only leave or visit by permission of police. 
 
Vatsikopoulos family (Petros, Victoria and Helen) 
migrate to Australia. 
 
Right-wing military junta rules Greece. 
 
KKE Communist party legalized. 
 
The Greek parliament passes laws in the spirit of 
reconciliation, acknowledging that the ‘bandit war’ was 
actually a ‘Greek Civil war’ and that the ‘bandits’ were 
soldiers of the ‘Democratic Army of Greece’ (military 
arm of the communist party). 
 
Greece allows communists to return to homes, but only if 
they declare themselves ‘Greek Citizens.’ Many return 
but many Slavophone Macedonians refuse to call 
themselves ethnically Greek. 
 
Yugoslavia breaks up and the Former Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia (FYROM) declares independence. Greece 
does not recognise the use of this ancient name, 
Macedonia, with its implications for territorial claims and 
will only refer to it as FYROM. 
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1992 
 
 
 
  
2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
2008 
 
  
2016 
 
 
  
2018 
 

The return of ‘the Macedonian Question’ divides families 
in the diaspora. Some declare themselves Greek, others 
Macedonian, and they are free to do so in Australia, 
Canada and the USA. Greece insists it has no ethnic 
minorities, only religious e.g. Muslim Greeks or 
Slavophone-speaking Greeks. 
 
Helen Vatsikopoulos marries Mark Corcoran – at our 
wedding reception, an unidentified man tells Mark that he 
has really married into a Macedonian family and not a 
real Greek one. 
 
I take a family trip to Greece and begin investigating the 
past not ever spoken about. Record oral histories. Return 
to Australia and start googling Macedonia – find many 
similar stories online; find irredentist Macedonian sites; 
discover one of those extreme right-wingers who believe 
modern Macedonians are the same as the ancient ones is 
my second cousin, Chris Stefou, who lives in Canada. 
 
Travel to Canada, find hidden Macedonians and 
communists in my maternal family. 
 
A KKE Greek Communist memorial, commemorating the 
800 fallen communist fighters in the Battle of Florina in 
1949, is unveiled. 
 
June 17 – The Prespa Agreement is signed in Psarades, 
Greece. Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras and 
FYROM’s Zoran Zaev vow to solve the Macedonian 
name dispute by renaming FYROM as North Macedonia. 
A referendum in FYROM fails to meet its quota on the 
name issue. FYROM parliament passes the Prespa 
Agreement. 
Greece is still debating the issue. 
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APPENDIX 3: MAP OF FLORINA  
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GLOSSARY 
Andartes – Greek communist fighters 

Ayios Germanos – Greek name for the Ottoman village of German – pronounced 

Yerman 

DAG – Democratic Army of Greece (Communists’ Civil War Army) 

DSE – Demokratikos Stratos Ellada (Communists’ Civil War Army) 

EAM – Ethnikon Apeleutherotikon Metopon – National Liberation Front (left-wing, 

communist-party controlled) 

EDES – Ethnikos Democratikos Syndesmos – National Democratic Greek League 

(right-wing, anti-communist, republican) 

EES – Ellinikos Ethnikos Stratos – Pontian resistance group 

ELAS – Ethnikos Laikos Apeleutherotikos Stratos – National Popular Liberation 

Front (military wing of EAM) 

EON – Ethnikie Organosis Neon – National Youth Organisation (led by Greek 

dictator, Ioannis Metaxas) – Fascist Youth 

EPON – All Greek National Youth Organisation (communist youth organisation) 

formed in the mountains of north-western Greece – also known as the 

Government of the Mountains, or Free Greece  

FYROM – The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (the provisional United 

Nations reference to which Australia adheres) 

IMRO – Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation established by Bulgarian 

activists in 1893, seeking independence for the Bulgarians in Macedonia 

KKE – Kommounistiko Komma Ellados – Communist Party of Greece 

Lemos – Also Laimos, the Greek name for the Ottoman village of  

Rambi/Robi/Rampi 

Mikro Asiates – Refugees from Asia Minor, the coast of what is now Turkey 

NOF – Naroden Osloboditelen Front –  People’s Liberation front (Slavic battalions 

during the Greek Civil War) – political and military organisation established by 

communist Slavo-Macedonians  

Paedomazoma – Literally means ‘childgathering’, the evacuation of the children 

living in the area controlled by the Communist Provisional Government 
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Paedopolis – Literally means ‘childtowns’, the institutions run by Queen Frederica 

during the Greek Civil War 

Papou – Grandpa in Greek 

Partisan – Yugoslav communist fighters 

PDG – Prosorine Demokratike Kyvernesis – Provisional Democratic government   

Pontii – Refugees from Pontus, near the Black Sea 

PRM – People’s Republic of Macedonia – created on August 2, 1944, it was one of 

the Federal states of the People’s Republic of Macedonia 

Prosfiyi – Refugees from the Greco-Turkish war of 1919–22 from Asia Minor and 

the Pontus 

SAGA – Skoli Axiomatikon tou Geniko Arhigeio – School of the Officer’s 

Headquarters 

Security Battalions – Tagmata Asphaleios 

SNOF – Slavjano-Makedonski Narodno Oslobeditelen Front – Slavo-Macedonian 

National Liberation Front (Slav form of EAM) during the resistance 

SOE – Special Operations Executive – British Commandoes and Officers assisting 

the Resistance 

Thia – Aunt in Greek 

Thios – Uncle in Greek 

UNRRA – Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Committee 

UNSCOB – United Nations Special Committee on the Balkans 

VRMO-DPMNE – Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation – Democratic 

Party for Macedonian National Unity 

Yiayia – Granny in Greek 
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INTERVIEWS 
Christos Damolis, Ayios Germanos 2004 

Christos Michailidis, Lemos 2004 

Christos Vakitsidis, Lemos 1988 

Demosthenis Vakitsidis, Adelaide 2017 

Eleftheria Rallis, Lemos 2005 

Lazos Mellios, Florina 2004 

Mr Y., Florina 2016 

Mrs F., Adelaide 2015 

Nikos Georgiou, Adelaide 2016 

Nikos Bakousis, Lemos 2004 

Pavlos Diakopoulos, Lemos 2005 

Pavlos Stambolidis, Sinikismos 2004 

Petros Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide 2016, 2018 

Politimi Diakopoulou, Lemos 2005 

Rebecca Stambolidis, Sinikismos 2004 

Saiah Telianidou, Sinikismos 2004 

Thanasis Bakousis, Lemos 2004 

Triandafilya Dimanopoulou, Lemos 2004 

Victoria Vatsikopoulos, Adelaide 2016, 2018 

Zoi Papadopoulos, Adelaide 2014 
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